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Zusammenfassung
Stickstoffdioxid (NO2 ) hat eine Schlüsselstellung in der Chemie der Atmosphäre. Obwohl Stickoxide (NOx =NO2 +NO) nur als Spurengase existieren, sind sie sowohl an dem
Ozonabbau und den Halogenverbindungs-Reaktionen in der Stratosphäre als auch an der
Bildung von Ozon und sekundären Aerosolen in der Troposphäre beteiligt. Eine große
Menge von bodennahem NO2 , das als Luftschadstoff die menschliche Gesundheit und das
Ökosystem schädigt, wird bei der anthropogenen Verbrennung der fossilen Brennstoffe
und der Biomasse erzeugt.
Um die räumlichen und zeitlichen Veränderungen der NO2 -Konzentrationen global
erfassen zu können, müssen Methoden der satellitengestützten Fernerkundung angewendet werden. Seit mehr als 10 Jahren stehen Beobachtungen des gesamten und troposphärischen NO2 mit Hilfe vom Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment-2 (GOME-2)
Instrument an Bord von Satelliten der MetOp-Reihe zur Verfügung. Im Oktober 2017
kam das fortgeschrittene TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI) an Bord
von Sentinel-5 Precursor hinzu, das sich durch eine sehr gute räumliche Auflösung von 7
km × 3.5 km auszeichnet. Sowohl GOME-2 als auch TROPOMI sind optische Absorptionsspektrometer, die im ultravioletten und sichtbaren Licht messen.
Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit der Bestimmung von NO2 Gesamtsäulen und troposphärischen Säulen mit Hilfe der GOME-2 und TROPOMI Instrumente. Zur Bestimmung der Gesamtsäulen wird die Absorption aus den gemessenen Strahldichten mit
der Methode der differenziellen optischen Absorptionsspektroskopie (DOAS) analysiert.
Die Berechnung der troposphärischen NO2 -Säulen beruht auf der Subtraktion des
stratosphärischen Hintergrunds und der Simulation des Strahlungstransports. Die
täglichen globalen Daten tragen wesentlich zu Untersuchungen der Atmosphärenphysik
und -chemie bei.
In dieser Arbeit wird eine Reihe wichtiger Prozesse, die mit Atmosphärenphysik
und -chemie in Zusammenhang stehen, mit besonderem Fokus auf NO2 dargestellt. Sie
verbindet eine ausführliche Beschreibung und eine Untersuchung über das DOAS-basierte
Retrievalverfahren mit einer Übersicht über die vorhandenen Methoden. Darüber hinaus
werden die Quellen von Hauptfehlern analysiert und besprochen, um die Messungen besser
interpretieren zu können.
Danach wird ein verbessertes Retrievalverfahren auf kalibrierte Strahlungsmessungen
von GOME-2 und TROPOMI angewendet, das auf qualitativ hochwertige und harmonisierte globale Beobachtungen abzielt. Die resultierenden NO2 -Daten werden anhand der
Messungen von verschiedenen satellitengetragenen NO2 -Produkten sowie von bodengebundenen Instrumenten überprüft und validiert. Das Algorithmus-Framework kann für
zukünftige ultraviolett-sichtbare Sensoren angepasst und als Referenz für die zukünftige
Entwicklung des Algorithmus verwendet werden.
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Abstract
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) is an important trace gas in the Earth’s atmosphere. Nitrogen
oxides (NOx =NO2 +NO) relate strongly to ozone destruction and halogen compound reactions in the stratosphere and serve as precursors of ozone and secondary aerosol in the
troposphere. As a prominent air pollutant affecting human health and ecosystem, large
amounts of NO2 are produced in the boundary layer by anthropogenic combustion of
fossil fuels and biomass over polluted hot spots.
Satellite-based remote sensing data has been applied to characterise the spatial and
temporal variation of NO2 concentrations. The Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment-2
(GOME-2) instruments, included on a series of MetOp satellites, have provided a consistent long-term NO2 dataset for more than a decade. The NO2 measurements have
been extended by the new generation instrument TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument
(TROPOMI) aboard the Sentinel-5 Precursor satellite with a high spatial resolution of
7 km × 3.5 km. Both GOME-2 and TROPOMI are ultraviolet-visible spectrometers
providing NO2 observations on global scale and daily basis.
The work presented in this thesis addresses the determination of total and tropospheric
NO2 columns using the GOME-2 and TROPOMI instruments. The NO2 total columns
are retrieved from the measured radiance spectra using the differential optical absorption
spectroscopy (DOAS) method, based on which the tropospheric columns are determined
with a subtraction of the stratospheric contribution and a simulation of the radiative
transfer. The observations offer opportunities for the scientific community to make an
extensive investigation into the atmospheric physics and chemistry.
In this work, a number of important processes related to the physics and chemistry
of the atmosphere and specifically the NO2 are introduced, followed by a detailed investigation of the DOAS-type NO2 retrieval algorithm, including an overview of the satellite
data heritage and state-of-the-art retrievals. In addition, the main error sources related
to the retrieval uncertainty are analysed and discussed for each retrieval step, which play
a critical role in the interpretation of the satellite NO2 measurements.
To that end, a harmonized NO2 retrieval algorithm is developed for GOME-2 and
TROPOMI, aiming at high-quality global observations based on calibrated satellite data
and state-of-the-science retrieval schemes. The retrieval algorithm is applied on measurements from GOME-2 and TROPOMI, and the resulting NO2 data record is verified and
validated using measurements from different satellite retrievals and correlative groundbased instruments. The proposed algorithm framework can be easily adapted for future
ultraviolet-visible sensors and can be used as reference for future algorithm developments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Background

The atmosphere of Earth is a complex system of gases, known as air, separating the
Earth’s surface from space. Characterised by the temperature as a function of altitude,
the atmosphere can be divided into a set of layers, as indicated in Fig. 1.1. Extended
from the surface to 8-18 km altitude, the troposphere is the lowest layer of the atmosphere,
which is critical for plants, animals, and humans on Earth, with ∼75-80% of the mass of
the atmosphere, most types of clouds, and almost all the weather. Within the troposphere,
the lowest part up to 1-2 km is the boundary layer, separated from the free troposphere by
a direct interaction of the atmosphere with the surface. Extended above the troposphere
to ∼50 km is the stratosphere, a relatively stable layer with little convection and mixing,
due to the increasing temperature as increasing altitude. The boundary between the
troposphere and the stratosphere is called the tropopause.
atmospheric constituents
The atmosphere contains several main gaseous constituents, such as nitrogen (N2 ), oxygen
(O2 ), and argon (Ar). Gases like carbon dioxide (CO2 ), nitrogen oxides (NOx ), methane
(CH4 ), and ozone (O3 ) are trace gases that account for ∼0.1% of the atmosphere. Despite
the relative scarcity, various trace gases are involved in the greenhouse effect and related
to global warming and climate change, referred to as greenhouse gases, including CO2 ,
CH4 , and water vapor. Water vapor typically accounts for less than 1% of the atmosphere
in the dry areas and ∼4% in the tropical regions. When the temperature of the gaseous
water vapor in supersaturated air is reduced, water vapor forms clouds by condensing to
liquid water droplets or (at lower temperatures) freezing to solid ice crystals. In addition,
the atmosphere has a suspension of fine solid particles or liquid droplets in gases (usually
air), known collectively as aerosols. Typical aerosols, such as plant pollen, mineral dust,
sea salt, and smoke, generally have a smaller particle size than the cloud particles (Boucher
et al., 2013).
As a prevalent form of NOx , nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) is one of the most important
chemical constituents in the Earth’s atmosphere. In the stratosphere, NO2 is strongly
related to halogen compound reactions and ozone destruction (Solomon, 1999). In the
troposphere, NO2 is a prominent air pollutant affecting human respiratory system even
with short exposures (Gamble et al., 1987; Kampa and Castanas, 2008). Additionally,
NOx serve as a precursor of ozone in the presence of volatile organic compounds and a
precursor of secondary aerosols through gas-to-particle conversion (Seinfeld and Pandis,
2016). As a greenhouse gas, NO2 contributes significantly to radiative forcing locally. The
1
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Figure 1.1: 1976 US standard atmosphere graph of atmospheric pressure and temperature profiles
for mid latitudes. Adopted from Gottwald et al. (2006).

net effect of NOx on climate forcing is modelled to be negative or cooling, with NOx -driven
aerosol screening dominating over tropospheric ozone warming (Shindell et al., 2009).
NOx enter the atmosphere due to various natural processes, such as atmospheric
lightning and biogenic activity in soil, and anthropogenic processes, such as fossil fuel
combustion and biomass burning. According to the EDGAR version 4.2 emission dataset
in Fig. 1.2, the anthropogenic emissions of NOx have increased strongly during the past
decades for Asian countries, primarily related to the energy consumption (Richter et al.,
2005; Liu et al., 2017; Hilboll et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2019). Despite the reduced NOx emissions in Europe, still around half of European Union member states exceed the air quality
standards, mainly caused by the diesel car emissions (European Commission, 2017). The
awareness of climate change and air pollution problems has been raised globally, and NOx
control and pollutant prevention techniques have been applied worldwide to reduce the
NO2 pollution.
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Figure 1.2: Global NOx emission trends in 1970-2008 in Tg NO2 /yr. Adopted from ECJRC/PBL. EDGAR version 4.2 emissions (http://edgar.jrc.ec.europa.eu/).

interactions in the atmosphere
The chemical composition of the atmosphere can be analysed due to a number of processes,
in which solar radiation interacts with matter (gases, aerosols, and clouds), as illustrated
in Fig. 1.3. When light travels through the Earth’s atmosphere, the radiation can be
removed by particles (aerosol and cloud) and molecules (such as oxygen, ozone, or NO2 )
and converted to other forms of energy, a process termed as absorption. As the opposite to
absorption, (thermal) emission is the process where an object emits radiation depending
on its temperature. In addition, another fundamental process is the scattering of the
incident radiation, during which the direction of a photon propagation is changed (elastic
scattering) due to air molecules (Rayleigh scattering) or aerosol and cloud particles (Mie
scattering). In contrast to elastic scattering, a photon can also be scattered inelastically by
molecules (Raman scattering) with the molecules excited to high vibrational or rotational

4
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energy levels. Furthermore, when sunlight penetrates the atmosphere, reflection takes
place if the incident radiation “bounces” off the Earth’s surface diffusely (rough surface)
or specularly (smooth surface).

Figure 1.3: Scheme of interactions of solar radiation with the Earth’s atmosphere and surface.

Interactions of solar radiation with matter at different wavelengths yield different
information about the atmosphere and surface. As shown in Fig. 1.4, ∼99% of the solar
power reaching the surface has a wavelength ranging from 300 nm to 2.5 µm, covering the
ultraviolet region (below 380 nm), visible region (380-740 nm), and infrared region (above
740 nm). The visible range allows the penetration of radiation through the atmosphere to
the surface, during which the atmospheric absorption and scattering as well as the surface
reflectance directly affect the intensity of radiation.

Figure 1.4: Spectral properties of sunlight. Adopted from https://brilliant.org/practice/
spectral-properties-sunlight/.

atmospheric remote sensing
Measuring absorption spectra of molecules, remote sensing techniques have played an
important role in the study of atmospheric chemistry and physics. As a commonly used
method to measure trace gases in the atmosphere, the differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) technique (Solomon et al., 1987; Platt and Stutz, 2008) relies on the
separation of highly structural absorption of traces gases and broad extinction features,
e.g., the Rayleigh and Mie scattering. The DOAS method allows an accurate and fast
retrieval of trace gas concentrations even for weak absorbers like NO2 . Quantitative interpretation of the DOAS measurements, however, is not straightforward, as the observed
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light follows complicated paths in the atmosphere, which requires detailed radiative transfer calculations based on a priori information on the state of the atmosphere and surface.
The contiguous wavelength coverage of recent satellite instruments enables the application of DOAS technique from space. As subjects of this study, Global Ozone Monitoring
Experiment-2 (GOME-2) (Callies et al., 2000; Munro et al., 2016) on MetOp satellites and
TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI) (Veefkind et al., 2012) aboard the
Sentinel-5 Precursor satellite are ultraviolet-visible spectrometers providing NO2 observations on a global scale and daily basis. The GOME-2 instruments have been providing
detailed global pictures of the atmospheric content since 2007 and will extend this unique
dataset until 2023. The TROPOMI, with a strong focus on the troposphere, makes the
regional monitoring possible with an unprecedented spatial resolution of 7 km×3.5 km.

1.2

Thesis objectives

This thesis focuses on the retrieval of total and tropospheric NO2 columns from the
GOME-2 and TROPOMI observations with three main objectives:
• assessment of the quality of NO2 retrievals using the DOAS method
As the DOAS-based method is widely applied in the NO2 retrieval from satellite
instruments, the accuracy of the method is evaluated based on synthetic measurements. Individual error sources related to the retrieval uncertainty are discussed,
due to the importance for the interpretation of the satellite retrieval.
• development of harmonised NO2 retrieval algorithms for GOME-2 and TROPOMI
A DOAS-based method is developed to retrieve the total and tropospheric NO2 from
the GOME-2 and TROPOMI measurements. Latest developments in the GOME-2
NO2 retrieval algorithm are reported, and the improved algorithm is adapted and
optimised for the TROPOMI instrument.
• verification and validation of the GOME-2 and TROPOMI NO2 data
The overall quality of the retrieved GOME-2 and TROPOMI data is evaluated
by comparing with NO2 columns from different satellite retrievals and correlative
ground-based instruments.

1.3

Thesis outline

This work is a cumulative dissertation comprising of four papers as presented in Appendices A-D. After a general introduction of atmospheric NOx in Chap. 2, the DOAS-based
retrieval of total and tropospheric NO2 columns is presented with necessary basics and
state-of-the-art in Chap. 3. Chapter 4 focuses on the theoretical studies addressing the
overall quality of the DOAS-based retrieval (objective 1). Chapters 5 and 6 introduce
the NO2 retrieval algorithms using GOME-2 and TROPOMI measurements (objective
2), respectively, as well as the verification and validation of the NO2 data (objective 3).
Chapter 7 summarises the findings and provides directions for future research.
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Chapter 2

Atmospheric NOx
NO2 is an important trace gas in the Earth’s stratosphere and troposphere. Since NO2
and nitrogen oxide (NO) are rapidly converted into each other in the daytime atmosphere, they are commonly summed up to NOx (NOx =NO2 +NO). Over polluted hot
spots, large amounts of NOx are produced in the boundary layer by industrial processes,
power generation, transportation, and biomass burning. In this chapter, the sources and
sinks as well as the basic chemical reactions are described for atmospheric NOx in the
atmosphere, followed by an introduction of ground- and space-based measurements of
NO2 concentration.

2.1

Sources of NOx

NOx are produced in the atmosphere by both natural and anthropogenic processes. The
natural sources of NOx mainly include atmospheric lightning, natural fire, and microbial
activity in soil. The main anthropogenic sources are fossil fuel combustion, surface and
air transport, and biomass burning. Global NOx emissions in the year 2012 are 122 Mt,
as estimated by EDGAR version 4.3.2 (Fig. 2.1). The energy consumption emission is the
predominant anthropogenic source of NOx for Russia, China, India, and Oceania. The
transport emission dominates the NOx source for America, Europe, and Africa.
Most NOx are primarily emitted in the form of NO. In connection with high temperatures above 2000 K (Zel’Dovich and Raizer, 1966) from lightning or combustion activities
in furnaces, vehicle engines, and biomass burning, air molecules dissociate to form NO:
O2 −−→ 2 O

∆

(R 2.1)

O + N2 −−→ NO + N

(R 2.2)

N + O2 −−→ NO + O

(R 2.3)

NO + O3 −−→ NO2 + O2

(R 2.4)

and NO can be rapidly converted to NO2 by reaction with ozone:

In the stratosphere, NOx are mainly formed from nitrous oxide (N2 O) transported
from the troposphere, e.g., via the convective uplift from thunderstorms. N2 O is primarily
produced by soils in the troposphere and photolyzed in the stratosphere (Brasseur and
Solomon, 2005):
N2 O + O( 1D) −−→ 2 NO
(R 2.5)
7
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Figure 2.1: Map of global NOx emissions and relative contributions of energy, industry, transport,
residential, and agriculture for the year 2012. Total emissions (in Mt/yr) by region are reported
next to each pie chart. Adopted from EDGAR version 4.3.2 emissions (Crippa et al., 2018).

2.2

Sinks of NOx

With the exception of emissions by aircraft and lightning in Sect. 2.1, the NOx produced
by natural and anthropogenic processes are emitted into the boundary layer. Most of the
generated NOx are converted to nitric acid (HNO3 ) and removed out of the atmosphere by
precipitation, a process called wet deposition of HNO3 (Jacob, 1999). During the daytime,
HNO3 is produced via the NOx oxidation by the abundant hydroxyl radical (OH):
M

NO2 + OH −−→ HNO3

(R 2.6)

At nighttime, HNO3 is generated via the combination product dinitrogen pentoxide
(N2 O5 ), which can react heterogeneously in the presence of aerosols (Dentener and
Crutzen, 1993):
NO2 + O3 −−→ NO3 + O2
(R 2.7)
M

2.3

NO3 + NO2 ←−→ N2 O5

(R 2.8)

N2 O5 + H2 O −−→ 2 HNO3

(R 2.9)

Reservoirs and lifetime of NOx

Intermediate products of the NOx oxidation in (R 2.6)-(R 2.9), including HNO3 , NO3 , and
N2 O5 , are regarded as reservoirs for NOx and summed up as total reactive nitrogen (NOy )
compounds (NOy = NOx + reservoir species). While HNO3 is removed by precipitation
in Sect. 2.2, the other NOy species are eventually converted back to NOx via photolysis
in the sunlit atmosphere or reactions with radical species (Schultz et al., 1998).
Depending on the concentrations of species involved in (R 2.6)-(R 2.9), atmospheric
pressure and temperature, and solar irradiation, the lifetime of NOx varies from several

9
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hours at the polluted surface to several days in the upper troposphere, as indicated in
Fig. 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Vertical profiles of the estimated lifetime of NOx and HNO3 . The calculated vertical
profile of the NO/NOx ratio is also shown. Adopted from Ehhalt et al. (1992).

2.4

Chemistry of NOx

One main importance of NOx in the atmospheric chemistry is their essential role in the
determination of the Earth’s ozone distribution.
cycle of NOx and ozone
The cycling of NO2 generally involves (R 2.4) and NO2 photolysis (Nicolet, 1965) in the
sunlit atmosphere:
hv (λ< 397.5 nm)

NO2 −−−−−−−−−−→ NO + O
M

O + O2 −−→ O3

(R 2.10)
(R 2.11)

The forward reactions (R 2.10) and (R 2.11) and the backward reaction (R 2.4) determine
the local concentration of tropospheric ozone, depending on the NOx concentration and
the light intensity.
tropospheric ozone production
In addition to (R 2.4), NO can also react with organic peroxy radicals (RO2 ) or hydroperoxy radicals (HO2 ) to produce NO2 (Stedman et al., 1970) without consuming ozone in
the troposphere:
NO + RO2 (or HO2 ) −−→ NO2 + RO (or OH)

(R 2.12)

In air masses with high NOx concentrations, RO2 or HO2 can efficiently convert NO into
NO2 , resulting in tropospheric ozone production (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2016) with (R 2.10)
and (R 2.11).

10
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stratospheric ozone destruction
In the stratosphere, NO2 reacts (alternatively to photolysis R 2.10) with atomic oxygen
from oxygen photolysis:
NO2 + O −−→ NO + O2
(R 2.13)

which leads to stratospheric ozone destruction (Solomon, 1999) with a catalytic cycle
(Crutzen, 1970) in combination with (R 2.4).

polar ozone hole
Despite the involvement in the NOx -catalysed stratospheric ozone destruction, NO2 slows
down the chlorine-induced ozone depletion by converting the active chlorine oxide (ClO)
to the non-radical chlorine nitrate (ClNO3 ) (Wennberg et al., 1994):
ClO + NO2 + M −−→ ClNO3 + M

(R 2.14)

During polar winter with darkness, NOx are transformed to longer lived reservoir species
in Sect. 2.3, a process referred to as denoxification (Solomon, 1999). Furthermore, the formation of polar vortex separates the denoxified air masses with low NOx from warm moist
air masses of the mid-latitudes. In addition, the low temperatures cause the formation of
persistent ice-like polar stratospheric clouds, providing the surfaces for the conversion of
reservoirs ClNO3 and hydrogen chloride (HCl) to molecular chlorine (Cl2 ):
ClNO3 + HCl −−→ Cl2 + HNO3

(R 2.15)

In winter, sedimentation of HNO3 -containing polar stratospheric clouds removes the NOx
reservoirs from the polar vortex, a process referred to as denitrification (Solomon, 1999).
In spring with sufficient light, Cl2 photolysis starts the catalytic ozone destruction cycles,
and the efficiency of (R 2.14) is suppressed due to the missing NOx within the polar vortex,
leading to a significant stratospheric ozone destruction.

2.5

NO2 measurements

To better understand the atmospheric environment, a number of different techniques
have been developed to provide long-term NO2 observations on local, regional, and global
scales. Fundamentally, instruments are able to make in-situ or remote sensing measurements. The in-situ instruments are able to accurately determine the local NO2 concentrations at a particular location with a high sensitivity for different atmospheric conditions.
Remote sensing techniques, on the contrary, are principally spectroscopic methods sensing
the radiation and allowing measurements remote from the instrument.
According to light source, remote sensing techniques can be broadly divided into
active and passive methods. Active sensors emit an artificial light source and measure
the reflected or scattered signal, while passive sensors detect the natural energy (from the
Sun, Moon, or stars) that is reflected or emitted from the target. Active remote sensing
techniques have a higher flexibility concerning the light path length and a wider spectral
range due to the independence of daylight, but they normally require a sophisticated
optical system and regular maintenance. In contrast, passive remote sensing techniques
are more suitable for automated operation with a relatively simple experimental set-up.
According to platform, remote sensing observations of NO2 concentrations are commonly obtained by ground-based and space-based instruments. Ground-based NO2 measurements are beneficial to local or regional air pollution studies, especially for urban and
suburban regions, while measurements from satellite instruments provide the possibility
to measure the NO2 concentrations globally, including rural or remote areas.

2.5. NO2 MEASUREMENTS

2.5.1
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Ground-based measurements

Ground-based remote sensing measurements of atmospheric NO2 have been applied since
the development of the photon counting spectrophotometer (Dobson, 1957) in the mid1920s (Kularni, 1975). The idea of the Dobson instrument and its successor Brewer
spectrometer (Brewer et al., 1973) is to use the strong differential absorption of solar
light by NO2 at different wavelengths in the visible and near-ultraviolet region. Based
on the measurement principle of absorption spectroscopy, the DOAS technique (Brewer
et al., 1973; Noxon, 1975; Platt, 1994; Platt and Stutz, 2008) is one of the most commonly
used spectroscopic methods to measure trace gases to date. DOAS uses the structured
absorption of trace gases and removes the smooth extinction features like aerosol extinction or instrumental effects. Ground-based measurements can be accurately analysed by
applying the passive DOAS technique for total (stratospheric plus tropospheric), stratospheric, and tropospheric column content, depending on the observed light source (direct
solar irradiance, sky radiance in zenith direction, or sky radiance in multiple viewing
directions).
direct Sun DOAS
Direct Sun DOAS has been applied to determine the total amount of NO2 (e.g., Cede
et al., 2006; Wenig et al., 2008). By pointing the instrument to the Sun, the spectral
signature of NO2 is captured straightforwardly in the direct light measurements, since
all sunlight reaching the Earth’s surface has to traverse the entire atmosphere. To date,
automatic spectrometer systems using the direct Sun DOAS technique, like the Pandora
instrument, are stable and reliable to provide measurements of NO2 total columns with
a high precision and a high sensitivity (Herman et al., 2009, 2018).
zenith sky DOAS
Zenith sky DOAS is mainly sensitive to stratospheric NO2 and usually performed during
twilight (sunrise and sunset) due to the long optical path in the stratosphere and relatively
short vertical light path through the troposphere. Zenith sky DOAS instruments, such
as the Système d’Analyse par Observations Zénithal (SAOZ) spectrometer (Pommereau
and Goutail, 1988), have provided a high-quality monitoring of stratospheric NO2 (e.g.,
Van Roozendael et al., 1997; Liley et al., 2000; Hendrick et al., 2004, 2012).
MAXDOAS
Multi-axis DOAS (MAXDOAS), in contrast, allows the determination of vertically resolved abundances of atmospheric species in the lowermost troposphere (Hönninger et al.,
2004; Wagner et al., 2004; Wittrock et al., 2004; Heckel et al., 2005; Frieß et al., 2006;
Clémer et al., 2010; Hendrick et al., 2014; Ortega et al., 2015; Gielen et al., 2017). As
shown in Fig. 2.3, the MAXDOAS instrument collects scattered sunlight in a series of
line-of-sight angular directions from the horizon to the zenith. When the photons are
collected simultaneously from different viewing elevations, a high sensitivity for tropospheric NO2 is obtained by pointing the instrument to the horizon due to the long light
path length, and measurements at higher elevations provide information on the rest of
the column (Platt and Stutz, 2008).

2.5.2

Space-based measurements

Space-based measurements applying the DOAS technique have played an important role
in monitoring and quantifying NO2 concentrations with a global coverage. As indicated

12
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: MAXDOAS instrument close to Beijing Olympic stadium in China (a) and
MAXDOAS measurement geometry (b). Adopted from http://www.aeronomie.be/en/topics/
globalchange/airquality-china.htm.

in Fig. 2.4, the first global NO2 column measurements from satellite instrument were provided by Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) on board ERS-2 with a spatial
resolution of 320 km×40 km and a global coverage within three days (Burrows et al., 1999).
The NO2 data record has been continued by SCanning Imaging Absorption SpectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartographY (SCIAMACHY) (Bovensmann et al., 1999) aboard
Envisat, Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) (Levelt et al.) on EOS-Aura, GOME-2
(Callies et al., 2000; Munro et al., 2016) on MetOp satellites, and TROPOMI (Veefkind
et al., 2012) aboard Sentinel-5 Precursor.

Figure 2.4: Overview of European ultraviolet-visible polar orbiting backscatter satellite instruments.

GOME-2
GOME-2 (Fig. 2.5a) is a nadir-scanning ultraviolet-visible spectrometer measuring the
Earth’s backscattered radiance and extra-terrestrial solar irradiance in the spectral range
between 240 and 790 nm. The first GOME-2 was launched in October 2006 aboard
the MetOp-A satellite, and a second GOME-2 was launched in September 2012 aboard

13
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MetOp-B. The consistent long-term dataset will be further extended by the third GOME2 on the MetOp-C platform (launched in November 2018). The Sun-synchronous polar
orbit has an equator crossing time of 9:30 local time (descending node). The spectral
resolution is 0.44-0.53 nm in the spectral window for the detection of NO2 . The default
swath width of GOME-2 is 1920 km, enabling a global coverage in ∼1.5 days. The default
ground pixel size is 80 km×40 km in the forward scan, which remains almost constant
over the full swath width. In a tandem operation of MetOp-A and MetOp-B from July
2013 onwards, a decreased swath of 960 km and an increased spatial resolution of 40
km×40 km are employed by GOME-2/MetOp-A.
TROPOMI
TROPOMI (Fig. 2.5b) is a push broom (non-scanning) imaging spectrometer covering wavelength bands between the ultraviolet and the shortwave infrared. Launched in
October 2017, the 7-year-lifetime Sentinel-5 Precursor sensor TROPOMI provides NO2
observations with a spatial resolution of 7 km×3.5 km (along×across track) and a spectral
resolution of 0.54 nm in the visible wavelength range. The swath width is ∼2600 km in
the direction across the track of the satellite that allows a daily global coverage. In combination with the morning observations from GOME-2, the early afternoon measurements
(13:30 local time) from TROPOMI allow a better study of NO2 diurnal variations.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: Measurement principles for GOME-2 (Callies et al., 2000; Munro et al., 2016)) in
panel (a) and TROPOMI (adopted from Veefkind et al. (2012)) in panel (b).

geostationary satellite constellation
In the future, the long-term satellite NO2 observations will be further continued by forthcoming geostationary missions such as Sentinel-4 (Ingmann et al., 2012) over Europe,
Geostationary Environmental Monitoring Spectrometer (GEMS) (Kim, 2012) over Asia,
and Tropospheric Emissions Monitoring of Pollution (TEMPO) (Zoogman et al., 2017)
over North America with a fast revisit time and a strong air quality focus.
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Chapter 3

Atmospheric NO2 retrieval
This chapter focuses on satellite remote sensing with solar backscatter measurements
in the ultraviolet-visible wavelength range. The total NO2 amount is derived from the
spectral features using the commonly used DOAS retrieval method, based on which the
tropospheric columns are determined with a subtraction of the stratospheric contributions
and a numerical modelling of the atmospheric radiative transfer. In this chapter, the theoretical basis of the general retrieval algorithm is briefly introduced, relying on which the
DOAS method is developed with simplifications and adaptations. A detailed theoretical
analysis is referred to a journal article in Appendix A. Additionally, the DOAS-based
algorithm and state-of-the-art retrievals are described for ultraviolet-visible backscatter
satellite instruments, followed by a discussion of the main error sources and retrieval
uncertainties.

3.1

Retrieval theory

In atmospheric remote sensing, a forward problem relates a given set of measurements
y (e.g., spectral radiances in the ultraviolet-visible wavelength range) to atmospheric
parameters x (e.g., the distribution of the trace gas) by applying a forward operator F
(Rodgers, 2000):
y = F(x, b) + 
(3.1)
where b is a set of forward model parameters, including satellite viewing geometries,
surface properties, and the presence of clouds and aerosols.  denotes the error terms,
such as the measurement noise, forward model errors, and the errors resulting from the
uncertainties in the model parameters. For (weakly) non-linear forward models, F can be
linearised around the a priori trace gas distribution xa (Eskes and Boersma, 2003):
y = F(xa , b̂) + Kx (x − xa ) + .

(3.2)

Evaluated at x = xa , the term Kx = ∂y/∂x is called weighting function or Jacobian
matrix, which describes the sensitivity of the measurements to changes in atmospheric
parameters. b̂ is the best estimate of the forward model parameters.
The inverse or retrieval problem, or simply inversion, on the other hand, deals with the
estimation of trace gas state x̂ from the observation vector y with a retrieval procedure
R (Rodgers, 2000):
x̂ = R(y, xa , b̂).
(3.3)
The linearisation of Eq. (3.3) around the a priori state ya = F(xa , b̂) gives:
x̂ = R[F(xa , b̂), xa , b̂] + Gy [Kx (x − xa ) + ]
15
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with Gy = ∂ x̂/∂y called gain factor. Here the vector A = Gy Kx = ∂ x̂/∂x is referred to as
averaging kernel, which describes the sensitivity of the retrieval to changes in atmospheric
quantities and provides additional information for data interpretation and error analysis.
The retrieval algorithm can be applied to obtain the vertical distribution for non-weak
absorbers like ozone. For weak absorbers including NO2 , the estimated quantity x̂ is an
integrated parameter, i.e., the vertical column density or vertical column. Note that the
retrieved NO2 state x̂ (vertical column) and the true NO2 state x (vertical distribution)
have different dimensions.
For NO2 , the forward model F can be linearised around xa = 0 (Eskes and Boersma,
2003):
y = F(0, b̂) + Kx x + .
(3.5)
This linear relationship enables a practical separation of the retrieval in Eq. (3.3) into two
steps. The absorption along an average photon path from the Sun through the atmosphere
to the instrument, i.e., the slant column density or slant column S(y), is first calculated,
followed by a transfer of this absorption to the estimated vertical column x̂ as:
x̂ =

S(y)
M (xa , b̂)

.

(3.6)

Referred to as air mass factor (AMF), M is derived by a geometric and radiative transfer
calculation, depending on the a priori NO2 distribution xa and the estimated forward
model parameters b̂. Strictly speaking, S(y) depends also on xa , but this dependency
can be corrected for a posteriori during the calculation of M (see Sect. 3.4.2).
Appendix A shows a detailed derivation of the DOAS method in the context of general
retrieval models with simplifications and approximations, providing a theoretical basis for
applying the inversion theory and specifically the DOAS technique to retrieve the total
and tropospheric NO2 columns from satellite remote sensing data.

3.2

DOAS slant column retrieval

The basis of the absorption spectroscopy technique is the Lambert-Beer’s law, namely the
scattered radiation intensity I decreases exponentially with the light path length L in the
case of homogeneous absorption:
I(λ) = I0 (λ)e−k(λ)nL ,

(3.7)

where I0 denotes the initial intensity of a light beam, k(λ) is the absorption reference
spectrum or absorption cross-section at wavelength λ, and n is the number density of
the absorber. Since k is a Runique characteristic property of absorbers, the trace gas
L
slant column S, defined as 0 n(l)dl in Eq. (3.6), can be determined from the ratio
of reflectance spectra measurements with the absorbers (earthshine spectrum I(λ)) and
without the absorbers (reference solar spectrum I0 (λ)) in the light beam:


X
I(λ)
ln
=−
Sg kg (λ) − P (λ)
(3.8)
I0 (λ)
g
with the left-hand side expression τ = −ln[I(λ)/I0 (λ))] named as optical depth.
In Eq. (3.8), the spectral structures are separated into narrow-band absorption structures of trace gases g and broad-band contributions approximated by a low-order polynomial P , which is the foundation of the DOAS method (Platt and Stutz, 2008). Effectively,

b

Nüß (2005); Richter et al. (2005)
Beirle et al. (2010)
c
Boersma et al. (2011); van Geffen et al. (2015)
d
Valks et al. (2011); Chap. 5 of this work

a

data assimilation

stratosphere-troposphere
separation
radiative transfer model
surface albedo
a priori NO2 profile
cloud parameters

SCIATRAN
GOME climatology
MOZART
FRESCO

3
fixed solar reference on
28 February 1997

polynomial degree
reference spectrum

fitting window
secondary trace gases

GOME v2
IUP-UBa
425-450 nm
O3 , H2 Ovap , O4

McArtim
assumption
assumption
FRESCO

SCIAMACHY
MPI-Cb
430.8-459.5 nm
O3 ,
H2 Ovap ,
O4 ,
H2 Oliq , CHOCHO
5
daily solar reference
from the azimuthal
scan mirror
limb-nadir matching
DAK
OMI climatology
TM5
OMCLDO2

data assimilation

5
annual mean solar reference (2005)

OMI DOMINO v3.0
KNMIc
405-465 nm
O3 , H2 Ovap , O4 , H2 Oliq

modified reference sector method
VLIDORT
GOME-2 dataset
IFS(CB05BASCOE)
OCRA/ROCINN

5
daily solar reference

GOME-2 GDP 4.9
DLRd
425-497 nm
O3 , H2 Ovap , O4 , H2 Oliq

Table 3.1: Main settings of the NO2 retrieval for ultraviolet-visible satellite instruments.
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the narrow-band components of the optical depth and the absorption cross-section, i.e.,
the differential optical depth and the differential absorption cross-section, respectively,
are distinguished from the broad-band components, such as Rayleigh scattering, cloud
and aerosol extinction, and surface reflection.
DOAS fit is a least-squares retrieval performed in a selected spectral window with slant
column and polynomial coefficients as unknown parameters. Additionally, a number of
effects also need to be considered in the fitting process:


X
I(λ + ∆(λ)) − δ(λ)
ln
=−
Sg kg (λ) − αR R(λ) − P (λ)
(3.9)
I0 (λ)
g
with ∆(λ) representing small wavelength shifts, δ(λ) an intensity offset correction, αR a
Ring scaling factor, and R(λ) a Ring reference spectrum.
wavelength shift
The quality of DOAS strongly depends on a perfect alignment among the spectrum to
analyse, the reference spectrum, and the absorption cross-sections. Small wavelength
shifts in the order of a few percent can lead to strong systematic structures in the residual.
To consider the possible misalignment, wavelength changes are corrected using shift and
stretch parameters. It is necessary to mention that the shift and stretch as well as the
offset parameters described below are included as non-linear terms in the fitting process,
which can be numerically solved by the Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm (Marquardt,
1963; Levenberg, 1944).
intensity offset correction
Besides the radiances backscattered by the Earth’s atmosphere, a number of both natural
(i.e., the inelastic scattering in the atmosphere and the ocean) and instrumental (e.g.,
stray light in the spectrometer and change of detector’s dark current) sources contribute
to an additional “offset” to the scattering intensity. To correct for this drift, an intensity
offset correction is modelled using a low-order polynomial with polynomial coefficients as
fitting parameters.
Ring effect
Because the solar light is spectrally structured, the strong Fraunhofer lines (spectral
absorption lines of the Sun) need to be accurately measured and corrected for passive
DOAS applications. The so-called “filling-in” of Fraunhofer lines, referred to as Ring
effect (Grainger and Ring, 1962), describes an intensity loss at the incident wavelength
and a gain at the neighbouring wavelengths. The Ring effect is primarily caused by
the inelastic rotational Raman scattering, during which the incident photons undergo
a change of not only direction but also wavelength. The Ring effect results in a slight
difference between the shape in the direct solar light and the earthshine radiance. In the
DOAS analysis, the Ring effect is usually treated as a “pseudo absorber” by including
in the DOAS fit a Ring reference spectrum, obtained by convolution of a solar spectrum
(Chance and Spurr, 1997) with Raman cross-sections, and a scaling parameter to adjust
the amplitude of the Ring reference spectrum.
Figure 3.1 shows an example of applying the DOAS technique to the spectral analysis of NO2 from GOME-2 reflectance spectra at 425-497 nm. The wavelength range is
selected considering prominent NO2 absorption structures and controllable interferences
from other absorbing species, e.g., water vapor (H2 Ovap ), ozone (O3 ), oxygen dimer (O4 ),
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.1: Illustration of applying the DOAS technique to the spectral analysis of NO2 from
GOME-2 spectra at 425-497 nm. (a) panel shows the normalised satellite spectrum with the
absorbers (earthshine radiance I(λ)) and without the absorbers (reference solar irradiance I0 (λ))
in the light beam, (b) shows the separation of the optical depth into the the narrow- and broadband parts using a low-order polynomial, leaving the differential absorption spectrum in (c),
and (d) shows the absorption spectra of the trace gases (black lines) scaled to the absorptions
determined in the satellite spectrum (blue lines). In the same way as the trace gas absorption,
the spectral reflection features of the Ring effect are also analysed.

and liquid water (H2 Oliq ). In the same way as the trace gas absorption, the spectral
reflection features of the Ring effect are also analysed.
Table 3.1 provides an overview of the DOAS fit settings used by different groups
for ultraviolet-visible satellite instruments. Proper selection of the fit settings and accurate quantification of the possible resulting effects are essential for the measurement
interpretation. For instance, the predefined fitting window 425-450 nm provides the best
differential NO2 absorption signal and the smallest interfering effect, while the 425-497
nm wavelength range improves the information content and increases the effective signalto-noise ratio (Richter et al., 2011). In addition, the selection of fitting window is affected
by instrumental parameters, such as the spectral coverage and calibration issues, which
e.g. affect GOME and SCIAMACHY spectra from 460-500 nm. It is important to realize
that the use of different fitting windows has critical implications on the interpretation of
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the slant columns, mainly due to the wavelength-dependency of the Rayleigh scattering,
particularly for polluted conditions with large tropospheric NO2 columns (Richter et al.,
2011). See Sect. 4.1 for further discussion on the fitting window.

3.3

Stratosphere-troposphere separation

Since DOAS yields NO2 column integrated along the total light path from the Earth’s
surface to the top of the atmosphere, the stratospheric contribution need to be estimated
and removed to leave the information in the troposphere. This procedure is referred
to as stratosphere-troposphere separation (Bucsela et al., 2006), after which both total
and tropospheric slant columns are converted to vertical columns in Sect. 3.4. Table
3.1 categorizes the stratosphere-troposphere separation methods widely used for previous
and current satellite instruments.
(modified) reference sector method
One of the first stratosphere-troposphere separation algorithm is the reference sector
method (Richter and Burrows, 2002; Martin et al., 2002; Beirle et al., 2003), which
estimates the stratospheric NO2 columns from measurements over the remote Pacific.
The reference sector method relies on the assumptions of longitudinally homogeneous
stratospheric NO2 and negligible tropospheric NO2 over the Pacific, which may introduce
systematic biases in the presence of large longitudinal variations at high latitudes (e.g.,
inside the polar vortex) or non-zero tropospheric background columns in the Pacific. To
overcome the biases introduced by the longitudinal homogeneity assumption, a number of
modified reference sector methods (e.g., Leue et al., 2001; Wenig et al., 2004; Valks et al.,
2011; Bucsela et al., 2013) apply a masking approach to globally define the “clean” areas
and an interpolation scheme over the masked regions. This group of modified reference
sector methods is in general simple and robust, without dependency on additional data
input (compared to the model-based methods below).
limb-nadir matching
The limb-nadir matching instrumental set-up is employed by SCIAMACHY for a direct
stratospheric correction: the stratospheric air masses sensed in nadir were scanned in
limb shortly before (Sioris et al., 2004; Sierk et al., 2006; Beirle et al., 2010; Hilboll et al.,
2013b). However, such direct coincident measurements of total NO2 columns (nadir) and
stratospheric concentration profiles (limb) are not available for other instruments.
data assimilation
Another two approaches used for stratosphere-troposphere separation rely on the chemistry transport model. The modelled stratospheric NO2 concentrations can be directly
used to estimate the stratospheric columns after empirical corrections of offsets between
satellite and model columns (Richter et al., 2005; Hilboll et al., 2013b). Alternatively, the
model data can be incorporated by data assimilation (Eskes et al., 2003; Dirksen et al.,
2011; van Geffen et al., 2019), in which the three-dimensional distributions of NO2 are
regularly updated such that the modelled stratospheric NO2 concentrations are in close
agreement with satellite measurements for low tropospheric contributions.

3.4

AMF calculation

The conversion between the slant column and the vertical column is implemented by
division with an AMF in Eq. (3.6). In the absence of scattering, which is approximately
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valid in the stratosphere, the AMF is a geometric factor (Fig. 3.2a) Mgeo as a function
of solar zenith angle (SZA) θ0 and viewing zenith angle (VZA) θ:
Mgeo =

1
1
+
.
cos(θ0 ) cos(θ)

(a)

(3.10)

(b)

Figure 3.2: Scheme of geometries for a geometric AMF defined in a non-scattering atmosphere
(a) and a scattering AMF influenced by the presence of air molecules, clouds, and aerosols (b).

The calculation of tropospheric AMF (Fig. 3.2b), however, is more complicated, since
the light path is affected by the presence of air molecules as well as cloud and aerosol
particles. For optically thin absorbers like NO2 , the “scattering” AMF M is calculated
by decoupling the altitude-dependent sensitivity of the backscattered spectrum I, defined
as box-AMF m(z), from the NO2 abundance at altitude z, defined as shape factor f (z)
(Palmer et al., 2001):
Z tropopause
M=
m(z)f (z)dz,
(3.11)
0

m(z) = −

k(z) ∂lnI
,
ke ∂τ

n(z)
f (z) = R tropopause
,
n(z)dz
0

(3.12)
(3.13)

where τ is the optical depth defined in Eq. (3.8), n(z) is the number density, k(z) is the
absorption cross-section, and ke is an average cross-section weighted by the NO2 vertical
distribution to account for the pressure- and temperature-dependency of n(z). Since the
pressure-dependency is generally small for NO2 , the term k(z)/ke is practically replaced
with a temperature correction factor in the AMF calculation (Boersma et al., 2004; Nüß
et al., 2006; Bucsela et al., 2013).

3.4.1

A priori NO2 profile

The number density n(z) is usually obtained from a chemistry transport model. A global
chemistry transport model generally includes both eulerian transport of aerosols and
chemical species in the atmosphere and significant chemical and photochemical reactions
of these atmospheric compositions. The continuing model upgrades (e.g., Horowitz et al.,
2003; Müller and Stavrakou, 2005; Huijnen et al., 2010, 2016; Williams et al., 2017) have
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provided a priori NO2 profiles with considerably improved horizontal, vertical, and temporal resolutions, which are essential to accurately capture the NO2 variations, particularly
for regions with large gradients of NO2 emissions in space and time (Boersma et al., 2016).

3.4.2

Box-AMF

The box-AMF m(z) is generally calculated with a radiative transfer model. The basic
equation of radiative transfer model (Schwarzschild, 1914) describes the intensity attenuation due to absorption plus scattering and intensity enhancement due to emission plus
multiple scattering:
dI(τ, µ, φ)
µ
= I(τ, µ, φ) − J(τ, µ, φ)
(3.14)
dτ
with µ the cosine of inclination to the upward normal, φ the azimuth angle relative to
a fixed direction, I the diffuse radiance, and J the source function. Modern treatments
of the radiative transfer equation (e.g., Stammes, 2001; Mayer and Kylling, 2005; Spurr,
2008; Deutschmann et al., 2011; Rozanov et al., 2014) have provided useful information in
retrieval problems involving least-squares minimization (Rodgers, 2000). Solutions of the
forward radiative transfer model include the simulated top-of-atmosphere radiance and
the radiance derivatives with respect to atmospheric and surface variables (i.e., weighting
functions).
Implemented over the atmospheric layer l of the modelled a priori NO2 profile, Eq.
(3.11) can be written as:
P
ml (b̂)xa,l cl
M= lP
,
(3.15)
l xa,l
where xa,l is the partial column of the a priori NO2 profile, and cl is the temperature
correction coefficient (Nüß et al., 2006). In the optically thin limits, the box-AMF ml in
Eq. (3.15) is independent of xa,l (with influences generally smaller than 1%) and thus can
be determined with a tabulated calculation in practice. At a representative wavelength
(typically the mid-point wavelength of the DOAS fitting window), the constructed boxAMF look-up table is a function of viewing geometries, surface albedo, surface pressure,
and atmospheric pressure.

3.4.3

Surface albedo

The surface albedo is commonly described by a global Lambertian-equivalent reflectivity
(LER) climatology in NO2 retrieval, with the surface assumed as a Lambertian reflector
with an isotropic diffuse reflection. Surface LER databases (e.g., Herman and Celarier,
1997; Koelemeijer et al., 2003; Kleipool et al., 2008; Tilstra et al., 2017) have been derived
based on satellite reflectance data over cloud-free scenes. In addition, the surface reflectivity can be described more realistically by bidirectional reflectance distribution function
(BRDF) (Nicodemus et al., 1992), an intrinsic geometry-dependent scattering characteristics containing a specular lobe (reflection by water in the forward scattering direction)
and a retroreflection lobe (reflection by vegetation in the backward scattering direction).
The surface BRDF has been implemented for the retrievals of both NO2 and clouds (e.g.,
Zhou et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2014, 2015; Noguchi et al., 2014; Vasilkov et al., 2017; Lorente
et al., 2018; Laughner et al., 2018; Qin et al., 2019), mainly based on external datasets
e.g. from the MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) imaging sensor
(Lucht et al., 2000).

3.5. TROPOSPHERIC VERTICAL COLUMN COMPUTATION

3.4.4
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Clouds

Depending on the geometrical and microphysical characteristics, clouds act as reflectors
and absorbers, influencing the NO2 retrieval mainly via the albedo effect with increased
reflectivity, shielding effect with hidden NO2 column below the cloud, and multiple scattering with enhanced absorption inside the cloud (Liu et al., 2004; Stammes et al., 2008;
Kokhanovsky and Rozanov, 2008). In the presence of clouds, the AMF calculation adopts
the independent pixel approximation (Cahalan et al., 1994):
M = ωM cl + (1 − ω)M cr

(3.16)

with M cl representing the AMF for completely cloudy sky and M cr for completely clear
sky. M cl and M cr are derived with Eq. (3.15) with M cl mainly relying on the cloud
pressure (height) and the cloud albedo (optical depth). The cloud radiance fraction ω is
derived from the radiometric or effective cloud fraction cf :
ω=

cf I cl
,
(1 − cf )I cr + cf I cl

(3.17)

where I cl and I cr are the radiances for cloudy and clear scenes, respectively, depending
mostly on the viewing geometry, surface albedo and cloud albedo (optical depth).
Assuming that the clouds can be represented by homogeneous and (in horizontal direction) infinitely extended plane-parallel slabs, the three-dimensional radiative effects of
clouds can be approximated by a one-dimensional radiative transfer model. Current cloud
retrieval algorithms (e.g., Kokhanovsky et al., 2003; Grzegorski et al., 2006; Wang et al.,
2008; Lelli et al., 2012; Veefkind et al., 2016; Lutz et al., 2016; Loyola et al., 2018) derive radiometric cloud fraction, cloud pressure (height), and cloud albedo (optical depth)
from the top-of-atmosphere reflectances, with the clouds treated as either opaque Lambertian reflectors or Mie scattering layers. The Mie scattering cloud model, which allows
for the penetration of photons through the cloud, is more realistic than the Lambertian
cloud model, which screens completely the atmosphere below the cloud (Rozanov and
Kokhanovsky, 2004; Richter et al., 2015).

3.4.5

Aerosols

The aerosols and thin clouds are comparable in radiative effect, namely the albedo effect,
shielding effect, and multiple scattering (Palmer et al., 2001; Leitão et al., 2010). Because
cloud retrievals can hardly distinguish between clouds and aerosols, the aerosol effects on
the AMF calculation are commonly corrected implicitly by assuming that the effective
clouds partially account for the aerosol impacts (Boersma et al., 2004, 2011). In addition,
an explicit aerosol correction is also possible if additional aerosol parameters (e.g., from
chemistry transport models or external aerosol measurements) are available (e.g., Lin
et al., 2014, 2015; Kuhlmann et al., 2015; Castellanos et al., 2015; Chimot et al., 2019;
Liu et al., 2019).

3.5

Tropospheric vertical column computation

Figure 3.3 illustrates the processing chain of the total and tropospheric NO2 retrieval
for ultraviolet-visible backscatter satellite instruments. In the optically thin limit, the
total slant column S(y) can be regarded as a sum of the stratospheric and tropospheric
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components, and the tropospheric vertical column x̂tr can be estimated from Eq. (3.6)
as:
x̂tr =

S(y) − Sst

Mtr (xa,tr , b̂)

,

(3.18)

where Sst is the stratospheric slant column, and Mtr (xa,tr , b̂) is the tropospheric AMF.
The tropospheric NO2 column computation is complicated in case of cloudy conditions.
As a result of the shielding effect of optically thick clouds (see Sect. 3.4.4), a large fraction
of the tropospheric NO2 pollution below the clouds can not be detected by satellites.
Therefore, satellite NO2 measurements are typically filtered for cloud radiance fraction <
0.5 or radiometric cloud fraction < 0.2 to ensure a strong signal from the boundary layer.
Note that the NO2 column below the cloud, the so-called “ghost column”, is estimated
implicitly using the cloudy-sky AMF M cl in Eq. (3.16). Since this procedure relies on
a clear-sky a priori NO2 profile and neglects the difference of this profile in the clearsky and cloudy-sky conditions, larger uncertainties are expected for the cloudy-sky AMF
calculation (Valks et al., 2011).

DOAS fit

spectrum
•
•
•
•
•

wavelength
geometry
surface properties
NO2 vertical profile
clouds and aerosols

total slant column density
StratosphereTroposphereSeparation

AMF calculation

tropospheric vertical column density

tropospheric slant column density

Figure 3.3: Processing chain of the total and tropospheric NO2 retrieval for ultraviolet-visible
backscatter satellite instruments.

3.6

Error analysis

The three components on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.18) are the main error sources in
the computation of tropospheric NO2 columns, which are in general uncorrelated, since
they are obtained from independent steps as introduced above. In the following, the
uncertainties involved in individual retrieval steps are introduced.

3.6. ERROR ANALYSIS

3.6.1
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DOAS assumptions

For simplicity and efficiency reasons, a number of assumptions are made for the application
of the DOAS least-squares fitting, which is described in this section to provide a better
understanding of the data quality and retrieval uncertainty.
Influence of the instrumental spectral resolution can be neglected.
The resolution of the measured spectrum recording the high-resolution NO2 absorption
structures is limited by the spectrometer spectral resolution, which typically can not
resolve the natural line widths of the absorptions. Accordingly, the laboratory absorption
cross-sections need to be convolved on the spectrometer resolution using the instrumental
spectral response function or slit function. However, as both I(λ) and I0 (λ) in Eq. (3.8)
have been filtered by the slit function before the ratio, the Fraunhofer structures can not be
totally removed, introducing an I0 -effect (Johnston, 1996). The I0 -effect can be corrected
using modified absorption cross-sections for non-weak absorbers like ozone (Johnston,
1996) or can be simply neglected for most of the atmospheric absorbers including NO2
(Wagner et al., 2001).
The absorption cross-sections are independent of pressure and temperature.
While the pressure-dependency of the absorption cross-sections can be generally neglected,
the temperature-dependency is strong for NO2 (Fig. 3.4) with an approximately linear
effect. The temperature-dependency of NO2 absorption cross-sections can be taken into
account by including several cross-sections with different temperatures or by applying
a single cross-section and implementing a posteriori temperature-correction in the AMF
calculation in Eq. (3.15).

Figure 3.4: Absorption spectra of NO2 fitted using absorption cross-sections at 220 K and 294
K.

The measured intensity can be represented by one effective light path.
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One largest challenge in passive DOAS applications stems from the difficulty to determine
the light path length, since the observed light follows complicated paths in the atmosphere,
and each light beam travels on an individual path. For most situations, a most probable
light path can be defined, and the length of this effective light path is determined in the
radiative transfer calculation. However, due to the uncertainties in the information on
the vertical distribution of NO2 , clouds, and aerosols as well as the optical properties of
cloud and aerosol particles, the results of the radiative transfer calculation are inherently
uncertain. See Sects. 4.2 and 4.3 for further discussion on the uncertainties introduced
by the radiative transfer calculation.
The effective light path is independent of wavelength.
In DOAS, the light path is normally assumed to be independent of wavelength for weak absorbers. However, as shown in Fig. 3.5a, the sensitivity to NO2 absorption increases with
wavelength in the troposphere, for instance, by ∼40% between 425-497 nm for a polluted
boundary layer with 1 × 1016 molec/cm2 NO2 , resulting mainly from the wavelengthdependency of the Rayleigh scattering and indicating the importance of selecting an appropriate wavelength for AMF calculation. For heavily polluted scenarios, the fitting
residuals can be improved by including a pseudo cross-section in the DOAS fitting (Fig.
3.5b), which is a NO2 cross-section scaled linearly by wavelength and orthogonalised to
the actual NO2 cross-section (Richter et al., 2015).
The effective light path is independent of NO2 amount.
For optically thin absorbers like NO2 , the absorption effect on the overall radiations can be
generally ignored. If, however, the NO2 absorption is largely enhanced in the presence of
heavily polluted scenarios, for instance, with a NO2 column larger than 1×1016 molec/cm2
in Fig. 3.5a, the calculated AMFs decrease by up to 25% and show spectral structures
linked to NO2 absorption bands. This effect can be taken into account by including a
correction term based on tabulated factors between the NO2 slant column and AMF in
the DOAS fit (Richter et al., 2015).
The measurement errors of individual pixels are random and uncorrelated.
On one hand, the measurement error is normally dominated by photon noise and can
be regarded as a source of random error. On the other hand, due to the limited instrumental spectral resolution, a single wavelength is imaged on a number of pixels, and thus
the neighbouring pixels are not completely independent. Wavelength-dependent random
changes in the instrument, consequently, will lead to systematic spectral structures, requiring a careful treatment of the DOAS residual structures other than pure noise, which
can be related to the inaccurate reference spectra, the spectral misalignments, or instrumental issues.

3.6.2

Slant column uncertainties

The slant column uncertainties are commonly estimated using a statistic method (Wenig,
2001; Boersma et al., 2007), based on the spatial variability in the slant columns over
confined pristine areas with known limited geophysical variability (the Pacific Ocean).
For each spectral fit, the clean tropical Pacific region (20°S-20°N, 160°E-180°E) is divided
into small boxes (2°×2°), and the variation of the NO2 slant columns within each box is
regarded as a good measure of random noise. Figure 3.6 shows an example of calculating
the slant column error from the distribution of the slant column deviations. The Gaussian
distribution has a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 1.36 × 1015 molec/cm2 for the
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.5: Effect of the wavelength-dependency of the AMFs on the DOAS retrieval for
SZA=50°, VZA=0.25°, relative azimuth angle (RAA)=90°, and surface albedo=0.05. (a) panel
shows the wavelength-dependent AMFs for various pollution scenarios in the troposphere (0-1
km) and in the stratosphere (20-21 km). (b) panel shows the absorption spectra of NO2 fitted
with and without including the orthogonalised scaled NO2 cross-section (NO2 AMF proxy) for a
surface layer with a NO2 column of 1 × 1016 molec/cm2 .
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425-450 nm fitting window and 1.04 × 1015 molec/cm2 for the extended 425-497 nm
wavelength range, which corresponds to a slant column error of ∼5.7 × 1014 molec/cm2
and ∼4.4 × 1014 molec/cm2 , respectively.

Figure 3.6: Illustration of estimating the slant column uncertainties from the spatial variability
in the slant columns over the Pacific Ocean. Distribution of the derivations of GOME-2 NO2
slant columns from corresponding 2°×2° box mean values in the tropical Pacific Ocean (20°S20°N, 160°E-180°E) is shown for January 2008. The width of the Gaussian corresponds to a
slant column error of ∼5.7 × 1014 molec/cm2 for the 425-450 nm fitting window and ∼4.4 × 1014
molec/cm2 for the extended 425-497 nm wavelength range. Curves are normalized to have unit
area and centred on zero.

3.6.3

Stratospheric column uncertainties

The uncertainties in the stratospheric column calculation are estimated to be generally
smaller than 3 × 1014 molec/cm2 (Boersma et al., 2011; Valks et al., 2011; Bucsela et al.,
2013), depending on the separation method. For the modified reference sector method, the
assumption of the low longitudinal variability of stratospheric NO2 increases the uncertainty for reference sector pixels with a strong spatio-temporal variability in stratospheric
NO2 . On the contrary, the data assimilation method accounts for the dynamical features
in stratospheric NO2 due to the use of model forecast, but the stratosphere-troposphereseparation starts to quantitatively depend on a chemistry transport model.

3.6.4

AMF uncertainties

For the purpose of error analysis, the tropospheric AMF Mtr (b̂) in Eq. (3.18) (xa,tr is
dropped for simplicity) can be linearised around the true values of various a priori and
model variables b:
Mtr (b̂) = Mtr (b) + Kb̂ (b̂ − b),
(3.19)
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where Kb̂ = ∂Mtr /∂ b̂ denotes the local sensitivity of the AMF to the a priori and model
parameters b̂. The AMF uncertainty or error covariance is calculated as:
2Mtr =

D X

Kb̂ b̂

b̂

2 E

=

X
b̂,b̂0

Kb̂ Kb̂0 hb̂ b̂0 i,

(3.20)

q
where σb = h2b i with b = b̂ − b is the best estimate of the uncertainty in b. If the
uncertainties in the input variables are mutually uncorrelated,
i.e., the error covariance
q
terms hb̂ b̂0 i = 0 for b̂ 6= b̂0 , the AMF uncertainty σMtr = h2Mtr i can be written as:
2
σM
=
tr

X

(Kb̂ σb̂ )2 .

(3.21)

b̂

See Sect. 4.3 for quantification of the AMF uncertainties.

3.6.5

Tropospheric column uncertainties

Referring to Eq. (3.18), the overall error σx̂tr of the tropospheric column x̂tr can be
expressed as:
 ∂ x̂ 2

 ∂ x̂ 2
tr
2
σS2 st +
σM
tr
∂S
∂Sst
∂Mtr
 1 2
 1 2
 S − S 2
st
2
=
σS2 +
σS2 st +
σM
,
tr
2
Mtr
Mtr
Mtr

σx̂2tr =

tr

σS2 +

 ∂ x̂ 2
tr

(3.22)

which is a function of the error on the slant column S during the spectral fitting (see
Sects. 3.6.1 and 3.6.2), the uncertainty in the stratospheric slant column Sst (see Sect.
3.6.3), and the uncertainty in the a priori and ancillary data required for the calculation
of the tropospheric AMF Mtr (see Sect. 3.6.4). For clean scenarios with small amounts of
NO2 , the retrieval uncertainty is dominated by the errors in S and Sst , while for polluted
cases, the retrieval uncertainty is mainly driven by the uncertainties in Mtr (Boersma
et al., 2004, 2018).
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Chapter 4

Analysis of NO2 retrieval
The total and tropospheric NO2 retrieval algorithm comprises three steps: the slant column fitting with the DOAS method from the measured (ir)radiance, the separation of the
stratospheric contribution, and the conversion of the slant column to the vertical column
through division by the AMF, as detailed in Chap. 3. In this chapter, the systematic and
random errors introduced by applying the DOAS slant column retrieval are estimated by
applying the retrieval scheme to synthetic spectra. Sensitivity studies are made to explain
to which extent the AMF calculation is affected by individual atmospheric and surface
parameters, based on which the AMF uncertainties are estimated quantitatively.

4.1

DOAS fit using synthetic data

One important task of the DOAS analysis is the accurate determination of the uncertainties in the retrieved parameters (see Sect. 3.6.1 for simplifications adopted by the DOAS
fit). To evaluate the DOAS method, the fitting technique is applied to synthetic satellite
measurements from both basic atmospheric scenarios with NO2 absorption at different
altitude regimes (Sect. 4.1.1) and realistic atmospheric scenarios with various pollution
conditions (Sect. 4.1.2). The DOAS retrievals are implemented for three commonly used
fitting windows (see Table 3.1): the narrow 425-450 nm window with smallest interferences
by other species, the wider 405-465 nm window to improve the effective signal-to-noise
ratio, and the widest 425-497 nm window with extension to longer wavelengths. The 425497 nm window has a stronger sensitivity to the NO2 columns in boundary layer due to
the decreasing Rayleigh scattering with wavelength (see Fig. 3.5a). However, the spectral
interfering effect (e.g., from liquid water and soil) also increases (Richter et al., 2011).

4.1.1

Basic scenarios

Table 4.1 describes the set-up of the radiative transfer simulations for an idealized atmosphere with only Rayleigh scattering and NO2 absorption. Based on the radiative
transfer model VLIDORT version 2.7 (Spurr, 2006), the clear-sky top-of-atmosphere radiance spectra and slant columns are simulated to yield input data and reference data for
the DOAS retrieval, respectively. Covering a wide range of measurement geometries and
surface albedo values, a total of 300 simulated spectra between 405-497 nm are computed
with a 0.22 nm step (spectral sampling of GOME-2 and TROPOMI) for the mid-latitude
summer atmosphere (Anderson et al., 1986). One single NO2 absorption cross-section
(Vandaele et al., 1998) at 220 K, convolved with a Gaussian line shape with a FWHM
of 0.54 nm (spectral resolution of GOME-2 and TROPOMI), is included in the radia31
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Table 4.1: Radiative transfer model and model parameters in calculating the synthetic spectra
and AMFs.

radiative transfer model
atmospheric profile
SZA
VZA
RAA
surface albedo
surface pressure
NO2 vertical profile

VLIDORT v2.7
mid-latitude summer atmosphere
10°, 30°, 50°, 70°, 88°
75°, 50°, 30°, 10°, 0°
0°, 90°, 180°
0.05, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8
1010 hPa
constant volume mixing ratio within a 1 km layer

tive transfer simulations. The simulations are implemented for several NO2 scenarios at
different altitude regimes (boundary layer, free troposphere, and stratosphere) and with
various total column amounts (from 1 × 1014 to 1 × 1017 molec/cm2 ). The influences from
other gases, the Ring effect, measurement noise, clouds, and aerosols are not considered
for the basic scenarios.

Figure 4.1: Relative differences in NO2 slant columns simulated by VLIDORT and retrieved by
DOAS for a tropospheric layer at 0-1 km with a total NO2 column of 1 × 1015 molec/cm2 . The
DOAS retrievals are implemented for three fitting windows (see Sect. 4.1). The set of considered
geophysical parameters is given in Table 4.1, and here measurements are shown for RAA = 0° and
surface albedo = 0.05.

Figure 4.1 shows the relative differences in the simulated and retrieved slant columns
for a boundary layer at 0-1 km with a total NO2 vertical column of 1 × 1015 molec/cm2 .
The DOAS retrievals are implemented using the QDOAS software (Danckaert et al., 2015)
developed at the Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy (BIRA-IASB). For all the three
fitting windows, the calculated NO2 slant columns are close to the a priori truth (based on
AMFs near the mid-point wavelength of the given fitting window). Differences are within
1% for the tropospheric NO2 layer and 0.15% for the stratospheric NO2 layer (not shown).
Slightly larger biases are found for high SZAs and high VZAs, due to the small amount of
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Figure 4.2: A priori NO2 profiles for CAMELOT European background scenario and European
polluted scenario.

radiation reaching the NO2 layer or incomplete sphericity correction in VILDORT, which
corrects for the curved atmosphere in the solar and single scattered beam but applies a
plane-parallel assumption for the multiple scattered photons (Spurr, 2008).

4.1.2

CAMELOT scenarios

Within the verification activities for the TROPOMI instrument, a common set of scenarios and synthetic data are used to analyse the DOAS-based retrieval algorithms (Richter
et al., 2015). Performed at the Institute of Environmental Physics (IUP-UB) at the University of Bremen (Germany) using SCIATRAN version 3.2.5 (Rozanov et al., 2014), the
radiative transfer simulations include temperature-dependent absorption cross-sections,
the Ring effect, and realistic NO2 vertical profiles as defined within the Chemistry of
the Atmosphere Mission concEpts and sentineL Observations Techniques (CAMELOT)
project (Veefkind, 2009).
CAMELOT aims at the definition of the air quality and climate protocol monitoring
parts of GEMS, Sentinel-4, and Sentinel-5 missions (see Sect. 2.5.2). In CAMELOT, a
series of geophysical scenarios is defined for representative areas, such as polluted regions
in Europe, Asia, and North America. Figure 4.2 shows the a priori NO2 vertical profiles for
the CAMELOT European background scenario (southern France) and European polluted
scenario (the Benelux region) as examples. For each CAMELOT atmospheric scenario,
28 viewing geometries are defined in the radiative transfer simulations to cover the full
swath width of TROPOMI with VZA varying from -54° to +54° (defined at the satellite).
See Richter et al. (2015) for detailed set-up of the synthetic data.
Figure 4.3 shows the comparisons of the simulated and retrieved slant columns for
the CAMELOT European background scenario and European polluted scenario. The
retrieved NO2 slant columns are lower than the simulated numbers by up to 9% for
the background scenario and up to 20% for the polluted scenario. Differences within
8% are found between different fitting windows for both simulated and retrieved results.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.3: NO2 slant columns simulated by SCIATRAN (dotted lines) and retrieved by DOAS
(solid lines) using various fitting windows for CAMELOT European background scenario (a) and
European polluted scenario (b). The comparisons are shown for 28 viewing geometries covering a
full swath width of TROPOMI with VZA varying from -54° to +54°.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.4: Similar as Fig. 4.3 but for simulations without the temperature-dependency of the
NO2 absorption cross-sections (only one NO2 cross-section measured at 220 K is included in the
SCIATRAN simulations).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.5: NO2 slant columns retrieved using various fitting windows for CAMELOT European background scenario (a) and European polluted scenario (b). Solid lines show the results
retrieved from the simulated spectra without noise in Fig. 4.3. Grey shadow indicates the standard
deviations of the fitting results from noisy spectra.
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Possible explanations for these differences include the temperature-dependency of the NO2
absorption cross-sections (see Fig. 3.4) and the wavelength-dependency of the AMFs (see
Fig. 3.5a).
To further analyse the impact of the temperature-dependency of the NO2 absorption cross-sections, results from a dedicated run of SCIATRAN without temperaturedependency (only one NO2 cross-section measured at 220 K is included in the radiative
transfer simulations) are shown in Fig. 4.4. Compared to Fig. 4.3, largely reduced
differences are noticed for both scenarios, with remaining differences lower than 1% for
the background case and 5% for the polluted case, mainly attributed to the wavelengthdependency of the AMFs. Note that the temperature-dependency of the NO2 absorption
cross-sections are considered for the vertical column calculation with a posteriori correction in Eq. (3.15), and the wavelength-dependency of the AMFs are considered by
selecting an appropriate wavelength in Sect. 3.4.2.
For each viewing geometry, nine noisy spectra with normally distributed uncorrelated
noise (signal-to-noise ratio = 1000) are simulated in addition to the noise-free spectrum
used in Fig. 4.3. Figure 4.5 shows the statistics of the fitting results of noisy spectra
for the CAMELOT European background and polluted scenario. Variations in the standard deviations between different viewing geometries are resulted from the different noisy
spectra. Taking the background scenario as an example, the standard deviations vary
between 0.03-0.15 for the 425-450 nm fitting window and 0.04-0.09 for 425-497 nm and
405-465 nm. The lower standard deviations for the 425-497 nm and 405-465 nm fitting
windows benefit from the inclusion of more NO2 absorption structures from the wider
wavelength ranges.

4.1.3

Summary of synthetic studies

For the idealized scenarios with only Rayleigh scattering and NO2 absorption, the slant
columns retrieved with three fitting windows are close to the simulations with biases
lower than 1% for NO2 in the tropospheric layer and 0.15% for stratospheric layer. For
the realistic CAMELOT scenarios, the slant columns are underestimated by up to 9% for
the background case and 20% for the polluted case, mainly related to the temperaturedependency of the NO2 absorption cross-sections and the wavelength-dependency of the
AMFs, both of which will be taken into account in the vertical column calculation. When
the synthetic data without the temperature-dependency of the NO2 absorption crosssections are applied in the DOAS fit, the biases are reduced to 1% for the background
case and 5% for the polluted case. Performed on the noisy data, the extended 405-465 nm
and 425-497 nm fitting windows show a better performance, beneficial from the inclusion
of more spectral points and hence the improvement of the effective signal-to-noise ratio.
The 425-497 nm wavelength range is more advantageous due to a stronger sensitivity to
NO2 in boundary layer.

4.2

AMF sensitivities

The AMF is used to convert the slant column to the vertical column and closely related
to the accuracy of the tropospheric column retrieval (see Sect. 3.6.5). Based on Eqs.
(3.15) and (3.16), the tropospheric AMF is determined with the altitude-dependent boxAMF (calculated with a radiative transfer model) and the a priori NO2 vertical profile
shape, relying on a number of model parameters and cloud properties. In this section, the
importance of each input parameter is addressed for the tropospheric AMF calculation
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Table 4.2: Radiative transfer model and model parameters in calculating the tropospheric AMFs
cr
cl
for clear sky (Mtr
) and cloudy sky (Mtr
) as reference.

radiative transfer model
atmospheric profile
wavelength
measurement geometry
surface albedo
surface pressure

VLIDORT v2.7
mid-latitude summer atmosphere
437.5 nm
SZA=40°, VZA=20°, RAA=135°
0.05
1010 hPa

cl
Table 4.3: Cloud properties in calculating the tropospheric AMFs for cloudy sky (Mtr
) as
reference.

cloud model
single scattering albedo
phase function
cloud optical thickness
cloud top height
geometric thickness

Mie scattering cloud
1
Henyey-Greenstein (asymmetry parameter=0.85)
20
6 km
1 km

with sensitivity tests perturbing the parameters upon a “reference retrieval” (Sect. 4.2.1).
The effects of model parameters (Sect. 4.2.2) and cloud properties (Sect. 4.2.3) are
illustrated for the box-AMF calculation, and their effects on the determined tropospheric
AMFs are quantified based on assumed a priori NO2 profiles.

4.2.1

Reference retrieval

The reference retrievals are implemented according to Tables 4.2 and 4.3 for completely
clear sky and completely cloudy sky, respectively. The reference retrievals apply typical
a priori NO2 profiles simulated with the chemistry transport model TM5 (Huijnen et al.,
2010; Williams et al., 2017) for a clean scenario, with most of NO2 columns located in
the stratosphere, and for a polluted scenario, with a pronounced peak in the boundary
layer, as shown in Fig. 4.6.
Figure 4.7 (black lines) shows the reference box-AMFs for clear sky and cloudy sky,
which are independent of the assumed a priori profile (see Sect. 3.4.2). The clear-sky boxAMFs decrease exponentially towards the surface due to the stronger Rayleigh scattering
that reduces the light path by scattering a part of photons before they reach the surface.
The fully-cloudy box-AMFs show strong gradients around the cloud with higher values
above the cloud layer (albedo effect) and lower values below the cloud layer (shielding
effect). Largest numbers are displayed close to the top the cloud, mainly explained by
the multiple scattering, above which the values decrease to the stratospheric limit.
Based on the box-AMFs in Fig. 4.7 (black lines), the reference tropospheric AMFs
are calculated via Eq. (3.15) and summarised in Table 4.4. For both clean and polluted
scenarios, smaller tropospheric AMFs are obtained for cloudy sky than clear sky, indicating the dominating screening effect of NO2 by high cloud (6 km or 450 hPa). Since
smallest box-AMFs are located close to the surface, especially for cloudy sky, the use of
the polluted profile reduces the tropospheric AMFs by more than 50% compared to the
unpolluted profile. For individual satellite measurements, the NO2 profile shape, coming
from an external database, has the potential of significantly biasing the retrieved tropo-
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spheric column. For instance, the vertical transport modelled for stable meteorological
regimes may result in large errors in profile shape in the case of strong meteorological
activity (Boersma et al., 2004).
cr
cl
Table 4.4: Reference tropospheric AMFs for clear sky (Mtr
) and cloudy sky (Mtr
). Results are
shown for the clean and polluted scenario, respectively.

cr
cl
Mtr
Mtr
(clean) (polluted) (clean) (polluted)
1.66
0.79
1.27
0.05

cr
cl
Table 4.5: Calculating the tropospheric AMFs for clear sky (Mtr
) and cloudy sky (Mtr
) by
cr
cl
altering the model parameters. Reference values of Mtr
and Mtr
are reported in Table 4.4.
Results are shown for the clean and polluted scenario, respectively.

Fig.

varied parameter

4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10

wavelength
measurement geometry
surface albedo
surface pressure

difference from
the reference
461 nm
SZA = 80°
0.8
990 hPa

cr
∆Mtr
(clean) (polluted)
+0.05 +0.11
+1.29 -0.15
+1.31 +2.41
+0.03 +0.01

cl
∆Mtr
(clean) (polluted)
-0.02
+0.002
+1.16 -0.02
+1.51 +2.50
+0.04 +0.001

cl
) by altering the cloud propTable 4.6: Calculating the tropospheric AMFs for cloudy sky (Mtr
cl
erties. Reference values of Mtr are reported in Table 4.4. Results are shown for the clean and
polluted scenario, respectively.

Fig.

varied parameter

4.11
4.12
4.13
4.14

cloud model
single scattering albedo
cloud optical depth
cloud top height

4.2.2

difference from
the reference
Lambertian reflector
0.8
5
1 km

cl
∆Mtr
(clean) (polluted)
-0.24
-0.04
+0.03 +0.01
+0.43 +0.35
+1.07 +0.41

Sensitivities of model parameters

In this section, the sensitivity tests are implemented for four model parameters specified
in Table 4.5. The impacts of the model parameters on the altitude-dependent box-AMF
calculation are shown in Figs. 4.7-4.10, and the impacts on the determined tropospheric
AMFs are reported in Table 4.5.
wavelength (Fig. 4.7)
The AMFs are typically calculated at the mid-point wavelength of the DOAS fitting
window. For a clear atmosphere, the Rayleigh scattering is dependent on wavelength
with a stronger effect at shorter wavelengths. Therefore, the box-AMFs increase by up
to 20% in the boundary layer when increasing the wavelength from 437.5 nm (mid-point
wavelength of the 425-450 nm window) to 461 nm (mid-point wavelength of the 425-497
nm window), which is particularly important for the polluted scenario with an enhanced
tropospheric AMF by 0.11 (14%). The differences are less pronounced in the presence
of clouds due to the much weaker wavelength-dependency of the Mie scattering. It is
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Figure 4.6: A priori NO2 profiles simulated with TM5 at 9:30 local time for a clean and polluted scenario. Profiles with pressure > 150 hPa (tropopause) are used in the tropospheric AMF
calculation.

important that the wavelength-dependency of the AMFs is considered when applying the
different DOAS fitting windows (see Sect. 4.1), but the uncertainty is generally small.
measurement geometry (Fig. 4.8)
For clear sky, the box-AMFs in the free troposphere increase significantly for a SZA of 80°
(typical for satellite measurements in polar winter) due to the enhancement in the overall
light path length. The SZA-dependency is weaker in the boundary layer because of the
larger impact of scattering, where smaller box-AMFs are found for the 80° SZA, since more
photons are scattered before they reach the layer. Consequently, the tropospheric AMF
increases to 2.95 for the clean scenario and decreases to 0.64 for the polluted scenario.
For cloudy sky, the box-AMFs above the cloud are increased, and the values below are
decreased. Note that the AMF calculation depends also on VZA and RAA, but these
measurement geometries are typically known with high accuracy and do not contribute
significantly to the retrieval uncertainty.
surface albedo (Fig. 4.9)
The clear-sky box-AMFs decrease toward the surface for a dark surface (such as water and
vegetation with a typical surface albedo smaller than 0.1) due to the increasing scattering.
The effect is opposite for a bright surface (such as snow and ice with a typical surface
albedo of ∼0.8) due to a stronger reflection of light at the surface. As higher albedo values
lead to larger box-AMFs, especially for the boundary layer, the determined tropospheric
AMFs are enhanced, especially for the polluted scenario with most of the NO2 amounts
located near the surface. For cloudy-sky box-AMFs, larger values are noticeable between
the surface and cloud, where the light path is enhanced by multiple scattering, influencing
more significantly the tropospheric AMF for the polluted scenario.
surface pressure (Fig. 4.10)
For an atmospheric layer at a fixed altitude, shifting the surface to a lower surface pressure
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: Effect of the wavelength on the NO2 box-AMFs for clear-sky pixel (a) and fullycloudy pixel (b). Black lines indicate the reference retrievals in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. Differences in
the calculated tropospheric AMFs with respect to the references are listed in Table 4.5. Box-AMFs
with pressure > 150 hPa (tropopause) are used in the tropospheric AMF calculation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8: Similar as Fig. 4.7 but for effect of the measurement geometry (SZA).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9: Similar as Fig. 4.7 but for effect of the surface albedo.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: Similar as Fig. 4.7 but for effect of the surface pressure.

Figure 4.11: Similar as Fig. 4.7b but for
effect of the cloud model.

Figure 4.12: Similar as Fig. 4.7b but for
effect of the single scattering albedo.

Figure 4.13: Similar as Fig. 4.7b but for
effect of the cloud optical depth.

Figure 4.14: Similar as Fig. 4.7b but for
effect of the cloud top height.
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reduces the clear-sky box-AMF by reducing the amount of light scattered below. On
the contrary, for an atmospheric layer at an altitude relative to the surface, e.g., 0100 m above the surface, the box-AMF increases due to the reduced amount of light
scattered above and effectively the enhanced light reaching the layer (Zhou et al., 2009),
resulting in an increased clear-sky tropospheric AMF. For the cloudy-sky case, reducing
the surface pressure decreases the number of shielded layers and hence increases the
calculated cloudy-sky tropospheric AMF. In general, the effect of the surface pressure on
the AMF calculation is lower than 3%.

4.2.3

Sensitivities of cloud properties

In this section, the sensitivity tests are analysed for the cloud properties specified in Table
4.6. Their influences on the cloudy-sky box-AMFs are shown in Figs 4.11-4.14, and the
influences on the cloudy-sky tropospheric AMFs are reported in Table 4.6.
cloud model (Fig. 4.11)
Instead of considering the physical properties of the Mie scattering cloud in the AMF
calculation, the cloud can also be idealized as a perfect Lambertian reflector with a high
cloud albedo, calculated to be 0.7 based on a simple approximation (Kokhanovsky, 2006)
and the reference cloud properties in Table 4.3. Neglecting the scattering and absorption
inside and below the cloud, the use of a Lambertian cloud generates zero values for boxAMFs below the top of the opaque cloud, leading to an underestimation of the cloudy-sky
tropospheric AMF by more than 19%, particularly for the polluted scenario. More realistic
results are obtained with the Mie scattering cloud, which takes the multiple scattering
of light inside the cloud and the contributions of atmospheric layers between the cloud
bottom and the ground into account (see Sect. 3.4.4).
single scattering albedo (Fig. 4.12)
The single scattering albedo, the ratio of scattering efficiency to total extinction efficiency,
is a key optical characteristic of the cloud and aerosol particles. When the single scattering
albedo decreases, namely the absorbing ability of cloud increases, the effective light path
is enhanced due to the reduced amount of light scattered above the cloud layer, producing
a positive effect on the box-AMFs within and below the cloud layer. Compared to the
choice of cloud model above, however, the assumed cloud optical properties play a less
important role in the AMF calculation.
cloud optical depth (Fig. 4.13)
In the presence of optically thin cloud with a cloud optical depth of 5, the box-AMFs below
the cloud are enhanced compared to the thick cloud, indicating a reduced screening of
NO2 . Increased values are also found inside the cloud layer as a result of increased multiple
scattering. Therefore, the resulting tropospheric AMFs are increased, particularly for the
polluted scenario. It is worth noting that the radiative effect of aerosols and thin clouds
are comparable to each other (see Sect. 3.4.5), therefore similar effects for thin clouds
can be expected for aerosols.
cloud top height (Fig. 4.14)
When the cloud is shifted to the surface, below the NO2 bulk in the clean scenario, the
absorption of light by NO2 molecules is enhanced due to the illumination from below.
Therefore, the cloudy-sky tropospheric AMF increases to 2.34, higher than the clear-sky
value (1.66), indicating the dominating albedo effect and multiple scattering effect by low
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Table 4.7: Information on the input parameters for calculating the tropospheric AMFs.

input parameter
wavelength
measurement geometry
surface albedo
surface pressure
NO2 vertical profile
cloud model
cloud parameters

impact on uncertainty
low
low
high
medium
high
high
high

source of information
selection based on fitting window
measurement description
climatology
database
chemistry transport model
reflecting or scattering cloud assumption
simultaneous measurement

cloud (1 km or 900 hPa), in contrast to the dominating screening effect of NO2 by high
cloud in the reference retrieval (see Sect. 4.2.1). For the polluted scenario, the impact of
the cloud top height on the cloudy-sky tropospheric AMF is significant, for which a large
uncertainty in the NO2 ghost column is expected for the low cloud (see Sect. 3.5).

4.2.4

Summary of sensitivity tests

Table 4.7 summarise the information for the various input parameters presented in Sects.
4.2.1-4.2.3. Despite the large sensitivities on the tropospheric AMF calculation in Table.
4.5, the uncertainties related to the wavelength selection (Fig. 4.7) and measurement
geometries (Fig. 4.8) are much smaller than the uncertainties introduced by the ancillary
surface parameters and the a priori NO2 profile. The surface albedo (Fig. 4.9) generally
has a larger influence on the tropospheric AMF calculation than the surface pressure
(Fig. 4.10). For cloudy sky in Table 4.6, the tropospheric AMF calculation is also
significantly affected by the cloud model (Fig. 4.11) and the cloud parameters, including
the cloud optical depth (Fig. 4.13), the cloud top height (Fig. 4.14), and additionally
the radiometric cloud fraction, which determines the combination of the clear-sky and
cloud-sky AMFs in Eq. (3.16). The assumed cloud optical properties (Fig. 4.12) are less
important for the tropospheric AMF calculation and uncertainty estimation.

4.3

AMF uncertainties

The overall tropospheric AMF uncertainty is mainly driven by the uncertainties in the
surface albedo As , a priori profile shape ps, cloud fraction cf , and cloud pressure cp , as
introduced in Sect. 4.2. Referring to Eq. (3.21), the uncertainty in the tropospheric AMF
σMtr can be calculated through the uncertainty propagation as:
2
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tr
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(4.1)

∂Mtr /∂As denotes the local sensitivity of the tropospheric AMF to the surface albedo,
and σAs is the best estimate of the uncertainty in the surface albedo, and so on. The
estimated values σAs , σps , σcf , and σcp are reported in Table 4.8. Here the NO2 profile
shape ps is practically described by a so-called “profile height”, the altitude (pressure)
below which 75% of the NO2 vertical column resides (De Smedt et al., 2018), with lower
altitudes (higher pressures) indicating stronger pollutions, as a larger fraction of NO2
amounts are located near the surface.
Figure 4.15 shows the uncertainties in the tropospheric AMFs at 461 nm due to errors
in the surface albedo and a priori profile shape for clear sky and errors in the cloud
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Table 4.8: Uncertainty estimates for surface albedo As , a priori profile shape ps, cloud fraction
cf , and cloud pressure cp in Eq. (4.1).

σ As
σps
σ cf
σ cp

0.02
75 hPa
0.05
50 hPa

(Kleipool et al., 2008)
(De Smedt et al., 2018)
(Veefkind et al., 2016)
(Veefkind et al., 2016)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.15: Uncertainties in the tropospheric AMFs at 461 nm due to errors in the surface
albedo (a), a priori profile shape (b), cloud fraction (c), and cloud pressure (d). Values are shown
for SZA=40°, VZA=20°, RAA=135°, and surface pressure = 1050 hPa. The y-axis indicates the
atmospheric pressure, below which 75% of the NO2 vertical column resides, with higher pressures
meaning stronger pollutions. (a) and (b) are illustrated for clear sky. (c) and (d) are calculated
for surface albedo = 0.05 and cloud albedo = 0.8 with (c) for cloud pressure = 630 hPa and (d)
for cloud fraction = 0.2.

fraction and cloud pressure for cloudy sky. Results are shown for a typical GOME-2
and TROPOMI viewing geometry. In Fig. 4.15a, the uncertainty contributions due to
errors in the surface albedo are largest for small albedo values and polluted situations.
The uncertainties are in the level of 20%-30% for polluted continents with a typical
surface albedo in the 0.03-0.05 range. In Fig. 4.15b, a similar effect is observed for the a
priori profile shape errors with uncertainties up to 20%. It is worth mentioning that the
application of the averaging kernel (see Sect. 3.1) can remove the uncertainties resulting
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from the errors in the a priori profile shape for applications such as data assimilation and
validation study (Eskes and Boersma, 2003).
In Fig. 4.15c, as the satellite measurements are normally filtered for cloud radiance
fraction < 0.5 or cloud fraction < 0.2 (see Sect. 3.5), the tropospheric AMF uncertainties
related to the cloud fraction are in the 10%-20% range. Larger errors are found for small
cloud fractions and profiles with most NO2 concentrations below the cloud (cloud pressure
= 630 hPa). In Fig. 4.15d, errors in the cloud pressure introduce an tropospheric AMF
uncertainty ranging from 5% to 40%, with large numbers for clouds close to the NO2
bulk, especially for polluted situations with low clouds, in line with Sect. 3.5.
To conclude, the tropospheric AMF uncertainties introduced by the errors in the
surface albedo and a priori NO2 profile are about 20% respectively for typical polluted
scenarios with small surface albedo values and high surface NO2 concentrations. The
uncertainties related to the cloud fraction are 10%-20%, and the cloud pressure-related
uncertainties are in the 5%-40% range. Consequently, the total uncertainty in the tropospheric AMF is estimated to range from 15% to 50%, and the total uncertainty in the
tropospheric NO2 column is likely in the 40%-80% range. The findings agree well with
previous uncertainty studies (e.g., Boersma et al., 2004; Lorente et al., 2017; Boersma
et al., 2018) and indicate the necessities of accurate surface albedo database, up-to-date
a priori NO2 profiles, and realistic cloud correction procedures.

Chapter 5

NO2 retrieval for GOME-2
The GOME-2 instruments (see Sect. 2.5.2) aboard the MetOp-A and MetOp-B platforms
have been providing a unique NO2 dataset since the year 2007. In this chapter, the latest
developments in the NO2 retrieval algorithm for GOME-2 are reported, with illustrations
for the algorithm refinement with respect to previous versions, the algorithm application
on GOME-2 NO2 measurements, and an end-to-end validation using correlative groundbased MAXDOAS (see Sect. 2.5.1) dataset. This chapter gives a brief summary of three
journal articles gathered in Appendices B-D.

5.1

GOME-2 NO2 product

The operational GOME-2 NO2 product processing chain starts with the level 0 to 1b
processing at the European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites
(EUMETSAT) in Darmstadt (Germany), where the raw instrument (level 0) data is converted into geolocated and calibrated (level 1b) (ir)radiances. The level 1b (ir)radiances
are disseminated to the German Aerospace Center (DLR) in Oberpfaffenhofen (Germany)
and further processed using the Universal Processor for UV/VIS Atmospheric Spectrometers (UPAS) system. The resulting level 2 near-real-time total column products including
NO2 columns can be received by user communities two hours after sensing. Offline and
reprocessed GOME-2 level 2 and consolidated products are also provided within one
day by DLR, which can be ordered via FTP-server and the EUMETSAT Data Centre
(https://acsaf.org/).
The GOME-2 total and tropospheric NO2 products are generated using the GOME
Data Processor (GDP) algorithm at DLR in the framework of EUMETSAT’s Satellite
Application Facility on Atmospheric Composition Monitoring (AC-SAF). The GDP algorithm applies the DOAS technique (see Sect. 3.2) to determine the slant columns from
calibrated GOME-2 (ir)radiance data in the visible wavelength range. The stratospheric
NO2 component is obtained by the modified reference sector method (see Sect. 3.3).
The tropospheric vertical columns are determined using AMFs (see Sect. 3.4) based on
cloud information from the Optical Cloud Recognition Algorithm (OCRA) and Retrieval
Of Cloud Information using Neural Networks (ROCINN) algorithms (Loyola et al., 2007,
2011; Lutz et al., 2016; Loyola et al., 2018).
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Table 5.1: Main settings of GOME-2 DOAS retrieval of NO2 slant columns.

fitting window
absorption cross-sections

operational retrieval
(Valks et al., 2011, 2017)
425-450 nm
NO2 , O3 , H2 Ovap , O4 , Ring

polynomial degree
intensity offset correction
slit function

3
constant
preflight

5.2

improved algorithm
(this work)
425-497 nm
NO2 , O3 , H2 Ovap , O4 , Ring,
H2 Oliq , resolution correction
5
linear
stretched preflight

Retrieval algorithm

Following the classical three-step-retrieval in Chap. 3, the current operational retrieval
algorithm (GDP 4.8) for total and tropospheric NO2 from GOME-2 was first introduced by
Valks et al. (2011, 2017) and has been successfully applied in studies of NO2 concentration
detection, satellite dataset intercomparison, and NO2 emission estimation (e.g., Mijling
et al., 2013; Hilboll et al., 2013a, 2017; Krotkov et al., 2017; Irie et al., 2012; Gu et al.,
2014; Miyazaki et al., 2017; Ding et al., 2017). An improved algorithm is described in
this section and will be implemented in a future release (GDP 4.9).

5.2.1

DOAS slant column retrieval

Appendix C (Sect. 4 therein) describes an improved DOAS slant column retrieval using a
larger 425-497 nm wavelength fitting window (Richter et al., 2011) to increase the signalto-noise ratio (see Sect. 3.6.2 for uncertainty analysis and Sect. 4.1 for performance of
different fitting windows.). Table 5.1 compares the DOAS settings for the operational
and improved algorithms. In the improved retrieval, absorption cross-sections are updated, and a linear intensity offset correction is applied. The long-term and in-orbit
variations of GOME-2 slit function are corrected by deriving effective slit functions with
a stretched preflight GOME-2 slit function and by including a “resolution correction
function” (Azam et al., 2015) as a pseudo absorber cross-section in the DOAS fit, respectively. In addition, the application of a new version (6.1) of the GOME-2 level 1b data
(EUMETSAT, 2015) largely reduces the offset between GOME-2/MetOp-A and GOME2/MetOp-B NO2 columns by removing calibration artefacts in the GOME-2/MetOp-B
irradiances (EUMETSAT, 2015). Compared to the operational algorithm, the improved
NO2 columns are higher by ∼1-3 × 1014 molec/cm2 (up to 27%).
The quality of the improved slant column retrieval is evaluated using the GOME2 NO2 dataset from the Quality Assurance for Essential Climate Variables (QA4ECV,
www.qa4ecv.eu) project. QA4ECV (Lorente et al., 2017; Zara et al., 2018; Boersma et al.,
2018) aims at quality-assured satellite products using a retrieval algorithm harmonised
for GOME, SCIAMACHY, OMI and GOME-2. Figure 5.1 presents the time series of the
calculated GOME-2 slant column errors from the operational, improved, and QA4ECV
datasets, following the statistical method in Sect. 3.6.2. Compared to the operational
algorithm, the improved NO2 slant column errors are lower by ∼24%. Compared to the
QA4ECV product, the improved NO2 slant columns show good consistency (not shown),
and the NO2 slant column errors are ∼14%-28% smaller, indicating a good overall quality
of the improved DOAS retrieval.
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Figure 5.1: Temporal evolution of the GOME-2 NO2 slant column errors from the operational
GDP 4.8 product (January 2007-December 2016), the improved GDP 4.9 algorithm (January 2007December 2016), and the QA4ECV dataset (February 2007-December 2015) using deviations of
NO2 slant columns from box (2°×2°) mean values over the tropical Pacific (20°S-20°N, 160°E180°E).

5.2.2

Stratosphere-troposphere separation

Appendix B presents the STRatospheric Estimation Algorithm from Mainz (STREAM)
for the determination of the stratospheric NO2 columns. Belonging to the modified reference sector method (see Sect. 3.3), STREAM applies the total column measurements over
clean and remote regions as well as over clouded scenes where the tropospheric columns
are effectively shielded. STREAM calculates weighting factors for each satellite pixel
to define the contribution of total columns to the stratospheric estimation: potentially
polluted pixels are weighted low, cloudy observations (with medium cloud heights) are
weighted high, and the weights are further adjusted in a second iteration if pixels suffer
from large biases in the tropospheric residues. Depending on these weighting factors,
stratospheric NO2 fields are derived by a weighted convolution on the total columns using
convolution kernels, which are wider at lower latitudes due to the low longitudinal variability assumption of stratospheric NO2 and narrower at higher latitudes to reflect the
stronger natural variations.
Appendix C (Sect. 5 therein) describes the optimization of STREAM for the GOME2 instrument, as STREAM was originally designed for TROPOMI. For the adaption
to GOME-2 measurements, the performance of STREAM is analysed by applying it to
GOME-2 synthetic data and by comparing the differences between estimated and original stratospheric fields. The synthetic data are calculated using simulated NO2 fields
from the IFS(CB05BASCOE) experiment (Huijnen et al., 2016), which a combination of
tropospheric chemistry module in the Integrated Forecast System (IFS, current version
based on the CB05 scheme) and stratospheric chemistry from the Belgian Assimilation
System for Chemical ObsErvations (BASCOE) system. Applied to the synthetic data, the
estimated stratospheric NO2 columns from STREAM show good consistency with the a
priori truth. A slight overestimation by ∼1-2 × 1014 molec/cm2 is found for low latitudes,
and larger differences by up to ∼5 × 1014 molec/cm2 are found at higher latitudes. To re-
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Table 5.2: Radiative transfer model and model parameters in deriving GOME-2 tropospheric
NO2 columns.

radiative transfer model
surface albedo
a priori NO2 profile
cloud parameter

operational retrieval
(Valks et al., 2011, 2017)
LIDORT v2.2
TOMS/GOME LER
monthly MOZART-2
(1.875°×1.875°)
OCRA/ROCINN CRB

improved algorithm
(this work)
VLIDORT v2.7
direction-dependent GOME-2 LER
daily IFS(CB05BASCOE)
(0.7°×0.7°)
OCRA/ROCINN CAL

duce the biases over the subtropical regions in winter, an improved latitudinal correction
is introduced in STREAM.
Figure 5.2 presents the total columns from GOME-2 and the stratospheric NO2 calculated with STREAM and with the spatial filtering method used in the GDP 4.8 algorithm in February and August 2009. The spatial filtering algorithm belongs to the
modified reference sector method and relies on a pollution mask and a low-pass filtering
in zonal direction. Compared to this method, the application of STREAM decreases the
stratospheric NO2 columns by ∼1 × 1014 molec/cm2 in general and reduces largely the
overestimation over polluted areas.
As the spatial filtering method and also other modified reference sector methods in
Sect. 3.3 generally define a strict pollution mask of regions with potential tropospheric
pollution, information over most continents is hardly used for the stratospheric estimation,
which can lead to large errors during interpolation. STREAM overcomes these artifacts
with an improved treatment of polluted and cloudy pixels by defining weighting factors
for each satellite pixel.

5.2.3

AMF calculation

Appendix C (Sect. 6 therein) and Appendix D describe an improved AMF calculation
based on a new box-AMF look-up table and realistic model parameters, as summarised
in Table 5.2. See Sects. 4.2 and 4.3 for importance of individual model parameters.
box-AMF
The box-AMF look-up table (see Sect. 3.4.2) is generated using the latest version 2.7
of VLIDORT radiative transfer model (Spurr, 2006) with an increased number of reference points and vertical layers to reduce interpolation errors. Compared to the scalar
(intensity-only) LIDORT code, the vector VLIDORT provides more realistic modelling
results with a treatment of light polarisation.
surface albedo
The surface albedo (see Sect. 3.4.3) is described by a GOME-2 surface LER climatology (Tilstra et al., 2017), derived with a higher resolution, newer observations, and an
improved LER algorithm, compared to the TOMS/GOME LER climatology (Boersma
et al., 2004). Additionally, the surface BRDF effect is taken into account by improving the
GOME-2 surface LER climatology with a GOME-2 directionally dependent LER (DLER)
dataset (Tilstra et al., 2019) over land and an ocean surface albedo parametrization (Jin
et al., 2004, 2011) over water.
Figure 5.3 shows the original and improved GOME-2 LER dataset and their differences on 3 February and 5 August 2010. Over land, the use of the DLER dataset improves
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Figure 5.2: GOME-2 total NO2 columns and stratospheric NO2 columns retrieved from the
STREAM algorithm and from the spatial filtering method used in GDP 4.8 in February and
August 2009.

the underestimation of the surface albedo at the west side of the GOME-2 orbit (backward scattering geometry) and increases the AMFs by up to 15% for polluted regions
(not shown). Over water, the updated surface albedo increases over sun glint areas (forward scattering geometry) and coastal regions with large SZAs and VZAs, for which the
tropospheric NO2 columns are reduced by up to 10% (not shown).
Compared to other state-of-the-science BRDF studies based on the MODIS measurements in Sect. 3.4.3, the proposed method replies on the GOME-2 LER data, which is
consistent with the GOME-2 NO2 observations, considering the illumination conditions,
observation geometries, and instrumental characteristics. In addition, since most of the
current NO2 and cloud retrievals (e.g., Boersma et al., 2018; van Geffen et al., 2019; Loyola et al., 2018; Desmons et al., 2019) are still based on the Lambertian surface input, this
method is advanced by providing a consistent Lambertian input with a proper treatment
of angular dependency.
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Figure 5.3: Map of GOME-2 surface LER climatology (Tilstra et al., 2017) in February and
August (a), improved GOME-2 surface LER data taking into account the direction-dependency
on 3 February and 5 August 2010 (b), and their differences over land (c) and over water (d) (figure
continued on next page).

a priori NO2 profile
Daily a priori NO2 profiles (see Sect. 3.4.1) with higher resolutions are obtained from the
chemistry transport model IFS(CB05BASCOE) (Huijnen et al., 2016) based on the recent
emission inventory CAMS GLOB ANT v2.1 (Granier et al., 2019). IFS(CB05BASCOE),
an advanced version of IFS system (Flemming et al., 2017), was developed by the
European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) and has been running fully operationally in the Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS,
http://atmosphere.copernicus.eu). Profile forecasts from CAMS will be applied in
the prototype and operational NO2 retrieval algorithm for the Sentinel-4 (Sanders et al.,
2018) and Sentinel-5 (van Geffen et al., 2018) missions with the advantage of operational
implementation and high resolution.
Compared to the currently used MOZART-2 profiles (Horowitz et al., 2003), improvement in the spatial resolution gives a more accurate description of the NO2 gradient and
transport. The use of daily profiles provides a better description of the temporal NO2
variation, especially for regions dominated by emission and transport. In general, the
application of IFS(CB05BASCOE) vertical profiles affects the tropospheric NO2 columns
by more than 1 × 1015 molec/cm2 for polluted regions.
clouds
More realistic ROCINN cloud parameters are provided by a Cloud-As-Layers (CAL) cloud
product (Loyola et al., 2018), which treats the clouds as uniform layers of water droplets,
instead of the current Clouds-as-Reflecting-Boundaries (CRB) cloud model, which as-
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Figure 5.3: (figure continued from previous page)

sumes the clouds as Lambertian reflectors (see Sect. 3.4.4).
Figure 5.4 shows an example of the derived box-AMFs for clear sky and cloudy sky
using the CRB and CAL model over Italy (45.3° N, 11.2° E) on 1 February 2010. The
cloud information and the calculated tropospheric AMFs are also reported. Compared to
the clear-sky box-AMFs, the CAL-based cloudy-sky box-AMFs increase above the cloud
layer (albedo effect) and decrease below the cloud layer (shielding effect), consistent with
the theoretical study in Fig. 4.11. Compared to the CRB model, the use of the CAL
model takes account of the sensitivities inside and below the cloud layer and increases the
cloudy-sky AMF by 0.3. Consequently, the retrieved tropospheric NO2 column decreases
by 2.5 × 1015 molec/cm2 (12%), based on a polluted NO2 profile with most of the NO2
concentration located near the surface.
aerosols
The impact of aerosols (see Sect. 3.4.5) on the tropospheric NO2 retrieval is investigated
by comparing the concurrent retrievals based on ground-based aerosol measurements (explicit aerosol correction) and aerosol-induced cloud parameters (implicit aerosol correction). The explicit modelling of aerosol scattering and absorption is implemented for the
AMF calculation by introducing the AERONET aerosol optical properties (Holben et al.,
1998; Giles et al., 2019) and MAXDOAS aerosol extinction profiles (Clémer et al., 2010;
Gielen et al., 2017) in the radiative transfer calculation.
Figure 5.5 presents the relative biases in tropospheric NO2 columns retrieved assuming
implicit aerosol correction via the CRB and CAL cloud model for Xianghe (39.75°N,
116.96°E, a typical suburban site ∼60 km from Beijing in China) in March 2010-December
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Figure 5.4: Box-AMFs for clear and cloudy sky using the ROCINN CAL and ROCINN CRB
cloud models over Italy (45.3° N, 11.2° E) on 1 February 2010. The tropospheric AMF is given
next to each label. The ROCINN CRB cloud top pressure is shown as a horizontal green line,
and the ROCINN CAL cloud top and base pressure are shown as horizontal brown lines. Cloud
radiance fraction = 0.47, cloud optical depth = 6.85, SZA = 69°, VZA = 3°, and RAA = 42°.

2016. Resulted from the overestimated shielding effect, the tropospheric NO2 columns
retrieved using the CRB-based implicit aerosol correction are on average 33% larger than
using the explicit aerosol correction. The differences are largely reduced by applying the
CAL cloud model (9%).
To summarize, the use of above new features affects the tropospheric NO2 columns
on average within ±20% in winter and ±5% in summer over polluted regions. The total
uncertainty in the tropospheric AMF for polluted conditions is estimated to decrease from
15%-50% in the operational product to 10%-35% in this work.

5.3

End-to-end validation

Appendix C (Sect. 7 therein) and Appendix D (Sect. 5 therein) introduce the validation of the NO2 data derived from the improved GOME-2 algorithm using correlative
ground-based MAXDOAS observations (Pinardi et al., 2014, 2015). The MAXDOAS
measurements are analysed and performed by BIRA-IASB in Brussels (Belgium) in the
AC-SAF context (Hassinen et al., 2016) for six MAXDOAS stations (Beijing, Bujumbura, OHP, Reunion, Uccle, and Xianghe) covering urban, suburban, and background
situations. Taking the suburban Xianghe station as an example, the improved GOME2 dataset shows a similar seasonal variation in the tropospheric NO2 columns as the
MAXDOAS measurements with a relative difference of -5.8% (−2.7 × 1015 molec/cm2 in
absolute) and a correlation coefficient of 0.91.
Figure 5.6 reports the monthly mean absolute and relative differences for the operational and improved algorithms for the Xianghe station. The daily differences are also
reported through the histogram panel. Compared to the current operational product,

5.3. END-TO-END VALIDATION
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Figure 5.5: Relative biases in GOME-2 tropospheric NO2 columns assuming implicit aerosol
correction through the ROCINN CRB and ROCINN CAL cloud models in Xianghe (39.75°N,
116.96°E) in March 2010-December 2016. Only measurements with cloud radiance fraction < 0.5,
cloud optical depth < 5, and cloud top height < 3 km are included. Cloud observations with fitting
RMS > 1 × 10−4 or number of iterations > 20 are filtered out. The mean value and standard
deviation are given next to each label.

the improved dataset is a significant improvement, considering the reduction of the absolute and relative monthly mean bias as well as the reduction in the spread of the daily
comparison points. Similar large improvements are found for all the MAXDOAS stations.
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Figure 5.6: Absolute and relative differences of GOME-2 and MAXDOAS tropospheric NO2
columns. The time series presents the monthly mean differences for the operational GDP 4.8
(black) and the improved GDP 4.9 (red). The total mean differences values and standard deviations are given, as well as the yearly values. The histogram presents the daily differences over the
whole time series for the two products (grey for GDP 4.8 and red for GDP 4.9).

Chapter 6

NO2 retrieval for TROPOMI
Launched in October 2017, the TROPOMI instrument (see Sect. 2.5.2) aboard Sentinel-5
Precursor provides the potential to monitor air quality over large point sources across the
globe with a spatial resolution as high as 7 km×3.5 km. In this chapter, the algorithm
for the retrieval of total and tropospheric NO2 columns from the GOME-2 measurements
in Sect. 5.2 is adapted for TROPOMI. Examples of applying the retrieval algorithm
on TROPOMI measurements are shown. The overall quality of the dataset is evaluated
by a comparison with additional satellite datasets and a validation using ground-based
MAXDOAS measurements.

6.1

TROPOMI NO2 product

The operational TROPOMI retrieval of NO2 columns is based on the Dutch OMI NO2
product (DOMINO) system (Boersma et al., 2007, 2011) with developments within the
QA4ECV project (Lorente et al., 2017; Zara et al., 2018; Boersma et al., 2018) and improvements related to the specific TROPOMI aspects. The DOMINO processor is a
retrieval-assimilation-modelling system based on a DOAS analysis, an AMF calculation,
and a data assimilation for the separation of the stratospheric and tropospheric contributions to the NO2 column (see Sect. 3.3).
The TROPOMI NO2 processing is operationally performed in two locations. The
DOAS retrieval takes place at the official level 2 processing site at DLR in Oberphaffenhofen (Germany). The data assimilation system providing stratosphere-troposphereseparation information as well as NO2 profile data is running at the Royal Netherlands
Meteorological Institute (KNMI) in De Bilt (the Netherlands). Finally, the conversion of
the slant column into the tropospheric and stratospheric NO2 columns will take place in
the near-real-time processing mode at DLR and in offline or reprocessing mode at KNMI.
The near-real-time TROPOMI NO2 data are available within three hours after data
acquisition based on a forecast of the chemistry transport model data. The offline
processing data are available after a few days, and the reprocessing of Sentinel-5 Precursor products will be performed when major product upgrades are considered necessary. All TROPOMI data can be obtained from the Copernicus Open Access Hub
(https://scihub.copernicus.eu/) and the TEMIS website (http://www.temis.nl/
airpollution/no2.html).
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Table 6.1: Main settings of the NO2 retrieval for TROPOMI.

fitting window
secondary trace gases
polynomial degree
reference spectrum
stratosphere-troposphere
separation
radiative transfer model
surface albedo
a priori NO2 profile
cloud parameters
1

KNMI operational product
(van Geffen et al., 2019)
405-465 nm
O3 , H2 Ovap , O4 , H2 Oliq
5
daily solar reference
data assimilation
(TM5-MP)
DAK
OMI climatology
TM5-MP
FRESCO

DLR development
(this work)
425-4971nm
O3 , H2 Ovap , O4 , H2 Oliq
5
daily solar reference
modified reference sector
method (STREAM)
VLIDORT
OMI climatology
TM5-MP
OCRA/ROCINN

The wavelength range 405-465 nm is chosen at the moment due to the saturation
issue around 490 nm during the E1 commissioning phase in the first six months
after launch (Kleipool et al., 2018).

6.2

Retrieval algorithm

The operational total and tropospheric NO2 retrieval algorithm at KNMI is summarized in
Table 6.1 and described in detail by van Geffen et al. (2019). In the following, the retrieval
algorithm in Sect. 5.2, which was originally designed for the GOME-2 instrument at DLR,
is adapted and optimised for TROPOMI measurements.

6.2.1

DOAS slant column retrieval

The current fitting window in the DOAS fit for TROPOMI is 405-465 nm as a heritage
of OMI retrieval (see Table 3.1 for introduction of the OMI retrieval and Sect. 4.1 for
performance of the 405-465 nm fitting window), due to the possible pixel saturation at
∼490 nm during the commissioning phase (Kleipool et al., 2018). Saturated pixels (with
a high signal flux) can cause the so-called “blooming”, when the multiple pixels (with a
lower signal flux) neighbouring the saturated pixels are also affected by saturation. The
blooming pixels will be flagged in a future update of the TROPOMI level 0-1b processor
(Rozemeijer and Kleipool, 2018) and will be excluded from the retrieval when applying
the 425-497 nm fitting window.
Consistent with Sect. 5.2.1, a fifth-order polynomial is applied to account for the
spectrally smooth features from molecular scattering and absorption. The closest-intime daily irradiance measured with TROPOMI is used for the reference spectrum. The
absorption cross-sections of NO2 , O3 , H2 Ovap , O4 , and H2 Oliq are convolved with the
preflight TROPOMI slit function and included in the DOAS fit to describe the spectral
effect of each species, as detailed in Table 6.2. The Ring effect is treated as a pseudo
absorber, by means of an additive Ring reference spectrum and a scaling coefficient as
fitting parameter. A linear intensity offset correction is fitted as another effective crosssection to correct for the stray light in the spectrometer, the inelastic scattering in the
ocean, and remaining calibration issues in the level 1 data. Shift and stretch parameters
are applied to cross-section wavelength grids to improve the wavelength registration and
compensate for inaccuracy in the wavelength calibration. The TROPOMI spectra are
analysed using the QDOAS software developed at BIRA-IASB (Danckaert et al., 2015).
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Table 6.2: Overview over absorption cross-sections used in the TROPOMI NO2 retrieval.

NO2 (220 K)
O3 (228 K)
H2 Ovap (293 K)
O4 (293 K)
H2 Oliq (297 K)

Vandaele et al. (2002)
Brion et al. (1998)
Rothman et al. (2010), rescaled as in Lampel et al. (2015)
Thalman and Volkamer (2013)
Pope and Fry (1997), smoothed as in Peters et al. (2014)

Figure 6.1 presents a fitting example for TROPOMI orbit 3272 on 1 June 2018.

6.2.2

Stratosphere-troposphere separation

The stratosphere-troposphere separation algorithm STREAM (Appendix B) was developed as a verification algorithm for the TROPOMI instrument, as a complement to the operational stratospheric correction based on data assimilation of slant columns in the TM5MP chemistry transport model (Huijnen et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2017). STREAM
has been successfully applied to the NO2 measurements from GOME-2 (see Sect. 5.2.2)
and OMI (see Appendix B) with the advantage of requiring no model input (see Sect.
3.6.3). To reduce the biases over the subtropical regions in winter, an improved latitudinal
correction (see Sect. 5.2.2) is introduced in STREAM for the application of TROPOMI
measurements.
Figure 6.2 plots an example of the total and stratospheric NO2 columns from
TROPOMI on 1 January 2018. Based on the operational TROPOMI OCRA/ROCINN
cloud product (Lutz et al., 2016; Loyola et al., 2018), the updated STREAM successfully
separates the stratospheric and tropospheric contributions over polluted regions. The
stratospheric NO2 presents an overall smooth pattern with a strong dependency on latitude and season, related to the photochemical changes and dynamic variabilities. At
high latitudes in the southern hemisphere, the conversions of reservoir species to NOx
are enhanced due to the increased number of sunlit hours (see Sect. 2.3), and the NOx
loss reactions are suppressed due to the reduced humidity (see Sect. 2.2), resulting in
high stratospheric NO2 columns. Low values are found for the northern polar vortex,
because of the denoxification and denitrification processes (see Sec 2.4). An increase of
stratospheric NO2 concentration with latitude is resulted from the poleward transport of
air masses, during which the NOx are produced via reaction (R 2.5).

6.2.3

AMF calculation

The AMFs are calculated via the pre-calculated look-up table to transfer the stratospheric
and tropospheric slant columns to vertical columns, depending on the TROPOMI measurement geometries, surface albedo, surface pressure, a priori NO2 profiles, clouds, and
aerosols. The look-up table is calculated at 437.5 nm (near the mid-point wavelength of
fitting window), as recommended by Boersma et al. (2018), using the linearised vector
code VLIDORT (Spurr, 2006) version 2.7 with a treatment of light polarisation included.
VLIDORT applies the discrete ordinates method to generate simulated intensity and analytic intensity derivatives with respect to atmospheric and surface parameters (weighting
functions).
The surface albedo is described by a climatology based on three years of OMI LER
measurements at 440 nm (Kleipool et al., 2008), which is advantageous due to the similar
overpass time (13:30 local time) and viewing conditions with TROPOMI. The surface
albedo for each TROPOMI pixel is calculated by an area-weighted tessellation of the
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6.1: Example of applying the DOAS technique to the spectral analysis of NO2 from
TROPOMI spectra at 405-465 nm for orbit 3272 on on 1 June 2018. The absorption is separated
into the narrow and broad-band part using a fifth-order polynomial in panel (a), yielding the
differential absorption spectrum and fitting residuals in panel (b). The differential absorption
cross-sections of the traces gases and the Ring effect (black lines) are scaled to the differential
absorption determined in the satellite spectrum (blue lines) in panel (c).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.2: TROPOMI total NO2 distribution (a) and corresponding stratospheric NO2 distribution as obtained with the STREAM algorithm (b) on 1 January 2018.

OMI monthly averaged surface albedo maps and a linear interpolation in time to the
measurement day. The surface pressure is taken from the ECMWF operational model.
The daily TM5-MP vertical NO2 profiles (Williams et al., 2017) simulated at a global
1°×1° resolution are used as a priori NO2 vertical profiles due to the operational advantage.
The a priori profiles are determined for the satellite overpass time and interpolated to the
center of the TROPOMI pixel based on four nearest neighbour TM5-MP cell centers.
In the presence of clouds, the operational TROPOMI cloud parameters from the
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OCRA/ROCINN algorithms (Lutz et al., 2016; Loyola et al., 2018) are used in the independent pixel approximation, with clouds treated as opaque Lambertian surfaces for
computational efficiency sake. The cloud fraction is determined with OCRA by separating
a spectral scene into cloudy contribution and cloud-free background, and the cloud pressure and cloud albedo are derived using the ROCINN algorithm by comparing simulated
and measured radiance in and near the O2 A-band. The aerosol effect is not explicitly corrected, assuming that the effective clouds from OCRA/ROCINN have partly accounted
for the effect of aerosols on the light paths.
Figure 6.3 presents the variability in the tropospheric AMFs for pixels with cloud
radiance fraction < 0.5 (see Sect. 3.5) over Europe for orbit 3704 on 1 July 2018. Small
values between 0.5 and 1.0 are mainly found over polluted regions, such as the UK, the
Benelux, and Germany. Higher values by more than 2.0 are found over clean regions, such
as the oceans, the mountains, and the snow coverages, especially at extreme geometries.
These values are in agreement with theoretical studies in Sect. 4.2.2.

Figure 6.3: Tropospheric AMFs for pixels with cloud radiance fraction < 0.5 over Europe for
orbit 3704 on 1 July 2018.

6.3

Examples of TROPOMI tropospheric NO2

Figure 6.4 shows the yearly averaged tropospheric NO2 columns from TROPOMI for
pixels with cloud radiance fraction < 0.5 over Europe in 2018. High tropospheric NO2
concentrations by more than 5 × 1015 molec/cm2 are found over urban and industrial
areas, such as the Po Valley, Germany’s Ruhr region, the Benelux, South-East England,
and Turkey’s Marmara region. A number of “city-size” polluted regions, e.g., around
Paris, Madrid, Rome, Athens, and Moscow, are clearly captured by the TROPOMI NO2
measurements. Additionally, NO2 emissions over the shipping routes, e.g., the maritime
connection between the Iberian Peninsula and North Africa, as well as over the highways,
e.g., the main East-West thoroughfare in Austria, are also detected. These large tropo-
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Figure 6.4: Yearly averaged TROPOMI tropospheric NO2 columns for pixels with cloud radiance
fraction < 0.5 over Europe in 2018.

spheric NO2 concentrations are mainly caused by anthropogenic combustion activities via
reactions (R 2.1)-(R 2.4) and consistent with the global NOx emissions in Fig. 2.1.
Figure 6.5 presents the seasonal variation of TROPOMI tropospheric NO2 columns
for pixels with cloud radiance fraction < 0.5 over Germany and surrounding regions in
2017-2018. The highest tropospheric NO2 level is found during winter, probably resulted
from the increased emissions from heating processes and the increased lifetime of NO2
due to the low temperature (see Sect. 2.3). The NO2 values are generally lower by more
than 1 × 1015 molec/cm2 in summer.
Figure 6.6 presents the weekday-weekend variation of TROPOMI tropospheric NO2
columns for pixels with cloud radiance fraction < 0.5 over Germany and surrounding
regions on 21-28 July 2018. The high values of TROPOMI tropospheric NO2 columns
over the Po Valley, the Ruhr region, and the Benelux are significantly reduced on Sunday
(27 July 2018), likely due to the reduced traffic- and industrial-related NO2 emissions
corresponding to the weekend pattern, in agreement with previous studies (e.g., Wickert,
2001; Beirle et al., 2003)
Figure 6.7 presents the daily tropospheric NO2 columns for pixels with cloud radiance
fraction < 0.5 over East Asia on 11 March 2018. With a spatial resolution of 7 km×3.5
km and a swath width of ∼2600 km, the TROPOMI measurements are able to detect
regionally the high NO2 concentrations, for instance, over the economical zones in East
China and industrial regions in Korea and Japan, at the power plants in North India,
as well as at the highways in Northwest China and the shipping lanes in the Strait of
Malacca.
Benefited from the fine spatial resolution and the high signal-to-noise ratio, the daily
global NO2 measurements from TROPOMI have opened a new era for air quality and
climate change monitoring, particularly for studies such as regional NO2 distribution and
transport, air quality forecast and analyses, NOx lifetime and emission estimate, and
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Winter

Spring

Summer

Autumn

Figure 6.5: Seasonal variation of TROPOMI tropospheric NO2 columns for pixels with cloud
radiance fraction < 0.5 over Germany and surrounding regions in winter (December 2017-February
2018), spring (March-May 2018), summer (June-August 2018), and autumn (September-November
2018).

interpretation of volatile organic compound levels, ozone variations, or aerosol loading.

6.4

Verification and validation

A verification and validation approach usually includes several steps. First, the DOAS
analysis results, cloud property retrievals, and AMF calculations are compared with other
independent retrievals. Second, the stratospheric reference is evaluated by comparison
with correlative observations from ground-based zenith-looking DOAS spectrometers and
from other established nadir-looking satellite retrievals. Third, the total and tropospheric
NO2 column data are compared with correlative observations from ground-based direct
Sun DOAS and MAXDOAS spectrometers, respectively (Pinardi et al., 2014, 2015). See
Sect. 2.5.1 for introduction of the ground-based measurements.
slant columns
The overall quality of TROPOMI total NO2 columns is evaluated by comparing to OMI
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Figure 6.6: Weekday-weekend variation of TROPOMI tropospheric NO2 columns for pixels with
cloud radiance fraction < 0.5 over Germany and surrounding regions on 21-28 July 2018.

and GOME-2 data. Figure 6.8 shows time series of TROPOMI, OMI and GOME-2 NO2
over the Pacific region (160°E-180°E) for 20° latitude bands in the northern hemisphere
in 2018. Over this area, the impact of tropospheric pollution is assumed to be negligible. The slant columns are normalised by their geometric AMFs to consider the angular
dependencies. The TROPOMI and OMI datasets show overall good agreement with
consistent daily, seasonal, and latitudinal variations, due to the strong similarities in the
illumination conditions, observation geometries, and instrumental characteristics between
the two spectrometers. The TROPMOI and GOME-2 measurements differ systematically
by ∼5 × 1014 molec/cm2 , mainly related to the different overpass time (13:30 local time
for TROPOMI and 9:30 local time for GOME-2) and the strong diurnal variation in the
stratospheric NO2 (Belmonte Rivas et al., 2014).
stratospheric columns
The stratospheric NO2 columns are compared with the operational TROPOMI product
version 1.0.2 derived by KNMI. Due to the use of same level 1 measurements and consistent
DOAS settings, differences in the slant columns from the two NO2 datasets are generally
small. Therefore, the different stratospheric columns are attributed to the use of different
stratosphere-troposphere separation algorithms (data assimilation for KNMI product and
STREAM for this work). Figure 6.9 shows the TROPOMI stratospheric NO2 columns
derived using the STREAM algorithm and using the data assimilation method over East
China, Germany, and eastern US in July 2018. The stratospheric NO2 columns obtained
from the two methods are similar in general with daily differences within ±5 × 1014
molec/cm2 and monthly mean differences up to ∼2 × 1014 molec/cm2 . See Sect. 3.6.3 for
uncertainty analysis of the two methods.
tropospheric columns
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Figure 6.7: Tropospheric NO2 columns from TROPOMI for pixels with cloud radiance fraction
< 0.5 over East Asia on 11 March 2018.

The TROPOMI tropospheric NO2 columns are validated by comparison with groundbased MAXDOAS measurements (see Sect. 5.3) in Xianghe (39.75°N, 116.96°E) in
January-July 2018. The BIRA-IASB Xianghe site is a suburban station surrounded by
industrialized areas in North China (Clémer et al., 2010; Hendrick et al., 2014; Vlemmix
et al., 2015). For the validation of TROPOMI measurements, comparison datasets are
selected by averaging daily the TROPOMI measurements (cloud radiance fraction < 0.5)
within 20 km around Xianghe and by interpolating the ground-based data at the satellite
overpass time (13:30 local time).
Figure 6.10 shows the time series and scatter plots of the TROPOMI and MAXDOAS
tropospheric NO2 columns in Xianghe, including the statistical information on the number of points, correlation coefficient, as well as slope and intercept of orthogonal regression
analysis. The TROPOMI and MAXDOAS measurements show good agreement with similar variations in the tropospheric NO2 columns. The monthly mean values range between
0.5 × 1016 and 3 × 1016 molec/cm2 , depending mainly on the solar radiation, emission
sources, and meteorological conditions. A correlation coefficient of 0.96, a regression slope
of 1.12 (±0.12), and an intercept of −0.38 (±0.17)×1016 molec/cm2 are derived for the
comparison of monthly mean values. These results are qualitatively consistent with previous validation exercises (e.g., Celarier et al., 2008; Kramer et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2009;
Irie et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2013; Kanaya et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2017;
Drosoglou et al., 2017, 2018).
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Figure 6.8: NO2 slant columns measured by TROPOMI, OMI and GOME-2 over the Pacific
(160°E-180°E) for 20° latitude bands in the northern hemisphere in 2018. Geometric AMFs have
been applied to consider the different angular dependencies.

Figure 6.9: TROPOMI stratospheric NO2 columns derived using the STREAM algorithm and
the operational data assimilation method over East China (21°N-41°N, 110°E-122°E), Germany
(45°N-57°N, 3°E-17°E), and eastern US (30°N-45°N, 70°W-90°W) in July 2018.
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Figure 6.10: Daily and monthly mean time series and scatter plot of TROPOMI and MAXDOAS
tropospheric NO2 columns (mean value of all the pixels within 20 km around Xianghe, 39.75°N,
116.96°E).

Figure 6.11: Daily (grey dots) and monthly mean (black dots) absolute and relative TROPOMI
and MAXDOAS time series differences for the Xianghe station. The histogram of the daily
differences is also given, along with the mean and median difference. The total time-series absolute
and relative monthly differences are reported outside the panels.

Figure 6.11 presents the absolute and relative differences of TROPOMI and MAXDOAS measurements. As described in the histogram, the daily differences are on average
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within ±5 × 1015 molec/cm2 with a median value of −1.3 × 1015 molec/cm2 . The monthly
NO2 levels are underestimated by 17.6% by TROPOMI with a standard deviation of
±14.7%, mostly explained by the relatively low sensitivity of space-borne measurements
near the surface, the gradient-smoothing effect, and the aerosol shielding effect. These
effects are often inherent to the different measurement types, the specific conditions of
the validation sites, and the remaining impact of structural uncertainties (Boersma et al.,
2016), such as the impact of the choices of the albedo database and the a priori NO2
profiles for the satellite AMF calculation (see Sects. 4.2 and 4.3).
To conclude, the TROPOMI data show consistent total and stratospheric columns
with other nadir-looking satellite measurements and other independent satellite retrievals
with differences lower than 5 × 1014 molec/cm2 . The TROPOMI tropospheric NO2
columns agree well with the ground-based MAXDOAS measurements with a correlation
coefficient of 0.96 for monthly points and a median difference −1.3 × 1015 molec/cm2 for
daily points. The Xianghe site, by its suburban nature, is the best site for validation,
since NO2 concentrations from urban stations are generally underestimated by the satellite instruments due to the averaging of a local source over a pixel size, and difficulties
arise for remote stations when small local sources are present (Pinardi et al., 2015). In
the future, the data quality of the TROPOMI measurements will be further evaluated
using data from other sites (see Sect. 7.2).
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and outlook
7.1

Conclusion

This work has described the application of the GOME-2 and TROPOMI satellite instruments for monitoring the NO2 pollution patterns. The GOME-2 sensors on the
Sun-synchronous polar orbiting MetOp satellites have been providing a continuous NO2
dataset since 2007 with a global coverage on a daily basis. This long-term NO2 data
record has been extended by the TROPOMI instrument aboard the Sentinel-5 Precursor
with an unprecedented resolution of 7 km × 3.5 km. Based on the satellite (ir)radiances,
the abundance of NO2 is retrieved from the narrow-band absorption structures of NO2 in
the backscattered radiation in the visible spectral region.
retrieval method
In Chap. 3, the classical three-step-retrieval of total and tropospheric NO2 columns for
ultraviolet-visible backscatter satellite instruments is introduced. The NO2 slant columns
are determined using the DOAS technique, based on which the tropospheric NO2 vertical
columns are retrieved with a subtraction of the stratospheric contributions and an AMF
calculation with a radiative transfer model. State-of-the-art retrievals for specific instrument and thorough uncertainty estimations for each algorithm step are essential for good
data quality. The theoretical basis for applying the DOAS-based technique is discussed
in the context of general retrieval theory in a paper in Appendix A.
theoretical analysis
In Chap. 4, the reliability of the DOAS-based algorithm for retrieving NO2 is discussed.
The performance of the DOAS slant column retrieval is evaluated by applying it to the
simulated radiances, with biases lower than 1% for basic scenarios with NO2 absorption
at different altitude regimes and up to 20% for realistic scenarios with various pollution
conditions. These biases are corrected for the vertical columns during the AMF calculation. Error sources in the AMF calculation are assessed by analysing the influences of
individual input parameters, such as surface properties, a priori NO2 profile, and cloud
parameters. Errors in these parameters introduce an overall AMF uncertainty of 15%50% for polluted conditions, indicating the necessity of appropriate retrieval settings and
accurate a priori and ancillary data.
retrieval for GOME-2
In Chap. 5, the application of the retrieval algorithm to GOME-2 measurements is described, focusing on the latest developments in the operational algorithm at DLR based
on three papers in Appendices B-D. Compared to the previous NO2 retrieval schemes,
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the developed algorithm applies an extended 425-497 nm wavelength fitting window and
an improved (ir)radiance calibration for the DOAS retrieval, showing a better data quality and consistency with state-of-the-science datasets. The stratospheric estimation is
implemented using the STREAM scheme, which largely reduces the overestimation of
stratospheric NO2 columns over polluted regions. The calculation of AMF applies an improved description of the radiative transfer, a direction-dependent surface albedo dataset,
advanced high-resolution a priori NO2 profiles, and realistic cloud parameters with clouds
treated as scattering layers of water droplets. The use of these new features has an impact
of more than 10% on the retrieved tropospheric NO2 columns over polluted regions. To
evaluate the data quality of GOME-2 tropospheric NO2 columns, an end-to-end validation is performed using the MAXDOAS measurements from BIRA-IASB stations covering
urban, suburban, and background situations. The new dataset shows a globally improved
agreement with the MAXDOAS measurements, with a reduction of the absolute and relative monthly mean bias as well as a reduction in the spread of the daily comparison
points.
retrieval for TROPOMI
In Chap. 6, the improved GOME-2 algorithm is adapted and optimised for the TROPOMI
instrument. The TROPOMI retrieval algorithm relies on a fitting window of 405-465
nm as a heritage of OMI DOAS fit, an updated STREAM algorithm to estimate the
stratospheric contribution, and an AMF calculation based on the operational TROPOMI
cloud products. Example applications of the TROPOMI tropospheric NO2 columns show
kilometer-scale spatial details, such as power plants, shipping routes, and major highways,
which have not been possible on daily basis for previous space-borne spectrometers, beneficial from the high spatial resolution and the good data quality for TROPOMI. The
verification and validation of the TROPOMI measurements are implemented by comparing the slant columns to the OMI and GOME-2 dataset, comparing the stratospheric
columns to the operational KNMI TROPOMI product, and comparing the tropospheric
NO2 measurements to the ground-based MAXDOAS observations at the BIRA-IASB
Xianghe station. The retrieved slant and stratospheric columns agree well with the correlative satellite datasets with differences within ±5 × 1014 molec/cm2 . The tropospheric
columns from the TROPOMI and MAXDOAS measurements show similar variations with
a correlation coefficient of 0.96 and a median difference −1.3 × 1015 molec/cm2 , indicating
a good data quality.

7.2

Outlook

The algorithm framework proposed in this work can be easily adapted for future
ultraviolet-visible sensors and can be used as reference for future algorithm developments.
new instruments and missions
In the future, the NO2 retrieval algorithm can be adapted for new instruments and missions to monitor the NO2 concentrations. With the new GOME-2 instrument launched
on MetOp-C in November 2018, the operations of three MetOp platforms ensure a continuous long-term dataset until 2023, providing a better understanding of NO2 diurnal
variation in combination with afternoon observations from OMI and TROPOMI. Future
missions such as geostationary Sentinel-4 and polar-orbiting Sentinel-5 offer new perspectives for monitoring NO2 with a fast revisiting time and a high spatial resolution,
providing information on atmospheric variables in support of European policies.
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TROPOMI algorithm refinement
Future versions of the NO2 retrieval algorithm for the Sentinel-5 Precursor sensor
TROPOMI will focus on the use of the extended 425-497 nm fitting window, when the
detector saturation and blooming are correctly flagged in the level 1b data. Further
benefits come from an improved STREAM by taking the across-track diurnal variation
of stratospheric NO2 into account. The use of improved a priori and ancillary information, such as TROPOMI-based surface albedo dataset in combination with the snow
or ice cover information from the Near-real-time Ice and Snow Extent (NISE) dataset
(Nolin et al., 1998), high-resolution NO2 profiles from the CAMS regional air quality ensemble (METEO-FRANCE et al., 2016), and global aerosol vertical distributions
from the space-borne Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation
(CALIPSO) lidar (Tackett et al., 2018) will additionally improve the AMF calculation.
The OCRA/ROCINN cloud parameters will be updated with an improved spatial misalignment correction between the ultraviolet-visible band (used for NO2 retrieval) and
near-infrared band (used for ROCINN cloud retrieval). In addition, the quantitative interpretation of the OCRA/ROCINN cloud product for aerosol-dominated scenes and the
impact on NO2 retrieval algorithm will be further investigated.
TROPOMI validation
The data quality of the TROPOMI tropospheric NO2 measurements will be further analysed using data from additional BIRA-IASB MAXDOAS stations, such as Uccle (urban
polluted site in Belgium), Bujumbura (remote site in Burundi in tropical Africa), and
OHP (background site in southern France). Dedicated measurements from recent and
future validation campaigns, such as the Cabauw Intercomparison of Nitrogen Dioxide
Measuring Instruments 2 (CINDI-2) campaign (Kreher et al., 2019) and TROpomi vaLIdation eXperiment 2019 (TROLIX’19) at the KNMI Cabauw site, provide a good chance
for TROPOMI validation with independent instruments. The validation of total and
stratospheric NO2 columns will benefit from network-based direct Sun instruments, e.g.,
the Pandora systems, and zenith sky instruments, e.g., spectrometers affiliated with the
Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change (NDACC), respectively
(Pinardi et al., 2018).
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Abstract: Inversion models for retrieving the total and tropospheric nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) columns
from spaceborne remote sensing data are presented. For total column retrieval, we propose
the so-called differential radiance models with internal and external closure and solve the underlying
nonlinear equations by using the method of Tikhonov regularization and the iteratively regularized
Gauss–Newton method. For tropospheric column retrieval, we design a nonlinear and a linear model
by using the results of the total column retrieval and the value of the stratospheric NO2 column
delivered by a stratosphere–troposphere separation method. We also analyze the fundamentals
of the commonly used differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) model and outline
its relationship to the proposed inversion models. By a numerical analysis, we analyze the accuracy
of the inversion models to retrieve total and tropospheric NO2 columns.
Keywords: inversion model; regularization; NO2 retrieval; DOAS

1. Introduction
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) is an important trace gas in the Earth’s stratosphere and troposphere.
The stratospheric NO2 is strongly related to halogen compound reactions and ozone destruction [1].
In the troposphere, nitrogen oxides (NOx = NO2 + NO) serve as a precursor of ozone in the presence
of volatile organic compounds and a precursor of secondary aerosols through gas-to-particle
conversion [2]. As a greenhouse gas, NO2 contributes significantly to radiative forcing locally [3].
As a prominent air pollutant affecting human health and ecosystems, substantial amounts of NO2
are produced in the boundary layer by industrial processes, power generation, transportation,
and biomass burning.
Atmospheric remote sensing measurements in the UV and visible region, for instance,
from nadir-viewing satellite instruments such as the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) [4]
and Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment-2 (GOME-2) [5,6], have been monitoring global NO2
on a long-term scale. A new generation of instruments like the TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument
(TROPOMI) [7] aboard the Sentinel-5 Precursor satellite, with high spatial resolution, and geostationary
missions like Sentinel-4 [8], with a fast revisit time, enable the continuous monitoring of NO2
concentrations for the following years. NO2 measurements from satellite instruments have been
thoroughly validated using correlative ground-based measurements [9–11] and have been widely
used to characterize the distribution, evolution, or transport of NO2 [12–14], to estimate NOx
emission [15,16], and to interpret ozone variation [17,18].
Based on a linearity assumption of the log of the radiances on the total column, the differential
optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) model [19] is commonly used to derive the NO2
columns [20–25]. In DOAS, the spectral structure of a measured spectrum is separated into
a narrowband absorption structure of trace gases and a broadband contribution approximated by
a low-order polynomial. Effectively, the differential spectrum, used to obtain the trace gas information,
Atmosphere 2019, 10, 607; doi:10.3390/atmos10100607
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is distinguished from the smooth background, such as Rayleigh scattering, cloud and aerosol extinction,
and surface reflection.
In this paper, we aim to design inversion models that are more general than the DOAS model,
for the retrieval of total and tropospheric NO2 columns. The underlying nonlinear equations of
the inversion models are solved by using classical regularization methods. The paper is organized as
follows. In Section 2, we describe the regularization methods for stably solving nonlinear ill-posed
problems. In Section 3, we present two nonlinear inversion models for total NO2 column retrieval,
while in Section 4, we design a nonlinear and a linear inversion model for tropospheric NO2 column
retrieval. In Section 5, we analyze the theoretical basis of the DOAS model and outline its relationship to
the general inversion models. The numerical accuracy of the proposed inversion models is investigated
in Section 6.
2. Regularization Methods
In our analysis, we consider the nonlinear data model [26]
yδ = F(x) + δ,

(1)

where F : Rn → Rm is the forward model, x ∈ Rn is the state vector, yδ ∈ Rm is the noisy data vector,
and δ ∈ Rm is the measurement error vector. In a deterministic setting, the measurement error vector
δ is characterized by the noise level ∆ (defined as an upper bound for δ, i.e., ||δ|| ≤ ∆), the state vector
x is a deterministic vector, and we are faced with the solution of the nonlinear equation
y δ = F ( x ).

(2)

In a stochastic setting, δ and x are random vectors, and the data Model (1) is solved by means of
a Bayesian approach.
Because the nonlinear Equation (2) is usually ill-posed, a regularization method should be used to
compute a solution with physical meaning. In classical regularization theory, two widely used methods
are the method of Tikhonov regularization and the iteratively regularized Gauss–Newton method.
2.1. Tikhonov Regularization
In the framework of Tikhonov regularization [27], a regularized solution to the nonlinear
Equation (2) is computed as the minimizer of the Tikhonov function

Fα (x) = yδ − F(x)

2

2

+ α L ( x − xa ) ,

(3)

where α is the regularization parameter, L is the regularization matrix, and xa is the a priori state vector,
the best beforehand estimate of the solution. The regularization matrix L, controlling the magnitude or
the smoothness of the solution, can be chosen as the identity matrix, a diagonal matrix, the discrete
approximations to the first- and second-order derivative operators, or as the Cholesky factor of
the inverse of an a priori covariance matrix.
The minimization of the Tikhonov function in Equation (3) can be formulated as a
least-squares problem, and the regularized solution can be computed by using optimization methods,
such as step-length and trust-region methods [28,29]. These nonlinear optimization methods are
iterative methods, which compute the new iterate by approximating the objective function around the
actual iterate by a quadratic model.
Belonging to the category of step-length methods, the Gauss–Newton method for least-squares
problems has an important practical interpretation. At the iteration step i, considering a linearization
of F(x) around the current iterate xδαi ,
F(x) ≈ F(xδαi ) + Kαi (x − xδαi ),

(4)
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where
Kαi = K(xδαi ) =

∂F δ
( x ) ∈ Rm × n
∂x αi

(5)

is the Jacobian matrix evaluated at xδαi , and replacing F(x) in Equation (2) by its linearization (4),
the result is
Kαi (x − xa ) = yiδ ,
(6)
where
yiδ = yδ − F(xδαi ) + Kαi (xδαi − xa )

(7)

is the linearized data vector at iteration step i. Since the nonlinear problem is ill-posed, its linearization
is also ill-posed. Thus, we solve the linearized Equation (6) by means of Tikhonov regularization with
the penalty term α||L(x − xa )||2 .
The Tikhonov function for the linearized equation takes the form

Flαi (x) = yiδ − Kαi (x − xa )

2

2

+ α L ( x − xa ) ,

(8)

and its minimizer, i.e., the new iterate xδαi+1 , is given by
xδαi+1 = xa + K†αi yiδ ,
where

(9)

T
T
K†αi = (Kαi
Kαi + αL T L)−1 Kαi

(10)

is the regularized generalized inverse, also known as the gain matrix [30], at iteration step i.
The iterative process is stopped according to
1.
2.

the relative X-convergence test [28], when the iterates xδαi converge, and/or
the relative function convergence test [30,31], when the residuals ||yδ − F(xδαi )|| converge.

Therefore, the solution of a nonlinear ill-posed problem by means of Tikhonov regularization
is equivalent to the solution of a sequence of ill-posed linearizations of the forward model about
the current iterate.
The selection of the optimal value of the regularization parameter αopt is a crucial issue of Tikhonov
regularization. With too little regularization, reconstructions deviate significantly from the a priori,
and the solution is said to be underegularized. With too much regularization, the reconstructions
are too close to the a priori, and the solution is said to be over-regularized. Several regularization
parameter choice methods have been discussed in [26,32], including the expected error estimation
method, the maximum likelihood estimation, generalized cross-validation [33], and the nonlinear
L-curve method [34].
The idea of the expected error estimation method is to perform a random exploration of a domain,
in which the exact solution x† is supposed to lie, and for each state vector realization xi† , to compute
the optimal regularization parameter for error estimation as αopti = arg minα E {||eδα (xi† )||2 }, where
2

E { eδα (x† ) } = esα (x† )

2

δ
+ E { enα

2

(11)

is the expected value of the total error vector eδα (x† ) = x† − xδα , esα (x† ) = (In − Aα )(x† − xa ) is
δ = − K† δ is the noise error vector, xδ is the regularized solution,
the smoothing error vector, enα
α
α
and Aα = K†α Kα is the averaging kernel matrix at the solution xδα . Under the assumption that δ is
white noise with variance σ2 , we compute the exponent pi = log αopti / log σ and choose the optimal
regularization parameter as αopt = σ p̄ , where p̄ = (1/Nx ) ∑iN=x1 pi is the sample mean exponent,
and Nx is the sample size.
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2.2. Iteratively Regularized Gauss–Newton Method
Unfortunately, at the present time, there is no fail-safe regularization parameter choice method
that guarantees small solution errors in any circumstance, that is, for any noisy data vector.
An amelioration of the problems associated with regularization parameter selection is achieved
in the framework of the so-called iterative regularization methods, of which the iteratively regularized
Gauss–Newton method [35] is a relevant representative. These approaches, in which the amount of
regularization is gradually decreased during the iterative process, are less sensitive to overestimations
of the regularization parameter but require more iteration steps to achieve convergence.
Essentially, the iteratively regularized Gauss–Newton method relies on the solution of
the linearized equation (cf. Equation (6)) Ki (x − xa ) = yiδ by means of Tikhonov regularization
with the penalty term αi ||L(x − xa )||2 . The new iterate minimizing the function

Fli (x) = yiδ − Ki (x − xa )
is given by
where

2

+ α i L ( x − xa )

2

(12)

xiδ+1 = xa + Ki† yiδ ,

(13)

Ki† = (KiT Ki + αi L T L)−1 KiT .

(14)

For iterative regularization methods, the number of iteration steps i plays the role of
the regularization parameter, and the iterative process is stopped after an appropriate number of steps
i? in order to avoid an uncontrolled expansion of the errors in the data. In fact, a mere minimization of
the residual ||riδ ||, where
riδ = yδ − F(xiδ )
is the residual vector at xiδ , leads to a semi-convergent behavior of the iterated solution: while the error
in the residual decreases as the number of iteration steps increases, the error in the solution starts to
increase after an initial decay.
A widely used a posteriori choice for the stopping index i? in dependence of the noise level ∆ is
the discrepancy principle [36]. According to this stopping rule, the iterative process is terminated after
i? steps such that
2
2
riδ? ≤ τ∆2 < riδ , 0 ≤ i < i? ,
(15)
with τ > 1. Hence, the regularized solution of the iteratively regularized Gauss–Newton method is
xiδ? . As in many practical problems arising in atmospheric remote sensing, the noise level cannot be
a priori estimated, so we adopt a practical approach. This is based on the observation that the square
residual ||riδ ||2 decreases during the iterative process and attains a plateau at approximately ∆2 . Thus,
if the nonlinear residuals ||riδ || converge to ||rδ∞ || within a prescribed tolerance, we use the estimate
∆2 = ||rδ∞ ||2 .
The above heuristic stopping rule does not have any mathematical justification but works
sufficiently well in practice.
At first glance, this method seems to be identical to the method of Tikhonov regularization,
but the following differences exist:
1.
2.

the regularization parameters are the terms of a decreasing (geometric) sequence, i.e., αi = qαi−1 ,
with q < 1;
the iterative process is stopped according to the discrepancy principle (15) instead of requiring
the convergence of iterates.

The numerical experiments performed in [26] showed that at the solution xδk? , αk? is close to αopt
and so that xδk? is close to the Tikhonov solution corresponding to the optimal value of the regularization
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parameter xδαopt . Another positive feature of the method is that by decreasing the regularization
parameter at each iteration step, problems that do not require regularization (or a small amount of
regularization) can be handled.
In the following, the method of Tikhonov regularization and the iteratively regularized
Gauss–Newton method will be used to solve the nonlinear equations corresponding to different
inversion models for total and tropospheric column retrievals.
3. Total NO2 Column Retrieval
Consider a discretization of the atmosphere in Nlay layers, and let the stratosphere extend from
layer 1 to layer Nt − 1 and the troposphere extend from layer Nt to layer Nlay . The total column of
a gas g is defined by
Nlay

Xg =

∑ xg,j ,

(16)

j =1

while the stratospheric and tropospheric total columns are given respectively by
Xsg =

Nt −1

∑

x g,j ,

(17)

x g,j ,

(18)

j =1

and

Nlay

Xtg =

∑

j= Nt

where x g,j is the partial column of gas g on later j. Obviously, we have Xg = Xtg + Xsg .
An important task of the retrieval is the computation of the partial derivative of the radiance
I with respect to the total column Xg of gas g. In a radiative transfer model, I is a function of
x g,j , i.e., I = I ( x g,1 , . . . , x g,Nlay ), and the partial derivatives ∂I/∂x g,j , j = 1, . . . , Nlay are computable
quantities (delivered by a linearized radiative transfer model). Under the assumptions that the profile
{ x g,1 , . . . , x g,Nlay } is a scaled version of an a priori profile { xag,1 . . . , xag,Nlay } and that s g is the scale
factor of gas g, i.e., x g,j = s g xag,j , for all j = 1, . . . , Nlay , we have s g = Xg /Xag and hence the one-to-one
correspondence x g,j = ( Xg /Xag ) xag,j . Consequently, the partial derivative of I with respect to Xg can
be computed as
Nlay

Dg =

∑

j =1

∂I ∂x g,j
=
∂x g,j ∂Xg

Nlay

∑

j =1

xag,j ∂I
.
Xag ∂x g,j

For the retrieval of the total columns Xg of Ng gases, we regard the radiance I as a function
of X = [ X1 , . . . , X Ng ], i.e., I = I (X). In principle, the retrieval can be performed by considering
the radiance model
δ
ln Imes
(λk ) = ln Isim (λk , X) +

Ns

∑ b j S j ( λ k ),

j =1

k = 1, . . . , Nλ ,

(19)

δ ( λ ) is the Sun-normalized spectral radiance measured by the instrument at wavelength
where Imes
k
λk with k = 1, . . . Nλ , Isim (λk , X) is the radiance computed by a radiative transfer model, S j (λk )
with j = 1, . . . , Ns are the correction spectra describing different kinds of instrumental effects,
such as the polarization correction spectrum, undersampling spectrum, offset correction spectrum,
and more complex physical phenomena (e.g., Ring spectrum), and finally, the wavelength-independent
coefficients b j , encapsulated in the row vector b = [b1 , . . . , b Ns ], are the amplitudes of the correction
spectra. Another option, which is adopted in our analysis, is to consider the following two differential
radiance models:
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the differential radiance model with internal closure (DRMI), relying on the solution of
the nonlinear equation
δ
Rmes
(λk ) = Rsim (λk , X) +

Ns

∑ b j S j ( λ k ),

j =1

k = 1, . . . , Nλ ,

(20)

for the state vector x = [X, b] T , where
δ
δ
Rmes
(λk ) = ln Imes
(λk ) − Pmes (λk , cmes )

(21)

is the differential measured spectrum and
Rsim (λk , X) = ln Isim (λk , X) − Psim (λk , csim (X))
2.

(22)

is the differential simulated spectrum, and
the differential radiance model with external closure (DRME), relying on the solution of
the nonlinear equation
δ
Rmes
(λk ) = ln Isim (λk , X) +

Ns

∑ b j S j (λk )

j =1

− P(λk , c), k = 1, . . . , Nλ ,

(23)

for the state vector x = [X, b, c] T .
In Equations (21)–(23), the polynomials Pmes (λ, cmes ), Psim (λ, csim (X)), and P(λ, c) are intended
to account for the low-order frequency structure due to scattering mechanisms, e.g., by clouds
and aerosols. The coefficients cmes = [cmes1 , . . . , cmesN ] and csim (X) = [csim1 (X), . . . , csimN (X)] of
the smoothing polynomials Pmes (λ, cmes ) and Psim (λ, csim (X)) with degree N − 1, respectively, are
the solutions of the least-squares problems
cmes = arg min
c

and
csim (X) = arg min
c

Nλ

∑

k =1



Nλ

∑

k =1

δ
ln Imes
(λk ) − Pmes (λk , c)



2

2
ln Isim (λk , X) − Psim (λk , c) ,

(24)

(25)

δ ( λ ) and ln I
respectively. These coefficients are uniquely determined by ln Imes
sim ( λk , X ), and thus
k
they are not included in the state vector x. In contrast, the coefficients c = [c1 , . . . , c N ] of the smoothing
polynomial P(λ, c) with degree N − 1 in Equation (23) are included in the state vector x.
Comparing the inversion models relying on Equations (20) and (23), we note the following differences:

1.

2.

in DRMI, we fit the differential measured and simulated spectra, while in DRME we fit
the differential measured spectrum with a simulated spectrum from which we extract its
smooth component;
in DRMI, the dimension of the state vector x is smaller, and possible correlations between
the components of the state vector can be avoided; however, the computational complexity is
higher because the partial derivative of csim (X) with respect to X needs to be computed.
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The regularization matrix is chosen as a diagonal matrix.
α||L(x − xa )||2 is taken as

Specifically, the penalty term

Ns w
h Ng w
i
bj
g
∑ Xag (Xg − Xag )2 + ∑ baj (bj − baj )2
g =1
j =1

(26)

Ns w
i
h Ng w
N w
bj
cp
g
∑ Xag (Xg − Xag )2 + ∑ baj (bj − baj )2 + ∑ cap (c p − cap )2
p =1
g =1
j =1

(27)

α
for DRMI and
α

Ng

N
s
for DRME. Here, the scalars {w g } g=1 , {wbj } N
j=1 , and { wcp } p=1 give the weight of each component
of the state vector into the regularization matrix. Note that if a weighting factor is very large,
the component is close to the a priori, while for a very small weighting factor, the component is
practically unconstrained.
In the above inversion models, the wavelength shift ∆λ is not included in the retrieval.
δ ( λ ) in the left-hand sides of
To take the wavelength shift into account, we replace Rmes
k
δ ( λ + ∆λ ) and consider ∆λ as a component of the state vector x.
Equations (20) and (23) by Rmes
k
Therefore, Equations (20) and (23) are nonlinear with respect to the total column X and the wavelength
shift ∆λ but linear with respect to the amplitudes b of the correction spectra and the coefficients c of
the smoothing polynomial (in the case of DRME).

4. Tropospheric NO2 Column Retrieval
The UV-visible NO2 columns measured by satellite instruments consist of stratospheric and
tropospheric contributions, which show comparable magnitudes and contribute to the signal with
different weights, particularly for polluted scenarios. As the nadir-viewing measurements do not
contain information on the vertical distribution, the a priori vertical NO2 profiles are typically obtained
from chemistry transfer models. The models are usually characterized by considerable differences [37],
and currently, there is no consensus in the models on what the vertical profile of NO2 over a given area
is. Therefore a direct retrieval of tropospheric NO2 columns is practically impossible, and a careful
estimation and removal of stratospheric contribution is essential for the determination of tropospheric
NO2 columns.
The retrieval of the tropospheric column of gas g (specifically, NO2 ) is performed under
the assumption that we have some a priori knowledge about the stratospheric column. More precisely,
we assume that Xsg can be approximated by
?
Xsg ≈ Xsg
,

(28)

? is delivered by the reference sector method [38–40] or from data assimilation [41,42],
where Xsg
a procedure we refer to as stratosphere–troposphere separation [43].
For tropospheric column retrieval, we propose a nonlinear and a linear model.

4.1. Nonlinear Model
In principle, considering the approximation
?
I = I (X) = I ( Xtg , Xsg , X− g ) ≈ I ( Xtg , Xsg
, X − g ),

(29)

where X− g is the set of all total columns excepting Xg , i.e., X = { Xg } ∪ X− g , the tropospheric column
can be retrieved by solving the nonlinear Equations (20) and (23) with
?
Isim (λk , X) → Isim (λk , Xtg , Xsg
, X− g )

(30)
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for the state vector x = [ Xtg , X− g , b] T and x = [ Xt , X− g , b, c] T , respectively. However, our numerical
experiments showed that the accuracy in retrieving Xtg is higher if we fix the columns X− g and
the amplitudes b of the correction spectra to the values computed by a total column retrieval;
following [44], we refer to this inversion step as pre-processing step. In this regard, we compute
Xtg by solving
1.

the nonlinear equation of DRMI
?
δ
δ
Rmes
(λk ) = Rsim
(λk , Xtg , Xsg
, X− g ) +

2.

Ns

∑ b j S j ( λ k ),

j =1

k = 1, . . . , Nλ ,

(31)

for the state vector x = [ Xtg ], and
the nonlinear equation of DRME
?
δ
Rmes
(λk ) = ln Isim (λk , Xtg , Xsg
, X− g ) +

Ns

∑ b j S j (λk )

j =1

− P(λk , c), k = 1, . . . , Nλ ,

(32)

for the state vector x = [ Xtg , c] T .
In summary, this approach involves the following steps.
Step 1.
Step 2.

Solve the nonlinear Equation (20) of DRMI for x = [X, b] T or the nonlinear Equation (23) of
DRME for x = [X, b, c] T .
? delivered by a stratosphere–troposphere separation method and X
With Xsg
− g and b
determined at Step 1, solve the nonlinear Equation (31) of DRMI for x = [ Xtg ] or the
nonlinear Equation (32) of DRME for x = [ Xtg , c] T .

4.2. Linear Model
Recalling that X = { Xg } ∪ X− g = { Xtg , Xsg } ∪ X− g , we consider the following linearizations
around the a priori:
ln Isim (λk , X) ≈ ln Isim (λk , Xa ) + ( Xg − Xag )Wg (λk , Xa )
Ng

+

∑

g=1,g6= g

( Xg − Xag )Wg (λk , Xa )

(33)

and
ln Isim (λk , X) ≈ ln Isim (λk , Xa ) + ( Xtg − Xatg )Wtg (λk , Xa )

+ ( Xsg − Xasg )Wsg (λk , Xa )
Ng

+

∑

g=1,g6= g

( Xg − Xag )Wg (λk , Xa )

(34)

to obtain

( Xg − Xag )Wg (λk , Xa ) = ( Xtg − Xatg )Wtg (λk , Xa )
with

Nlay

Wg (λk , Xa ) =

∑

j =1

+ ( Xsg − Xasg )Wsg (λk , Xa )

(35)

xag,j ∂ ln Isim
( λ k , Xa ),
Xag ∂x g,j

(36)
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Wsg (λk , Xa ) =
and

Nt −1

∑

j =1
Nlay

Wtg (λk , Xa ) =

∑

j= Nt

xag,j ∂ ln Isim
( λ k , Xa ),
Xag ∂x g,j

(37)

xag,j ∂ ln Isim
( λ k , Xa ).
Xag ∂x g,j

(38)

For scaled profiles, it can be shown that similar to Equation (35), we have
Xg Wg (λk , Xa ) = Xtg Wtg (λk , Xa ) + Xsg Wsg (λk , Xa ).

(39)

? , we may compute X from
Now, if Xg is known from the total column retrieval and Xsg = Xsg
tg
Equation (39) at a reference wavelength λ0 = λk0 for some k0 ∈ {1, . . . , Nλ }, i.e.,

Xtg =

? W (λ , X )
Xg Wg (λ0 , Xa ) − Xsg
a
sg 0

Wtg (λ0 , Xa )

,

(40)

or as the solution of a least-squares problem in the spectral domain, i.e.,
Xtg = arg min
Xt

Nλ

∑

k =1

h

i2
?
Wsg (λk , Xa ) − Xg Wg (λk , Xa ) .
Xt Wtg (λk , Xa ) + Xsg

(41)

This approach involves the following computational steps.
Step 1.
Step 2.

Solve the nonlinear Equation (20) of DRMI for x = [X, b] T or the nonlinear Equation (23) of
DRME for x = [X, b, c] T .
? delivered by a stratosphere–troposphere separation method and X determined
With Xsg
g
at Step 1, compute Xtg by means of Equation (40) or as the solution of the least-squares
problem (41).

Comparing the two inversion models, the following conclusions can be drawn.
1.
2.

3.

In both models, we compute in the pre-processing step the total columns of all gases X and
the amplitudes b of the correction spectra by means of DRMI or DRME.
In the nonlinear model, we compute the tropospheric column Xtg of gas g by using X− g and b
determined in the pre-processing step and by solving a nonlinear equation corresponding to DRMI
or DRME. The accuracy in computing Xtg is affected by the accuracy in computing X− g and b.
In the linear model, we compute the tropospheric column Xtg of gas g by using Xg determined
in the pre-processing step and by solving a linear equation. The accuracy in computing Xtg is
affected by the accuracy in computing Xg and the linearity assumptions (33) and (34).

5. DOAS Model
In this section, we describe the standard DOAS inversion model [19] for total and tropospheric
NO2 column retrievals.
5.1. Total NO2 Column Retrieval
In the DOAS model, the equation
Ng

δ
ln Imes
(λk ) = −

∑

g =1

Sg Cabsg (λk ) +

Ns

∑ b j S j (λk )

j =1

+ PD (λk , cD ), k = 1, . . . , Nλ ,

(42)
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is solved for the state vector x = [S, b, cD ] T , where S = [S1 , . . . , S Ng ], Sg is the slant column of gas g,
and Cabsg (λk ) is the differential absorption cross section of gas g at wavelength λk . The total column
Xg is then computed from the slant column Sg by means of the relation
Sg = A( Xag ) Xg ,

(43)

where A( Xag ) is the air-mass factor of gas g. Note that the slant column and the air-mass factor
are assumed to be wavelength-independent and that the air-mass factor is defined with respect to
the a priori. Also note that in the DOAS model, the measured spectrum is fitted by the sum of
a differential component (the first two terms on the right-hand side of Equation (42)) and a smooth
component (the last term in Equation (42)).
In the framework of the DOAS model, the main problem that has to be solved is the computation
of the air-mass factor. Inserting Equation (43) in Equation (42) and comparing the resulting equation
with Equation (19), we deduce that ln Isim (λk , X) is of the form
Ng

ln Isim (λk , X) = −

∑ A(Xag )Cabsg (λk )Xg + PeD (λk , ecD ),

g =1

k = 1, . . . , Nλ ,

(44)

where the polynomial PeD (λk , e
cD ), extracting the smooth component of ln Isim (λk , X), is close but not
δ (λ )
identical with the smoothing polynomial PD (λk , cD ), matching the smooth component of ln Imes
k
in Equation (42). The above equation gives recipes for computing the air-mass factor. Two frequently
used methods are described below.
1.

Setting X = Xa in Equation (44) gives
Ng

ln Isim (λk , Xa ) = −

∑ A(Xag )Cabsg (λk )Xag + PeD (λk , ecD ).

(45)

g =1

From Equations (44) and (45), we obtain

Ng

ln Isim (λk , X) = ln Isim (λk , Xa ) −

∑ A(Xag )Cabsg (λk )(Xg − Xag ).

(46)

g =1

Consequently, by means of the linearization
Ng

ln Isim (λk , X) = ln Isim (λk , Xa ) +

∑ (Xg − Xag )Wg (λk , Xa )

(47)

g =1

and Equation (46), we find
A( Xag ) = −
2.

1
Wg (λk , Xa ),
Cabsg (λk )

(48)

for any k = 1, . . . , Nλ .
Let Isim (λk , Xa ) be the radiance for a complete atmosphere with Ng gases and Isim (λk , Xa− g ) for
an atmosphere without the gas g. In view of Equation (45), we can write
Ng

ln Isim (λk , Xa− g ) = −

∑

g=1,g6= g

A( Xag )Cabsg (λk ) Xag + PeD (λk , e
cD ),

(49)
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provided that the smoothing polynomial remains the same. As a result, from Equations (45) and (49),
we get
h I (λ , X ) i
1
a
sim k
(50)
ln
A( Xag ) = −
Cabsg (λk ) Xag
Isim (λk , Xa− g )
for any k = 1, . . . , Nλ .

Several comments are in order.
1.

2.

Equation (48) is computed with the scaling approximation for the NO2 vertical profile.
This assumption is not employed in the second method, but it is apparent that Equation (50) can
be interpreted as a finite-difference approximation of Equation (48).
Because the right-hand sides of Equations (48) and (50) are wavelength-dependent, we can
compute the air-mass factor at a reference wavelength λ0 or by averaging in the spectral domain.
For example, the computational formulas corresponding to Equation (48) read as
A( Xag ) = −
and
A( Xag ) = −

3.

1
Nλ

1
Wg (λ0 , Xa )
Cabsg (λ0 )
Nλ

1
Wg (λk , Xa ).
C
(λ )
k =1 absg k

∑

(51)

(52)

It is not hard to see that the DOAS model with the A( Xag ) as in Equation (48) is in some sense
equivalent with the first iteration step of DRME. Indeed, in this case, we consider a linearization
of ln Isim (λk , X) around the a priori Xa as in Equation (47). Hence, from Equations (21) and (23),
we get
Ng

ln

δ
Imes
(λk )

= ln Isim (λk , Xa ) +

∑ (Xg − Xag )Wg (λk , Xa )

g =1

Ns

+ ∑ b j S j (λk ) + Pmes (λk , cmes ) − P(λk , c)

(53)

j =1

(45)

= −

Ng

∑ A(Xag )Cabsg (λk )Xag

g =1

Ng

+

∑ (Xg − Xag )Wg (λk , Xa )

g =1
Ns

+ ∑ b j S j (λk ) + Pmes (λk , cmes ) − P(λk , c) + PeD (λk , ecD )
j =1

(48)

= −

Ng

∑ A(Xag )Cabsg (λk )Xg

g =1

Ns

+ ∑ b j S j (λk ) + Pmes (λk , cmes ) − P(λk , c) + PeD (λk , ecD )
j =1

(43)

= −

Ng

Ns

g =1

j =1

∑ Sg Cabsg (λk ) + ∑ bj Sj (λk ) + PD (λk , cD ),

where
PD (λk , cD ) = PeD (λk , e
cD ) + Pmes (λk , cmes ) − P(λk , c).

(54)
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Thus, the solution of the linearized Equation (53) for x = [X, b, c] T is equivalent with the solution
of the DOAS Equation (54) for x = [S, b, cD ] T . Note that because Pmes (λk , cmes ) is close to P(λk , c),
PD (λk , cD ) is also close to PeD (λk , e
cD ).

5.2. Tropospheric NO2 Column Retrieval

Coming to the tropospheric column retrieval, we use Equation (48) to express Equation (39)
in terms of air-mass factors as
Xg A( Xag ) = Xtg At ( Xag ) + Xsg As ( Xag )
with

(55)

At ( Xag ) = −

1
Wtg (λk , Xa )
Cabsg (λk )

(56)

As ( Xag ) = −

1
Wsg (λk , Xa )
Cabsg (λk )

(57)

and

for any k = 1, . . . , Nλ . If Sg is the solution of Equation (42), then from Equations (43) and (55), we obtain
Sg = Xtg At ( Xag ) + Xsg As ( Xag ),

(58)

? , we end up with
and for Xsg = Xsg

Xtg =

? A (X )
Sg − Xsg
s
ag

At ( Xag )

.

(59)

If At ( Xag ) and As ( Xag ) are computed from Equations (56) and (57) at a reference wavelength λ0 ,
then Equation (59) is the counterpart of Equation (40).
In conclusion, the standard DOAS inversion model for total and tropospheric column retrieval
is entirely based on the linearity assumption of the forward model with respect to the total and
tropospheric columns. More precisely, the model is equivalent to
1.
2.

the first iteration step of DRME for computing the total column (see Section 3) and
the linear model for computing the tropospheric column (see Section 4).

6. Numerical Analysis
In this section, we analyze the numerical accuracy of the proposed inversion models.
The radiances and the Jacobian matrices are computed by a radiative transfer model based
on the discrete ordinate method with matrix exponential [45,46]. The spectral range is between
425 and 497 nm, the number of spectral points is Nλ = 345, and the average spectral resolution is
∆λ0 = 0.2 nm. The calculations are performed for a mid-latitude summer atmosphere [47] with a solar
zenith angle of 30°, a relative azimuth angle of 180°, and a Lambertian surface with albedo of 0.05.
The atmosphere between 0 and 50 km is discretized with a step of 0.5 km between 0 and 2 km, 1 km
between 2 and 20 km, 5 km between 20 and 30 km, and 10 km between 30 and 50 km. The troposphere
extends to an altitude of 15 km.
The simulations include the absorption of NO2 , ozone (O3 ), oxygen dimer (O4 ), and water vapor,
the Ring correction spectrum S1 (λk ) = SR (λk ), the offset correction spectrum S2 (λk ) = SO (λk ),
and the wavelength shift ∆λ. The scattering by clouds and aerosols is not taken into account. Vertical
NO2 volume mixing ratio profiles for a clean scenario, which typically shows a larger concentration
at higher altitudes, and a polluted scenario, which typically shows a larger concentration near
the surface, are illustrated in Figure 1. These profiles are taken as a priori partial column profiles and
used to generate the true (exact) partial column profiles.
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Figure 1. Vertical NO2 volume mixing ratio (VMR) profiles for the clean and polluted scenarios.
Note that both profiles have the same stratospheric NO2 column.

Denoting the a priori partial columns of gas g by xag,j , j = 1, . . . , Nlay and choosing cubic
smoothing polynomials (N = 4) and the amplitudes of the correction spectra as b1 = baR = 5 × 10−2
and b2 = baO = 10−2 , we generate synthetic measurement spectra as follows:
1.

we choose x †g,j = s g xag,j with j = 1, . . . , Nlay and s g = 1.5 (if not stated otherwise) and compute
Nlay

2.
3.
4.

Nlay

†
†
†
t −1 †
Xg† = ∑ j=1 x †g,j = s g Xag , XsNO
= ∑N
j=1 xNO2 ,j and XtNO2 = ∑ j= Nt xNO2 ,j ; thus, the exact total
2
†
NO2 column to be retrieved is XNO
= 1.5XaNO2 ;
2
†
†
†
†
†
for X = [ XNO2 , XO3 , XO4 , XH2 O ], we compute Isim (λk , X† ) by the radiative transfer model;
we determine the coefficients csim (X† ) of the smoothing polynomial Psim (λk , csim (X† )) by solving
the least-squares problem (25);
δ (λ , X† ) = I
†
we compute Isim
sim ( λk , X ) + δk , where δk are independent Gaussian random
k
variables with zero mean and standard deviation

σk =

5.
6.

Isim (λk , X† )
,
SNR

and SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio;
† = 2b , and 4 λ† = 0.2∆λ ;
we choose b1† = bR† = 2baR , b2† = bO
0
aO
for DRMI, we compute the kth component of the noisy data vector as
δ
δ
Rmes
(λk ) = [ln Isim
(λk + 4λ† , X† ) − Psim (λk , csim (X† ))] +

7.

Ns

∑ b†j Sj (λk );

j =1

for DRME, we choose c† = 0.5 csim (X† ) and compute the kth component of the noisy data vector as
δ
δ
Rmes
(λk ) = ln Isim
(λk + 4λ† , X† ) +

Ns

∑ b†j Sj (λk ) − P(λk , c† ).

j =1

Note that in view of the approximation
δ
ln Isim
(λk , X† )

≈ ln Isim (λk , X† ) +

δk
,
Isim (λk , X† )
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δ ( λ , X† ) is δ
†
the error in ln Isim
k
ln k = δk /Isim ( λk , X ), implying σln k = 1/SNR for all k. Thus, the error
2 I , where I is the identity matrix.
vector δln is white noise with covariance matrix σln
m
k m
Some parameters characterizing the regularization algorithms are chosen as follows.

1.
2.

3.

As usual, the initial guess is taken to be equal to the a priori, i.e., x0 = xa .
If not stated otherwise, the regularization parameter of the method of Tikhonov regularization is
2 , while for the iteratively regularized Gauss–Newton method, the initial value
chosen as α = σln
k
of the regularization parameter is α0 = σln k and the regularization strength is gradually decreased
during the iterative process with a constant ratio q = 0.2. Because the iteratively regularized
Gauss–Newton method is less sensitive to the overestimation of the regularization parameter,
the choice of α0  α should guarantee that the method is able to capture the optimal value of
the regularization parameter, i.e., αk? ≈ αopt .
The weighting factors of the state vector in (26) and (27) are given by standard deviations for

4.

N
s
{w g } g=g 1 and empirical values for {wbj } N
j=1 and { wcp } p=1 .
The control parameter in the discrepancy principle Equation (15) is τ = 1.2.

N

Figure 2 shows the radiances ln Isim (λ, Xa ) and the differential radiances ln Isim (λ, Xa ) −
Psim (λk , csim (Xa )) for the clean and polluted NO2 profiles. For optically thin absorbers in the visible
wavelength range, such as the clean NO2 profile, the absorption effect on the overall radiances is small.
In contrast, for the polluted NO2 profile, the absorption is largely enhanced; the radiances decrease
by more than 15% and show a spectral structure linked to the NO2 absorption bands. Due to the lack
of a differential structure, we expect that the inversion models based on the analysis of differential
spectra will have difficulties in handling the clean scenario, and in particular when the signal-to-noise
ratio is small.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2. (a) Radiances and (b) differential radiances for the clean and polluted scenarios.

6.1. Total NO2 Column Retrieval
In Figure 3, we illustrate the relative errors in the total NO2 column versus the signal-to-noise ratio
for the clean scenario. The results correspond to DRMI and DRME and the two regularization methods
(Tikhonov regularization and the iteratively regularized Gauss–Newton method). The following
conclusions can be drawn.
1.
2.

The relative errors decrease with the increasing signal-to-noise ratio.
In general, for small values of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR < 103 ), the relative errors obtained by
the iteratively regularized Gauss–Newton method are smaller than those delivered by the method
of Tikhonov regularization. Note that for the clean scenario with SNR < 103 (where the NO2
signal is very low and the noise level is relatively high), the retrieval error is dominated by
the noise error rather than the smoothing error.
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For small values of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR < 103 ), DRMI equipped with the method
of Tikhonov regularization delivers more reliable results than DRME; when the iteratively
regularized Gauss–Newton method is used as regularization method, the reverse situation occurs.
For large values of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR ≥ 103 ), the relative errors are within ±0.5% for
all inversion models and regularization methods.

Figure 3. Relative errors in the total NO2 column as a function of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The results
correspond to the clean scenario and are computed by means of the differential radiance model
with internal closure (DRMI) and differential radiance model with external closure (DRME) models
using the method of Tikhonov regularization (TR) and the iteratively regularized Gauss–Newton
(IRGN) method.

Figure 4 shows the variation of the square residuals, corresponding to DRMI and DRME
in combination with the iteratively regularized Gauss–Newton method, versus the iteration
step for the clean scenario. In Figure 4b, the variation of the regularization parameter αk
in the case of SNR = 103 is also shown. The results demonstrate the basic features of the iterative
regularization method.
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

The residuals attain a plateau, which is used for estimating the noise level. This plateau is more
pronounced for small values of the signal-to-noise ratio and decreases when the signal-to-noise
ratio increases.
At the initial guess, the residual corresponding to the DRMI model is much smaller than that
corresponding to the DRME. The reason is that the discrepancies between the differential spectra
are usually small. However, at the end of the iterative processes, the residuals are comparable.
In DRMI, the residual decreases very fast at the first iteration step, while in DRME, there is
a period of stagnation after which the residual decreases very rapidly.
For small values of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR ≤ 103 ), the iterative process in DRMI terminates
after 3–4 iterations, while 10 iteration steps are required in DRME. However, the final residual
in DRMI is slightly larger than in DRME; this result explains the larger relative errors provided
by DRMI.
In DRME and for SNR = 103 , the initial value of the regularization parameter is α0 = 10−3 , while
the final value, which is an estimate of the optimal value, is approximately equal to 10−6 . Thus,
the amount of regularization is small, and the solution coincides practically with the ordinary
least-squares solution.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4. Square residuals computed by means of the (a) DRMI and (b) DRME models as a function of
iteration number. The iteratively regularized Gauss–Newton (IRGN) method is applied, and the results
correspond to the clean scenario. The iteration steps with the estimated optimal regularization
parameter are marked (circles). For DRME and SNR = 103 , the history of the regularization parameter
is also shown (green line).

In Figure 5, we plot the absolute errors in the total NO2 column for the polluted scenario.
The results correspond to DRME and the signal-to-noise ratio SNR = 103 . In this case,
the regularization parameter of Tikhonov regularization corresponds to the optimal value predicted
by the iteratively regularized Gauss–Newton method. The following observations can be noticed.

Figure 5. Absolute errors in the total NO2 column for different values of the true total column.
The results correspond to the polluted scenario and are computed by means of DRME using the method
of Tikhonov regularization (TR) and the iteratively regularized Gauss–Newton (IRGN) method.
The signal-to-noise ratio is SNR = 103 , and the vertical line shows the initial value of the total column.

1.

The errors, obtained after one iteration step by the method of Tikhonov regularization, are large,
and in particular when (i) the discrepancies between the values of the true and initial (a priori)
total columns are significant, and (ii) the true values are lower than the initial values. However,
the errors decrease significantly at the second iteration step, when they become comparable
with the errors obtained by the iteratively regularized Gauss–Newton method. Recalling that
the standard DOAS model is equivalent with the first iteration step of the DRME model
(see Section 5), we conclude that the DOAS model can be used when the problem is not
too nonlinear.
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An error up to 4% is found for large values of the true total column, likely due to the stronger
interference between the NO2 and Ring effect signatures [48] for polluted cases with deeper
spectral structures (see Figure 2).

6.2. Tropospheric NO2 Column Retrieval
Figure 6 shows the relative errors in the tropospheric NO2 column versus the signal-to-noise
ratio for the clean scenario. The results are computed with (i) the nonlinear model, in which
X− g = [ XO3 , XO4 , XH2 O ] and b are determined in the pre-processing step by using DRMI and DRME,
and (ii) the linear model, in which XNO2 is again determined in the pre-processing step by means of
DRMI and DRME. The regularization methods used in DRMI and DRME are the method of Tikhonov
regularization and the iteratively regularized Gauss–Newton method. The following conclusions can
be drawn.
1.

2.

3.

The relative errors of the linear model are smaller than those of the nonlinear model. This means
that in the pre-processing step, the columns X− g of the auxiliary gases and the amplitudes b of
the correction spectra are not accurately retrieved, while the total NO2 column XNO2 is.
For the linear model, the relative errors corresponding to the total column XNO2 delivered by
the iteratively regularized Gauss–Newton method are smaller than those delivered by the method
of Tikhonov regularization. This result is not surprising because the first method yields more
accurate total NO2 column retrievals than the second one (see Figure 3).
The linear model using DRME in the pre-processing step in conjunction with the iteratively
regularized Gauss–Newton method has the best retrieval performance; the relative errors are less
than 5% for SNR = 102 and less than 2% for SNR ≥ 103 .

The plots in Figure 7 illustrate the absolute errors in the tropospheric NO2 column for the polluted
scenario. In the pre-processing step, only DRME is used to determine X− g = [ XO3 , XO4 , XH2 O ] and
b for the nonlinear model and XNO2 for the linear model. The signal-to-noise ratio is SNR = 103 .
The results lead to the following conclusions.

(a)
(b)
Figure 6. Relative errors in the tropospheric NO2 column as a function of SNR. The results are computed
by means of linear and nonlinear models using in the pre-processing step the DRMI and DRME models
in conjunction with (a) the method of Tikhonov regularization (TR) and (b) the iteratively regularized
Gauss–Newton (IRGN) method.
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Figure 7. Absolute errors in the tropospheric NO2 column for different values of the true tropospheric
columns. The results correspond to the polluted scenario and are computed by means of linear and
nonlinear models and using in the pre-processing step the DRME model in conjunction with Tikhonov
regularization (TR) and the iteratively regularized Gauss–Newton (IRGN) method. The signal-to-noise
ratio is SNR = 103 , and the vertical line shows the initial value of the tropospheric column.

1.

2.

In contrast to the clean scenario, the errors of the nonlinear model are smaller than those of
the linear model. This means that the problem is nonlinear and that the linearizations (33) and (34)
around the a priori do not describe the forward model accurately. Remember that the same
conclusion has been drawn for the total NO2 column retrieval (see Figure 5).
The corresponding errors of the nonlinear model are less than 0.3%, regardless of the regularization
method used in the pre-processing step.

7. Conclusions
NO2 columns retrieved from satellite remote sensing measurements have been successfully
applied in many studies. The NO2 abundance is retrieved from the absorption structures of NO2 by
analyzing the backscattered radiation in the visible spectral region. In this study, we have presented
several inversion models for retrieving the total and tropospheric NO2 columns, which can be
applied on spaceborne remote sensing data from current and upcoming hyperspectral instruments to
characterize the spatial and temporal variation of NO2 concentrations.
For total column retrieval, we proposed the differential radiance models with internal and
external closure, DRMI and DRME, respectively. The underlying nonlinear equations, involving,
in addition to the total NO2 column, the total columns of the auxiliary gases, the amplitudes of
the correction spectra, the coefficients of the smoothing polynomial, and the wavelength shift, are
solved by means of regularization, that is, by using the method of Tikhonov regularization and
the iteratively regularized Gauss–Newton method. Our numerical analysis showed that (i) for
small values of the signal-to-noise ratio, DRMI along with the method of Tikhonov regularization
yields more accurate results than DRME and that the reverse situation occurs when the iteratively
regularized Gauss–Newton method is used as a regularization method, (ii) the iteratively regularized
Gauss–Newton method is superior to the method of Tikhonov regularization because it is less sensitive
to overestimations of the regularization parameter and can handle problems that actually do not
require regularization, and finally, (iii) the best inversion model is DRME equipped with the iteratively
regularized Gauss–Newton method.
The tropospheric column is retrieved in the framework of a nonlinear and a linear model by using
(i) the results of the total column retrieval and (ii) the value of the stratospheric NO2 column delivered
by a stratosphere–troposphere separation method. Specifically, in the nonlinear model, the nonlinear
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equations corresponding to DRMI or DRME are solved, while in the linear model, a linear equation
that is the result of two linearity assumptions around the a priori is solved. Our numerical analysis
revealed that for the clean scenario, when the problem is nearly linear, the linear model is superior to
the nonlinear model, while for the polluted scenario, when the linearity assumption does not hold,
the nonlinear model is better.
In our analysis, we also discussed the standard DOAS inversion model for total and tropospheric
column retrieval and showed that this model is equivalent with the first iteration step of DRME for
computing the total column and the linear model for computing the tropospheric column.
Funding: This work is funded by the DLR-DAAD Research Fellowships 2015 (57186656) programme with
reference number 91585186.
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Abstract. The STRatospheric Estimation Algorithm from
Mainz (STREAM) determines stratospheric columns of
NO2 which are needed for the retrieval of tropospheric
columns from satellite observations. It is based on the total column measurements over clean, remote regions as well
as over clouded scenes where the tropospheric column is
effectively shielded. The contribution of individual satellite
measurements to the stratospheric estimate is controlled by
various weighting factors. STREAM is a flexible and robust
algorithm and does not require input from chemical transport models. It was developed as a verification algorithm
for the upcoming satellite instrument TROPOMI, as a complement to the operational stratospheric correction based on
data assimilation. STREAM was successfully applied to the
UV/vis satellite instruments GOME 1/2, SCIAMACHY, and
OMI. It overcomes some of the artifacts of previous algorithms, as it is capable of reproducing gradients of stratospheric NO2 , e.g., related to the polar vortex, and reduces interpolation errors over continents. Based on synthetic input
data, the uncertainty of STREAM was quantified as about
0.1–0.2 × 1015 molecules cm−2 , in accordance with the typical deviations between stratospheric estimates from different
algorithms compared in this study.

1

Introduction

Beginning with the launch of the Global Ozone Monitoring
Experiment (GOME) on the ERS-2 satellite in 1995 (Burrows et al., 1999), several instruments (SCIAMACHY, OMI,
GOME-2; see Table 1 for acronyms and references) perform spectrally resolved measurements of sunlight reflected
by the Earth’s surface and atmosphere. With differential absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) (Platt and Stutz, 2008), the
column densities (denoted as “columns” henceforth) of numerous important atmospheric absorbers can be determined
by their characteristic spectral “fingerprints”, amongst others
nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ).
Nitrogen oxides (NOx = NO2 + NO) play a key role in
the chemistry of both the stratosphere and the troposphere.
Stratospheric NOx has been a research topic for several
decades due in particular to its role in ozone and halogen
chemistry.
Satellite measurements provide long-term global information on spatiotemporal patterns of stratospheric NO2 (e.g.,
Wenig et al., 2004; Dirksen et al., 2011). During the last
decades, the analysis of tropospheric trace gases from nadirviewing satellite instruments moved more and more into focus, supported by the availability of longer time series and
improved spatial resolution. Tropospheric NO2 columns derived from satellite are nowadays widely used by the scientific community to deduce spatial patterns, source type
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Table 1. UV/vis satellite instruments compared or discussed in this study
Acronym

Instrument

Launch

Footprint
(km2 )

Earth
coverage
per day

Instrument reference

Data product
used in this
study

Data reference

GOME

Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment
SCanning Imaging Absorption spectroMeter
for Atmospheric
CHartographY
Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment-2
Ozone Monitoring
Instrument

1995

40 × 320

1/3

Burrows et al. (1999)

TEMIS

Boersma and Eskes (2004)

2002

30 × 60

1/6

Bovensmann et al. (1999)

MPI-C
Mainz

Beirle and Wagner (2012)

2006a

40 × 80b

2/3

Callies et al. (2000)

O3M SAF

Valks et al. (2015)

2004

13 × 26c

1d

Levelt et al. (2006)

Bucsela et al. (2013)

2016

7 × 7c

NASA v003 /
SP2
DOMINO v2

1

Veefkind et al. (2012)

2021

7×7

–e

Ingmann et al. (2012)

SCIAMACHY

GOME-2
OMI
TROPOMI
Sentinel 4

TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument

Boersma et al. (2011)

a On Metop-A. A second GOME-2 instrument was launched 2012 on Metop-B, and a third is planned to be launched on Metop-C in 2018.
b Switched to 40 × 40 km2 for GOME-2/Metop-A in Metop-A and Metop-B tandem operation.
c At nadir.
d Reduced coverage after row anomaly in 2007; see http://projects.knmi.nl/omi/research/product/rowanomaly-background.php.
e Geostationary orbit: hourly coverage over Europe.

and strength, and trends of NOx emissions from fossil fuel
combustion, biomass burning, soil emissions, and lightning.
Overviews over the wide range of scientific applications
of satellite-based tropospheric NO2 products are given in,
e.g., Martin (2008) or Monks and Beirle (2011).
The retrieval of tropospheric NO2 columns from total
column measurements requires the estimation and removal
of the stratospheric column, a procedure we refer to as
“stratosphere–troposphere separation” (STS) as in Bucsela
et al. (2006).
One of the first STS algorithms is the reference sector method (RSM), which estimates the global stratospheric
NO2 fields from measurements over the remote Pacific
(Richter and Burrows, 2002; Martin et al., 2002; Beirle et al.,
2003), based on the assumptions of (a) longitudinal homogeneity of stratospheric NO2 and (b) negligible tropospheric
contribution over the reference region in the Pacific. This
procedure is quite simple, transparent, and robust. A further
side effect is that any systematic bias in the NO2 columns,
which might be introduced by the instrument (e.g., degradation or spectral interference caused by the diffusor plate
used for measurements of the solar reference; Richter and
Burrows, 2002) or sub-optimal spectral analysis (van Geffen
et al., 2015; Marchenko et al., 2015), is classified as stratospheric signal and thereby removed from the tropospheric
column.
The RSM was applied by different groups to different
satellite instruments and generally performs well. However,
the resulting tropospheric NO2 columns are affected by systematic biases caused by the following simplifying assumptions.
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a. The tropospheric background column in the Pacific
is very low (compared to columns over regions exposed to significant NOx sources) but not 0. Neglecting the tropospheric background results in tropospheric columns that are biased low by about some
1014 molec cm−2 (Martin et al., 2002; Valks et al., 2011;
Hilboll et al., 2013). Some algorithms explicitly correct
for this tropospheric background: Martin et al. (2002)
perform a correction based on GEOS-CHEM, while
Valks et al. (2011) assume a constant background of
0.1 × 1015 molec cm−2 . Other algorithms prefer to stick
to the tropospheric “excess” columns, which are slightly
biased low but do not need any model input (Richter and
Burrows, 2002; Bucsela et al., 2006).
b. The assumption of longitudinal homogeneity is generally reasonable, at least in temporal means when smallscale stratospheric dynamic features cancel out. However, large longitudinal variations can occur in particular
close to the polar vortex, as already discussed by Richter
and Burrows (2002), Martin et al. (2002), and Boersma
et al. (2004). Thus, tropospheric columns derived by
RSM can be off by more than 1015 molec cm−2 in winter at latitudes from 50◦ polewards, thereby affecting
scientific interpretations of tropospheric columns over
North America or northern Europe. Note that also at low
latitudes, systematic artifacts show up in tropospheric
columns resulting from RSM, in particular over the Indian ocean, which are related to longitudinal inhomogeneities.
To overcome the artifacts caused by the assumption of longitudinal homogeneity, several modifications of the RSM have
been proposed in recent years, while the basic approach of
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/2753/2016/
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using nadir measurements over clean regions for STS has
been retained. We refer to this group of algorithms as “modified RSM” (MRSM). MRSMs generally define a “pollution mask” of regions with potentially non-negligible tropospheric columns. Measurements over these regions are
skipped within the stratospheric estimation. Thus, in order
to define stratospheric columns over the masked areas, interpolation is required. For this purpose, Leue et al. (2001)
and Wenig et al. (2004) applied “normalized convolution”
(Knutsson and Westin, 1993), an efficient algorithm which
combines interpolation and smoothing. Bucsela et al. (2006)
realized interpolation by fitting harmonics (wave-2) over the
“clean” areas. Valks et al. (2011) applied a zonal boxcar filter
of 30◦ width.
All of these algorithms applied a rather conservative masking approach for potentially polluted pixels. Continents were
masked out almost completely. At northern midlatitudes, the
masked area is often even larger than the area used for the
stratospheric estimation, and over the Eurasian continent the
MRSM algorithms miss any supporting measurement points
over about 10 000 km. This can lead to significant errors during interpolation. In particular the wave fitting approach can
lead to large biases (Dirksen et al., 2011).
Leue et al. (2001) estimated the stratospheric fields based
on clouded measurements over the ocean and subsequent interpolation. The focus on clouded observations provides a
direct stratospheric measurement, as the tropospheric column is mostly shielded; thus, no further correction of the tropospheric background should be needed. However, clouded
pixels possibly contain NOx produced by lightning (e.g.,
Beirle et al., 2006). Therefore, Wenig et al. (2004) changed
the Heidelberg STS algorithm (Leue et al., 2001) by switching from clouded to cloud-free observations as input for the
stratospheric estimate1 .
Recently, Bucsela et al. (2013) proposed an MRSM which
defines “unpolluted” pixels not with a fixed mask but according to the a priori expected tropospheric contribution
to the total column for each individual satellite observation.
This is determined from radiative transfer calculations based
on a monthly mean NO2 profile from a chemical transport
model (CTM) and the actual cloud conditions. This procedure results in additional supporting points over continents
in cases of clouds shielding the tropospheric column and
thereby largely reduces potential interpolation artifacts.
Apart from (modified) reference sector methods, there
are two further completely different approaches used for
STS, which are based on (a) independent measurements or
(b) CTMs.
a. Coincident, but independent, stratospheric measurements are available for SCIAMACHY (Bovensmann et
al., 1999). It was operated in alternating nadir/limb geometry, such that the stratospheric air masses sensed in
1 This aspect will be discussed in detail in Sect. 5.4.
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nadir were scanned in limb shortly before (“limb–nadir
matching”, LNM). This unique instrumental setup allowed for a direct stratospheric correction, although systematic offsets between limb and nadir measurements
still had to be corrected empirically. STS by LNM was
successfully applied for NO2 (Sioris et al., 2004; Sierk
et al., 2006; Beirle et al., 2010a; Hilboll et al., 2013) and
ozone (Ebojie et al., 2014). However, such direct coincident measurements of total columns (nadir) and stratospheric concentration profiles (limb) are not available
for other satellite instruments, and merging measurements from different sensors always faces the problem
of spatiotemporal mismatching, requiring interpolation
and photochemical corrections (compare Belmonte Rivas et al., 2014), and thus cannot be easily used for consistent long-term operational retrievals.
b. Stratospheric NO2 concentrations provided by CTMs
can be used directly for STS after empirical correction of systematic offsets between satellite and model
columns, e.g., by matching both over the Pacific
(Richter et al., 2005; Hilboll et al., 2013). A more sophisticated way to incorporate CTMs in STS is data
assimilation (Eskes et al., 2003; Dirksen et al., 2011),
in which modeled 3-D distributions of NO2 are regularly updated such that the modeled stratospheric column is in close agreement with the satellite measurement when the tropospheric contribution (as forecasted
by the CTM) is low.
In 2016, the ESA’s Sentinel 5 precursor (S5p) satellite (Ingmann et al., 2012) will be launched, carrying the TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI) (Veefkind et al.,
2012). The operational (“prototype”) tropospheric column
product of NO2 from TROPOMI will be derived by a STS
using data assimilation (van Geffen et al., 2014), based on
the expertise of the Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch
Instituut (KNMI) as demonstrated by a 20-year record of tropospheric columns from different satellite sensors provided
by the Tropospheric Emission Monitoring Internet Service
(TEMIS, www.temis.nl; Boersma and Eskes, 2004; Boersma
et al., 2011).
Within the S5p level 2 project, for each prototype product a “verification” product was developed in order to verify the prototype algorithms, detect possible shortcomings,
and reveal potential improvements. The TROPOMI verification algorithm for NO2 STS, the STRatospheric Estimation Algorithm from Mainz (STREAM), was developed at
the Max Planck Institute for Chemistry (MPI-C), Mainz. It
is an MRSM, requiring no further model input, and can thus
be considered as a complementary approach to data assimilation.
STREAM does not apply a strict discrimination of “clean”
vs. “polluted” satellite pixels. Instead, weighting factors are
defined for each satellite pixel determining its impact on the
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 2753–2779, 2016
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stratospheric estimate (similar to data assimilation). In particular, clouded observations are weighted high, as they provide direct measurements of the stratospheric field. This approach dampens the small but systematically high bias of
stratospheric columns estimated from total column measurements and the resulting low bias of tropospheric columns.
The paper is organized in the following way. In Sect. 2,
the STREAM algorithm is described in detail. Section 3
provides information on the satellite and model data sets
used in this study. Section 4 analyses the performance of
STREAM and its sensitivity to input parameters based on
both actual satellite measurements and synthetic data. In
Sect. 5, the STREAM results are discussed in comparison
to other STS algorithms, including the TROPOMI prototype
algorithm. A general discussion on the challenges and uncertainties of STREAM in particular, and STS in general, is
given, followed by conclusions (Sect. 6). Several additional
images and tables are provided in the Supplement and referenced by a prefix “S”.
2 Methods
STREAM is in the tradition of MRSM algorithms that estimate the stratospheric field directly from satellite measurements for which the tropospheric contribution is considered
to be negligible. For this purpose, measurements over remote regions with negligible tropospheric sources, as well as
cloudy measurements, are used. In contrast to other MRSMs,
however, no strict pollution mask is applied. Instead, weighting factors are used.
STREAM consists basically of two steps:
1. A set of weighting factors is calculated for each satellite pixel: a “pollution weight” that reduces the contribution of potentially polluted pixels, a “cloud weight” that
increases the contribution of cloudy observations, and
the “tropospheric residue (TR) weight” that adjusts the
total weight in case of exceptionally large or negative
TRs. The product of these weighting factors determines
to what extent the associated NO2 total columns contribute to the estimated stratospheric field (Sect. 2.2).
2. Global maps of stratospheric NO2 are determined by applying weighted convolution (Sect. 2.3).
Before describing the details of the STREAM algorithm,
however, we first define the investigated quantities and abbreviations used hereafter, as summarized in Table 2.
2.1
2.1.1

Terminology
NO2 column densities and units

With differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS;
Platt and Stutz, 2008), so-called slant column densities
(SCDs) S, i.e., concentrations integrated along the mean light
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 2753–2779, 2016

path, are derived. SCDs are converted into VCDs (vertical
column densities, i.e., vertically integrated concentrations) V
via the air-mass factor (AMF) A: V = S/A. The AMF A depends on radiative transfer (determined by wavelength, atmospheric absorbers, viewing geometry, surface albedo, clouds,
and aerosols) and the trace gas profile. For the stratospheric
column of NO2 , A is basically determined by viewing geometry.
In this study, all column densities are given in column density units (CDU) to increase readability:
1 CDU : = 1 × 1015 molecules cm−2 .

(1)

2.1.2 Total vertical column V ∗
We define V ∗ as “total” vertical column, given by the SCD S
divided by the stratospheric AMF Astrat :
(2)

V ∗ = S/Astrat .

The application of the stratospheric AMF basically removes
the dependencies of S on viewing angles. Over clean regions with negligible tropospheric columns, V ∗ represents
the actual total VCD and can be used for the estimation of
stratospheric fields. In case of tropospheric pollution, however, V ∗ underestimates the actual total VCD, as the AMF is
generally smaller in the troposphere than in the stratosphere
(see also next section). These situations are, to the best of our
knowledge, excluded from the stratospheric estimate by the
definition of appropriate weighting factors (see Sect. 2.2).
2.1.3 Stratospheric vertical column and tropospheric
residue
STREAM yields an estimate for the stratospheric VCD
Vstrat based on the assumption that V ∗ can be considered as
proxy for Vstrat in “clean” regions and over cloudy scenes.
In order to evaluate the performance of the stratospheric
estimation, we define the TR as the difference of total and
stratospheric VCDs (based on a stratospheric AMF):
(3)

T ∗ = V ∗ − Vstrat .

Tropospheric VCDs (TVCDs), which are the final product
of NO2 retrievals used for further tropospheric research, are
connected to T ∗ via the ratio of stratospheric and tropospheric AMF:
Vtrop = T ∗ ×

Astrat
.
Atrop

(4)

For cloud-free satellite pixels, the ratio Astrat / Atrop typically
ranges from about 1 above clean oceans at low and midlatitudes to ≈ 2–3 above moderately polluted regions and up
to > 4 at high latitudes and over strong NOx sources, where
NO2 profiles peak close to the ground, causing low Atrop .
Figure S1 in the Supplement displays monthly mean ratios
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/2753/2016/
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Table 2. Terms and abbreviations related to STREAM used in this study.
Symbol

Abbrev.

Term

Description

A

AMF
CDU
CK
CP
CRF
LNM

Air-mass factor
Column density unit
Convolution kernel
Cloud pressure
Cloud radiance fraction
Limb–nadir matching

Factor relating vertical to slant column density
Unit of column densities: 1 × 1015 molecules cm−2
Kernel used for weighted convolution; here 2-D Gaussian

MRSM

Modified reference sector method

RSM

Pollution proxy
Reference sector method

S

SCD
STS

Slant column density
Stratosphere–troposphere separation

T∗
w
Vtrop
V
V∗
Vstrat
ϑ
ϕ

TR
TVCD
VCD

Tropospheric residue
Weighting factor
Tropospheric vertical column density
Vertical column density

lat
long

Latitude
Longitude

G
pcld
c

P

Stratospheric correction based on coincident stratospheric measurements in limb geometry (SCIAMACHY).
An STS estimating stratospheric columns based on the total columns
over “clean” regions, but allowing for longitudinal variations
see Sect. S2.2
An STS estimating stratospheric columns based on the total columns
over a reference sector (here 180 to 140◦ W), assuming longitudinal
homogeneity
Concentration integrated along mean light path
The procedure of separating the total column into stratospheric and tropospheric fractions
Difference of total and stratospheric column∗ , Eq. (3)
See Eq. (4)
Vertically integrated concentration
Total VCD∗
Stratospheric VCD

∗ based on stratospheric AMF

Astrat / Atrop for cloud-free scenes based on AMFs provided
in the NASA OMNO2 product.
In this study, we focus on the tropospheric residue T ∗ instead of Vtrop for several reasons.
1. As only stratospheric AMFs are applied, biases in the
stratospheric estimation can directly be related (factor
−1) to the respective biases in T ∗ .
2. The comparison of TRs among different algorithms instead of TVCDs isolates the effect of the different STS
and excludes differences in tropospheric AMFs (which
are beyond the scope of this study).
3. T ∗ can be determined and is of high interest for the evaluation of STS performance also for clouded scenes with
very low tropospheric AMFs.
2.1.4

Version

The description given in this paper and the definition of a
priori settings refer to STREAM version v0.92.
2.2

Definition of weighting factors

MRSMs usually flag satellite pixels as either clean or (potentially) polluted and skip the latter for the stratospheric estiwww.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/2753/2016/

mation. In STREAM, instead, weighting factors for individual satellite pixels determine how strongly they are considered in the stratospheric estimation. Satellite measurements
which are expected to have low/high tropospheric contribution are assigned a high/low weighting factor, respectively.
2.2.1 Pollution weight
In order to estimate the stratospheric NO2 field from total
column measurements, only “clean” measurements where
the tropospheric column is negligible should be considered.
In cases of very high total columns (V ∗ > 10 CDU), which
clearly exceed the domain of stratospheric columns, a tropospheric contribution is obvious, and these measurements are
excluded by assigning them a weighting factor of 0.
In most cases, however, the tropospheric contribution to
the total column is not that easy to determine. We thus define a pollution weight wpol based on our a priori knowledge about the mean spatial distribution of tropospheric NO2 ,
reflecting potentially polluted regions. For this purpose, we
make use of the multiannual mean tropospheric NO2 column
as derived from SCIAMACHY (Beirle and Wagner, 2012).
Based on this climatology, a “pollution proxy” P is defined
as function of latitude ϑ and longitude ϕ. P indicates the regions affected by tropospheric pollution plus a “safety margin” in order to account for possible advection, while it is
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 2753–2779, 2016
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Figure 1. Definition of weighting factors (a) wpol as a function of the pollution proxy P (Eq. 5), (b) wcld as a function of the cloud radiance
fraction (Eq. 6) for a cloud pressure of 500 hPa, (c) wcld as a function of the cloud pressure (Eq. 6) for a cloud radiance fraction of 1, and
(d) wTR as a function of the tropospheric residue (Eq. 7).

undefined for remote unpolluted regions. Details on the definition of P are given in the Supplement (Sect. S2.2.1), and
P is displayed in Fig. S2d.
The pollution weight wpol is then defined as
wpol = 0.1/P (ϑ, ϕ)3 ,

(5)

where P is defined, and wpol = 1 elsewhere. Hence, the
higher the pollution proxy P , the lower the weighting factor and the less the measurement contributes to the stratospheric estimate. Equation (5) is displayed in Fig. 1a, and the
resulting map for wpol is shown in Fig. 2a. Large continental
regions are assigned with a weight ≤ 0.1. Strongly polluted
regions like the USA, Europe, or China have weights of 0.01
down to below 0.001. Note that the additional application
of the tropospheric residue weight (Sect. 2.2.3) further decreases the weight of satellite measurements containing high
tropospheric pollution.
2.2.2

Cloud weight

In addition to measurements over remote regions free of tropospheric sources, clouded satellite measurements, where
the tropospheric column is shielded, also provide a good
proxy for the stratospheric column. Thus, the factor wcld is
used to increase the weight of clouded satellite pixels. This
is achieved by the following definition:
wcld : = 102×wc ×wp

(6a)

4

(6b)

with a width ς = 150 hPa; i.e., only cloudy measurements at
medium altitudes are assigned a high weighting factor, while
high clouds (potentially contaminated by lightning NOx ) as
well as low clouds (where tropospheric pollution might still
be visible) are excluded.
As both wc and wp yield values in the range from 0 to 1,
the factor of 2 in the exponent of Eq. (6a) sets the maximum
value of wcld to 102 , which would compensate for pollution
weights down to 10−2 .
The dependencies of wcld on CRF and CP, as defined in
Eq. (6), are displayed in Fig. 1b and c, respectively. The spatial pattern of wcld is shown exemplarily for OMI CP and
CRF on 1 January 2005 in Fig. 2b. wcld reaches values up
to 100 in several parts of the world, including regions which
were pre-classified as potentially polluted, thus competing
with a low wpol (Fig. 2a).
2.2.3 Tropospheric residue weight
STREAM yields global fields of stratospheric VCDs Vstrat ,
explained in detail below (Sect. 2.3), which allow us to calculate tropospheric residues T ∗ according to Eq. (3). While
the “true” tropospheric fields are not known, the resulting
T ∗ can still be used in order to evaluate the STS performance
and improve the stratospheric estimate in a second iteration,
whenever T ∗ clearly indicates an under- or overestimation of
Vstrat .

(6c)

– A high value of T ∗ likely indicates tropospheric pollution, in particular over potentially polluted regions.
The respective satellite pixels should not be used for the
stratospheric estimation.

wc reflects the dependency on the cloud radiance fraction
(CRF) c. Due to the exponent of 4, only pixels with large
cloud radiance fraction obtain a high weighting factor and
contribute strongly to the stratospheric estimation.
wp describes the dependency on cloud pressure (CP) pcld .
It is defined as a modified Gaussian (with exponent 4 instead of 2, making it flat-topped) centered at pref = 500 hPa

– As negative columns are nonphysical, T ∗ < 0 indicates
that the stratospheric field has been overestimated. This
happens when the weighted convolution with neighboring pixels with high total columns causes the estimated stratosphere to be even higher than the local total columns. In order to avoid this effect, consequently,
the respective local total columns should be assigned a

with wc : = c
and wp : = e

p −p
− 12 ( cldςp ref )4

.
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Figure 2. Maps of the weighting factors for 1 January 2005 for OMI: (a) pollution weight wpol , (b) cloud weight wcld , (c) tropospheric
residue weight wTR , and (d) product of all weighting factors (Eq. 8).
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higher weighting factor such that they contribute more
strongly to the stratospheric estimate.
We thus define a further weighting factor wTR , which weights
down/up the pixels associated with a large positive/negative
TR, respectively. It turned out, however, that the stratospheric
estimate is very sensitive to the definition of wTR , and a simple definition based on the TR of individual satellite pixels
can easily result in systematic artifacts. This results from
T ∗ being defined as the difference of V ∗ and Vstrat (Eq. 3),
i.e., two quantities of the same order of magnitude with nonnegligible errors. Thus, the resulting statistical distribution of
T ∗ inevitably includes negative values. These negative values caused by statistical fluctuations must not be excluded
from the probability density function in order to keep the
mean unbiased, but they should also not be used as a trigger for weighting up the respective measurement within the
stratospheric estimation. Thus, wTR should be only applied
to significant and systematic deviations of T ∗ from 0. This is
achieved by the following settings.
1. In contrast to wcld , which is defined for each individual satellite measurement, wTR is defined based on the
TRs averaged over 1◦ × 1◦ grid pixels; i.e., first the values of T ∗ within one grid pixel are averaged, reducing
statistical noise, before wTR is calculated, and the resulting weight is then assigned to all satellite measurements
within the grid pixel.
2. wTR is only applied when the absolute value of the mean
grid box T ∗ exceeds a threshold of 0.5 CDU, which is
typically larger than the spectral fitting error:
(
∗
10−2×T
if |T ∗ | > 0.5 CDU
wTR : =
(7)
1,
else.
3. wTR is only applied for grid pixels where the adjacent
grid pixels exceed the threshold as well. By this additional condition it is guaranteed that a single outlier in
the satellite measurements cannot trigger wTR , as every satellite measurement is assigned to exactly one grid
pixel (see Sect. 2.3).
4. wTR < 1, which is meant to decrease the weight of polluted pixels, is only applied over potentially polluted regions with wpol < 1. Without this additional condition,
patterns of erroneously enhanced TR caused by stratospheric dynamics would even be amplified by wTR .
wTR could in principle be tuned in multiple iterations. In
STREAM v0.92, only one iteration is performed, as a second
iteration turned out to have marginal effect (see Sect. S4.2.5).
The dependency of wTR on TR (grid pixel average), as defined in Eq. 7, is displayed in Fig. 1d, and the resulting map
for wTR on 1 January 2005 is shown in Fig. 2c. After the initial stratospheric estimate, STREAM yields high values for
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 2753–2779, 2016
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T ∗ over parts of the USA, Europe, central Africa, and China,
resulting in low wTR . Observations over these regions are already associated with a low pollution weight. However, due
to the additional application of wTR , the net weight is lowered further by orders of magnitude, and the respective satellite pixels will hardly contribute to the stratospheric estimate
in the next iteration, even in the case of high wcld .
In the initial STREAM run, the resulting TR is systematically < 0 over east Canada and Greenland, caused by
the asymmetric polar vortex. Over the Labrador Sea, initial values for T ∗ are systematically below the threshold of
0.5 CDU and thus trigger a high wTR , and the respective
observations of low total VCDs contribute strongly to the
stratospheric estimate in the next iteration.
Note that, due to the threshold of 0.5 CDU (criterion 2),
wTR cannot correct small biases such as the expected low
bias in TR caused by estimating the stratospheric column
from total column measurements.
2.2.4 Total weight
The total weight of each satellite pixel is defined as the product of the individual weighting factors:
wtot : = wpol × wcld × wTR

(8)

(i.e., the logarithms as shown in Fig. 2a–c are simply added,
resulting in Fig. 2d). The a priori pollution weight can still be
recognized in the global pattern but is significantly modified
by wTR (further reducing the overall weight over, e.g., the
USA and China) and wcld , which competes with the pollution weights < 1. In some regions (e.g., west of the Great
Lakes, Scotland, or the Himalayas) the cloud weight shifts
the initially low wpol to a net weight > 1.
The concept of the combination of different weighting factors is easily extendible by further weights, e.g., based on fire
or flash counts in order to account for NOx emissions from
biomass burning or lightning.
2.3

Weighted convolution

Global daily maps of the stratospheric column are derived by
applying “weighted convolution”, i.e., a spatial convolution
which takes the individual weights for each satellite pixel
into account. This approach is an extension of the “normalized convolution” presented in Knutsson and Westin (1993).
Weighted convolution at the same time smoothes and interpolates the stratospheric field. A similar approach was
used by Leue et al. (2001), who applied the fitting errors of
NO2 SCDs as single weights.
The algorithm is implemented as follows.
– A lat/long grid is defined with 1◦ resolution. Each satellite pixel is sorted into the matching grid pixel according to its center coordinates. At the j th latitudinal/ith
longitudinal grid position, there are K satellite pixels
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/2753/2016/
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eq

pol

with the total columns Vij k (k = 1 . . . K) and the weights
wij k . We define
X
Cij : =
wij k × Vij k
(9)

2. Stratospheric VCDs Vstrat and Vstrat are derived for both
CK according to Eqs. (12)–(14).

and

3. The final stratospheric VCD is defined as the weighted
mean of both, depending on latitude ϑ:

Wij : =

X

wij k .

(10)

In the case of measurement gaps (i.e., K = 0), both Cij
and Wij are set to 0.
The weighted mean VCD for each grid pixel is then
given as
Vij =

Cij
Wij

(11)

for K > 0 and undefined for K = 0 (gaps).
– A convolution kernel (CK) G is defined (see below).
Spatial convolution is applied to both C and W (taking
the dateline into account appropriately, i.e., i = 1 and
i = 360 are adjacent grid pixels):
C : = G ⊗ C,

(12)

W : = G ⊗ W.

(13)

– The smoothed stratospheric VCD for each grid pixel as
derived from weighted convolution is then given as
V ij : =

C ij
W ij

.

(14)

We illustrate this procedure for a simple 1-D example in the
Supplement (Sect. S2.3 and Fig. S3).
The degree of smoothing is determined by the definition of
the CK G, which is defined as a 2-D Gaussian in STREAM
v0.92 with the longitudinal/latitudinal variances σϕ2 and σϑ2 ,
respectively. Generally, information on the stratospheric column over polluted regions should be taken from clean measurements at the same latitude. Thus, σϕ has to be sufficiently large, while σϑ has to be low as gradients in latitudinal dimension should be mostly conserved. For high latitudes, however, the longitudinal extent of the CK has to be
small enough as well in order to be able to resolve the strong
gradients caused by the polar vortex.
In order to meet these requirements, we implement the
convolution in the following way:
1. Two CKs are defined in order to meet the different requirements for polar vs. equatorial regions (see Fig. S4):
Gpol : = G(σϕ = 10◦ , σϑ = 5◦ )
Geq : = G(σϕ = 50◦ , σϑ = 10◦ ).

(15)

Note that the difference of the CKs, which are defined
on a regular degree grid, is even more drastic in kilometer space.
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/2753/2016/
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Vstrat : = cos2 (ϑ)Vstrat + sin2 (ϑ)Vstrat .

(16)

By this method, spatial smoothing is wide enough at the
equator (needed to interpolate, e.g., the stratosphere over
central Africa) but small enough at the polar vortex.
In latitudinal direction, this procedure can cause small,
but systematic, biases when stratospheric NO2 shows significant latitudinal gradients on scales of σlat or smaller. To
overcome this, STREAM provides the (default) option to run
the weighted convolution on “latitude-corrected” VCDs; i.e.,
the mean dependency of V ∗ on latitude is (1) determined
(again over the Pacific), (2) subtracted from all individual
Vij k , and (3) added again to the stratospheric estimate from
weighted convolution. By this procedure, latitudinal gradients are largely removed for the convolution (but not from
the final stratospheric fields), and the systematic biases vanish (as shown in Sect. S2.3).
2.4

Data processing

STREAM estimates stratospheric fields and tropospheric
residues for individual orbits, using NO2 measurements of
the dayside of the orbit. Note that the effect of changes
of local time on stratospheric NO2 across orbit is generally low (see Sect. S2.4) and is thus neglected within
STREAM. For each orbit under investigation, the orbit itself
plus the seven previous and subsequent orbits (corresponding
to about ±12 h in time, or ±180◦ in space (longitude), for the
investigated satellite instruments in polar sun-synchronous
orbits) are used for the calculation of V ∗ , weighting factors,
and thus Vstrat via weighted convolution. For the daily means
presented in this study, all orbits where the orbit start date
matches the day of interest are averaged.
Alternatively, STREAM can be run in “near-real time”
(NRT) mode, in which the 14 past, but no future, orbits are
included in the weighted convolution. We discuss the performance of STREAM NRT for the example of GOME-2 in
Sect. 5.2.
STREAM v0.92, implemented as a MATLAB script at
MPI-C, requires about 10 s for processing one orbit of
OMI data on a normal desktop computer (3.4 GHz). Timeconsuming steps are, at about equal parts, the sorting of the
satellite pixels on the global grid Vij k and the convolution
process, while the time needed for the calculation of weighting factors is negligible.
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 2753–2779, 2016
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Data sets

3.1

Satellite data sets

Several UV/vis satellite instruments provide column measurements of atmospheric NO2 . Table 1 summarizes the
characteristics of the instruments and provides references
to the data products used in this study, from which the total NO2 SCD, the stratospheric AMF, and the cloud fraction/cloud top height are taken as input for STREAM. Below we provide details on the satellite characteristics and
the data sets used in this study, starting with OMI (as
STREAM was optimized for OMI within TROPOMI verification) and GOME-2, followed by older instruments with
particular challenges such as poor spatial coverage (SCIAMACHY) or resolution (GOME).
3.1.1

OMI

In this study we mainly focus on OMI for two reasons.
1. OMI provides daily coverage with small ground pixels.
While this already results in a high number of available
satellite pixels per day (> 106 ), the number of clouded
pixels matching the requirements to cause a high wcld is
also high (more than 105 pixels have a wcld > 5).
2. STREAM is the STS verification algorithm for
TROPOMI. Algorithm testing within TROPOMI verification and comparisons to the TROPOMI prototype
algorithm are performed based on actual OMI measurements.
STREAM basically requires
(=S/Astrat ) as input. For
OMI, we use the level 2 “OMNO2” data product (version 3) provided by NASA (Bucsela et al., 2013) and labeled as “Standard Product 2” (SP2) therein, which provides
de-striped NO2 SCDs and stratospheric AMFs2 . In addition,
quality proxies are used to exclude dubious measurements
(like those affected by the “row anomaly”3 ). Also information on CRF and CP, which is needed for the calculation of
wcld , is provided by the OMNO2 v003 hdf files, based on
the “improved OMI O2 –O2 cloud algorithm” (Bucsela et al.,
2013) OMCLDO2.
The NASA v003 product involves a STS algorithm based
on an MRSM as well. The resulting tropospheric residues of
STREAM and NASA v003 are compared and discussed in
detail in Sect. 5.1.2.
In addition to the NASA product, we also extract the
DOMINO (version 2) level 2 data as provided by TEMIS,
for two purposes.
V∗

2 In the DOMINO v2 product, total SCDs are not de-striped, and

stratospheric AMFs are only provided up to a solar zenith angle
(SZA) of 80◦
3 http://projects.knmi.nl/omi/research/product/
rowanomaly-background.php#overview
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1. The TROPOMI “prototype algorithm” (van Geffen et
al., 2014) is developed by KNMI based on model assimilation similar to the DOMINO v2 algorithm. Due
to the high computational effort of data assimilation,
no dedicated TROPOMI verification data set is available for verification. Instead, we compare the results of
STREAM directly to DOMINO v2 (Sect. 5.1.1).
2. DOMINO provides TM4 model profiles of
NO2 (needed for the calculation of DOMINO tropospheric AMFs). Here, we use the TM4 data in
order to construct synthetic total columns of NO2 for
performance tests of STREAM (see Sect. 3.3).
Both OMI products are based on the same spectroscopic
analysis; i.e., both start with the same NO2 SCD. Note that
this SCD is biased high by about 1 CDU due to shortcomings in the spectral retrieval (see van Geffen et al. (2015)
and references therein). Recent algorithm refinements have
removed this bias (van Geffen et al., 2015; Marchenko et al.,
2015), but updated NASA or TEMIS products are not available yet. However, such an overall bias will be interpreted as
stratospheric feature by STREAM and thus does not affect
its performance (the same holds for the operational NASA
and TEMIS STS algorithms). Still, the resulting TRs are expected to decrease slightly as the bias decreases for larger
SCDs (Marchenko et al., 2015, Fig. 3 therein).
3.1.2 GOME-2
The GOME-2 instruments on the Metop-A and B satellites
provide a time series of almost 10 years with the perspective
of continuation until 2025 due to the upcoming instrument
on Metop-C. GOME-2 provides a good spatial coverage with
moderate satellite ground pixel size.
We applied STREAM to total NO2 columns from the operational product (GDP 4.7), as provided by DLR in the framework of the Ozone Satellite Application Facilities (O3M
SAF), for Metop-A.
The operational product uses an MRSM for STS (Valks
et al., 2011, 2015) as well. We compare the results of
STREAM and the GDP 4.7 algorithm in Sect. 5.2.
3.1.3 SCIAMACHY
STREAM was applied to the SCIAMACHY VCDs retrieved
at MPIC Mainz (Beirle et al., 2010a; Beirle and Wagner,
2012). While OMI provides daily global coverage, the coverage of SCIAMACHY is rather poor (only about one-sixth
of the Earth per day), and ground pixels are larger than for
OMI (except for swath edges). Consequently, also the number of total (about 60 000) and cloudy (about 4000) pixels
per day is much lower than for OMI. Thus, SCIAMACHY
can be considered as extreme test case for the performance
of STREAM.
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/2753/2016/
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One reason for the poor spatial coverage of SCIAMACHY
is the measurement mode alternating between nadir and limb
geometry. This, however, provides the unique SCIAMACHY
feature of a direct measurement of the stratospheric column.
We thus compare the TR resulting from STREAM to the
MPI-C SCIAMACHY product based on LNM (Beirle et al.,
2010a), using the MPI-C retrieval scheme for NO2 concentration profiles from limb measurements (Kühl et al., 2008)
(Sect. 5.3).
3.1.4

GOME

GOME was the first nadir-viewing spectrometer in the
UV/vis spectral range with a spectral resolution enabling
DOAS analyses. Due to large ground pixel size (320 km
across track), only a low number of (total as well as clouded)
satellite pixels per day is available. We nevertheless included GOME in this analysis in order to investigate to what
extent STREAM can be applied within homogenized retrievals for multiple satellite instruments, as planned within
the QA4ECV (Quality Assurance for Essential Climate Variables) project4 . We apply STREAM to the VCDs provided
by TEMIS (Boersma and Eskes, 2004) and compare the resulting TRs to a simple RSM (Sect. 5.4).
3.2

Model data

For comparisons, and for the calculation of synthetic total
columns for performance tests of STREAM, we make use
of stratospheric NO2 as provided by the ECHAM5/MESSy
Atmospheric Chemistry (EMAC) model, which is a modular
global climate and chemistry simulation system (Jöckel et
al., 2006, 2010, 2016).
We use the results from simulation RC1SD-base-10a of
the ESCiMo (Earth System Chemistry integrated Modelling)
project as detailed by Jöckel et al. (2016). Here, only basic
information on this specific simulation is summarized.
The model results were obtained with ECHAM5 version 5.3.02 (Roeckner et al., 2006) and MESSy version 2.51
at T42L90MA resolution, i.e., with a spherical truncation of
T42, corresponding to a quadratic Gaussian grid of approx.
2.8◦ by 2.8◦ in latitude and longitude, and 90 vertical hybrid
pressure levels up to 0.01 hPa. The dynamics of the general
circulation model was nudged by Newtonian relaxation towards ERA-Interim reanalysis data (Dee et al., 2011).
Simulation RC1SD-base-10a was selected from among the
various ESCiMo simulations for several reasons:
a. it has been nudged to reproduce the “observed” synoptic
situations;
b. its stratospheric resolution is, with ' 65 levels, finer
compared to other simulations from the ESCiMo
project;
4 http://www.qa4ecv.eu/
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c. the simulated total column and tropospheric partial column ozone compare well with observations (Jöckel et
al., 2016); and
d. the precursor emissions from the land transport sector
are most realistic in comparison to other simulations.
In conclusion, this simulation represents the state-of-theart in terms of numerical simulation of the atmospheric
chemistry. Moreover, the applied nudging technique allows
a direct comparison with observational data, since the simulated meteorological situation corresponds to the observed.
Specifically for this study, the submodel SORBIT (Jöckel
et al., 2010) was used to extract NO2 mixing ratios along
the sun-synchronous orbit of the Aura satellite, thus matching the local time of OMI observations. Stratospheric VCDs
were calculated by vertical integration of the modeled NO2
mixing ratios between the tropopause height (as diagnosed
according to the WMO definition based on lapse rate equatorwards of 30◦ north/south and as iso-surface of 3.5 PVU
potential vorticity poleward of 30◦ latitude) and the top of
the atmosphere.
In this study, we make use of the modeled stratospheric
columns for two purposes.
1. We perform a simple model-based STS for comparison.
To remove systematic biases between satellite measurements and EMAC, a latitude dependent offset is determined in the Pacific and corrected for globally, similar
as in Richter et al. (2005) and Hilboll et al. (2013). We
refer to this EMAC-based STS as STSEMAC and applied
it to OMI data (Sect. 5.1.3).
2. Stratospheric VCDs from EMAC are used to construct
a synthetic data set of total NO2 VCDs for performance
tests of STREAM (see next section).
3.3

Synthetic VCD

We test the performance of STREAM on synthetic VCDs,
which allows a quantitative comparison of the estimated TR
to the a priori “truth”. The input to STREAM, i.e., synthetic total columns of NO2 , should realistically represent
(a) stratospheric chemistry and dynamics, (b) tropospheric
emissions, transport, and chemistry, (c) cloud fields, and
(d) the satellite sampling. For these purposes, we construct
synthetic NO2 column densities V ∗ based on
a. stratospheric VCDs from EMAC5 at AURA overpass
time (Sect. 3.2),
b. modeled tropospheric VCDs from TM4 (Sect. 3.1.1),
and
5 Stratospheric columns are taken from EMAC rather than TM4,

as the latter does not represent a free model run of stratospheric
chemistry and dynamics but uses the satellite measurements for assimilation.
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Figure 3. Total OMI VCD V ∗ (top) and the resulting stratospheric estimate Vstrat from RSM (second row) and STREAM (third row) for
1 January (left) and 1 July (right) 2005. Resulting Vstrat from other algorithms are included as well for comparison (see Sect. 5).
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c. measured cloud properties and the respective tropospheric AMFs from OMI as provided in the DOMINO
NO2 product.
Synthetic TRs are given as T ∗ = Vtrop ×Atrop /Astrat (compare Eq. 4). Synthetic total columns V ∗ are then calculated
as Vstrat + T ∗ (Eq. 3) and fed into STREAM. The resulting
fields of stratospheric VCDs and the respective TRs can then
be compared to the a priori “truth”. Synthetic Vstrat , TVCD,
and T ∗ are displayed in Fig. S7 for 2 selected days.
4

Algorithm performance

In this section we analyze the performance of STREAM. As
the true stratospheric VCD is not known, the error of any
STS algorithm is not easily accessible. Still, the STS performance can be evaluated based on the properties of the resulting TR: in remote regions without substantial NOx emissions, T ∗ should generally be low but still positive (about
0.1 CDU; Valks et al., 2011). Also the variability of T ∗ over
both space and time should be low in regions free of tropospheric sources.
Below, we investigate the characteristics of T ∗ from
STREAM (Sect. 4.1) and its dependency on a priori settings
(Sect. 4.2) for OMI measurements. In addition, the error of
T ∗ is quantified based on synthetic data (Sect. 4.3). Application of STREAM to other satellite instruments and the comparisons between STREAM and other STS algorithms are
provided in Sect. 5.
4.1

Performance of STREAM for OMI compared to
RSM

Figure 3 displays the OMI daily mean VCD V ∗ (top) as well
as the respective stratospheric field from RSM (second row)
and STREAM (third row) for 1 January (left) and 1 July 2005
(right), respectively. The overall latitudinal as well as longitudinal dependencies are clearly reflected in the stratospheric
fields, while small-scale stratospheric features are lost by
the spatial convolution. Figures 4 and 5 display the resulting
TRs, respectively, for both daily (top) and monthly (bottom)
means. Figure 6 summarizes the daily and monthly statistical
properties of TR, i.e., the median as well as 10th/90th and
25th/75th percentiles (light/dark bars) for different regions
(see Fig. S8 for an illustrative sketch of the meaning of the
percentile bars, as well as the definition of regions).
Overall, spatial patterns of TR are similar for RSM and
STREAM, in particular the enhanced values reflecting tropospheric pollution over, e.g., the USA, central Africa, or
China. However, RSM reveals several artifacts of both enhanced as well as systematically negative TR as a consequence of the simple assumption of zonal invariability of
stratospheric NO2 . For instance, on 1 January 2005, VCDs
over northern Canada are lowered due to the polar vortex
(Fig. 3 top left). Consequently, the simple RSM results in
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/2753/2016/
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∗
∗
negative TRSM
down to −0.7 CDU (Fig. 4). In contrast, TRSM
over northeastern Russia is quite high (> 0.5 CDU). This pattern is slightly reduced but still present in the monthly mean
∗
(see the statistics of TRSM
for high latitudes in Fig. 6).
This artifact is largely reduced by STREAM (Fig. 5 top
left). The spread of T ∗ at high latitudes is more than 3
∗
times lower than that of TRSM
(Fig. 6). Also for July, sys∗
(in polar regions, but
tematic structures showing up in TRSM
◦
also in the Indian ocean at 30–60 S) are largely reduced in
STREAM.
∗
Over the Pacific, TRSM
is, by construction, 0 on aver∗
age. T is systematically higher by about 0.1 CDU (Fig. 6).
This results from the emphasis of clouded pixels used for
STREAM, which directly reflect the stratospheric rather than
the total VCD. This additional advantage of STREAM over
RSM is further discussed below (Sect. 5.6).
As both RSM and STREAM generally assume stratospheric patterns of NO2 to be smooth, i.e., do not resolve longitudinal variations at all (RSM) or on scales < σϕ
(STREAM), the small-scale variations in daily total VCDs
(Fig. 3 top) are transferred to the TR, resulting in “patchy”
daily TRs ranging from about −0.1 up to +0.4 CDU in remote regions (10th–90th percentiles). In the monthly means,
however, these patchy structures have mostly vanished (both
for RSM and STREAM), as the spatial patterns of different
days at variable locations cancel each other out. The remaining systematic patterns in monthly mean T ∗ have generally
larger spatial scales and are within 0 up to +0.25 CDU in
remote regions.
On 1 July, a band of enhanced V ∗ shows up around
20–30◦ S, where (a) V ∗ is higher in the Indian Ocean
compared to the Pacific and (b) the structure of enhanced
V ∗ is “tilted” in the Pacific (see Fig. 3 top right); i.e., the
RSM assumption of zonal invariance is not fulfilled. Consequently, the RSM results in extended horizontal structures
(“stripes”) of low/high-biased T ∗ over South America and
the Indian Ocean, respectively, ranging from −0.5 up to almost 1.0 CDU (Fig. 4 top right). Again, temporal averaging reduces the amplitude, but systematic patterns of about
±0.4 CDU remain in the monthly mean (Fig. 4 bottom right).
As STREAM also assumes a weak variation of Vstrat with
longitude, in particular at low latitudes, the artifacts in T ∗ are
∗
very similar to those of TRSM
at 20–30◦ S. Note that this artifact is particularly strong in July 2005 (as compared to 2010;
see Sect. 5.1.4).
In Sect. 5, TRs from STREAM are investigated for other
satellite instruments and compared to other STS algorithms,
and the advantages and limitations of STREAM are discussed further.

4.2

Impact of a priori settings

STREAM determines the stratospheric NO2 VCD
Vstrat based on weighting factors as described in Sect. 2.
The resulting TRs thus depend on the weighting factor
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 2753–2779, 2016
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Figure 4. OMI tropospheric residues T ∗ based on RSM for January (left) and July (right) 2005 for the first day of the month (top) and the
monthly mean (bottom).
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Figure 5. OMI tropospheric residues T ∗ based on STREAM for January (left) and July (right) 2005 for the first day of the month (top) and
the monthly mean (bottom).
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for cloudy pixels of mid-altitude but stays unchanged
for cloud-free pixels. In this scenario, measurements
over clouds by far dominate the stratospheric estimate,
yielding lower Vstrat , and thus higher T ∗ , compared
to the baseline. However, the difference is very small
(< 0.05 CDU). In addition, the variability of T ∗ is generally slightly higher in case of a 10 fold increased wcld .

Jan

0

1

c. When high-altitude clouds are included in the calculation of wcld , the resulting TR hardly changes at all, indicating that the impact of lightning NOx on NO2 satellite
observations is generally small.

Jul

0

Pacific

Remote

High Lat

Pot. polluted

Figure 6. Regional statistics of OMI tropospheric residues T ∗ from
RSM and STREAM for January (top) and July (bottom) 2005.
Light and dark bars reflect the 10–90th and 25–75th percentiles,
respectively. The median is indicated in white. Narrow bars show
the statistics for the first day of the month, wide bars those of the
monthly means (see also Fig. S8 left for illustration). The regions
are defined in Fig. S8 right. “High latitudes” refer to the respective
hemispheric winter only.

definition and convolution settings. We performed runs of
STREAM with one-by-one modifications of each parameter
and compared the results to the baseline setting. Overall, the
effects of a priori settings on T ∗ have been found to be rather
small (of the order of 0.1 CDU), and the STREAM results
are thus robust with respect to the parameters chosen in
v0.92.
Below, we summarize the main findings of the performed
sensitivity studies. Figures and details are provided in the
Supplement.
4.2.1
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Impact of cloud weight

The cloud weight wcld was varied (a) by setting it to 1 (i.e.,
not accounting for cloud properties at all), (b) increasing
wcld by a factor of 10 for clouded pixels, (c) including highaltitude clouds in the calculation of wcld , and (d) including
low-altitude clouds in the calculation of wcld .
a. When no wcld is applied, the tropospheric estimate over
the Pacific is ≈ 0, as for the classical RSM, instead of
about 0.1 CDU for the baseline. This difference corresponds to the order of the tropospheric background of
NO2 . Over potentially polluted regions, however, the
difference to the baseline is larger (0.2 CDU). Here, the
stratospheric estimate is additionally biased high due to
missing supporting points over continents.
b. The “high wcld ” scenario is achieved by modifying Eq. (6a) from wcld : = 102×wc ×wp to wcld : =
103×wc ×wp ; i.e., wcld is increased by a factor of 10
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/2753/2016/

d. The inclusion of low-altitude clouds has almost no effect as well, as expected over clean regions. Over potentially polluted regions, however, it is expected that
low-altitude clouds result in increased total columns V ∗
as soon as there is significant NO2 above or within
the cloud, causing high tropospheric AMFs. Consequently, Vstrat is expected to be biased high, and T ∗ biased low over potentially polluted regions, when low
clouds are included in the calculation of wcld . This
effect was indeed found, but the absolute change is
rather small (< 0.1 CDU in winter, almost 0 in summer).
This weak dependency on the inclusion of low-altitude
clouds probably results from the conservative definition
of wpol , which is already very low over regularly polluted regions.
Following the argument that cloudy observations provide
a direct measurement of the stratospheric column, a higher
cloud weight would be expected to be more favorable and
to result in higher tropospheric background over the Pacific. This is indeed observed for OMI. For other satellite instruments, however, results are somewhat contradictory (see
Sects. 5.3, 5.4, and 6). Thus, the definition of wcld in Eq. (6)
is kept as a compromise in order to have common algorithm
settings across different satellite platforms.
4.2.2 Impact of convolution
In STREAM, two different CK are applied, yielding two
stratospheric estimates, and the final Vstrat is calculated as
weighted mean of both (see Sect. 2.3 and Eqs. 15 and 16). We
tested the impact of the choice for CK by applying both the
polar (“narrow”) and equatorial (“wide”) CK globally. The
narrow CK, and thus the potential range of influence of satellite pixels with high weights, is limited to about 2×σϕ = 20◦
in longitude. This potentially leads to biases over continents
caused by spatial interpolation. Thus, the resulting T ∗ is (too)
low over central Africa. Overall, median T ∗ over potentially
polluted regions is lower compared to the baseline settings
by about 0.1 CDU.
For wide CK, however, the longitudinal gradients at high
latitudes are not resolved anymore. Consequently, the spatial
variability of daily T ∗ at high latitudes is increased by a factor of 2. We conclude that our choice of the combined CK
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 2753–2779, 2016
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for high and low latitudes is a good compromise for realizing
weighted convolution.

When the initial correction of the latitudinal dependency of
V ∗ over the Pacific is omitted, the resulting TR reveals global
stripes with negative values around the equator and maxima
(≈ 0.5 CDU) at about 30◦ N/S, both in winter and summer.
4.2.4

Impact of the number of considered orbits

In STREAM baseline settings, for each orbit, stratospheric
estimation is based on the previous and subsequent seven orbits, corresponding to full global coverage for OMI. Switching this parameter to either ±14 or ±3 orbits has almost no
impact on the resulting TR.
In case of NRT application of STREAM, no subsequent
orbits are available, and the previous 14 orbits have to be
considered. This setup also results in essentially the same
T ∗ statistics (compare Sect. 5.2).
4.2.5

Impact of tropospheric residue weight

In STREAM v0.92, one iteration for wTR is applied. When
wTR is omitted, the spread of T ∗ slightly increases for high
latitudes. A second iteration does not yield a further improvement. Lowering the threshold in Eq. (7) from 0.5 to
0.3 CDU results in a slightly lower spread of T ∗ at high latitudes in summer.
4.2.6

Impact of pollution weight

The impact of pollution weight is investigated by multiplying
wpol (where different from 1, compare Fig. 2a) by 0.1 (“low
wpol ”) or 10 (“high wpol ”). In the first case, the resulting pollution weight over most continents is below 0.01, while in the
second case it is increased to 1 (meaning that wpol is switched
off) except for industrialized pollution hotspots.
In remote regions, the change of pollution weight has almost no impact. In potentially polluted regions, the impact is
only moderate as well. Low wpol does not differ much from
the baseline, as the latter already assigns rather low weighting factors to potentially polluted pixels; a further decrease
by factor 0.1 thus does not change much.
Only for high wpol can a significant change of TR be seen;
in this case, the inclusion of more partly polluted observations causes a high bias in the stratospheric estimate and the
resulting TRs are biased low by almost 0.1 CDU in winter.
4.3

Performance for synthetic data

In order to estimate the uncertainties of the STREAM stratospheric estimate (and thus tropospheric residues), we apply
the algorithm to synthetic input data, as defined in Sect. 3.3,
for which the “true” stratospheric fields and TR are known.
Again, a simple RSM is applied as well for comparison.
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 2753–2779, 2016
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Figure 7. Regional statistics of the error of T ∗ from STREAM,
i.e., the difference of estimated and a priori TR (based on synthetic
total columns as defined in Sect. 3.3).

Figure 7 displays the statistics of the error of T ∗ , i.e., the
difference 1T ∗ of estimated and a priori TR, which equals
the difference between the true and the estimated stratospheric VCD, for different regions. The spatial patterns of
1T ∗ are shown in the Supplement (Fig. S20).
Over the Pacific, RSM results in TR biased low by
0.1 CDU. With STREAM, the bias is reduced (0.05 CDU) but
not completely removed. On 1 January 2005, 1T ∗ shows a
variability of almost 0.4 CDU (10th to 90th percentile) for
both algorithms. This is mainly caused by the small-scale
structures of stratospheric NO2 in EMAC over the Pacific,
in particular at southern latitudes (see Fig. S7), which are
resolved by neither STREAM nor RSM. The respective spatial variability of the monthly mean, however, is much lower
(about 0.1 CDU).
Again, the simple RSM results in large biases and high
variability of 1T ∗ at high latitudes, which are largely reduced by STREAM.
Overall, the agreement of a priori and estimated T ∗ from
STREAM is very good, in particular for monthly means. Remaining systematic biases are about −0.1 CDU over potentially polluted regions; i.e., resulting TRs are slightly underestimated, as expected due to the general approach of using
total column measurements as proxy for the stratospheric estimation.
The application of STREAM to synthetic data thus provides a valuable estimate of the algorithm’s accuracy. One
might think that using the synthetic data for optimizing the
definition of weighting factors is the next step forward. However, we refrain from doing so due to some contradictory results for different instruments. Concretely, the remaining bias
in TR for synthetic data of about 0.1 CDU could be further
reduced by increasing wcld . This, however, has adverse efwww.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/2753/2016/
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fects on SCIAMACHY and GOME results (see Sects. 5.3
and 5.4).

In this section, we apply STREAM to different satellite instruments, compare the results to various existing STS algorithms, and discuss the challenges, limitations, and uncertainties of STS in general and STREAM in detail.
5.1

OMI

As shown in the previous section, STREAM as applied to
OMI data generally shows a good performance (Figs. 5
and 6). The systematic artifacts of a simple RSM, such as the
large variability of T ∗ at high latitudes, are largely removed
by STREAM. In addition, the application of wcld emphasizes
cloudy observations which directly reflect the stratospheric
column. Mean T ∗ over the Pacific is thus not 0 anymore as in
RSM, and an additional correction for the tropospheric background is not required in STREAM.
The sensitivity of STREAM on a priori parameters has
been found to be small. Remaining monthly mean TRs
in clean regions and their variability are of the order of
0.1 CDU.
Below, we compare the OMI results for 2005 to other algorithms, i.e., the operational DOMINO (Sect. 5.1.1) and
NASA (Sect. 5.1.2) data products as well as a simple modelbased correction using EMAC (Sect. 5.1.3). Figure 8 summarizes the statistics of regional T ∗ from the different algorithms. Note that only coincident measurements where
all four data products exist are included in Fig. 8 in order
to allow for a meaningful comparison; in particular, high
latitudes in hemispheric winter are skipped, as DOMINO
data are not provided for SZA > 80◦ . Thus, the statistics for
STREAM slightly differ from those shown in Fig. 6.
5.1.1
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Figure 8. Regional statistics of OMI tropospheric residues T ∗ from
different STS algorithms for January (top) and July (bottom) 2005.
Note that the values for STREAM slightly differ from Fig. 6, as here
only coincident satellite pixels of STREAM, DOMINO, and NASA
are included.
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STREAM is part of the TROPOMI verification activities.
The operational TROPOMI (“prototype”) algorithm for STS
of NO2 (van Geffen et al., 2014) was developed by KNMI,
based on the DOMINO data processor for OMI (Boersma et
al., 2007, 2011) (Boersma et al., 2011). The STS therein is
done by assimilating the satellite measurements in the CTM
TM4 (Dirksen et al., 2011).
For TROPOMI verification, we compare STREAM results
for OMI to the respective DOMINO product as shown in
Fig. S21. On a daily basis, “patchy” patterns of enhanced as
well as negative TR show up over remote regions (Fig. S21),
which result from the dynamical features already present in
total VCDs (Fig. 3) combined with the respective dynamics prognosed by the model; spatial mismatch of these patterns can easily cause biases of the estimated TRs in both
directions. Interestingly, some patterns look even reversed as
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/2753/2016/
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Figure 9. Monthly mean difference of tropospheric residues
T ∗ from DOMINO and STREAM for OMI measurements in January (top) and July (bottom) 2005.

compared to STREAM (Fig. 5), for instance southeast from
South Africa (around 50◦ S, 50◦ E). In the monthly means,
these patches again are mostly canceled out.
Mean regional TRs (Fig. 8) are very similar between
STREAM and DOMINO. However, the variability of T ∗ is
slightly higher for DOMINO, in particular at high latitudes,
as well as in the Pacific and in remote regions in July.
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 2753–2779, 2016
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Figure 9 displays the differences of the monthly mean
TR between STS_EMAC and STREAM for January and
July 2005. Overall, the differences are quite small (below
±0.1 CDU for 65 % of the world between 60◦ S and 60◦ N).
Nonetheless, the monthly means reveal systematic regional
deviations of more than ±0.3 CDU (for less than 3 % of the
world).
In January, TRs over East Asia at high latitudes are systematically higher for STREAM. This is probably related to
an underestimation by DOMINO, as the DOMINO TRs are
very low and partly negative in this region. Over North America, TRs from STREAM are higher than from DOMINO at
the east coast but vice versa over western Canada. In both
cases, the lower TR is slightly negative, indicating an overestimation of Vstrat from DOMINO/STREAM at the east/west
coast, respectively.
In July, the TR reveals a “stripe”-like structure at about
30◦ S, as already discussed in Sect. 4.1. In DOMINO, similar bands of enhanced tropospheric residue are found around
30◦ S, in particular in the Indian ocean. As the amplitude
and width of these bands is different for STREAM and
DOMINO, this feature is most striking in the difference map;
TRs around 30◦ S are generally higher for DOMINO.
DOMINO reveals some patches of systematically enhanced TRs that are not observed by STREAM and thus
show up in the difference map as well (west of the USA,
west of the Sahara, Himalaya). Reasons for these regionally
enhanced TRs (and thus low-biased stratosphere) have to be
investigated in future studies.
5.1.2

Comparison to NASA

The official OMI NO2 product provided by NASA uses an
MRSM for STS as well, as described in Bucsela et al. (2013).
Daily and monthly maps of TR from NASA (OMNO2
v003/SP2) are shown in Fig. S22.
The NASA STS corrects for the tropospheric background
based on a “fixed model estimate” (Bucsela et al., 2013).
Consequently, TRs are about 0.1 to 0.3 CDU over clean regions throughout the world.
TRs from NASA are impressively smooth even on a daily
basis. This results from the STS algorithm which, over
clean regions, interprets the difference between the total column and the (small) modeled tropospheric column as stratospheric column whenever the quotient of the modeled tropospheric slant column and stratospheric AMF (matching our
definition of T ∗ ) goes below a threshold of 0.3 CDU. Thus,
at southern high latitudes in July (completely classified as
unpolluted in the NASA algorithm), the TR is almost 0 ± 0,
i.e., shows no variability at all (compare Fig. 8) just by construction, as all the variability present in the total column was
assigned to the stratospheric column (compare Fig. 3).
While this is probably a reasonable procedure over completely clean regions, we would like to point out the following.
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 2753–2779, 2016

1. The smoothness of NASA TR over oceans is not surprising, as it is reached by construction. In particular,
the smooth patterns of TR over oceans allow no conclusion on the NASA STS performance over polluted continental regions, where TRs are based on interpolated
stratospheric fields, just as in STREAM.
2. The NASA procedure of assigning the total column
variability in clean regions completely to the stratospheric estimate also removes any cloud dependency of
the TR, which affects applications such as profile retrievals by cloud slicing (e.g., Belmonte Rivas et al.,
2014).
3. The NASA procedure runs the risk of labeling episodical NO2 transport events over oceans (Zien et al., 2014)
as stratospheric pattern. Bucsela et al. (2013) perform
an automatic “hotspot” identification and elimination
scheme to avoid this. Nonetheless, on 1 January, a
NO2 transport event can be seen in the total VCD east
of Canada (Fig. 3 top left) which is similar to the “meteorological bomb” described in Stohl et al. (2003). This
event is clearly visible in T ∗ from STREAM (Fig. 5 top
left) but only weakly in T ∗ from NASA (Fig. S22 top
left). The reason for this discrepancy is that the local enhancement of NO2 is partly classified as a stratospheric
feature in the NASA product, as illustrated in Fig. S23
(left).
Figure 10 displays the differences of the monthly
mean TR for January and July 2005. Again, overall agreement is very good: in January, both products agree within
0.1 CDU for 69 % of the Earth and within 0.3 CDU anywhere. In July, agreement within 0.1/0.3 CDU is found for
64 %/94 % of the Earth (for latitudes below 60◦ ), respectively. Again, the band at 30◦ S sticks out in the difference map as discussed above. Highest deviations of up to
0.5 CDU, however, are observed over the Sahara. Within the
NASA STS, the Sahara is masked out completely, as the high
albedo and low cloud fractions result in high tropospheric
AMFs, such that even low tropospheric VCDs could contribute significantly to the total column. In STREAM, however, large parts of the Sahara are treated as unpolluted and
are assigned with w = 1. A close check of the stratospheric
estimates from STREAM and NASA over the Sahara reveals
that the large deviation probably results from both a highbiased Vstrat by STREAM and a low-biased Vstrat by NASA
(see Fig. S23 right).
5.1.3 Comparison to STSEMAC
We have used the stratospheric 3-D mixing ratios provided
by EMAC in order to perform a simple model-based STS,
similar to Hilboll et al. (2013). First, the latitude-dependent
offset between EMAC and OMI VCDs is estimated over
the Pacific (when a multiplicative adjustment is performed,
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/2753/2016/
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Figure 10. Monthly mean difference of tropospheric residues
T ∗ from NASA and STREAM for OMI measurements in January
(top) and July (bottom) 2005.

results hardly change). Second, the offset-corrected stratospheric NO2 VCDs is used for global STS. No additional correction for the tropospheric background is performed, such
that the mean TR over the Pacific is 0 by construction.
Daily and monthly maps of TR from STSEMAC are
shown in Fig. S24. Daily maps reveal patches of TR from
−0.3 CDU up to 0.4 CDU resulting from mismatches in
actual and modeled stratospheric dynamics. In the monthly
mean, these fluctuations largely cancel out. Overall, variability (10th–90th percentiles) of T ∗ in remote regions was
found to be about 0.3–0.4, similar to that for DOMINO.
Figure 11 displays the differences of the monthly mean TR
for January and July 2005. The overall negative values over
ocean are a result of the neglect of the tropospheric background in STSEMAC . Besides this, the most striking features
are
1. positive deviations (i.e., TR from STSEMAC being
higher than from STREAM) over North America and
Eurasia in January (up to 0.45 CDU, north from 35◦ N),
2. negative deviations over North America and Eurasia in
July (down to −0.45 CDU, north from 35◦ N), and
3. positive deviations over the Sahara, Middle East, India,
and western China in July (up to 0.38 CDU).
The systematic deviations north from 35◦ N (1 and 2) are
caused by the longitudinal dependency of stratospheric NO2
from EMAC which differs from the pattern in total column
(see Fig. 3). In detail, stratospheric NO2 over Siberia is quite
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/2753/2016/
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Figure 11. Monthly mean difference of tropospheric residues
T ∗ from STSEMAC and STREAM for OMI measurements in January (top) and July (bottom) 2005.

low in EMAC, resulting in high-biased TR (similar as for
RSM) and indicating that the mean longitudinal dependency
of stratospheric NO2 is not fully reproduced by EMAC. Deviations in July over Sahara and southern Asia (3), however, are at least partly caused by a low bias of T ∗ from
STREAM as discussed in the previous section.
Overall, deviations are moderate, and STSEMAC still improves the statistics of TR for high latitudes as compared to
a simple RSM. It thus might be considered as a simple alternative STS with the advantage that it can be expected to
work with the same performance for any satellite instrument,
independent of spatiotemporal coverage.
5.1.4 OMI after row anomaly
In 2005, OMI measurements were performed with good instrumental performance, providing daily global coverage.
This has changed since summer 2007, when radiance measurements of poor quality regularly occurred at particular
cross-track positions (“row anomaly”). We thus also tested
STREAM on OMI data after the onset of the row anomaly:
Figs. S25 and S26 show T ∗ for 2010. While the daily maps
reveal gaps due to the exclusion of measurements affected by
the row anomaly, the monthly mean patterns as well as the
statistical properties are comparable to the results for 2005.
The row anomaly thus does not impact the performance of
STREAM (or DOMINO or NASA retrievals).
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 2753–2779, 2016
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NRT, however, no subsequent orbits are available. Thus,
STREAM has to be operated on the current plus 14 previous orbits instead.
We ran STREAM in NRT mode. The resulting maps are
shown in Fig. S28, and the statistics of TR are included
in Fig. 12. The deviations between baseline and NRT are
marginal. Thus, STREAM can be operated in NRT with stable performance.
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Figure 12. Regional statistics of GOME-2 tropospheric residues
T ∗ from different algorithms for January (top) and July (bottom)
2010. Conventions as in Fig. 6.

5.2

GOME-2

STREAM has been applied to GOME-2 (Metop-A) data for
the year 2010. The resulting daily and monthly mean maps
are shown in Fig. S27. Again, statistical properties are summarized in Fig. 12.
The overall performance of STREAM, i.e., median and
variability range of TR, is generally similar to that found
of OMI. However, while OMI TRs are about 0.1 CDU over
the Pacific, lower values (0.05 CDU) are found for GOME2. This might be related to differences of cloud statistics due
to pixel size, in particular a lower number of fully clouded
pixels for GOME-2, as well as differences in local time,
cloud products, or systematic spectral interferences caused
by clouds in either retrieval algorithm.
On 1 July 2010, GOME-2 is operated in narrow swath
mode, causing poor global coverage. This, however, does not
affect STREAM performance.
On 15 January 2010, STREAM results in extraordinarily
high TR over the ocean (Fig. S28), which turned out to be
caused by a solar eclipse (Espenak and Anderson, 2008). Removing the affected orbit results in normal performance for
this day. We recommend that screening of solar eclipses be
done automatically (as done for OMI) before running any
STS algorithm.
5.2.1

Comparison to NRT mode

STREAM is foreseen to be implemented in an update of
the operational GOME-2 data processor as operated in the
framework of the O3M SAF. This requires a slight modification of STREAM in order to work on NRT data.
In STREAM v0.92, the stratospheric fields are estimated
for each orbit based on the total column measurements,
including seven previous and seven subsequent orbits. In
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 2753–2779, 2016

In the current operational data processor (GDP 4.7), STS
for NO2 is done by an MRSM as described in Valks et
al. (2011, 2015). Basically, polluted regions (defined by
monthly mean TVCDs from the MOZART-2 model being
larger than 1 CDU) are masked out. Global stratospheric
fields are derived by low-pass filtering in zonal direction by
a 30◦ boxcar filter.
Figure S30 displays daily and monthly mean maps of
T ∗ in January and July 2010. The respective regional statistics are included in Fig. 12.
Overall, TRs from GDP are relatively low. Over the Pacific, mean T ∗ is close to 0 in January, despite the applied
tropospheric background correction of 0.1 CDU. Over potentially polluted regions, median TR from GDP is systematically lower (by 0.2 CDU in July) than from STREAM, and
almost a quarter of all TRs are even negative.
Figure 13 displays the differences of the monthly mean
TR from GDP 4.7 and STREAM for January and July 2010,
again pointing out the systematically lower values of GDP
TR over continents in July. The systematic low bias of GDP
TR probably results from moderately polluted pixels over
regions labeled as “unpolluted”, which still might imply
MOZART-2 TVCDs of up to 1 CDU. These measurements
cause a high bias of the estimated stratospheric field around
polluted regions; by the subsequent low-pass filtering, this
high bias is passed over the polluted regions and results in
low-biased TR. Further investigations are needed to find out
why this effect is stronger in July than in January.
5.3

SCIAMACHY

We have applied STREAM to SCIAMACHY VCDs from
the MPI-C NO2 retrieval (Beirle et al., 2010a). The resulting daily and monthly mean maps for 2010 are shown in
Fig. S31. Regional statistics are provided in Fig. 14, compared again to the simple RSM and, additionally, to the results of LNM.
Though SCIAMACHY provides poorer daily spatial coverage, STREAM overall still works well. Again, a clear reduction of the variability of T ∗ is found at high latitudes
as compared to RSM. Over the Pacific, mean TR from
STREAM is higher than for the RSM (= 0) but, similar to
GOME-2, not as high as for OMI. Again, this could be related to the low number of cloudy satellite pixels and specwww.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/2753/2016/
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Figure 13. Monthly mean difference of tropospheric residues
T ∗ from GDP 4.7 and STREAM for GOME-2 measurements in
January (top) and July (bottom) 2010.

Figure 15. Monthly mean difference of tropospheric residues
T ∗ from LNM and STREAM for SCIAMACHY measurements in
January (top) and July (bottom) 2010. Gaps at high latitudes in January are caused by respective gaps in the FRESCO cloud product.
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Figure 14. Regional statistics of SCIAMACHY tropospheric
residues T ∗ from different algorithms for January (top) and July
(bottom) 2010. Conventions as in Fig. 6.

tral interferences, affecting the DOAS analysis, related to
clouds. Overall, regional statistics of T ∗ are similar to OMI
or GOME-2. However, a systematic latitudinal dependency
of T ∗ remains, showing positive values in hemispheric summer and negative values in hemispheric winter. This results
from the latitudinal dependencies of V ∗ being different for
clouded and cloud-free observations, as shown in Fig. S33,
for reasons not yet understood.
5.3.1

Comparison to LNM

Within the SCIAMACHY MPIC NO2 retrieval (Beirle et
al., 2010a), STS is performed based on LNM. This can be
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/2753/2016/

considered as a completely different STS approach, based
on actual measurements but not involving CTMs or largescale interpolation, and thus provide a valuable information
on STREAM performance. Figure S32 displays the daily and
monthly mean TR from LNM in 2010.
In the LNM STS, the latitude-dependent offset between
nadir and limb is determined over the Pacific and corrected
for globally; i.e., mean TR in the Pacific is 0 by construction. Overall, regional statistics of T ∗ from LNM are very
similar to those from STREAM. Figure 15 displays the
monthly mean difference of both algorithms. The deviation is dominated by the latitudinal dependency of T ∗ from
STREAM (see above); when this is removed, both algorithms agree within 0.2 CDU for most parts of the globe.
5.4

GOME

GOME was the first instrument of the investigated series of
UV/vis spectrometers suited for DOAS analyses of tropospheric trace gases. The comparably small number of GOME
pixels and the large across-track footprint (320 km) required
a modification of STREAM: we have switched the resolution of the global grid used for weighted convolution from 1
to 5◦ , i.e., wider than the GOME across-track width at moderate latitudes. Thereby it is ensured that a grid pixel usually
contains multiple satellite pixels and that also adjacent grid
pixels are not empty (as would be the case for an 1◦ grid),
which is the prerequisite for the calculation of wTR .
We have applied STREAM to GOME data as provided by
TEMIS. The resulting TRs are again compared to the simAtmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 2753–2779, 2016
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Figure 16. Regional statistics of GOME tropospheric residues
T ∗ from different algorithms for January (top) and July (bottom)
1999. Conventions as in Fig. 6.

ple RSM. Figure 16 displays the regional TR statistics for
GOME in January and July 1999. The respective maps are
provided in the Supplement (Fig. S34).
Overall, STREAM yields reasonable results for GOME as
well. However, some systematic biases are observed:
– over the Pacific, TRs from STREAM were found to be
negative, which can only be explained when the measured columns for cloudy pixels are higher than for
cloud-free pixels;
– over potentially polluted regions, T ∗ from STREAM is
systematically lower than from RSM (by 0.2 CDU in
July). This might be a consequence of the applied cloud
weight, which has obviously different effects on GOME
than on OMI.
This explanation would be consistent with previous findings: while Leue et al. (2001) base the STS on cloudy pixels,
Wenig et al. (2004) switched the Heidelberg STS to cloudfree pixels after noticing that GOME columns are higher instead of lower over clouds. Wenig et al. (2004) relate this to
the contribution of lightning NOx . However, as (a) the impact of lightning NOx on satellite observations is generally
small (Beirle et al., 2010b) and (b) lightning activity over
the remote Pacific used for the RSM is very weak, we rather
suspect that a different effect is responsible for this finding,
most probably related to the specific instrumental features
of GOME (Burrows et al., 1999), in particular the dichroic
mirrors causing polarization dependent spectral structures.
It might thus be worth re-checking the DOAS analysis of
NO2 for GOME for spectral interferences related to clouds.
A second possible effect, which might in particular contribute to the large discrepancy over polluted regions, is that
cloud properties are averaged over the large GOME ground
pixel; i.e., in an extreme case, low and high cloud layers,
which would both be skipped in wcld if resolved by the satellite pixel, might yield, on average, an effective cloud height
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 2753–2779, 2016

TROPOMI (Veefkind et al., 2012) on S5p will be launched in
2016. Instrumental setup and spatial coverage are similar to
OMI, but TROPOMI will provide a better spatial resolution
of 7 × 7 km2 at nadir.
STREAM was developed as a verification algorithm
for TROPOMI STS and was tested and compared to the
TROPOMI prototype algorithm based on OMI measurements (see above). Though no TROPOMI measurements are
available yet, it can be expected that the performance of
STREAM on TROPOMI will be even better than for OMI,
because, due to the better spatial resolution, more individual
satellite pixels are available and among them a higher fraction of clouded pixels. Thus, more sampling points over potentially polluted regions will be available, further decreasing
interpolation errors.
5.5.2 Sentinel 4 (S4)
The satellite instruments investigated so far are all operated
in low, sun-synchronous orbits, providing global coverage at
fixed local time. In the near future, a new generation of spectrometers on geostationary orbits will be launched by different space agencies. Over Europe, S4 (Ingmann et al., 2012)
will be the first mission providing a spectral resolving UV/vis
instrument on a geostationary satellite. The spatial coverage
is focussed on Europe. Thus, no “clean” reference regions
are regularly available. STREAM might overcome this problem by using clouded observations where the tropospheric
pollution is effectively shielded.
We simply evaluate the expected performance of
STREAM on S4 measurements by clipping OMI measurements to the area covered by S4 (as given in CourrègesLacoste et al., 2010). The STREAM settings are identical to
v0.92, except for the a priori removal of the overall latitude
dependency in the reference sector, as no Pacific measurements are available for S4. Figure 17 displays the resulting
TR (top) and the difference of TR between clipped and global
OMI data (bottom) for January 2005.
Though tropospheric pollution over Europe and the Middle East is evident, i.e., an extended clean reference region is
actually not available, STREAM is still capable of yielding
an accurate stratospheric estimate. Only at the northern and
southern borders are systematic biases observed, which can
be caused by the overall latitudinal dependency of the stratospheric VCD and border effects of the weighted convolution
and can probably be reduced by dedicated optimization of
the algorithm for S4.
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/2753/2016/
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Figure 17. Performance of STREAM on “S4 data” (i.e., OMI measurements clipped to the area covered by S4) for January 2005. The
top panel displays the resulting TR, the bottom panel shows the difference to the TR resulting from full OMI data as shown in Fig. 5.
The area covered by S4 in winter has been taken from CourrègesLacoste et al. (2010).

Situation will probably be improved for real S4 measurements due to the higher number of clouded pixels in S4 compared to OMI. Thus, this first check is highly encouraging to
further investigate the applicability of STREAM to S4 and
possible improvements.
5.6

Advantages and limitations of STREAM

STREAM was successfully applied to various satellite measurements with a wide range of spatial resolution and coverage. STREAM is an MRSM and does not need any model
input. It can thus be considered as a complementary approach
to data assimilation, as chosen for the TROPOMI prototype
algorithm.
As (M)RSMs usually estimate the stratospheric column
based on total column measurements over clean regions, they
generally miss the (small) tropospheric background of the
order of some 0.1 CDU. Several (M)RSMs explicitly correct for this effect based on a priori tropospheric background
columns (Martin et al., 2002; Valks et al., 2011; Bucsela
et al., 2013). In case of STREAM, however, cloudy pixels,
which allow a direct measurement of the actual stratospheric
column (except for the small tropospheric column above
the cloud), are emphasized. Thus, an additional tropospheric
background correction should be unnecessary. Accordingly,
in case of OMI, TRs from STREAM are about 0.1 CDU over
clean regions, similar as for TRs from DOMINO and NASA.
This is close to the a priori value chosen by Valks et al.
(2011) but below the values given in Martin et al. (2002)
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/2753/2016/
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(about 0.15–0.3 CDU, assuming a tropospheric AMF of 2)
and Hilboll et al. (2013) (0.1 up to > 0.6 CDU6 ).
In case of other satellite instruments, however, the TR
over the Pacific was found to be lower (GOME-2 and
SCIAMACHY) or even negative (GOME-1). The latter can
only be explained by cloudy measurements being systematically higher than cloud-free measurements. Further investigations are needed to infer this discrepancy between OMI
and GOME-1/2/SCIAMACHY and find how it is related to
differences in the cloud products and/or the spectral analysis
of NO2 .
STREAM assumes stratospheric NO2 fields having low
zonal variability, in particular at low latitudes. This is reflected by the choice of a wide convolution kernel at the
equator. STREAM is thus not capable of resolving diurnal
small-scale patterns caused by stratospheric dynamics. These
patterns, however, largely cancel out in monthly means.
Whenever actual stratospheric fields do not match the
a priori assumption of zonal smoothness, e.g., in case of
“tilted” structures or actual large-scale zonal gradients like
differences in the stratospheric column over Pacific and Indian ocean, the TR resulting from STREAM can show artificial “stripes”. Further investigations might lead to additional
sophisticated algorithm steps to remove these artifacts. However, it has to be taken care that the benefit really outbalances the drawbacks (added complexity) and that no other
artifacts/biases are introduced.
The dependencies of TR on STREAM parameter settings
have been found to be low (. 0.1 CDU). The application of
STREAM on synthetic data results in deviations to the a priori truth of the same order. These deviations are systematic,
i.e., the stratospheric patterns estimated by STREAM are
slightly biased high, which can be expected, as they are based
on total column measurements, which are always higher than
the stratospheric column.
Overall, STREAM uncertainty is well within the general uncertainties of STS (see next section). Note that systematic changes of the NO2 columns of the same order of
0.1 CDU can also result from changes of the settings for the
DOAS analysis, like fit interval, inclusion of additional absorbers in the analysis, or the treatment of rotational and vibrational Raman scattering, creating overall biases as well
as spatial patterns, e.g., over oligotrophic oceans (E. Peters,
personal communication, 2016).
5.7

General uncertainties and challenges of
stratosphere–troposphere separation

The uncertainty of STS can often not be directly quantified,
as the “true” stratospheric 4-D concentration fields are not
known. One approach to assess the STS performance is the
6 Note, however, that the high values are only reported at higher

latitudes in winter, when the ratio Astrat /Atrop is almost 2 (Fig. S1);
thus the large discrepancy is at least partly resolved when the TR is
transferred in a TVCD via Eq. (4).
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usage of synthetic data, as in Sect. 4.3. In addition, the TR
can be used to evaluate the plausibility of the stratospheric
estimate and to derive realistic uncertainties:
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– Negative TRs are nonphysical. Thus, the occurrence of on average negative T ∗ (exceeding the values/frequencies explainable by noise) clearly indicates
a positive bias of the estimated stratosphere.

0

−30

−150

– Tropospheric background columns over regions free of
NOx sources are expected to have low spatiotemporal
variability. Thus, the observed variability of T ∗ over
clean regions serves as proxy of the uncertainty (precision) of the STS. From different algorithms (MRSMs
as well as model-based methods), typical variabilities
of T ∗ over remote regions are about 0.5 CDU for daily
means and about 0.2–0.3 CDU for monthly means. For a
simple RSM, much higher values (≈ 1 CDU) are found
at high latitudes.
Systematic biases (accuracy) of STS can be estimated from
the intercomparison of TRs from different algorithms. Figure 18 displays the standard deviation of monthly mean
TR from the algorithms shown in Fig. 8 and discussed in
Sect. 5.1, i.e., two different, independent MRSM approaches
(STREAM and NASA) as well as two STS based on models, a simple one (STSEMAC ) and a complex data assimilation
setup (DOMINO). Note that the upper range of the color bar
was lowered to 0.3 CDU.
Overall, the standard deviation of TR from different STS
is low (typically < 0.1 CDU and below < 0.2 CDU for most
parts of the world). It is thus consistent with the uncertainty estimates of stratospheric columns given in literature (Boersma et al. (2011): 0.15–0.25 CDU (SCD); Valks
et al. (2011): 0.15–0.3 CDU (VCD); Bucsela et al. (2013):
0.2 CDU (VCD)) and with the magnitude of systematic deviations found in the study on synthetic data (Sect. 4.3).
With respect to the final NO2 TVCD product, which is
higher than TR by the ratio of stratospheric and tropospheric
AMFs (Eq. 4), uncertainties of this order are completely negligible over polluted regions such as the US east coast, central Europe, or eastern China. Nonetheless, a regional bias
> 0.2 CDU (e.g., over Russia in January) can contribute significantly to the relative uncertainty of TVCDs aside the
pollution hotspots. Thus, the uncertainty of STS has to be
kept in mind in studies focusing on NOx emissions from,
e.g., biomass burning or soil emissions over regions like
Siberia, the Sahel, or Australia.
5.8

Other trace gases

STREAM was developed as STS algorithm for NO2 . However, several other trace gas satellite retrievals face problems
which are similar to STS from an algorithmic point of view,
i.e., that a small-scale tropospheric signal has to be separated
from a smooth background (e.g., caused by stratospheric
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 9, 2753–2779, 2016
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Figure 18. Standard deviation of monthly mean T ∗ from different
algorithms (STREAM, DOMINO, NASA, and STSEMAC ) for January (top) and July (bottom) 2005 (OMI).

columns or, in particular in case of trace gases with low optical depth, shortcomings of the spectral analysis, introducing artificial dependencies on, for example, SZA or ozone
columns). Thus, the concept of weighted convolution could
be used within the satellite retrievals of, for example, SO2 ,
BrO, HCHO, or CHOCHO, with appropriately chosen and
optimized weighting factors.
6

Conclusions

The separation of the stratospheric and tropospheric column
is a key step in the retrieval of NO2 TVCDs from total column satellite measurements. As coincident direct measurements of the stratospheric column are usually not available
(except for SCIAMACHY), current STS algorithms either
use CTMs (directly or via data assimilation) or follow a modified reference sector method (MRSM) approach, where the
stratospheric columns are basically estimated from total column measurements over clean regions.
We have developed the MRSM STREAM. Weighting factors determine how far individual satellite pixels contribute to
the stratospheric estimate. Over potentially polluted regions
(according to an NO2 climatology), weights are lowered,
whereas measurements over mid-altitude clouds are assigned
with a high weighting factor. Global stratospheric fields are
derived by weighted convolution and subtracted from total
columns to yield tropospheric residues (TRs). In a second iteration, weighting factors are modified based on the TR: high
TR indicates tropospheric pollution, and the respective satelwww.atmos-meas-tech.net/9/2753/2016/
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lite pixels are assigned with a lower weight. For systematically negative TR, however, weighting factors are increased.
The concept of multiplicative weights can easily be extended
by additional factors, e.g., based on fire counts in order to
explicitly exclude biomass burning events.
STREAM results are robust with respect to variations of
the algorithm settings and parameters. With the baseline settings, the errors of STREAM on a synthetic data set have
been found to be below 0.1 CDU on average.
STREAM was successfully applied to satellite measurements from GOME 1/2, SCIAMACHY, and OMI. The resulting TRs over clean regions and their variability have been
found to be low. However, systematic “stripes” can appear
in STREAM TR when the basic assumption that the stratospheric column varies smoothly with longitude is not fulfilled, e.g., in case of “tilted” stratospheric patterns.
The emphasis of clouded observations, which provide a
direct measurement of the stratospheric rather than the total column, should supersede an additional correction for
the tropospheric background, which successfully worked for
OMI but less so for GOME and SCIAMACHY. This might
be related to differences in pixel size or local overpass time,
both potentially affecting cloud statistics, or differences in
the cloud algorithms. However, the detailed reasons are not
yet fully understood and require further investigations.
STREAM, which was developed as TROPOMI verification algorithm, was optimized for OMI measurements.
Within an O3M SAF visiting scientist project, it was also
applied to GOME-2, and STREAM is foreseen to be implemented in an upcoming GDP update.
Results from STREAM were compared to the TROPOMI
prototype algorithm, as represented by the DOMINO v2
product, in which STS is implemented by data assimilation.
Differences between monthly mean TRs from STREAM and
DOMINO are found to be low (almost 0 on average with regional patterns up to about ±0.1–0.2 CDU). A comparison to
other state-of-the-art STS schemes yields deviations of similar order.
The impact of STS is thus generally negligible for TVCDs
over heavily polluted regions. However, the remaining uncertainties still contribute significantly to the total error of
TVCDs over moderately polluted regions and have to be kept
in mind for emission estimates of area sources of NOx such
as soil emissions or biomass burning.
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Data availability

STREAM has been tested on NO2 retrievals from different
satellite instruments as listed in Table 1. The input data sets
are publicly accessible; the respective links to the data sets
are included in the references provided in Table 1.
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S1. Supplementary material

S2.2 Weighting factors

This document provides additional images, tables, and text.
All references to tables and figures in the main manuscript
are given in plain numbers, while tables and figures in the
supplement are indicated by a prefix “S”. The supplement
is structured analogously to the manuscript. I.e., additional
material to section 2.3 can be found in section S2.3 of the
supplement.

S2.2.1 Pollution weight

S2. Methods
S2.1 Terminology
Abbreviations are defined in the main manuscript (Table 2).
All column densities are given in column density units of 1
CDU=1015 molec cm−2 .
STS performance is analyzed based on tropospheric
residues (TR) (Eq. 1); tropospheric VCDs are generally
higher than TR by the ratio Astrat /Atrop . Figure S1 displays
the monthly mean of this ratio of AMFs, as provided in the
NASA product, for cloud free conditions.
Within the discussion of the MPI-C STS for SCIAMACHY based on LNM (Beirle et al., 2010), tropospheric
SCDs (TSCDs) have been analyzed. For OMI, however,
viewing angle dependencies would dominate daily maps of
TSCDs due to the far larger range of viewing angles of OMI
compared to SCIAMACHY. In this study, we thus focus on
TR, i.e. we applied stratospheric AMFs in order to eliminate
the viewing angle dependencies of TSCDs.

If the stratospheric NO2 is estimated from total column density measurements, regions with tropospheric pollution have
to be excluded. Thus, we assign potentially polluted satellite pixels a pollution weight wpol < 1 based on our a-priori
knowledge of tropospheric NO2 . For this purpose we use
a climatology of tropospheric NO2 column densities from
SCIAMACHY measurements 2003-2011 (Beirle and Wagner, 2012) shown in Fig. S2a. So far, no seasonality of NO2 is
considered in the definition of P . This could be added to a
future version, but the impact on STREAM is expected to be
low (compare section 4.2.6).
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Fig. S 1. Ratio of monthly mean stratospheric and tropospheric AMFs as provided by NASA for cloud free observations
(CRF<0.3) for January (top) and July (bottom) 2005. On average,
cloud free TVCDs are higher than TRs by this ratio (Eq. 2).
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Fig. S 2. Stages of the calculation of the pollution proxy P : The
tropospheric NO2 climatology (a) is clipped to values >1 CDU (b),
convolved with a Gaussian (c), and extended in space by setting
values between 0 and 1 CDU to a minimum of 1 CDU (d).
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Pollution weights are defined based on a pollution proxy
which is derived from the NO2 climatology by the following
steps:
1. Grid pixels with a mean TVCD below 1 CDU are removed (Fig. S2b).
2. The resulting clipped climatology is smoothed by convolution with a 2D-Gaussian with σ = 2◦ (Fig. S2c).
3. For the pollution proxy P , values between 0 and 1
CDU are set to 1 CDU. By this operation, a “safety margin” of potentially polluted areas is created (Fig. S2d).
Note that due to steps 2&3, the initial spatial resolution of
SCIAMACHY is fully sufficient for the definition of P (and
thus wpol ) even for applications of STREAM to instruments
with better spatially resolution.
S2.3 Weighted convolution

3

Table S1 lists the values for V ∗ and their respective
weights. Pixels 1-3 and 9-10 are free of tropospheric pollution, while pixels 5-8 are exposed to regular tropospheric pollution, causing low values for wpol . Two observations were
made under cloudy conditions, causing a cloud weight >1.
Figure S3 displays the respective individual VCDs vik (with
their net weights shown by color) and the stratospheric estimate V resulting from weighted convolution.
Two convolution kernels Gpol and Geq , as defined in
Eq. 15, are used in STREAM, matching the different needs
for high versus low latitudes, respectively. Gpol and Geq are
displayed in Fig. S4.

Gpol : σϕ = 10o , σϑ = 5o
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We illustrate the procedure of weighted convolution, as explained in Section 2.3 of the manuscript and described by
eqs. (7)-(12), by a simple, constructed example on a 10×1
grid.
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Table S 1. NO2 VCDs and weighting factors for the constructed
example for illustration of weighted convolution.
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Fig. S 4. Illustration of the convolution kernels used for weighted
convolution at the poles and at the equator, respectively. Geq is
clipped to ±100◦ , i.e. ±2σϕ , to keep computation time low. Global
convolution results from the weighted mean of both kernels according to Eq. 15.

In STREAM default set-up, the overall latitudinal dependency of V ∗ is estimated over the Pacific, removed before the
weighted convolution, and added again thereafter. This procedure avoids artefacts of latitudinal convolution in case of
gradients on spatial scales of σϑ or smaller. Figure S5 illustrates this effect; the impact of the latitude correction on the
resulting TR will be shown in detail below (section S5.3.1).
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Fig. S 3. Illustration of weighted convolution for the constructed
VCDs listed in Table 1. Weighting factors are color coded. Circles
represent the individual V ∗ for each satellite pixel. The weighted
mean VCD in each grid pixel (eq. 9) is indicated by a “+”. In cases
of multiple satellite pixels per grid (i=2,6), the weighted mean is
dominated by the clouded satellite pixel due to the heigh weighting
factor. The finally resulting stratospheric pattern V is shown in red.
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S2.4 Data Processing
Diurnal variation of stratospheric NO2
In case of orbital overlap, as for OMI, a grid pixel might contain satellite pixels with different local time. This effect is
neglected in STREAM. We have estimated the magnitude of this effect by calculating the mean total NO2 VCD separately for
the different OMI viewing zenith angles, which are directly related to local time (LT) (see Fig. S6).
For low latitudes, the effect is negligible. Only for high latitudes (>50◦ ), the effect can exceed ±0.2 CDU at the swath
edges. Consequently, if individual orbits are considered, a small cross-track dependency of TR could be observed for high
latitudes, which is actually caused by the LT dependency of stratospheric NO2 . For gridded data, however, where OMI orbits
significantly overlap, the effect (and its impact on STREAM performance) is generally negligible.
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Fig. S 6. Dependency of OMI total VCD V ∗ on cross-track position (compared to nadir) at different latitudes in January 2005.

S3.3 Synthetic VCD
Figure S7 displays synthetic stratospheric, tropospheric, and total (V ∗ ) column densities. See section 3.3 for details.
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Fig. S 7. Synthetic NO2 column densities of stratosphere (EMAC, top), troposphere (TM4, center) and total V ∗ (bottom) for 1 January
(left) and 1 July (right) 2005. Note that EMAC stratospheric columns differ from those shown in Fig. 3 of the manuscript, as the latter were
adjusted to OMI measurements over the Pacific.
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S4 Algorithm performance
S4.1 STREAM versus RSM for OMI
Figure S8 provides information on the definition of percentile bars (left), and shows the definition of the regions (right) used
for the regional statistical analysis in Figs. 6-8, 12, 14 and 16, and several diagrams in the supplement.
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Fig. S 8. Left: Illustration of the meaning of percentile bars used in diagrams on regional statistics of T ∗ . Light and dark bars reflect the
10th -90th and 25th -75th percentiles, respectively. The median is indicated in white. The narrow and wide bars show the statistics for the
first day of the month and the monthly mean, respectively.
Right: Definition of the regions used for the calculation of the statistics of T ∗ . Note that in the diagrams, “high latitudes” always refers to
the repective winter hemisphere.

S4.2 Impact of a-priori settings
S4.2.1 Impact of cloud weight wcld
Figures S9 and S10 display the TR resulting from STREAM for wcld switched off and increased by a factor of 10 (for cloudy
pixels, see text for details), respectively, for OMI in 2005. Figure S11 displays the respective TR if low clouds are also considered for the calculation of wTR (by setting wP = 1 for p > pref in Eq. 6(c)). The respective regional statistics of T ∗ are shown
in Fig. S12.
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Fig. S 9. OMI tropospheric residues T ∗ based on STREAM for January (left) and July (right) 2005 for the first day of the month (top) and
the monthly mean (bottom) without applying wcld .
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high wcld
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Fig. S 10. OMI tropospheric residues T based on STREAM for January (left) and July (right) 2005 for the first day of the month (top) and
the monthly mean (bottom) for high wcld (×10 compared to the baseline for clouded pixels).
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Fig. S 11. OMI tropospheric residues T ∗ based on STREAM for January (left) and July (right) 2005 for the first day of the month (top) and
the monthly mean (bottom) for wcld based on clouds of medium or low altitude.
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Impact of cloud weight
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Fig. S 12. Regional statistics of OMI tropospheric residues T ∗ from STREAM for different settings of wcld . Light and dark bars reflect the
10-90th and 25-75th percentiles, respectively. The median is indicated in white. Narrow bars show the statistics for the first day of the month,
wide bars those of the monthly means (see also Fig. S8 (left) for illustration). The regions are defined in Fig. S8 (right). “High latitudes”
refer to the respective hemispheric winter only.

S4.2.2 Impact of convolution kernel
Figures S13 and 14 display the TR resulting from STREAM for the convolution kernels Gpol and Geq applied globally,
respectively, for OMI in 2005.
The respective regional statistics of T ∗ are shown in Fig. S15.
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Fig. S 13. OMI tropospheric residues T ∗ based on STREAM for January (left) and July (right) 2005 for the first day of the month (top) and
the monthly mean (bottom) resulting from weighted convolution using Gpol .
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Wide CK Geq
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Fig. S 14. OMI tropospheric residues T based on STREAM for January (left) and July (right) 2005 for the first day of the month (top) and
the monthly mean (bottom) resulting from weighted convolution using Geq .
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Fig. S 15. Regional statistics of tropospheric residues T ∗ from STREAM for different settings of the CK G (compare sect. 2.3). Conventions
as in Fig. S12.
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S4.2.3 Impact of latitude correction
Figure S16 displays the TR resulting from STREAM if the a-priori correction of latitudinal dependency before weighted
convolution is switched off for OMI in 2005.
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Fig. S 16. OMI tropospheric residues T based on STREAM for January (left) and July (right) 2005 for the first day of the month (top) and
the monthly mean (bottom) for latitude correction switched off.

S4.2.4 Impact of the number of considered orbits
Figure S17 summarizes the statistics of TR for variations of the number of orbits included for the stratospheric estimate.
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Fig. S 17. Regional statistics of OMI tropospheric residues T ∗ from STREAM for different number of orbits considered in weighted convolution for January (top) and July (bottom) 2005. Conventions as in Fig. S12.
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S4.2.5 Impact of tropospheric residue weight
Figure S18 summarizes the statistics of TR for variations of the number of iterations with wTR .
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Fig. S 18. Regional statistics of OMI tropospheric residues T ∗ from STREAM for different settings for wTR for January (top) and July
(bottom) 2005. Conventions as in Fig. S12.

S4.2.6 Impact of pollution weight
Figure S19 summarizes the statistics of TR for variations of the pollution weight wpol .
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Fig. S 19. Regional statistics of OMI tropospheric residues T ∗ from STREAM for different settings for wpol for January (top) and July
(bottom) 2005. Conventions as in Fig. S12.
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S4.3 Performance for synthetic data
Figure S20 displays the expected error of T ∗ , i.e. the difference of estimated and “true” a priori TR, based on synthetic total
columns for OMI in 2005.
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Fig. S 20. Expected error of T ∗ from STREAM based on synthetic total columns in January (left) and July (right) 2005 for the first day of
the month (top) and the monthly mean (bottom).

S5 Discussion
S5.1 OMI
S5.1.1 Comparison to DOMINO
Figure S21 displays the TR resulting from data assimilation as provided in DOMINO for OMI in 2005.
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Fig. S 21. OMI tropospheric residues T ∗ from DOMINO for January (left) and July (right) 2005 for the first day of the month (top) and the
monthly mean (bottom).
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S5.1.2 Comparison to NASA
Figure S22 displays the TR resulting from NASA v3 for OMI in 2005.
Figure S23 provides additional case studies of features of the NASA stratospheric estimate (see main text for discussion).
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Fig. S 22. OMI tropospheric residues T ∗ from NASA for January (left) and July (right) 2005 for the first day of the month (top) and the
monthly mean (bottom).
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S5.1.3 Comparison to STS EMAC
Figure S24 displays the TR resulting from STSEMAC for OMI in 2005.
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Fig. S 24. OMI tropospheric residues T ∗ from STSEMAC for January (left) and July (right) 2005 for the first day of the month (top) and the
monthly mean (bottom).

S5.1.4 OMI after row anomaly
Figure S25 displays the TR resulting from STREAM for OMI in 2010, analogue to Fig. 5. Due to the row anomaly, gaps occur
in the daily maps. Regional statistics, however, are quite similar to those in 2005 (compare Fig. S26 and Fig. 8).
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Fig. S 25. OMI tropospheric residues T ∗ based on STREAM for January (left) and July (right) 2010 for the first day of the month (top) and
the monthly mean (bottom).
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Fig. S 26. Statistics of OMI tropospheric residues T ∗ from different algorithms for different regions of the globe for January (top) and July
(bottom) 2010. Conventions as in Fig. S12.

S5.2 GOME-2
Figure S27 displays the TR resulting from STREAM for GOME-2 in 2010. On 1 July 2010, measurements are performed in
narrow swath mode.
Figure S28 shows the artefacts in total and stratospheric VCD caused by a solar eclipse on 15 January 2010. This event was
removed from the monthly mean.
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Fig. S 27. GOME-2 tropospheric residues T based on STREAM for January (left) and July (right) 2010 for the first day of the month (top)
and the monthly mean (bottom).
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Fig. S 28. GOME-2 total VCD (left) and tropospheric residues T ∗ (right) on 15 January 2010. Negative VCDs are observed East from Africa
caused by poor fit performance due to a solar eclipse. Thus, T ∗ shows large artificial patterns.

S5.2.1 Comparison to NRT
Figure S29 displays the TR resulting from STREAM in NRT mode for GOME-2 in 2010.
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Fig. S 29. GOME-2 tropospheric residues T ∗ based on STREAM in NRT mode for January (left) and July (right) 2010 for the first day of
the month (top) and the monthly mean (bottom).
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S5.2.2 Comparison to GDP 4.7
Figure S30 displays the TR resulting from GDP 4.7 for GOME-2 in 2010.
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Fig. S 30. GOME-2 tropospheric residues T as provided by GDP 4.7 for January (left) and July (right) 2010 for the first day of the month
(top) and the monthly mean (bottom).

S5.3 SCIAMACHY
Figure S31 displays the TR resulting from STREAM for SCIAMACHY in 2010.
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Fig. S 31. SCIAMACHY tropospheric residues T ∗ based on STREAM for January (left) and July (right) 2010 for the first day of the month
(top) and the monthly mean (bottom).
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S5.3.1 Comparison to LNM
Figure S32 displays the TR resulting from LNM for SCIAMACHY in 2010.
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Fig. S 32. SCIAMACHY tropospheric residues T ∗ based on LNM for January (left) and July (right) 2010 for the first day of the month (top)
and the monthly mean (bottom).

Figure S33 displays the mean total VCD V ∗ over the Pacific as function of latitude, separately for low and high cloud
weight. On the summer hemisphere, V ∗ is lower over clouded pixels, as expected, as the tropospheric background is shielded.
This is however not observed in the winter hemisphere, where clouded and cloud free pixels show no difference in V ∗ , for
reasons not yet fully understood. This difference in latitudinal dependency of V ∗ for clouded vs. cloud free pixels causes the
latitudinal dependent biases in the comparison to LNM (Fig. 15).
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Fig. S 33. Mean V ∗ over the Pacific as function of latitude, separately for low and high cloud weight, for SCIAMACHY measurements on 1
January (left) and 1 July (right) 2010.
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Abstract. An improved algorithm for the retrieval of total
and tropospheric nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) columns from the
Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment-2 (GOME-2) is presented. The refined retrieval will be implemented in a future
version of the GOME Data Processor (GDP) as used by the
EUMETSAT Satellite Application Facility on Atmospheric
Composition and UV Radiation (AC-SAF). The first main
improvement is the application of an extended 425–497 nm
wavelength fitting window in the differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) retrieval of the NO2 slant column
density, based on which initial total NO2 columns are computed using stratospheric air mass factors (AMFs). Updated
absorption cross sections and a linear offset correction are
used for the large fitting window. An improved slit function
treatment is applied to compensate for both long-term and inorbit drift of the GOME-2 slit function. Compared to the current operational (GDP 4.8) dataset, the use of these new features increases the NO2 columns by ∼ 1–3 × 1014 molec cm2
and reduces the slant column error by ∼ 24 %. In addition,
the bias between GOME-2A and GOME-2B measurements
is largely reduced by adopting a new level 1b data version in
the DOAS retrieval. The retrieved NO2 slant columns show
good consistency with the Quality Assurance for Essential
Climate Variables (QA4ECV) retrieval with a good overall quality. Second, the STRatospheric Estimation Algorithm
from Mainz (STREAM), which was originally developed for
the TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI) in-

strument, was optimised for GOME-2 measurements to determine the stratospheric NO2 column density. Applied to
synthetic GOME-2 data, the estimated stratospheric NO2
columns from STREAM shows good agreement with the a
priori truth. An improved latitudinal correction is introduced
in STREAM to reduce the biases over the subtropics. Applied to GOME-2 measurements, STREAM largely reduces
the overestimation of stratospheric NO2 columns over polluted regions in the GDP 4.8 dataset. Third, the calculation of AMF applies an updated box-air-mass factor (boxAMF) look-up table (LUT) calculated using the latest version 2.7 of the Vector-LInearized Discrete Ordinate Radiative Transfer (VLIDORT) model with an increased number
of reference points and vertical layers, a new GOME-2 surface albedo climatology, and improved a priori NO2 profiles
obtained from the TM5-MP chemistry transport model. A
large effect (mainly enhancement in summer and reduction
in winter) on the retrieved tropospheric NO2 columns by
more than 10 % is found over polluted regions. To evaluate
the GOME-2 tropospheric NO2 columns, an end-to-end validation is performed using ground-based multiple-axis DOAS
(MAXDOAS) measurements. The validation is illustrated for
six stations covering urban, suburban, and background situations. Compared to the GDP 4.8 product, the new dataset
presents improved agreement with the MAXDOAS measurements for all the stations.

Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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Introduction

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) is an important trace gas in the
Earth’s atmosphere. In the stratosphere, NO2 is strongly related to halogen compound reactions and ozone destruction (Solomon, 1999). In the troposphere, nitrogen oxides
(NOx = NO2 + NO) serve as a precursor of zone in the presence of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and of secondary aerosol through gas-to-particle conversion (Seinfeld
et al., 1998). As a prominent air pollutant affecting human
health and ecosystems, large amounts of NO2 are produced
in the boundary layer by industrial processes, power generation, transportation, and biomass burning over polluted hot
spots. For instance, a strong growth of NO2 during the past
2 decades has caused severe air pollution problems for China,
with the largest NO2 columns in 2011; since then, cleaner
techniques and stricter controlling have been applied to reduce the NO2 pollution (Richter et al., 2005; van der A et al.,
2017; Liu et al., 2017). An increase in NO2 concentrations
due to economic growth is also found over India, with a peak
in 2012 (Hilboll et al., 2017). Despite the decrease in NOx
emissions in Europe, around half of European Union member states still exceed the air quality standards, mainly caused
by diesel car emissions (European Commission, 2017).
NO2 column measurements have been provided by satellite instruments, e.g. Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment
(GOME) (Burrows et al., 1999), SCanning Imaging Absorption SpectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartographY (SCIAMACHY) (Bovensmann et al., 1999), Ozone Monitoring
Instrument (OMI) (Levelt et al., 2006), and Global Ozone
Monitoring Experiment-2 (GOME-2) (Callies et al., 2000;
Munro et al., 2016). NO2 observations will be continued by
the new generation instruments with high spatial resolution
such as TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI)
(launched in October 2017; Veefkind et al., 2012) and by
geostationary missions such as Sentinel-4 (Ingmann et al.,
2012). The GOME-2 instrument, which is the main focus of
this study, is included on a series of MetOp satellites as part
of the EUMETSAT Polar System (EPS). The first GOME-2
was launched in October 2006 aboard the MetOp-A satellite, and a second GOME-2 was launched in September 2012
aboard MetOp-B. The consistent long-term dataset will be
further extended by the third GOME-2 on the upcoming
MetOp-C platform (to be launched in September 2018). NO2
measurements from GOME-2 have been widely used to characterise the distribution, evolution, or transport of NO2 (e.g.
Hilboll et al., 2013, 2017; Zien et al., 2014), to estimate the
NOx emission (e.g. Gu et al., 2014; Miyazaki et al., 2017;
Ding et al., 2017), and to interpret VOC levels, ozone variation, or anthropogenic aerosol loading (e.g. Vrekoussis et al.,
2010; Safieddine et al., 2013; Penning de Vries et al., 2015).
The GOME-2 total and tropospheric NO2 products are
generated using the GOME Data Processor (GDP) algorithm
at the German Aerospace Center (DLR). The retrieval algorithm has been first described by Valks et al. (2011) as impleAtmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 1029–1057, 2019

mented in the GDP version 4.4 and was later updated to the
current operational version 4.8 (Valks et al., 2017). The NO2
retrieval for GOME-2 follows a classical three-step scheme.
First, the total NO2 slant columns (namely the concentration integrated along the effective light path from the sun
through the atmosphere to the instrument) are derived using the differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS)
method (Platt and Stutz, 2008). The DOAS technique is a
least-squares method fitting the molecular absorption cross
sections to the measured GOME-2 sun-normalised radiances
provided by the EUMETSAT’s processing facility. The fit is
applied on the data within a fitting window optimised for
NO2 . As analysed by Richter et al. (2011) and in the Quality
Assurance for Essential Climate Variables (QA4ECV; http:
//www.qa4ecv.eu) project, extension of the fitting window
for GOME-2 increases the signal-to-noise ratio and hence
improves the NO2 slant column error. The total NO2 slant
columns depend on the viewing geometry and also on parameters such as surface albedo and the presence of clouds
and aerosol loads. They are therefore converted to initial total NO2 vertical columns through division by a stratospheric
air mass factor.
Second, the stratospheric contribution is estimated and
separated from the NO2 slant columns (referred to as
“stratosphere–troposphere separation”). The GDP 4.8 algorithm applies a modified reference sector method, which
uses measurements over clean regions to estimate the stratospheric NO2 columns based on the assumptions of longitudinally invariable stratospheric NO2 layers and of negligible tropospheric NO2 abundance over the clean areas. The
modified reference sector method defines a global pollution
mask to remove potentially polluted regions and applies an
interpolation over the unmasked areas to derive the stratospheric NO2 columns. As a result of using a fixed pollution mask, the modified reference sector method in GDP 4.8
has larger uncertainties over polluted areas, because limited
amount of information over continents is used. To overcome
the shortcomings, the STRatospheric Estimation Algorithm
from Mainz (STREAM) method (Beirle et al., 2016) has
been developed for the TROPOMI instrument and was also
successfully applied on GOME, SCIAMACHY, OMI, and
GOME-2 measurements. Also belonging to the modified reference sector method, STREAM defines not a fixed pollution
mask but rather weighting factors for each observation to determine its contribution to the stratospheric estimation.
Third, the tropospheric NO2 vertical columns are calculated from the tropospheric slant columns by an air mass
factor (AMF) calculation, which contributes the largest uncertainty to the NO2 retrieval, particularly over polluted regions (Boersma et al., 2004). The AMFs are determined with
a radiative transfer model (RTM) and stored in a look-up table (LUT) requiring ancillary information such as surface
albedo, vertical shape of the a priori NO2 profile, clouds,
and aerosols. Improvements in the RTM and LUT interpolation scheme, the ancillary parameters, and the cloud and
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/1029/2019/
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aerosol correction approach have been reported for the OMI
instrument (e.g. Boersma et al., 2011; Lorente et al., 2017;
Vasilkov et al., 2017; Krotkov et al., 2017; Veefkind et al.,
2016; Lin et al., 2014; Castellanos et al., 2015; Laughner
et al., 2018), which in principle are beneficial for similar
satellite instruments like GOME-2.
In this paper, a new algorithm to retrieve the total and tropospheric NO2 for the GOME-2 instruments is described,
which includes improvements in each of the three algorithm steps introduced above. The improved algorithm will
be implemented in the next version of GDP (referred to as
GDP 4.9 hereafter). We briefly introduce the GOME-2 instrument (Sect. 2) and the current operational (GDP 4.8) total and tropospheric NO2 retrieval algorithm (Sect. 3). We
present the improvements to the DOAS slant column retrieval
(Sect. 4), the stratosphere–troposphere separation (Sect. 5),
and the AMF calculation (Sect. 6). Finally, we show an
end-to-end validation of the tropospheric NO2 dataset using
ground-based multiple-axis DOAS (MAXDOAS) datasets
with different pollution conditions (Sect. 7).
2

Instrument and measurements

GOME-2 is a nadir-scanning UV–VIS spectrometer aboard
the MetOp-A and MetOp-B satellites (referred to as GOME2A and GOME-2B throughout this study) with a satellite
repeating cycle of 29 days and an equator crossing time of
19:30 local time (LT) (descending node). The GOME-2 instrument measures the Earth’s backscattered radiance and extraterrestrial solar irradiance in the spectral range between
240 and 790 nm. The morning measurements from GOME2 provide a better understanding of the diurnal variations
of the NO2 columns in combination with afternoon observations from for example the OMI, and TROPOMI instruments (13:30 LT). The default swath width of GOME-2 is
1920 km, enabling a global coverage in ∼ 1.5 days. The default ground pixel size is 80 km ×40 km in the forward scan,
which remains almost constant over the full swath width. In a
tandem operation of MetOp-A and MetOp-B from July 2013
onwards, a decreased swath of 960 km and an increased spatial resolution of 40 km ×40 km are employed by GOME2A. See Munro et al. (2016) for more details on instrument
design and performance.
The operational GOME-2 NO2 product is provided by
DLR in the framework of EUMETSAT’s Satellite Application Facility on Atmospheric Composition Monitoring (ACSAF). The product processing chain starts with the level 0
to 1b processing within the core ground segment at EUMETSAT in Darmstadt (Germany), where the raw instrument (level 0) data are converted into geolocated and calibrated (level 1b) (ir)radiances by the GOME-2 Product Processing Facility (PPF). The level 1b (ir)radiances are disseminated through the EUMETCast system to the AC-SAF processing facility at DLR in Oberpfaffenhofen (Germany) and
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/1029/2019/
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further processed using the Universal Processor for UV/VIS
Atmospheric Spectrometers (UPAS) system. Broadcasted via
EUMETCast, WMO GTS, and the Internet, the resulting
level 2 near-real-time total column products including NO2
columns can be received by user communities 2 h after sensing. Offline and reprocessed GOME-2 level 2 and consolidated products are also provided within 1 day by DLR, which
can be ordered via FTP server and the EUMETSAT Data
Centre (https://acsaf.org/, last access: 1 February 2019).
3

Total and tropospheric NO2 retrieval for GDP 4.8

The first main step of the retrieval algorithm is the DOAS
technique, which is applied to determine the total NO2 slant
columns from the (ir)radiance spectra measured by the instrument. Based on the Beer–Lambert law, the DOAS fit
is a least-squares inversion to isolate the trace gas absorption from the background processes, e.g. extinction resulting from scattering on molecules and aerosols, with a background polynomial P (λ) at wavelength λ:


X
I (λ) + offset(λ)
= − Sg σg (λ) − αR R(λ) − P (λ). (1)
ln
0
I (λ)
g
The measurement-based term is defined as the natural logarithm of the measured earthshine radiance spectrum I (λ)
divided by the daily solar irradiance spectrum I 0 (λ). The intensity offset correction offset(λ), which describes the additional contributions such as stray light in the spectrometer to the measured intensity, is modelled using a zero-order
polynomial with the polynomial coefficient as the fitting parameter. The spectral effect from the absorption of species g
is determined by the fitted slant column density Sg and associated absorption cross section σg (λ). An additional term
with the Ring scaling factor αR and the Ring reference spectrum R(λ) describes the filling-in effect of Fraunhofer lines
by rotational Raman scattering (the so-called Ring effect).
The GDP 4.8 algorithm adopts a wavelength range of 425–
450 nm to ensure prominent NO2 absorption structures and
controllable interferences from other absorbing species, e.g.
water vapour (H2 Ovap ), ozone (O3 ), and oxygen dimer (O4 ).
Table 1 gives an overview of the DOAS settings for the current operational GDP 4.8 algorithm, the improved version
4.9 algorithm (see Sect. 4), and the algorithm used in the
QA4ECV product (see Sect. 4.5).
The second component in the retrieval is the calculation
of initial total vertical column densities Vinit using a stratospheric AMF (Mstrat ) conversion:
Vinit =

S
.
Mstrat

(2)

Given the small optical thickness of NO2 , Mstrat can be determined as
P
ml (b)xl cl
Mstrat = l P
,
(3)
l xl
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Table 1. Main settings of GOME-2 DOAS retrieval of NO2 slant columns discussed in this study.
GDP 4.8,
Valks et al. (2011, 2017)

GDP 4.9
(this work)

QA4ECV, Müller et al. (2016);
Boersma et al. (2018)

Wavelength range
Cross sections

425–450 nm
NO2 240 K, H2 Ovap ,
O3 , O4 , Ring

405–465 nm
NO2 220 K, H2 Ovap , O3 , O4 ,
Ring, H2 Oliq

Polynomial degree
Intensity offset
Slit function

3
Constant
Preflight

425–497 nm
NO2 220 K, H2 Ovap , O3 ,
O4 , Ring, H2 Oliq , Eta,
Zeta, resolution correction
5
Linear
Stretched preflight

with ml the box-air-mass factors (box-AMFs) in layer l, xl
the altitude-dependent sub-columns from a stratospheric a
priori NO2 profiles climatology (Lambert et al., 1999), and
cl a correction coefficient to account for the temperature dependency of NO2 cross section (Boersma et al., 2004; Nüß
et al., 2006). The calculation of Vinit assumes negligible tropospheric NO2 and hence uses only the stratospheric a priori NO2 profiles to derive AMF. The box-AMFs ml are derived using the multilayered multiple scattering LInearized
Discrete Ordinate Radiative Transfer (LIDORT) RTM (Spurr
et al., 2001) and stored in a LUT as a function of various model inputs b, including GOME-2 viewing geometry,
surface pressure, and surface albedo. The surface albedo is
described by the Lambertian equivalent reflectivity (LER).
The surface LER climatology used in the GDP 4.8 algorithm is derived from combined TOMS–GOME measurements (Boersma et al., 2004) for the years 1979–1993 with a
spatial resolution of 1.25◦ long. × 1.0◦ lat.
In the presence of clouds, the calculation of Mstrat adopts
the independent pixel approximation based on GOME-2
cloud parameters:
cloud
clear
Mstrat = ωMstrat
+ (1 − ω)Mstrat
,

(4)

cloud the cloudywith ω being the cloud radiance fraction, Mstrat
clear
sky stratospheric AMF, and Mstrat the clear-sky stratospheric
cloud and M clear are derived with Eq. (3) with M cloud
AMF. Mstrat
strat
strat
mainly relying on the cloud pressure and the cloud albedo.
The ω value is derived from the cloud fraction cf :

ω=

cf I cloud
,
(1 − cf )I clear + cf I cloud

(5)

where I cloud is the radiance for a cloudy scene and I clear
for a clear scene. I cloud and I clear are calculated using LIDORT, depending mostly on the GOME-2 viewing geometry, surface albedo, and cloud albedo. From GOME-2, cf is
determined with the Optical Cloud Recognition Algorithm
(OCRA) by separating a spectral scene into cloudy contribution and cloud-free background, and the cloud pressure and
the cloud albedo are derived using the Retrieval Of Cloud Information using Neural Networks (ROCINN) algorithm by
comparing simulated and measured radiance in and near the
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 1029–1057, 2019

5
Constant
Preflight

O2 A band (Loyola et al., 2007, 2011). Applied in the NO2
retrieval in GDP 4.8, the latest version 3.0 of the OCRA (Lutz
et al., 2016) applies a degradation correction on the GOME2 level 1 measurements as well as corrections for viewing
angle and latitudinal dependencies. A new cloud-free background is constructed from 6 years of GOME-2A measurements from the years 2008–2013. The updated OCRA also
includes an improved detection and removal of sun glint that
affects most of the GOME-2 orbits. Version 3.0 of ROCINN
(Loyola et al., 2018) applies a forward RTM calculation using updated surface albedo climatology and spectroscopic
data as well as a new inversion scheme based on Tikhonov
regularisation (Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977; Doicu et al.,
2010). The computation time of ROCINN is optimised with
a smart sampling method (Loyola et al., 2016).
The next retrieval step is the separation of stratospheric
and tropospheric components from the initial vertical total columns, namely the stratosphere–troposphere separation.
Since no direct stratospheric measurements are available for
GOME-2, a spatial filtering algorithm is applied to estimate
the stratospheric NO2 columns in GDP 4.8. The spatial filtering algorithm belongs to the modified reference sector
method, which uses total NO2 columns over clean regions
to approximate the stratospheric NO2 columns based on the
assumption of longitudinally invariable stratospheric NO2
layers and of negligible tropospheric NO2 abundance over
the clean areas. The spatial filtering algorithm uses a pollution mask to filter the potentially polluted areas (tropospheric NO2 columns larger than 1 × 1015 molec cm2 ), followed by a low-pass filtering (with a zonal 30◦ boxcar filter) on the initial total columns of the unmasked areas, and
afterwards a removal of a tropospheric background NO2
(1×1014 molec cm2 ) from the derived stratospheric columns.
Finally, the tropospheric NO2 columns Vtrop can be computed as
Vtrop =

Mstrat
×T,
Mtrop

(6)

where Mstrat is the stratospheric AMF in Eq. (3), Mtrop is the
tropospheric AMF, and T is the tropospheric residues (T =
Vinit − Vstrat ). Mtrop is determined using Eqs. (3) and (4) with
tropospheric a priori NO2 profiles. The calculation of Mtrop
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/1029/2019/
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relies on the same model parameters as of Mstrat , but the dependency on the parameters like surface albedo and cloud
properties as well as on the a priori NO2 profiles is much
stronger. The GDP 4.8 adopts the tropospheric a priori NO2
profiles from a run of the global chemistry transport model
MOZART version 2 (Horowitz et al., 2003) with anthropogenic emissions from the EDGAR2.0 inventory (Olivier
et al., 1996) for the early 1990s. The monthly average vertical profiles are calculated from MOZART-2 data from the
year 1997 for the overpass time of GOME-2 (09:30 LT) with
a resolution of 1.875◦ long × 1.875◦ lat.
4

Improved DOAS slant column retrieval

A larger 425–497 nm wavelength fitting window for the
DOAS method (Richter et al., 2011) is implemented in the
GDP 4.9 to retrieve the NO2 slant columns, which improves
the signal-to-noise ratio by including more NO2 absorption
structures. Compared to the extended 405–465 nm range, as
employed by the QA4ECV GOME-2 NO2 product and used
in the NO2 retrieval for OMI instrument (Boersma et al.,
2002; van Geffen et al., 2015), the 425–497 nm fitting window has stronger sensitivity to NO2 columns in the boundary layer because the importance of scattering decreases with
wavelength (Richter and verification team, 2015). In this
study, the slant columns are derived using QDOAS software developed at the Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy
(BIRA-IASB) (Danckaert et al., 2015)1 . Table 1 summarises
the new settings of the GDP 4.9 algorithm.
4.1

Absorption cross sections

In the fitting window optimised for NO2 retrieval, the DOAS
fit includes species with strong and unique absorption structures and describes their spectral effect using absorption
cross sections from literature. In our GDP 4.9 algorithm, the
absorption cross sections of NO2 , H2 Ovap , O3 , and O4 are
updated mainly with newly released datasets as
– NO2 absorption at 220 K from Vandaele et al. (2002);
– O3 absorption at 228 K from Brion et al. (1998);
– H2 Ovap absorption at 293 K from HITEMP (Rothman
et al., 2010), rescaled as in Lampel et al. (2015);
– O4 absorption at 293 K from Thalman and Volkamer
(2013).
In addition, to compensate for the larger spectral interference from liquid water (H2 Oliq ), a H2 Oliq absorption
(Pope and Fry, 1997) is included to reduce systematic errors above ocean for the wider wavelength range. Two additional GOME-2 polarisation key data (EUMETSAT, 2009)
1 Note that the derived slant columns are scaled by geometric
AMFs to correct for the angular dependencies of GOME-2 measurements in this section.
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are included to correct for remaining polarisation correction
problems, particularly for GOME-2B:
– H2 Oliq absorption at 297 K from Pope and Fry (1997),
smoothed as in Peters et al. (2014);
– Eta and Zeta from GOME-2 calibration key data (EUMETSAT, 2009).
It is worth noting that our improved DOAS retrieval in the
GDP 4.9 adopts a decreased temperature of NO2 cross section (220 instead of 240 K in GDP 4.8; Valks et al., 2017)
for a consistency with other NO2 retrievals from GOME-2,
OMI, and TROPOMI (Müller et al., 2016; Boersma et al.,
2002; van Geffen et al., 2015, 2016), with a minor effect on
the fit quality (∼ 0.02 %) from the two temperatures. Changing the temperature of the NO2 cross section from 240 to
220 K reduces the NO2 slant columns by ∼ 6 %–9 %, but this
temperature dependency is corrected in the AMF and vertical
column calculation (see Eq. 3).
The spectral signature of sand absorption has been investigated by Richter et al. (2011) for GOME-2 data, but it is not
applied here because of the potential interference with the
broadband liquid water structure (Peters et al., 2014), which
might lead to non-physical results over the ocean.
4.2

Intensity offset correction

Besides the radiances backscattered by the Earth’s atmosphere, a number of both natural (i.e. the Ring effect) and
instrumental (e.g. stray light in the spectrometer and change
of detector’s dark current) sources contribute to an additional
“offset” to the scattering intensity. To correct for this drift, an
intensity offset correction with a linear wavelength dependency (i.e. polynomial degree of 1) is applied for the large
fitting window in this study. Figure 1 illustrates the effect of
using a linear intensity offset correction for the large fitting
window on 3 March 2008. The use of a linear offset correction increases the NO2 columns by up to 3 × 1014 molec cm2
(17 %) and decreases the fitting residues (retrieval root mean
square, rms) by up to 30 %. Larger differences are found at
the eastern scans (eastern part of GOME-2 swath), possibly suggesting instrumental issues specific to GOME-2. For
the retrieval rms, stronger improvements are mainly located
above ocean, arguably from the compensation of inelastic vibrational Raman scattering in water bodies (Vountas et al.,
2003).
The intensity offset can also be fitted using only the constant term, as employed by the GDP 4.8 algorithm (with 425–
450 nm wavelength window) and as recommended by the
QA4ECV algorithm (with 405–465 nm). Compared to the
use of the linear intensity offset correction, the application
of a constant term on our retrieval shows a decrease in the
NO2 columns by up to 3.5 × 1014 molec cm2 (17 %) and an
increase in the retrieval rms by up to 14 %, which implies the
necessity of using a linear intensity offset correction for the
large 425–497 nm wavelength range.
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 1029–1057, 2019
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Figure 1. Difference in NO2 columns (slant columns scaled by geometric AMFs) (a) and retrieval rms (b) estimated with and without a
linear intensity offset correction for GOME-2A on 3 March 2008.

4.3

GOME-2 slit function treatment

An accurate treatment of the instrumental slit function is essential for the wavelength calibration and the convolution of
high-resolution laboratory cross sections. In spite of a generally good spectral stability of GOME-2 in orbit, the width
of GOME-2 slit function has been changing on both long
and short timescales (Munro et al., 2016), which needs to
be accounted for in the DOAS analysis. In this study, an
improved treatment of GOME-2 slit function in the DOAS
fit is achieved by calculating effective slit functions from
GOME-2 irradiance measurements to correct for the longterm variations (see Sect. 4.3.1) and by including an additional cross section in the DOAS fit to correct for the shortterm variations (see Sect. 4.3.2).
4.3.1

Long-term variations

To analyse the long-term variations of the GOME-2 instrumental slit function and the impact on our retrieval, effective slit functions are derived by convolving a high-resolution
reference solar spectrum (Chance and Kurucz, 2010) with a
stretched preflight GOME-2 slit function and aligning to the
GOME-2 daily irradiance measurements with stretch factors
as fit parameters. The effective slit functions are calculated
in 13 sub-windows covering the full fitting window (425–
497 nm). Figure 2 displays the long-term evolution of the fitted GOME-2 slit function width (full width at half maximum,
FWHM) calculated from the stretch factors. The GOME2 slit function has narrowed after the launch by ∼ 5 % for
GOME-2A and ∼ 3.5 % for GOME-2B at 451 nm, in agreement with Dikty et al. (2011), Azam et al. (2015), and Munro
et al. (2016). For GOME-2A, visible discontinuities of the
slit function width are related to the in-orbit instrument operations, including an apparent anomaly in September 2009
when a major throughput test was performed (EUMETSAT,
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 1029–1057, 2019

2012). After the throughput test, the narrowing of the slit
function slowed down. For GOME-2B, stronger seasonal
fluctuations of the FWHM are found. The seasonal and longterm variations in the GOME-2 slit function are caused by
changing temperatures of the optical bench due to the seasonal variation in solar heating and the lack of thermal stability of the optical bench, respectively (Munro et al., 2016). Although the variations are only a few percent, the effect on the
DOAS retrieval is significant. Compared to the application
of the preflight slit function, the use of a stretched slit function improves the calibration residuals by ∼ 40 % for both
GOME-2A and GOME-2B (not shown).
In previous studies, slit functions have also been fitted using various Gaussian shapes. For instance, De Smedt et al.
(2012) have derived effective GOME-2 slit functions for
formaldehyde retrieval using an asymmetric Gaussian with
its width and shape as fit parameters. For NO2 retrieval, the
use of effective slit functions with an asymmetric Gaussian
leads to similar results as using a preflight slit function. In
addition, Beirle et al. (2017) have proposed a slit function
parameterisation using a super Gaussian, which is proved
to quickly and robustly describe the slit function changes
for satellite instrument OMI or TROPOMI. In the case of
GOME-2, the super Gaussian obtains nearly identical results
as the asymmetric Gaussian and is therefore not applied in
here.
4.3.2 In-orbit variations
To correct for the in-orbit variations of GOME-2 slit function, a “resolution correction function” (Azam et al., 2015) is
included as an additional cross section in the DOAS fit (see
Table 1). The cross section is derived by dividing a highresolution solar spectrum (Chance and Kurucz, 2010) convolved with a stretched preflight GOME-2 slit function (see
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/1029/2019/
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Figure 2. Temporal evolution of the fitted slit function FWHM for GOME-2A (a, January 2007–December 2016) and GOME-2B (b, December 2012–December 2016.)

Sect. 4.3.1) by itself but convolved with a slightly modified
slit function. Figure 3 shows an example of the fit coefficients and the influence on our DOAS retrieval on 1 February 2013. As shown in the left panel, the slit function width
increases along the orbit by ∼ 2 × 10−3 nm (∼ 0.4 %) for
GOME-2A (see Beirle et al., 2017, Fig. 8 therein) and ∼
5.2 × 10−3 nm (∼ 1 %) for GOME-2B (a fit coefficient of
1×10−2 corresponds to a change in the slit function width of
∼ 2.8 × 10−3 nm). This in-orbit broadening of the slit function is caused by the increasing temperature of the instrument
along the orbit. Taking into account the in-orbit broadening
in the DOAS fit decreases the retrieval rms by up to 5 % for
GOME-2A and up to 12 % for GOME-2B in Fig. 3b.
4.4

GOME-2 level 1b data

As described in Sect. 2, the level 0 to 1b processing by
the PPF at EUMETSAT calculates the geolocation and calibration parameters and produces the calibrated level 1b
(ir)radiances. Due to the incomplete removal of Xe-line contamination in the GOME-2B calibration key data (calibration
key data are taken during the on-ground campaign and required as an input to the level 0 to 1b processing), artefacts at
wavelengths larger than 460 nm have been reported by Azam
et al. (2015) for GOME-2B irradiances. Mainly focusing on
the cleaning of contamination in the GOME-2B calibration
key data, a new 6.1 version of the GOME-2 level 0 to 1b processor has been activated from 25 June 2015 onwards (EUMETSAT, 2015). To study the impact of the new level 1b
data on our GDP 4.9 algorithm using the 425–497 nm fitting
window, the retrieval is analysed using both the new 6.1 version (testing dataset provided by EUMETSAT for March
2015) and the previous version 6.0 data for the same period.
Figure 4 presents a comparison of the retrieved NO2 columns
over the Pacific for GOME-2A and GOME-2B. The application of the version 6.1 level 1b data slightly reduces the
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/1029/2019/

NO2 columns by ∼ 1–1.5 × 1014 molec cm2 (∼ 6 %–11 %)
for GOME-2A. A larger effect is observed for GOME-2B
with a decrease of NO2 columns by ∼ 3–4 × 1014 molec cm2
(∼ 15 %–23 %) and a reduction of rms error by ∼ 27 %–
33 % (not shown). The stronger decrease of GOME-2B NO2
columns leads to a better consistency between the datasets
from GOME-2A and GOME-2B with an overall bias reduced
from ∼ 3 × 1014 molec cm2 to ∼ 1 × 1014 molec cm2 .
4.5

Comparison to QA4ECV data

The quality of the GDP 4.9 retrieval is evaluated using the
GOME-2 NO2 dataset from QA4ECV, which is a project
aiming at quality-assured satellite products using a retrieval
algorithm harmonised for GOME, SCIAMACHY, OMI and
GOME-2. The GOME-2A NO2 columns from QA4ECV
(version 1.1) for the years 2007–2015 have shown an improved quality over previous datasets (Zara et al., 2018).
Table 1 gives an overview of the DOAS settings used in
the QA4ECV project. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the
NO2 columns over the Pacific from the GDP 4.8 algorithm,
the GDP 4.9 algorithm, and the QA4ECV data for February 2007. For comparison, only ground pixels with a solar
zenith angle smaller than 80◦ are considered. The GDP 4.8
dataset has been adjusted using a 220 K (Vandaele et al.,
2002) NO2 cross section to remove the influence of temperature dependency of the NO2 cross section (see discussion in Sect. 4.1). Compared to the GDP 4.8 dataset, the
improved DOAS retrieval in GDP 4.9 increases the NO2
columns by ∼ 1–3×1014 molec cm2 (up to 27 %). Compared
to the QA4ECV product, a good overall consistency is found
with the GDP 4.9 dataset at all latitudes considering the different DOAS settings such as fitting window, offset correction, and slit function characterisation.
Figure 6 presents the time series of calculated slant column
errors from the three datasets, following a statistical method
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 1029–1057, 2019
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Figure 3. Changes of GOME-2 slit function width along orbit 32 636 on 1 February 2013 (a) and the impact on the retrieval rms error (b).
Red lines provide the boxcar average for GOME-2A (dotted) and GOME-2B (solid). A fit coefficient of 1 × 10−2 corresponds to a change
in the slit function width of ∼ 2.8 × 10−3 nm (a).

Figure 4. Monthly zonal average NO2 columns (slant columns
scaled by geometric AMFs) for GOME-2A (green) and GOME-2B
(brown) using the new PPF 6.1 (dotted) and PPF 6.0 (solid) data in
March 2015 over the Pacific (160–180◦ E).

to analyse the NO2 slant column uncertainty for GOME-2
(Valks et al., 2011, Sect. 6.1 therein). The slant column errors, calculated as variations of NO2 measurements within
small boxes (2◦ × 2◦ ) over the tropical Pacific (20◦ S–20◦ N,
160–180◦ E), increase for all the three datasets as a result
of instrument degradation (Dikty et al., 2011; Munro et al.,
2016) until the major throughput test in September 2009 (see
Sect. 4.3.1) and stabilise afterwards. Mainly driven by the
use of a wider fitting window with stronger absorptions, the
smallest slant column errors are found by the GDP 4.9 algorithm, e.g. 23.8 % smaller than from the GDP 4.8 and 13.5 %
smaller than from the QA4ECV dataset in February 2007,
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 1029–1057, 2019

Figure 5. Comparisons of monthly zonal average NO2 columns
(slant columns scaled by geometric AMFs) from the operational
GDP 4.8 product (but retrieved using a 220 K NO2 cross section
from Vandaele et al., 2002) (brown), the improved GDP 4.9 algorithm (green), and the QA4ECV dataset (blue) over the Pacific
(160–180◦ E) in February 2007 for GOME-2A.

with an increasing difference with time for the QA4ECV
dataset (27.9 % in December 2015).
5

New stratosphere–troposphere separation

The calculation of tropospheric NO2 requires an estimation
and removal of the stratospheric contribution to the initial total NO2 columns. In our GDP 4.9 retrieval, the stratosphere–
troposphere separation algorithm STREAM (Beirle et al.,
2016) has been adapted to GOME-2 measurements. Belonging to the modified reference sector method, STREAM
uses initial total NO2 columns with negligible tropospheric
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/1029/2019/
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Sect. 5.1), and an improved latitudinal correction is applied
(see Sect. 5.2).
5.1

Figure 6. Temporal evolution of the NO2 slant column errors
from the operational GDP 4.8 product (brown, January 2007–
December 2016), the improved GDP 4.9 algorithm (green, January 2007–December 2016), and the QA4ECV dataset (blue, February 2007–December 2015) for GOME-2A, using deviations of NO2
slant columns from box (2◦ × 2◦ ) mean values over the tropical Pacific (20◦ S–20◦ N, 160–180◦ E).

contribution, i.e. unpolluted measurements at remote areas
and cloudy measurements at medium altitudes, to derive the
stratospheric NO2 columns. Based on a tropospheric NO2
climatology and the GOME-2 cloud product, STREAM calculates weighting factors for each satellite pixel to define
the contribution of initial total columns to the stratospheric
estimation; potentially polluted pixels are weighted low instead of being totally masked out in the GDP 4.8 spatial filtering method, cloudy observations at medium altitudes are
given higher weights because they directly provide the stratospheric information, and the weights are further adjusted in
a second iteration if pixels suffer from large biases in the
tropospheric residues. Depending on these weighting factors, stratospheric NO2 fields are derived by weighted convolution on the daily initial total columns using convolution kernels. The convolution kernels are wider at lower latitudes due to the longitudinal homogeneity assumption of
stratospheric NO2 and narrower at higher latitudes to reflect
the stronger natural variations. To remove the biases in the
weighted convolution resulting from the large latitudinal gradients, a latitudinal correction is applied on the initial total columns: the latitudinal dependencies of initial total NO2
are calculated over the clean Pacific, removed from the initial total NO2 before weighted convolution, and added back
to the estimated stratospheric columns afterwards. However,
we found that longitudinal variations of NO2 concentration
resulted in biases in the latitudinal correction and hence in
the stratospheric estimation. For the adaptation of STREAM
to GOME-2 measurements, the performance of STREAM
is analysed using synthetic GOME-2 NO2 observations (see
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/1029/2019/

Performance of STREAM

To test the performance of STREAM for GOME-2, simulated NO2 fields from the C-IFS-CB05-BASCOE (referred
to as C-IFS throughout this work) experiment (Huijnen
et al., 2016) are applied. The C-IFS model is a combination of tropospheric chemistry module in the Integrated
Forecast System (IFS, with current version based on the
Carbon Bond chemistry scheme, CB05) of the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
and stratospheric chemistry from the Belgian Assimilation System for Chemical ObsErvations (BASCOE) system.
Based on 1 year of C-IFS data (2009) at a resolution of
0.75◦ long. × 0.75◦ lat., synthetic initial total columns Vinit
are calculated as
Vinit =

Vtotal × Mtotal
S
=
Mstrat
Mstrat

(7)

(see Eq. 2). Modelled NO2 slant columns S are based on the
total vertical columns Vtotal from C-IFS with interpolation
to match the GOME-2 centre pixel coordinate and measurement time. Total AMFs Mtotal and stratospheric AMFs Mstrat
are derived using Eqs. (3)–(5) with surface properties and
cloud information from GOME-2 orbital data and with C-IFS
a priori NO2 profiles for the whole atmosphere and between
the tropopause (defined by a latitude-dependent parameterisation with the tropopause height ranging from 270 hPa for
arctic to 92 hPa for tropics) and the top of the atmosphere,
respectively. The performance of STREAM is evaluated by
applying the synthetic initial total NO2 columns and comparing the estimated stratospheric NO2 columns with the a priori
truth (stratospheric fields from C-IFS integrated between the
tropopause and the top of the atmosphere).
Figure 7 displays the synthetic initial total columns from
C-IFS, the modelled stratospheric columns, and the estimated stratospheric columns from STREAM on 5 February and 5 August 2009. The result from STREAM presents
an overall smooth stratospheric pattern with a strong latitudinal and seasonal dependency resulting from photochemical changes and dynamical variabilities. Because the stratospheric values over polluted regions are taken from the
clean measurements at the same latitude, the stratospheric
and tropospheric contribution over polluted regions is well
separated by STREAM, especially in the Northern Hemisphere. Due to the latitude-dependent definition of convolution kernels, STREAM conserves the longitudinal gradients of stratospheric NO2 at low latitudes and identifies certain strong stratospheric variations at high latitudes, e.g. in
the polar vortex on 5 February. However, smaller structures
in the synthetic initial total columns, for instance, resulting
from the diurnal variation of NO2 across an orbital swath,
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 1029–1057, 2019
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Figure 7. Synthetic initial total NO2 columns (a, b), a priori stratospheric columns from C-IFS (c, d), and estimated stratospheric columns
from STREAM (e, f) on 5 February (a, c, e) and 5 August (b, d, f) 2009.

are aliased into the troposphere by STREAM due to the use
of convolution kernels.
Figure 8a, b shows the differences in estimated (Fig. 7e,
f) and a priori (Fig. 7c, d) stratospheric NO2 . Overall, the
stratospheric columns estimated from STREAM show good
agreement with the modelled truth with a slight overestimation, e.g. by ∼ 1–2 × 1014 molec cm2 over low latitudes for
both days. Larger differences are found at higher latitudes,

Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 1029–1057, 2019

especially in winter, e.g. by ∼ 5 × 1014 molec cm2 over eastern Europe and over the North Pacific (west of Canada) on
5 February. The strong longitudinal variations of NO2 over
these regions in the a priori truth (Fig. 7c, d) can not be completely captured by STREAM (Fig. 7e, f), which is a general
limitation of the modified reference sector method. Note that
these larger differences are reduced to ∼ 2 × 1014 molec cm2
in monthly averages (not shown). The found deviations are
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Figure 8. Difference in the stratospheric NO2 columns estimated from STREAM and modelled by C-IFS on 5 February (a) and 5 August (b)
2009. Panels (c) and (d) show STREAM with improved latitudinal correction.

in agreement with the uncertainty estimates in Beirle et al.
(2016).
5.2

Improved latitudinal correction

In Fig. 8a, b, larger differences are noticeable over the subtropical regions in winter for both days, primarily related to
the latitudinal correction used in STREAM. As described in
the previous Sect. 5, the latitudinal correction is applied by
determining the latitudinal dependencies of total NO2 over
the clean Pacific, removing the latitudinal dependencies before convolution and adding it back to the estimated stratospheric columns. However, longitudinal variations of total
NO2 , for instance, enhanced total NO2 columns over the
Pacific (compared to the Atlantic Ocean) at 15–30◦ N on
5 February 2009 (Fig. 7a), introduce biases in the stratospheric NO2 columns. Therefore, an improved latitudinal
correction is introduced to reduce the biases over the subtropics. The new latitudinal correction determines the latitudinal
dependencies of total NO2 based on clean measurements in
the whole latitude band (the median of lowest NO2 columns
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/1029/2019/

for each 1◦ latitude band). Figure 8c, d shows the difference
for the estimated stratospheric NO2 using the improved latitudinal correction. For both days, the application of the new
latitudinal correction in STREAM largely removes the biases
over the subtropics in Fig. 8a, b.
Applying the improved STREAM on GOME-2 data, Fig. 9
presents the initial total columns from GOME-2 and the
stratospheric NO2 calculated with STREAM and with the
spatial filtering method used in the GDP 4.8 algorithm (see
Sect. 3) in February and August 2009. For both months, the
results calculated with STREAM and with the spatial filtering method show similar global structures. Since the spatial
filtering method applies a fixed pollution mask to remove the
potentially polluted regions (tropospheric NO2 larger than
1 × 1015 molec cm2 ), moderately polluted pixels with tropospheric NO2 up to 1 × 1015 molec cm2 still contribute to the
stratospheric estimation. Therefore, enhanced stratospheric
NO2 by more than 5×1014 molec cm2 is found over polluted
regions, e.g. the Middle East, China, central Africa, southern Africa, and Australia in Fig. 9e, f. This overestimation is
largely removed by STREAM in Fig. 9c, d.
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 1029–1057, 2019
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Figure 9. GOME-2 initial total NO2 columns (a, b) and stratospheric NO2 columns retrieved from the improved STREAM algorithm (c, d)
and from the spatial filtering method used in GDP 4.8 (e, f), measured by GOME-2A in February (a, c, e) and August (b, d, f) 2009.
Table 2. Main settings of AMF calculation method and input data discussed in this study.

RTM
Surface albedo
A priori profile

GDP 4.8

GDP 4.9 (this work)

LIDORT v2.2+
TOMS–GOME LER, Boersma et al. (2004)
Monthly MOZART-2 (1.875◦ × 1.875◦ )

VLIDORT v2.7
GOME-2 Min-LER v2.1, Tilstra et al. (2017b)
Daily TM5-MP (1◦ × 1◦ )
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6.1

Improvements to NO2 AMF calculation
RTM

As summarised in Table 2, updated box-AMFs are calculated
using the linearised vector code VLIDORT (Spurr, 2006)
version 2.7. VLIDORT applies the discrete ordinates method
to generate simulated intensity and analytic intensity derivatives with respect to atmospheric and surface parameters (i.e.
weighting functions). Box-AMFs ml (see Eq. 3) are determined as
∂ ln I
=
ml =
∂τNO2 ,l

∂I
∂τNO2 ,l

· τNO2 ,l

I · τNO2 ,l

,

(8)

with I being the simulated top-of-atmosphere radiance,
τNO2 ,l the absorption optical thickness of NO2 at layer l, and
∂I
·τNO2 ,l the NO2 profile weighting function. Comterm ∂τNO
2 ,l
pared to the scalar (intensity-only) LIDORT code, VLIDORT
provides more realistic modelling results with a treatment of
light polarisation, which affects the tropospheric AMFs by
up to 4 %.
The box-AMFs ml for each layer are calculated for
the midpoint wavelength of fitting window, i.e. 461 nm in
our NO2 retrieval, which is representative of the windowaveraged box-AMFs. Compared to the tropospheric AMFs
at 440 nm (midpoint wavelength in GDP 4.8), the ones calculated at 461 nm are higher by up to 10 % for polluted situations, due to the wavelength dependency of Rayleigh scattering, in agreement with Boersma et al. (2018) (see Fig. 7
therein). Note that the uncertainty related to the wavelength
dependency of the AMF is much smaller than the uncertainties introduced by surface albedo, a priori NO2 profile, cloud,
and aerosol (see Sect. 6.4).
The ml value is calculated with the RTM and stored in a
LUT as a function of GOME-2 viewing geometry, surface
pressure, and surface albedo. Compared to the LUT used in
the GDP 4.8, a new LUT is calculated with an increased number of reference points, e.g. for surface pressure (from 10 to
16) and for surface albedo (from 10 to 14), as well as vertical layers (from 24 to 60) to reduce the interpolation error
(Lorente et al., 2017), leading to differences in tropospheric
AMFs by up to 2 %.
6.2

Surface albedo

Surface albedo is an important parameter for an accurate
retrieval of NO2 columns and cloud properties. The sensitivity of backscattered radiance to the boundary layer
NO2 is strongly related to the surface albedo, especially
over polluted areas. In the GDP 4.9, the surface LER climatology based on TOMS–GOME data (Boersma et al.,
2004) has been replaced by one based on GOME-2 observations (Tilstra et al., 2017b). Using the degradationcorrected GOME-2 level 1 measurements, the GOME-2 surface LER is derived by matching the measurements in a
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/1029/2019/
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pure Rayleigh scattering atmosphere without clouds. Compared to the TOMS–GOME LER climatology, the GOME-2
surface LER (version 2.1) dataset takes advantage of newer
observations for 2007–2013, an increased spatial resolution of 1.0◦ long. × 1.0◦ lat. for standard grid cells and
0.25◦ long. × 0.25◦ lat. at coastlines (Tilstra et al., 2017a),
and an improved treatment of cloud contaminated cells over
the ocean.
Figure 10 shows the surface LER data from the GOME2 and TOMS–GOME observations for 440 nm in February.
A good overall consistency is found between the two LER
datasets, particularly over the ocean. Larger differences are
found over certain snow or ice areas, like Russia and southern Canada, which can be attributed to changes in snow or ice
cover during the different measurement periods of the two
LER datasets. Increased spatial resolution for the GOME2 LER version 2.1 dataset enables a better representation
of surface features for the land–sea boundaries, e.g. coasts
around western Europe and eastern China. Improvements in
the GOME-2 LER algorithm (Tilstra et al., 2017b) decreases
the surface LER values over regions with persistent clouds,
e.g. the North Atlantic Ocean and the North Pacific Ocean
at middle latitudes. Systematic differences in the LER climatologies are also caused by the different overpass time,
observing geometry, and radiometric calibration of the instruments.
Figure 11 illustrates the influence of the updated surface
LER at 440 nm on the retrieved tropospheric NO2 columns in
February 2008. The difference over the ocean is very small.
Larger effects are noticed primarily under polluted conditions with positive differences, e.g. over parts of central Europe, Russia, or USA, and negative values, e.g. over parts of
South Africa, India, or China. The differences in the retrieved
tropospheric NO2 columns are consistent with the changes
in the surface LER. For example, the GOME-2 surface LER
over central Europe is ∼ 0.012 smaller than TOMS–GOME
data, and a lower sensitivity to tropospheric NO2 is therefore
assumed in the AMF calculation. This results in a decrease
in the AMF and hence an increase in the retrieved tropospheric NO2 column by ∼ 7×1014 molec cm2 (∼ 12 %). Vice
versa, an increase of the surface LER values by ∼ 0.018 over
the Yangtze River region in eastern China leads to a reduction of tropospheric NO2 columns by ∼ 4 × 1015 molec cm2
(∼ 15 %).
As described in Sect. 6.1, the AMFs are calculated for
461 nm in the GDP 4.9 (425–497 nm wavelength window)
instead of 440 nm in the GDP 4.8 (with 425–450 nm wavelength window), and therefore the corresponding surface
LER values of 463 nm are used. The surface LER values at
463 nm are higher by up to 0.02 over desert areas and lower
by up to 0.02 over the ocean and the snow or ice areas, which
result in differences of up to 5 % in the calculated AMFs.
The surface LER climatology from Kleipool et al. (2008)
derived from OMI measurements for 2004–2007 has been
widely used in satellite NO2 retrievals (e.g. Boersma et al.,
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 1029–1057, 2019
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Figure 10. Map of surface LER data for 440 nm in February based on GOME-2 observations for 2007–2013 (Tilstra et al., 2017b) (a) and
TOMS–GOME data for 1979–1993 (b).

6.3

Figure 11. Difference in tropospheric NO2 columns for clear-sky
conditions (cloud radiance fraction smaller than 0.5) for February
2008 retrieved using the GOME-2 surface LER climatology version 2.1 and the LER climatology based on TOMS–GOME data at
440 nm.

2011; Barkley et al., 2013; Bucsela et al., 2013). An important advantage of using the GOME-2 LER climatology with
respect to the OMI LER dataset in our retrieval is the consistency with the GOME-2 NO2 observations, considering
the illumination conditions, observation geometry, and instrumental characteristics. Another advantage of the GOME2 LER climatology is the use of more recent observations to
reduce the errors introduced by ignoring the interannual variability of surface albedo, which are possibly large for varying
snow and ice situations. Possible corrections for the surface
albedo from a climatology include the use of external information about the actual snow and ice conditions, e.g. from
the Near-real-time Ice and Snow Extent (NISE) dataset (Nolin et al., 2005).

Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 1029–1057, 2019

A priori vertical profiles

The retrieved tropospheric NO2 columns are sensitive to
changes in the relative vertical distribution of the a priori
NO2 concentrations (i.e. profile shape). Increasing the spatial and/or temporal resolution of the a priori profiles have
shown to produce a more accurate NO2 retrieval (e.g. Russell
et al., 2011; Heckel et al., 2011; McLinden et al., 2014; Nüß
et al., 2006; Laughner et al., 2016). To improve the tropospheric AMF calculation, daily a priori NO2 profiles are obtained with a resolution of 1◦ long. ×1◦ lat. from the chemical transport model TM5-MP (Huijnen et al., 2010; Williams
et al., 2017). The TM5-MP profiles have been used in several
studies to derive AMFs and tropospheric NO2 columns (e.g.
van Geffen et al., 2016; Lorente et al., 2017; Boersma et al.,
2018).
Figure 12 shows the TM5-MP and MOZART-2 a priori
NO2 profiles for two pollution hot spots located in Brussels
(Belgium, lat. 50.9, long. 4.4) and Guangzhou (China; lat.
23.1, long. 113.3) on 1 day in February and August 2009 as
examples. Monthly profiles are shown for MOZART-2, and
profiles for the given days are shown for TM5-MP. Large differences between the a priori NO2 profile shapes from TM5MP and MOZART-2 are found for both cities. These differences are the result of the different chemical mechanism,
transport scheme, and emission inventory employed by the
model, the different spatial resolution, and the use of daily
vs. monthly profiles. In TM5-MP, the use of an updated NOx
emissions from the MACCity inventory (Granier et al., 2011)
produces more realistic profiles. Improvement in the spatial
resolution gives a more accurate description of the NO2 gradient and transport. The use of daily profiles provides a better
description of the temporal NO2 variation, especially for regions dominated by emission and transport like Brussels and
Guangzhou.
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/1029/2019/
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Figure 12. Examples of a priori NO2 profiles for Brussels (a, b) and Guangzhou (c, d) on a given day in February (a, c) and August (b,
d) 2009. Monthly profiles are shown for MOZART-2 (green), and daily profiles on the given days are shown for TM5-MP (brown) together
with the monthly average profiles calculated for TM5-MP (blue). The tropospheric NO2 columns retrieved using each a priori NO2 profile
are also given.

In Fig. 12, the tropospheric NO2 columns retrieved for
the individual days using TM5-MP and MOZART-2 a priori
NO2 profiles are also reported. Taking Brussels on 11 February 2009 (Fig. 12a) as an example, the smaller boundary
layer concentration modelled by TM5-MP (less steep profile shape) leads to an increase in the tropospheric AMF and
hence a decrease in the retrieved tropospheric NO2 columns
by 2.6 × 1015 molec cm2 (19.7 %). Figure 13 presents a comparison of the monthly averaged tropospheric NO2 columns
retrieved using daily TM5-MP and monthly MOZART-2 a
priori NO2 profiles in February and August 2009. The application of the daily TM5-MP a priori NO2 profiles affects the
tropospheric NO2 columns by more than 1 × 1015 molec cm2
mostly over polluted regions with enhanced NO2 in the
boundary layer, e.g. with an increase of tropospheric NO2
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/1029/2019/

over parts of China, India, and South Africa and a decrease
over parts of the eastern US, Europe, and Japan.
To analyse the effect of using daily vs. monthly profiles,
the tropospheric NO2 columns are also retrieved using the
monthly average TM5-MP profiles, as shown in Fig. 12. Differences in the profile shape of daily and monthly profiles
are mainly related to the variations in the meteorology. In
agreement with Nüß et al. (2006) and Laughner et al. (2016),
the use of monthly profiles changes the tropospheric NO2
columns by up to 3 × 1015 molec cm2 depending on the wind
speed and wind direction, in particular for regions affected
by transport (not shown). For the example of Brussels on
11 February 2009 (Fig. 12a), the use of monthly profiles increases the tropospheric NO2 columns by 5×1014 molec cm2
(4.7 %). A comprehensive analyse of the effect of using a
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 1029–1057, 2019
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Figure 13. Difference in tropospheric NO2 columns for clear-sky conditions (cloud radiance fraction smaller than 0.5) retrieved using daily
TM5-MP and monthly MOZART-2 a priori NO2 profiles for February (a) and August (b) 2009. Red circles indicate locations in Fig. 12.

priori NO2 profiles from different chemistry transport models on the retrieved tropospheric NO2 will be described in a
subsequent paper.
6.4

Examples of GOME-2 tropospheric NO2

Figure 14 shows the tropospheric NO2 columns from the
improved GDP 4.9 algorithm for February and August averaged for the year 2007–2016. Figure 15 shows the difference in tropospheric NO2 columns from the GDP 4.9
and GDP 4.8 product. The tropospheric NO2 columns increase globally by ∼ 1×1014 molec cm2 due to the improved
DOAS slant column fitting and increase further by ∼ 3 ×
1014 molec cm2 around moderately polluted regions benefitting from the use of new stratosphere–troposphere separation algorithm STREAM. A stronger change by more than
1 × 1015 molec cm2 is found mainly over polluted continents
as a result of the improvements to the AMF calculation,
primarily the surface albedo (which also affects the snow
or ice area, e.g. southern Canada and northeastern Europe)
and/or the a priori NO2 profiles (which also affect the polluted ocean, e.g. shipping lanes in southeastern Asia).
Over central northern Europe, the tropospheric NO2
columns are reduced by ∼ 1 × 1015 molec cm2 for GDP 4.9
in winter and ∼ 3 × 1014 molec cm2 in summer. A larger
number of negative values in GDP 4.8, possibly related
to the overestimated stratospheric NO2 around polar vortex areas, is largely corrected in GDP 4.9 by improving the
stratosphere–troposphere separation algorithm. Over eastern
China and eastern US, the seasonal variation is consistent
between GDP 4.8 and 4.9, with reduced values in winter
(by more than 1 × 1015 molec cm2 ) and enlarged values in
summer (by more than 1 × 1015 molec cm2 for eastern China
and 5 × 1014 molec cm2 for eastern US) for GDP 4.9 due
to the combined impact of the algorithm changes, mainly
the AMF calculation. Over India and its surrounding areas, a systematic increase in tropospheric NO2 columns by
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 1029–1057, 2019

∼ 7 × 1014 molec cm2 for GDP 4.9 benefits from the use of
STREAM.
6.5

Uncertainty estimates for GOME-2 total and
tropospheric NO2

The uncertainty in our GDP 4.9 NO2 slant columns is
4.4 × 1014 molec cm2 , calculated from the average slant column error using a statistical method described in Sect. 4.5.
The uncertainty in the GOME-2 stratospheric columns is
∼ 4–5×1014 molec cm2 for polluted conditions based on the
daily synthetic GOME-2 data and ∼ 1–2 × 1014 molec cm2
for monthly averages. The uncertainty in the GDP 4.9 AMF
calculation is likely reduced, considering the improved surface albedo climatology and a priori NO2 profiles, which
are the main causes of AMF structural uncertainty (Lorente
et al., 2017). In addition, the AMF uncertainty is substantially driven by the cloud parameters and the aerosol correction approach.
The largest cloud-related uncertainty in NO2 retrieval is
introduced by the surface albedo–cloud fraction error correlation, as analysed by Boersma et al. (2018) for OMI using the OMCLDO2 cloud product, which requires a surface
albedo climatology as input in the cloud fraction retrieval.
But this uncertainty is likely smaller for OCRA and ROCINN
cloud algorithms, since the surface albedo is treated differently in OCRA’s cloud fraction calculation. Retrieved by separating a spectral scene into cloudy contribution and cloudfree background, the cloud fraction from OCRA is affected
by surface albedo through the cloud-free map construction
with a larger impact over bright surfaces like snow or ice
cover, particularly during snowfall (higher background) or
melting (lower background), which has been corrected by
interpolating towards a daily value between two monthly
cloud-free maps in OCRA (Lutz et al., 2016).
The uncertainty introduced by aerosol in GDP 4.9 is ∼
50 % for high aerosol loading, in agreement with Lorente
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/1029/2019/
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Figure 14. Monthly average tropospheric NO2 columns from GDP 4.9 for clear-sky conditions (cloud radiance fraction smaller than 0.5),
measured by GOME-2A in February (a) and August (b) 2007–2016.

Figure 15. Difference in tropospheric NO2 columns from GDP 4.9 and GDP 4.8 for clear-sky conditions (cloud radiance fraction smaller
than 0.5) in February (a) and August (b) 2007–2016 for GOME-2A.

et al. (2017). With direct impact on NO2 AMF calculation
and indirect impact via cloud parameter retrieval, the aerosol
effect has been considered for OMI implicitly through the
cloud correction (Boersma et al., 2004, 2011) or explicitly
with additional aerosol information for regional studies (Lin
et al., 2014, 2015; Kuhlmann et al., 2015; Castellanos et al.,
2015; Chimot et al., 2018), leading to an increase or decrease
of NO2 AMF by up to 40 % depending on NO2 distribution and aerosol properties and distribution. Since aerosol
is highly variable in space and time due to the dependency
on emission sources, transports, and atmospheric processes
(Holben et al., 1991), explicit aerosol correction will be applied in our AMF calculation when reliable observations or
model outputs of aerosol optical properties and vertical distributions are available. To conclude, the uncertainty in the
AMF calculation is estimated to be in the 10 %–45 % range
for polluted conditions, leading to a total uncertainty in the
tropospheric NO2 columns likely in the range of 30 %–70 %.

www.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/1029/2019/

7

End-to-end GOME-2 NO2 validation

The validation of NO2 data derived from the GOME-2
GDP algorithm is part of the validation activities done at
BIRA-IASB in the AC-SAF context (Hassinen et al., 2016).
An end-to-end validation approach is usually performed for
each main release and summarised in validation reports that
can be found on AC-SAF validation website (http://cdop.
aeronomie.be/validation/valid-reports, last access: 1 February 2019). This includes several steps, such as
1. the DOAS analysis results, cloud property retrievals,
and AMF evaluations by confrontation of GOME-2 retrievals to other established satellite retrievals and AMF
evaluations;
2. the stratospheric reference evaluation by comparison
with correlative observations from ground-based zenithlooking DOAS spectrometers and from other nadirlooking satellites; and
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 1029–1057, 2019
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3. the tropospheric and total NO2 column data evaluation by comparison with correlative observations from
ground-based MAXDOAS and direct-sun spectrometers (Pinardi et al., 2014).
In this paper, we focus on the last point: the validation of tropospheric data with BIRA-IASB ground-based MAXDOAS
data. The MAXDOAS instruments collect scattered sky light
in a series of line-of-sight angular directions extending from
the horizon to the zenith. High sensitivity towards absorbers
near the surface is obtained for the smallest elevation angles, while measurements at higher elevations provide information on the rest of the column. This technique allows
the determination of vertically resolved abundances of atmospheric trace species in lowermost troposphere (Hönninger
et al., 2004; Wagner et al., 2004; Wittrock et al., 2004; Heckel
et al., 2005). Here the bePRO retrieval code (Clémer et al.,
2010; Hendrick et al., 2014; Vlemmix et al., 2015) is used to
retrieve tropospheric columns and low tropospheric profiles
(up to 3.5 km with about 2 to 3 degrees of freedom).
As summarised in Table 3, a set of MAXDOAS
stations (Beijing, Bujumbura, Observatoire de HauteProvence (OHP), Réunion, Uccle, and Xianghe) is providing
interesting test cases for GOME-2 sensitivity to tropospheric
NO2 . Indeed Beijing and Uccle are typical urban stations, Xianghe is a suburban station (∼ 60 km from Beijing), Bujumbura and Réunion are small cities in remote regions, and OHP
is largely rural but occasionally influenced by polluted air
masses transported from neighbouring cities. These different
station types are important in the validation context as it is
generally expected that urban stations are underestimated by
the satellite data, due to the averaging of a local source over
a pixel size (80 km ×40 km and 40 km ×40 km for GOME2) larger than the horizontal sensitivity of the ground-based
measurements which is about a few to tens of kilometres (Irie
et al., 2011; Wagner et al., 2011; Ortega et al., 2015). In this
context, MAXDOAS data are already better than in situ measurements with an extended horizontal and vertical sensitivity, more similar to the satellite sensitivity, but differences
in sampling and sensitivity still remain and explain part of
the biases highlighted by validation exercises. Several validation studies show a significant underestimation of tropospheric trace gases, such as NO2 , from satellite observations
over regions with strong spatial gradients in tropospheric pollution (e.g. Celarier et al., 2008; Kramer et al., 2008; Chen
et al., 2009; Irie et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2013;
Kanaya et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2017; Drosoglou et al.,
2017, 2018). Other possible explanations include the uncertainties in the applied satellite retrieval assumptions, such as
the choices of surface albedo, a priori NO2 profiles, or cloud
and aerosol treatment (Boersma et al., 2004, 2011; Leitão
et al., 2010; Heckel et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2014, 2015). The
best agreement is generally obtained in the case of suburban
and remote stations, but difficulties may arise when small local sources are present in a remote location, such as RéuAtmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 1029–1057, 2019

nion island or Bujumbura (Pinardi et al., 2015; Gielen et al.,
2017).
The same methodology as in the GDP 4.8 validation report (Pinardi et al., 2015) is used for the validation of this
improved GDP 4.9 tropospheric NO2 dataset; the satellite
data are filtered for clouds (cloud radiance fraction smaller
than 0.5), and the mean value of all the valid pixels within
50 km of the stations is compared to the ground-based value.
The original ground-based MAXDOAS data usually retrieve
NO2 columns all day long every 20 to 30 min, and these values are linearly interpolated to the GOME-2 overpass time
(09:30 LT) if original data exist within ±1 h.
Figure 16 shows an example of the time series and scatter plot of the daily and monthly mean comparison between GDP 4.9 tropospheric NO2 columns and ground-based
MAXDOAS measurements in Xianghe, including the statistical information on the number of points, correlation coefficient, slope, and intercept of orthogonal regression analysis. Figure 17 presents the daily and monthly mean absolute and relative differences of GDP 4.9 and ground-based
measurements. As can be seen in Figs. 16 and 17, the seasonal variation in the tropospheric NO2 columns is similarly
captured by both observation systems, with differences on
average within ±3 ×1015 molec cm2 (median difference of
−1.2 × 1015 molec cm2 ). Larger differences are observed on
some days and months, particularly in winter when NO2 and
aerosol loadings are large. A relatively compact scatter is
found, with a correlation coefficient of 0.91 and a slope of
0.72 ± 0.04 for the orthogonal regression fit. These results
are qualitatively similar to those obtained in previous validation exercises (Celarier et al., 2008; Kramer et al., 2008;
Chen et al., 2009; Irie et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2013; Wu et al.,
2013; Kanaya et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2017; Drosoglou
et al., 2017, 2018). Similar figures for GDP 4.8 can be found
on the AC-SAF validation website (http://cdop.aeronomie.
be/validation/valid-results, last access: 1 February 2019).
Figure 18 reports the monthly mean absolute and relative
differences for both GDP 4.8 and GDP 4.9 for Xianghe station. The daily differences are also reported through the histogram panel, where the reduction in the spread of the daily
comparison points is clearly visible for GDP 4.9. The reduction of the bias, which is smaller and more stable in time,
is seen in the absolute and relative monthly mean bias time
series. A total of 3 years show a standard deviation of the
monthly biases larger for GDP 4.9 than for GDP 4.8 (±12 %
instead of ±8 % in 2010, ±12 % instead of ±8 % in 2013,
and ±41 % instead of ±27 % in 2014) but with a strongly reduced mean bias (−4 % instead of −20 %, −8 % instead of
−34 %, and −1 % instead of −44 %).
Similar figures as Figs. 16 and 18 for all the stations are
gathered in Figs. S1 to S4 in the Supplement, and all the
statistics are summarised in Tables 4 and 5 for GOME-2A
and GOME-2B, respectively. Figures S1 and S2 in the Supplement present the time series and scatter plots for GDP 4.9,
while Figs. S3 and S4 in the Supplement present the differwww.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/1029/2019/
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Table 3. An overview of BIRA-IASB MAXDOAS datasets used in this study.
MAXDOAS station

Period

Position

Description

Beijing
Bujumbura
OHP
Réunion
Uccle
Xianghe

6/2008–4/2009
12/2013–11/2016
3/2007–11/2016
4/2016–11/2016
4/2011–11/2016
3/2010–11/2016

Lat. 39.98, long. 116.38
Lat. −3.38, long. 29.38
Lat. 43.94, long. 5.71
Lat. −21, long. 55.3
Lat. 51, long. 4.36
Lat. 39.75, long. 116.96

urban polluted site in China
urban site in Burundi
background site in southern France
urban site in Réunion island
urban polluted site in Belgium with a miniDOAS
suburban polluted site in China

Figure 16. Daily (a) and monthly mean (b) time series and scatter plots of GOME-2A and MAXDOAS tropospheric NO2 columns (mean
value of all the pixels within 50 km around Xianghe).

ences for both GDP 4.9 and GDP 4.8 comparisons. As discussed in Pinardi et al. (2015), for background stations (here
Bujumbura, Réunion, and OHP), the mean bias is considered
the best indicator of the validation results, due to the relatively small variability in the measured NO2 . In urban (Beijing and Uccle) and suburban (Xianghe) situations, the NO2
variability is large enough and in this case, the correlation
coefficient is a good indication of the linearity or coherence
of the satellite and ground-based dataset, although a larger
difference in terms of slope (closer to 0.5 than to 1 for urban cases) and mean bias can be expected because satellite
measurements (and especially GOME-2 80 km ×40 km and
40 km ×40 km pixels) smooth out the local NO2 hot spots.
This can be seen, e.g. in the cases of Beijing and Xianghe for
GOME-2A (see Fig. S1a in the Supplement and Fig. 16, respectively), where very high correlations (R = 0.94 and 0.91,
respectively) are obtained from GDP 4.9, showing the very
consistent behaviour of both datasets for small and large NO2
columns, while their slopes (S = 0.4 and 0.72, respectively)
show almost a factor of 2 difference, with a smaller slope
in the Beijing case, where the MAXDOAS instrument is in
the city centre and thus much more subject to local emiswww.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/1029/2019/

sion smeared out by the GOME-2 large pixel. This last effect is also seen through the bias values (RD = −47 % and
−5.8 %, respectively) that are strongly reduced when moving
the MAXDOAS outside the city in a suburban location like
Xianghe. A slope of 0.47 (similar to the 0.4 of Beijing) is also
obtained in Uccle, another urban site, where the MAXDOAS
is affected by local emissions.
In remote cases such as OHP, Bujumbura, or Réunion island, as discussed above, the variation of the NO2 columns
is small and the statistical analysis on the regression is not
very representative of the situation, with a cloud of points
giving small slopes and low correlation coefficients (see e.g.
Fig. S1b–d in the Supplement and Table 4 for GOME-2A).
In those cases, GOME-2 is lower than the ground-based
measurements, with sometimes almost no seasonal variation,
e.g. Bujumbura and Réunion, and in other cases, like OHP,
some of the daily peaks are captured by GOME-2 (as days
in the winter of 2014 and 2015), and the seasonal patterns
and the orders of magnitude of both datasets are similar. In
these cases, it is best to look at the absolute biases (as relative biases are large due to the division with small groundbased columns), as presented in e.g. Fig. S3b–d and Table 4.
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 1029–1057, 2019
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Figure 17. Daily (grey dots) and monthly mean (back dots) absolute and relative GOME-2A and MAXDOAS time series differences for the
Xianghe station. The histogram of the daily differences is also given, with the mean and median difference, and the total time-series absolute
and relative monthly differences are given outside the panels.

Figure 18. Absolute and relative differences of GOME-2A and MAXDOAS tropospheric NO2 columns. The time series presents the monthly
mean differences for GDP 4.8 (black) and GDP 4.9 (red). The total mean difference values and standard deviations are given, as well as the
yearly values. The histogram presents the daily differences over the whole time series for the two products (grey for GDP 4.8 and red for
GDP 4.9).

Mean absolute differences for GDP 4.9 are about −3.6 ×
1015 molec cm2 for Bujumbura, −8.5 × 1014 molec cm2 for
OHP, and −1.5 × 1015 molec cm2 for Réunion, which are all
smaller than their respective GDP 4.8 values. The daily differences presented in the histograms of those figures also
show reduced spread of GDP 4.9 comparisons when superposed to the GDP 4.8 results. Similar differences are also
found for GOME-2B.

Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 1029–1057, 2019

To conclude, although the Xianghe case presented in
Figs. 16 to 18 is the best case (due to its suburban location
and its long time series), better seasonal agreement between
GDP 4.9 and MAXDOAS data is found for urban and suburban cases like Beijing, Uccle, and Xianghe, compared to results with GDP 4.8. In remote locations such as OHP, which
is occasionally influenced by polluted air masses transported
from neighbouring cities, the comparison is also meaningful (e.g. with a mean bias reduced from −45 % for GDP 4.8
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/1029/2019/
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to −25 % for GDP 4.9 for GOME-2A), while cases such as
Bujumbura and Réunion are quite challenging for satellite
validation, with specific local conditions (Bujumbura is in
a valley on the side of Lake Tanganyika, while the MAXDOAS at Réunion is in St-Denis, on the coast of the 65 km
long and 50 km wide island in the Indian Ocean, containing a mountain massif with summits above 2740 m a.s.l.). In
both cases the MAXDOAS instrument is located in small
cities surrounded by specific orography, difficult for satellite
retrievals and challenging for validation. The absolute and
relative differences show, however, a clear improvement for
all the stations when comparing to GDP 4.8 results for both
daily and monthly mean biases. The daily biases and spreads
are all reduced.
To summarise, the impact of the improvement of the algorithm (as seen in Tables 4 and 5 and in Figs. S3 and
S4 in the Supplement) leads to a decrease of the relative
differences in urban conditions such as in Beijing or Uccle from [−52, −60] % for GDP 4.8 to [−43, −47] % for
GDP 4.9 for GOME-2A and from −54 % to −40 % for
GOME-2B. In suburban conditions such as in Xianghe,
the differences go from −30 % to −6 % for GOME-2A
and from −26 % to −2 % for GOME-2B. In remote (difficult) cases such as in Bujumbura or Réunion, the differences go from [−89, −90] % to [−64, −76] % for GOME2A and from [−86, −87] % to [−47, −74] % for GOME2B, while in background cases such as in OHP, the differences decrease from −45 % to −25 % for GOME-2A
and from −42 % to −17 % for GOME-2B. The differences in numbers for GOME-2A and GOME-2B are due to
the different time-series lengths of both comparisons (e.g.
March 2010–November 2016 for GOME-2A and December 2012–November 2016 for GOME-2B in Xianghe), the
different sampling of the atmosphere by GOME-2A and
GOME-2B (slight time delay between both overpasses and
reduced swath pixels for GOME-2A since July 2013), and
the impact of the decreasing quality of the satellite in time,
i.e. the GOME-2A degradation (Dikty et al., 2011; Munro
et al., 2016). This lead, e.g. for Xianghe, to −2 % bias and
0.49 slope for GOME-2B compared to −6 % and 0.72 for
GOME-2A for GDP 4.9.
These comparisons results aim at showing how the final GDP 4.9 product is improved compared to its predecessor, and not to summarise the improvements of each of the
changes discussed in previous sections. In addition, the specific validation method could be improved or at least better characterised (including results uncertainties), by, e.g.
changing the colocation method (averaging the MAXDOAS
within 1 h of the satellite overpass or selecting the closest satellite pixel, or only considering the pixels containing
the station, etc.), but this is out of the scope of the present
paper that wants to compare to standard validation results
performed routinely on GDP 4.8 (and publicly available
at http://cdop.aeronomie.be/validation/valid-results, last access: 1 February 2019).
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/1029/2019/
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For most stations, in addition of the tropospheric columns,
MAXDOAS retrieved NO2 profiles can also be exploited
with satellite column averaging kernels (AKs) to further investigate the impact of the satellite a priori NO2 profiles
in the comparison differences (Eskes and Boersma, 2003).
The satellite AK describes the vertical sensitivity of measurements to NO2 concentrations and relates the MAXDOAS
profiles to satellite column measurements by calculating the
“smoothed MAXDOAS columns” as
X
VMAXDOAS,smoothed =
AKsat,l × xMAXDOAS,l .
(9)
l

The
smoothed
MAXDOAS
NO2
columns
VMAXDOAS,smoothed are derived for each day by convolving the layer (l)-dependent daily profile (interpolated to
the satellite overpass time) xMAXDOAS expressed in partial
columns with the satellite column averaging kernel AKsat .
The comparisons of satellite and smoothed MAXDOAS
columns for the different stations are reported in the supplement (Figs. S5 and S6 in the Supplement) and Tables 4
and 5. The different impact of MAXDOAS smoothing on the
2 GDP products results from the different AKs as parameters like surface albedo or a priori NO2 profiles used in both
satellite retrievals are quite different (see Sect. 6). In general, the use of smoothing reduces the MAXDOAS columns
and thus reduces both the daily and monthly differences of
satellite and MAXDOAS columns. When the average kernels are used to remove the contribution of a priori NO2 profile shape, as seen in Tables 4 and 5 and in Figs. S5 and S6 in
the Supplement, the relative differences in urban conditions
such as in Beijing or Uccle decrease from [−52, −57] % for
GDP 4.8 to [−34, −37] % for GDP 4.9 for GOME-2A and
from −56 % to −29 % for GOME-2B. The differences go
from −32 % to −13 % for GOME-2A and from −27 % to
−11 % for GOME-2B for suburban conditions such as in Xianghe and go from −77 % to −31 % for GOME-2A and from
−64 % to −7 % for GOME-2B for remote conditions such as
in Réunion.
The results obtained here are coherent with other validation exercises at different stations and with other satellite
products, where the NO2 levels are underestimated by the
satellite sensors, e.g. with differences of 5 % to 25 % over
China (Ma et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2017;
Drosoglou et al., 2018), mostly explained by the relatively
low sensitivity of space-borne measurements near the surface, the gradient-smoothing effect, and the aerosol shielding effect. These effects are often inherent to the different
measurements types or the specific conditions of the validation sites (as seen for the different results for Beijing and
Xianghe sites in this paper), but also to the remaining impact
of structural uncertainties (Boersma et al., 2016), such as the
impact of the choices of the a priori NO2 profiles and/or the
albedo database assumed for the satellite AMF calculations
(see Sect. 6). Lorente et al. (2017) estimated, e.g. the AMF
structural uncertainty to be on average 42 % over polluted
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 1029–1057, 2019
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Table 4. Averaged absolute differences (AD, SAT-GB in 1015 molec cm2 ), relative differences (RD, (SAT-GB)/GB in %), standard deviation
(SD), correlation coefficient R, and regression parameters (slope S and intercept I ) of the orthogonal regression for the monthly means
GOME-2A tropospheric NO2 product when comparing to MAXDOAS data. Values for GDP 4.9 (this study) are given and the values for
GDP 4.8 are reported in brackets for comparison. Results for both the original comparisons and the smoothed comparisons (smo.) are
reported.

Beijing
Beijing (smo.)
Bujumbura
Bujumbura (smo.)
OHP
Réunion
Réunion (smo.)
Uccle
Uccle (smo.)
Xianghe
Xianghe (smo.)

AD ± SD (×1015 ); RD (%)

R

Regression parameters

−16 ± 7.3; −47 % (−21 ± 4.5; −60 %)
−11 ± 6.5; −37 % (−16 ± 6.3; −52 %)
−3.6 ± 1.8; −76 % (−3.7 ± 1.1; −89 %)
−1.9 ± 1.2; −62 % (−2.4 ± 0.8; −84 %)
−0.85 ± 1; −25 % (−1.2 ± 0.7; −45 %)
−1.5 ± 0.5; −64 % (−1.9 ± 0.4; −90 %)
−0.4 ± 0.4; −31 % (−0.7 ± 0.2; −77 %)
−5 ± 2.7; −43 % (−6.2 ± 3.7; −52 %)
−3.8 ± 2.8; −34 % (−7.6 ± 4.3; −57 %)
−2.7 ± 5.3; −5.8 % (−9.2 ± 7.1; −30 %)
−6.1 ± 8.8; −13 % (−11 ± 9.6; −32 %)

0.94 (0.95)
0.94 (0.96)
n/a (0.29)
n/a (0.51)
0.4(0.69)
0.14 (0.23)
0.15 (0.28)
0.82 (0.49)
0.75 (0.51)
0.91 (0.86)
0.92 (0.9)

S = 0.4 ± 0.05, I = 3.4 ± 0.6(S = 0.58 ± 0.06, I = −6.2 ± 0.7)
S = 0.43 ± 0.05, I = 4.4 ± 0.6(S = 0.48 ± 0.04, I = 0.11 ± 0.5)
n/a (S = 0.1 ± 0.05, I = 0.012 ± 0.12)
n/a (S = 0.22 ± 0.06, I = −0.18 ± 0.1)
S = 0.25 ± 0.06, I = 1.2 ± 0.1(S = 0.73 ± 0.07, I = −0.5 ± 0.1)
S = 0.05 ± 0.12, I = 0.64 ± 0.2(S = 0.06 ± 0.06, I = 0.12 ± 0.08)
S = 0.12 ± 0.25, I = 0.06 ± 0.09(S = 0.32 ± 0.25, I = −0.01 ± 0.2)
S = 0.47 ± 0.04, I = 0.83 ± 0.2(S = 0.35 ± 0.08, I = 1.1 ± 0.4)
S = 0.45 ± 0.05, I = 0.15 ± 0.05(S = 0.28 ± 0.06, I = 1.5 ± 0.3)
S = 0.72 ± 0.04, I = 4.2 ± 0.5(S = 0.63 ± 0.04, I = 1.3 ± 0.5)
S = 0.52 ± 0.03, I = 7.4 ± 0.4 (S = 0.48 ± 0.03, I = 4.3 ± 0.5)

n/a denotes values that are not applicable.

Table 5. Same as Table 4 but for GOME-2B product.

Bujumbura
Bujumbura (smo.)
OHP
Réunion
Réunion (smo.)
Uccle
Uccle (smo.)
Xianghe
Xianghe (smo.)

AD ± SD (×1015 ); RD (%)

R

Regression parameters

−2.8 ± 0.9; −74 % (−3.4 ± 1; −87 %)
−1.3 ± 0.7; −57 % (−2 ± 0.8; −81 %)
−0.5 ± 0.7; −17 % (−1 ± 0.6; −42 %)
−0.8 ± 0.3; −47 % (−1.6 ± 0.3; −86 %)
0.05 ± 0.2; 6.7 % (−0.5 ± 0.2; −64 %)
−4.2 ± 2.4; −40 % (−5.6 ± 3.1; −54 %)
−2.8 ± 2.5; −29 % (−6.8 ± 3.4; −56 %)
−3 ± 9.4; −2.2 % (−8.4 ± 8.7; −26 %)
−6.4 ± 13; −11 % (−11 ± 12; −27 %)

0.14 (0.09)
0.28 (0.35)
0.13 (0.52)
0.56 (0.26)
0.78 (0.14)
0.71 (0.71)
0.69 (0.73)
0.87 (0.84)
0.89 (0.89)

S = 0.05 ± 0.06, I = 0.76 ± 0.12(S = 0.03 ± 0.06, I = 0.34 ± 0.1)
S = 0.14 ± 0.06, I = 0.06 ± 0.04(S = 0.15 ± 0.06, I = 0.08 ± 0.1)
S = 0.11 ± 0.13, I = 1.5 ± 0.2(S = 0.82 ± 0.2, I = −0.6 ± 0.3)
S = 0.71 ± 0.4, I = −0.36 ± 0.52(S = 0.08 ± 0.06, I = 0.13 ± 0.09)
S = −2.5 ± 0.8, I = −0.12 ± 0.22(S = 0.38 ± 0.6, I = 0.004 ± 0.5)
S = 0.53 ± 0.09, I = 0.47 ± 0.4(S = 0.64 ± 0.1, I = −1.7 ± 0.5)
S = 0.53 ± 0.09, I = 0.13 ± 0.09(S = 0.52 ± 0.1I = −1 ± 0.4)
S = 0.49 ± 0.04, I = 9.6 ± 0.66(S = 0.6 ± 0.05, I = 2.5 ± 0.7)
S = 0.38 ± 0.03, I = 11 ± 0.6 (S = 0.46 ± 0.03, I = 5.2 ± 0.58)

regions and 31 % over unpolluted regions, mostly driven by
substantial differences in the a priori trace gas profiles, surface albedo and cloud parameters used to represent the state
of the atmosphere. However, the differences in Bujumbura
are still of −62 %, because of the peculiar condition with
the MAXDOAS being in a valley, close to Lake Tanganyika,
which always leads to a higher surface pressure for the satellite pixels due to the information coming from the a priori
model. This is leading to large representation errors and uncertainties in the comparisons (Boersma et al., 2016) that
needs to be investigated in more details.
8

Conclusions

NO2 columns retrieved from measurements of the GOME2 aboard the MetOp-A and MetOp-B platforms have been
successfully applied in many studies. The abundance of NO2
is retrieved from the narrow band absorption structures of
NO2 in the backscattered and reflected radiation in the visible
spectral region. The current operational retrieval algorithm
(GDP 4.8) for total and tropospheric NO2 from GOME-2 was
first introduced by Valks et al. (2011), and an improved algorithm (GDP 4.9) is described in this paper.
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 12, 1029–1057, 2019

To calculate the NO2 slant columns, a larger 425–497 nm
wavelength fitting window is used in the DOAS fit to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Absorption cross sections are
updated and a linear intensity offset correction is applied.
The long-term and in-orbit variations of GOME-2 slit function are corrected by deriving effective slit functions with a
stretched preflight GOME-2 slit function and by including a
resolution correction function as a pseudo absorber cross section in the DOAS fit, respectively. Compared to the GDP 4.8
algorithm, the NO2 columns from GDP 4.9 are higher by
∼ 1–3 × 1014 molec cm2 (up to 27 %) and the NO2 slant column noise is lower by ∼ 24 %. In addition, the effect of using a new version (6.1) of the GOME-2 level 1b data has
been analysed in our NO2 algorithm. The application of new
GOME-2 level 1b data largely reduces the offset between
GOME-2A and GOME-2B NO2 columns by removing calibration artefacts in the GOME-2B irradiances (due to Xeline contaminations in the calibration key data). Compared
to the GOME-2 NO2 product from the QA4ECV project, the
NO2 columns from GDP 4.9 show good consistency and the
NO2 slant column noise is ∼ 14 %–28 % smaller, indicating
a good overall quality of the improved DOAS retrieval.
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The stratosphere–troposphere separation algorithm
STREAM, which was designed for TROPOMI, was optimised for GOME-2 instrument. Compared to the spatial
filtering method used in the GDP 4.8, STREAM provides an
improved treatment of polluted and cloudy pixels by defining weighting factors for each measurement depending on
polluted situation and cloudy information. For the adaption
to GOME-2 measurements, the performance of STREAM
is analysed by applying it to synthetic GOME-2 data and
by comparing the difference between estimated and original
stratospheric fields. Applied to synthetic GOME-2 data
calculated by a RTM using C-IFS model data, the estimated
stratospheric NO2 columns from STREAM show good
consistency with the a priori truth. A slight overestimation
by ∼ 1–2×1014 molec cm2 is found over lower latitudes, and
larger differences of up to ∼ 5 × 1014 molec cm2 are found
at higher latitudes. To reduce the biases over the subtropical
regions in winter, an improved latitudinal correction is used
in STREAM. Applied to GOME-2 measurements, the updated STREAM successfully separates the stratospheric and
tropospheric contribution over polluted regions, especially in
the Northern Hemisphere. Compared to the current method
in the GDP 4.8, the use of STREAM slightly decreases
the stratospheric NO2 columns by ∼ 1 × 1014 molec cm2 in
general and largely reduces the overestimation over polluted
areas.
To improve the calculation of NO2 AMF, a new box-AMF
LUT was generated using the latest version of the VLIDORT
RTM with an increased number of reference points and vertical layers to reduce interpolation errors. The new GOME-2
surface LER climatology (Tilstra et al., 2017b) used in this
study is derived with a high resolution of 1◦ long. ×1◦ lat.
(0.25◦ long. ×0.25◦ lat. at coastlines) and an improved LER
algorithm based on observations for 2007–2013. Daily a
priori NO2 profiles, obtained from the chemistry transport
model TM5-MP, capture the short-term variability in the
NO2 fields with a resolution of 1◦ long. × 1◦ lat. A large impact on the retrieved tropospheric NO2 columns (more than
10 %) is found over polluted areas.
The uncertainty in our GDP 4.9 NO2 slant columns is
4.4 × 1014 molec cm2 , calculated from the average slant column error using a statistical method described in Sect. 4.5.
The uncertainty in the GOME-2 stratospheric columns is
∼ 4–5×1014 molec cm2 for polluted conditions based on the
daily synthetic GOME-2 data and ∼ 1–2 × 1014 molec cm2
for monthly averages. The uncertainty in the tropospheric
AMFs is estimated to be in the 10 %–45 % range, considering the use of updated box-AMF LUT and improved surface
albedo climatology and a priori NO2 profiles, resulting in a
total uncertainty in the tropospheric NO2 columns likely in
the range of 30 %–70 % for polluted conditions.
An end-to-end validation of the improved GOME-2
GDP 4.9 dataset was performed by comparing the GOME-2
tropospheric NO2 columns with BIRA-IASB ground-based
MAXDOAS measurements. The validation was illustrated
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/12/1029/2019/
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for different MAXDOAS stations (Beijing, Bujumbura,
OHP, Réunion, Uccle, and Xianghe) covering urban, suburban, and background situations. Taking Xianghe station as an example, the GDP 4.9 dataset shows a similar seasonal variation in the tropospheric NO2 columns
as the MAXDOAS measurements with a relative difference of −5.8 % (i.e. −2.7 × 1015 molec cm2 in absolute)
and a correlation coefficient of 0.91 for GOME-2A, indicating good agreement. The Xianghe site, by its suburban
nature, is the best site for validation. At the other sites,
mean biases range from (−47 %; −16 × 1015 molec cm2 ) for
Beijing, (−76 %, −74 %; −3.6 × 1015 molec cm2 , −2.8 ×
1015 molec cm2 ) for Bujumbura, (−25 %, −17 %; −0.9 ×
1015 molec cm2 , −0.5 × 1015 molec cm2 ) for OHP, (−64 %,
−47 %; −1.5 × 1015 molec cm2 , −0.8 × 1015 molec cm2 ) for
Réunion, and (−43 %, −40 %; −5×1015 molec cm2 , −4.2×
1015 molec cm2 ) for Uccle. Réunion and Bujumbura are difficult sites for validation, due to their valley and mountain
nature, while urban sites Beijing and Uccle show similar relative results. A smaller absolute bias is found at the rural
OHP station. Compared to the current operational GDP 4.8
product, the GDP 4.9 dataset is a significant improvement.
Although GOME-2 measurements are still underestimating
the tropospheric NO2 columns with respect to the ground
data, the absolute and relative differences with the different
MAXDOAS stations are smaller, both for the original comparisons and for the comparisons with the smoothed MAXDOAS columns.
In the future, the AMF calculation will be further improved, since uncertainty in AMF is one dominating source
of errors in the tropospheric NO2 retrieval, especially over
polluted areas. The surface bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) effect will be included using a
direction-dependent LER climatology from GOME-2 (L. Gijsbert Tilstra, personal communication, 2018) to describe the
angular distribution of the surface reflectance. Aerosol properties will be considered explicitly in the RTM calculation
using ground-based aerosol observations from, e.g. MAXDOAS instruments, Mie scattering lidars, or sun photometers
operated by the AErosol RObotic NETwork (AERONET). A
priori NO2 profiles from different global and regional models will help to analyse the effect of spatial resolution, temporal resolution, and emissions on the tropospheric NO2 retrieval for GOME-2. Furthermore, the NO2 algorithm will
be adapted to measurements from the TROPOMI instrument
with a spatial resolution as high as 7 km ×3.5 km.
Data availability. The current operational (GDP 4.8) NO2 data
from GOME-2 can be ordered via the FTP server and the EUMETSAT Data Centre (https://acsaf.org/, last access: 1 February 2019).
The improved (GDP 4.9) dataset is currently available upon request.
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Figure S1. Daily (upper row) and monthly mean (lower row) time series and scatter plot of GOME-2A and
MAXDOAS NO2 tropospheric columns (mean value of all the pixels within 50km) around Beijing (a),
Bujumbura (b), OHP (c), Reunion (d), and Uccle (e).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure S2. Same as Fig. S1 but for GOME-2B product around Bujumbura (a), OHP (b), Reunion (c), Uccle (d),
and Xianghe (e).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure S3. Absolute and relative differences of GOME-2A and MAXDOAS NO2 tropospheric columns at Beijing
(a), Bujumbura (b), OHP (c), Reunion (d), and Uccle (e). The time-series presents the monthly mean
differences for GDP 4.8 (black) and GDP 4.9 (red). The total mean differences values and standard deviations
are given, as well as the yearly values. The histogram presents the daily differences over the whole
time-series for the two products (grey for GDP 4.8 and red for GDP 4.9).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure S4. Same as Fig. S3 but for GOME-2B product around Bujumbura (a), Reunion (b), Uccle (c), and
Xianghe (d).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure S5. Same as Fig. S3 but with smoothed MAXDOAS columns around Beijing (a), Bujumbura (b), Reunion
(c), Uccle (d), and Xianghe (e).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure S6. Same as Fig. S4 but with smoothed MAXDOAS columns around Bujumbura (a), Reunion (b), Uccle
(c), and Xianghe (d).
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Abstract. An improved tropospheric nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) retrieval algorithm from the Global Ozone Monitoring
Experiment-2 (GOME-2) instrument based on air mass factor (AMF) calculations performed with more realistic model parameters is presented. The viewing angle-dependency of surface albedo is taken into account by improving the GOME-2
Lambertian-equivalent reflectivity (LER) climatology with a directionally dependent LER (DLER) dataset over land and an
5

ocean surface albedo parametrization over water. A priori NO2 profiles with higher spatial and temporal resolutions are obtained
from the IFS(CB05BASCOE) chemistry transport model based on recent emission inventories. A more realistic cloud treatment is provided by a Cloud-As-Layers (CAL) approach, which treats the clouds as uniform layers of water droplets, instead of
the current Clouds-as-Reflecting-Boundaries (CRB) model, which assumes the clouds as Lambertian reflectors. Improvements

10

in the AMF calculation affect the tropospheric NO2 columns on average within ±15% in winter and ±5% in summer over
largely polluted regions. In addition, the impact of aerosols on our tropospheric NO2 retrieval is investigated by comparing

the concurrent retrievals based on ground-based aerosol measurements (explicit aerosol correction) and aerosol-induced cloud
parameters (implicit aerosol correction). Compared to the implicit aerosol correction through the CRB cloud parameters, the
use of CAL reduces the AMF errors by more than 10%. Finally, to evaluate the improved GOME-2 tropospheric NO2 columns,
a validation is performed using ground-based Multi-AXis Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (MAXDOAS) mea15

surements at the BIRA-IASB Xianghe station. The improved tropospheric NO2 dataset shows good agreement with coincident
ground-based measurements with a correlation coefficient of 0.94 and a relative difference of -9.9% on average.
1

Introduction

Tropospheric nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) is an important air pollutant that harms the human respiratory system even with short exposures (Gamble et al., 1987; Kampa and Castanas, 2008) and contributes to the formation of tropospheric ozone, urban haze,
20

and acid rain (Charlson and Ahlquist, 1969; Crutzen, 1970; McCormick, 2013). Besides the natural sources like soil emissions and lightning, the combustion-related emission sources from anthropogenic activities like fossil fuel consumption, car
1
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traffic, and biomass burning produce substantial amounts of NO2 . Satellite measurements from the Global Ozone Monitoring
Experiment (GOME) (Burrows et al., 1999), the SCanning Imaging Absorption SpectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartographY
(SCIAMACHY) (Bovensmann et al., 1999), the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) (Levelt et al., 2006), and the Global
Ozone Monitoring Experiment-2 (GOME-2) (Callies et al., 2000; Munro et al., 2016) have produced global NO2 measure5

ments on long-time scales. In the following years, new generation instruments like the TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument
(TROPOMI) (Veefkind et al., 2012) aboard the Sentinel-5 Precursor satellite and geostationary missions like the Sentinel-4
(Ingmann et al., 2012) will deliver NO2 dataset with high spatial resolution and short revisit time.
The GOME-2 instruments, which are on the EUMETSAT’s MetOp-A and MetOp-B satellites (referred to as GOME-2A and
GOME-2B in this work), have provided a long-term NO2 dataset started in the year 2007. This dataset will be extended with

10

a third GOME-2 aboard the MetOp-C satellite, launched in December 2018. GOME-2 is a scanning spectrometer measuring
the solar irradiance and Earth’s backscattered radiance in the UV and VIS spectral ranges with a spectral resolution of 0.20.4 nm and a spatial resolution of 80 km×40 km (the spatial resolution has been increased to 40 km×40 km for GOME-2A
from July 2013 onwards). GOME-2 provides morning observations of NO2 at about 9:30 local time (LT), which complements
early afternoon measurements e.g. from OMI or TROPOMI. The GOME-2 NO2 measurements have been widely used in trend

15

studies, satellite dataset intercomparisons, and NO2 emission estimations (e.g. Mijling et al., 2013; Hilboll et al., 2013, 2017;
Krotkov et al., 2017; Irie et al., 2012; Gu et al., 2014; Miyazaki et al., 2017; Ding et al., 2017).
The NO2 retrieval algorithm for the GOME-2 instrument contains three steps: the spectral fitting of the slant column (concentration along the effective light path) with the differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) method (Platt and Stutz,
2008) from the measured GOME-2 (ir)radiances, the separation of stratospheric and tropospheric contributions with a modi-

20

fied reference sector method, and the conversion of the tropospheric slant column to a vertical column with a tropospheric air
mass factor (AMF) calculation. The quality of GOME-2 NO2 measurements is strongly related to the calculation of the AMF,
determined with a radiative transfer model, depending on a set of model parameters, such as viewing geometry, surface albedo,
vertical distribution of NO2 , cloud, and aerosol. The model parameters, generally taken from external databases, contribute
substantially to the overall AMF uncertainty, estimated to be in the range of 30-40% (Lorente et al., 2017).

25

The surface is normally assumed to be Lambertian with an isotropic diffuse reflection independent of viewing and illumination geometry in NO2 retrieval (e.g. Boersma et al., 2011; van Geffen et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019b). However, due to the
occurrences of retroreflection and shading effects (mainly over rough surfaces like vegetation) and specular reflection (mainly
over smooth surfaces like water), the Lambertian assumption is not always fulfilled. To account for the geometry-dependent
surface scattering characteristics, the surface bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) (Nicodemus et al., 1992)

30

has been considered in previous studies (e.g. Zhou et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2014, 2015; Noguchi et al., 2014; Vasilkov et al.,
2017; Lorente et al., 2018; Laughner et al., 2018; Qin et al., 2019), mainly based on measurements from MODerate resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) over land. However, due to the use of different instruments, biases are possibly introduced in the NO2 retrieval. In addition, due to the generally unavailable full surface BRDF in all conditions and the complexity
of accounting for BRDF, most of the current NO2 and cloud retrievals still rely on Lambertian surface reflection (e.g., Boersma
et al., 2018; van Geffen et al., 2019; Loyola et al., 2018; Desmons et al., 2019).
2
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To account for the varying sensitivity of the satellite to NO2 at different altitudes, a priori vertical profiles of NO2 are required,
generally prescribed using a chemistry transport model. The importance of the a priori NO2 profiles used in the retrieval has
been recognised earlier and motived the use of model data with high spatial resolution and/or high temporal resolution (e.g.
5

Valin et al., 2011; Heckel et al., 2011; Russell et al., 2011; McLinden et al., 2014; Yamaji et al., 2014; Kuhlmann et al., 2015;
Lin et al., 2014; Boersma et al., 2016; Laughner et al., 2016). Within the Monitoring Atmospheric Composition and Climate
(MACC) European project, a global data assimilation system for atmospheric composition forecasts and analyses has been
developed and running operationally in Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS, http://atmosphere.copernicus.eu).
The CAMS system relies on a combination of satellite observations with state-of-the-art atmospheric modelling (Flemming

10

et al., 2017), for which purpose the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) numerical weather
prediction Integrated Forecast System (IFS) was extended with modules for describing atmospheric composition (Flemming
et al., 2015; Inness et al., 2015; Morcrette et al., 2009; Benedetti et al., 2009; Engelen et al., 2009; Agustí-Panareda et al.,
2016). Profile forecasts from CAMS are planned to be applied in the operational NO2 retrieval algorithm for the Sentinel-4
(Sanders et al., 2018) and Sentinel-5 (van Geffen et al., 2018) missions with the advantage of operational implementation and

15

high resolution. Lately, an advanced IFS system, referred to IFS(CB05BASCOE) (Huijnen et al., 2016, 2019) or IFS(CBA)
for short, operates at high horizontal, vertical, and temporal resolutions based on recent emission inventories, providing an
improved profile "representativeness".
Clouds influence the NO2 retrieval through their increased reflectivity, their shielding effect on NO2 column below the cloud,
and multiple scattering that enhances absorption inside the cloud (Liu et al., 2004; Stammes et al., 2008; Kokhanovsky and

20

Rozanov, 2008). The presence of clouds is taken into account in the NO2 AMF calculation using cloud parameters based on
the Optical Cloud Recognition Algorithm (OCRA) and the Retrieval Of Cloud Information using Neural Networks (ROCINN)
algorithms (Loyola et al., 2007, 2011). OCRA/ROCINN has been applied in the operational retrieval of trace gases from GOME
(Van Roozendael et al., 2006), GOME-2 (Valks et al., 2011; Hao et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2019b), and TROPOMI (Heue et al.,
2016; Theys et al., 2017; Loyola, in preparation). The latest version of OCRA/ROCINN (Lutz et al., 2016; Loyola et al., 2018)

25

provides two sets of cloud products: one treats clouds as ideal Lambertian reflectors in a "Clouds-as-Reflecting-Boundaries"
(CRB) model, and the second treats clouds as uniform layers of water droplets in a "Clouds-As-Layers" (CAL) model. The
CAL model, which allows for the penetration of photons through the cloud, is more realistic than the CRB model, which
screens the atmosphere below the cloud (Rozanov and Kokhanovsky, 2004; Richter et al., 2015).
Aerosol scattering and absorption influence the top-of-atmosphere radiances and the light path distribution. The radiative

30

effect of scattering aerosols and clouds is comparable (i.e., the albedo effect, shielding effect, and multiple scattering), while the
presence of absorbing aerosols generally reduces the sensitivity to NO2 within and below the aerosol layer by decreasing the
number of photons returning from this region to the satellite (Leitão et al., 2010). Because cloud retrieval does not distinguish
between clouds and aerosols, the effect of aerosol on the AMF is normally corrected using an "implicit aerosol correction"
by assuming that the effective clouds retrieved as Lambertian reflectors (i.e., using the CRB model) account for the effect of

35

aerosols on the light path (Boersma et al., 2004, 2011). Previous works have also applied an "explicit aerosol correction" for
OMI pixels considering additional aerosol parameters (e.g. Lin et al., 2014, 2015; Kuhlmann et al., 2015; Castellanos et al.,
3
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2015; Liu et al., 2019a; Chimot et al., 2019) and have reported large biases related to the implicit aerosol correction for polluted
cases, likely because the simple CRB model can not fully describe the effects inherent to aerosol particles (Chimot et al., 2019).
The operational GOME-2 NO2 products are generated with the GOME Data Processor (GDP) algorithm and provided by
5

DLR in the framework of EUMETSAT’s Satellite Application Facility on Atmospheric Composition Monitoring (AC-SAF).
The retrieval algorithm of total and tropospheric NO2 from GOME-2 has been introduced by Valks et al. (2011, 2017) as
implemented in the current operational GDP version 4.8. An updated slant column retrieval and stratosphere-troposphere
separation have been presented by Liu et al. (2019b), and an improved AMF calculation is described in this paper, which will
be implemented in the next version of GDP.
In the AC-SAF context (Hassinen et al., 2016), the NO2 data derived from the GOME-2 GDP algorithm is being validated

10

at BIRA-IASB by comparison with correlative observations from ground-based Multi-AXis Differential Optical Absorption
Spectroscopy (MAXDOAS) (Pinardi et al., 2014, 2015; Pinardi, in preparation). The MAXDOAS instrument collects scattered
sky light in a series of line-of-sight angular directions extending from the horizon to the zenith. High sensitivity towards
absorbers near the surface is obtained for the smallest elevation angles, while measurements at higher elevations provide
15

information on the rest of the column. This technique allows the determination of vertically resolved abundances of atmospheric
trace species in the lowermost troposphere (Hönninger et al., 2004; Wagner et al., 2004; Wittrock et al., 2004; Heckel et al.,
2005).
In this work, we briefly introduce in Sect. 2 the reference retrieval algorithm for GOME-2 NO2 measurements, which was
described in detail in Liu et al. (2019b). We improve the AMF calculation in the reference retrieval algorithm in Sect. 3 by

20

accounting for the direction-dependency of surface albedo over land and over water, applying the advanced high-resolution
IFS(CBA) a priori NO2 profiles, and implementing the more realistic CAL cloud model. We investigate the properties of the
implicit aerosol correction for aerosol-dominated scenes by comparing it to the explicit aerosol correction in Sect. 4. Finally,
we show a validation of the GOME-2 tropospheric NO2 columns using MAXDOAS datasets in Sect. 5.
2

25

Reference retrieval for GOME-2 NO2 measurements

As described in Liu et al. (2019b), the NO2 slant column retrieval applies an extended 425-497 nm wavelength fitting window
(Richter et al., 2011) to include more NO2 structures and an improved slit function treatment to compensate for the longterm and in-orbit drifts of the GOME-2 slit function. The uncertainty in the NO2 slant columns is ∼ 4.4 × 1014 molec/cm2 ,

calculated from the average slant column error using a statistical method (Valks et al., 2011, Sect. 6.1 therein). To determine the
stratospheric NO2 components, the STRatospheric Estimation Algorithm from Mainz (STREAM) method (Beirle et al., 2016)
30

with an improved treatment of polluted and cloudy pixels is adopted. The uncertainty in the GOME-2 stratospheric columns is
∼ 4-5 × 1014 for polluted conditions based on the daily synthetic GOME-2 data and ∼ 1-2 × 1014 for monthly averages.

Mainly focusing on the third retrieval step, we apply the tropospheric AMF M conversion (Palmer et al., 2001; Boersma

et al., 2004) to account for the average light path through the atmosphere:
P
ml (b)xl cl
M= lP
l xl
4

(1)
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Table 1. Ancillary parameters in deriving GOME-2 tropospheric NO2 columns.
reference retrieval (Liu et al., 2019b)

improved algorithm (this work)

surface albedo

GOME-2 LER climatology

GOME-2 direction-dependent LER

a priori NO2 profile

TM5-MP

IFS(CBA)

cloud parameter

OCRA/ROCINN_CRB

OCRA/ROCINN_CAL

with ml the box-air mass factors (box-AMFs) in layer l, xl the partial columns from the a priori NO2 profiles, and cl a
correction coefficient to account for the temperature dependency of NO2 cross-section (Boersma et al., 2004; Nüß et al., 2006).
5

The box-AMFs ml are derived using the multi-layered multiple scattering LIDORT (Spurr et al., 2001) radiative transfer model
and stored in a look-up table (LUT) as a function of several model inputs b, including GOME-2 viewing geometry, surface
pressure, and surface albedo. Table 1 summarises the ancillary parameters used in the AMF calculation.
The surface albedo is described by a monthly Lambertian-equivalent reflectivity (LER) database (Tilstra et al., 2017), derived
from GOME-2 measurements for the years 2007-2013 with a spatial resolution of 1.0◦ long×1.0◦ lat for standard grid cells

10

and 0.25◦ long×0.25◦ lat for coastlines (Tilstra et al., 2019). The LER is retrieved by matching the simulated reflectances to
the Earth reflectance measurements for cloud-free scenes found with a statistic method (Koelemeijer et al., 2003; Kleipool
et al., 2008; Tilstra et al., 2017).
The daily a priori NO2 profiles are obtained from the three-dimensional chemistry transport model TM5-MP (Williams et al.,
2017) with a horizontal resolution of 1◦ long×1◦ lat for 34 vertical layers, as summarised in Table 2. The model is driven by

15

ECMWF ERA-Interim meteorological re-analysis (Dee et al., 2011) and updated every 3 h with interpolation of fields for the
intermediate time periods. Compared to previous versions of TM model (e.g. Williams et al., 2009; Huijnen et al., 2010), which
have been commonly used in tropospheric NO2 retrieval studies (e.g. Boersma et al., 2011; Chimot et al., 2016; Lorente et al.,
2017), the main advantages of TM5-MP is the better spatial resolution (1◦ long×1◦ lat), updated NOx emissions (year-specific
MACCity emission inventory, Granier et al. (2011)), and improved chemistry scheme (an expanded version of the modified

20

CB05 chemistry scheme, Williams et al. (2013)).
In the presence of clouds, the AMF is derived based on the independent pixel approximation (Cahalan et al., 1994), which
assumes the AMF as a linear combination of a cloudy-sky AMF Mcl and a clear-sky AMF Mcr :
M = ωMcl + (1 − ω)Mcr ,

(2)

where ω is the cloud radiance fraction. Mcl is determined using Eq. (1) with the cloud surface regarded as a Lambertian
reflector and with ml =0 for layers below the cloud top pressure cp . ω is derived from the GOME-2 cloud fraction cf :
ω=

cf Icl
(1 − cf )Icr + cf Icl

(3)

with Icr the backscattered radiance for a clear scene derived using LIDORT and Icl for a cloudy scene. Note that the cloud
fraction cf is a radiometric or effective cloud fraction instead of a geometric one.
5
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Table 2. Summary of chemistry transport model specifications.
TM5-MP

IFS(CBA)

(Huijnen et al., 2010)

(Flemming et al., 2015)

(Williams et al., 2017)

(Huijnen et al., 2016)

horizontal resolution

1◦ (long/lat)

vertical resolution

34 layers (∼6 layers below 1.5 km)

∼80 km (T255) or ∼0.7◦ (long/lat)

temporal resolution

2 h archiving

1 h archiving

meteorological fields

ECMWF 3 h

ECMWF online (initialized with ERA-5)

tropospheric chemistry

modified CB05 (Williams et al., 2013)

modified CB05 (Williams et al., 2013)

anthropogenic emission

MACCity (Granier et al., 2011)

CAMS_GLOB_ANT v2.1 (Granier et al., 2019)

advection

slopes scheme (Russell and Lerner, 1981)

semi-Lagrangian scheme as described in Temperton

1371 layers (∼12 layers below 1.5 km)

et al. (2001) and Hortal (2002)
convection

ECMWF

Bechtold et al. (2014)

diffusion

Holtslag and Boville (1993)

Beljaars and Viterbo (1998)

1

69 layers are employed in this study.

The GOME-2 cloud properties are derived by the OCRA and the ROCINN algorithms (Loyola et al., 2007, 2011; Lutz

5

et al., 2016; Loyola et al., 2018). Since clouds generally have a higher reflectivity than the ground, OCRA calculates the
radiometric cloud fractions by comparing the measured reflectances in 3 broadband wavelength regions across the UV-VISNIR region with corresponding cloud-free background composite maps using a RGB color space approach. The monthly
cloud-free background map is calculated from GOME-2A measurements for the years 2008-2013, accounting for instrumental
10

degradation and dependencies on viewing zenith angle (VZA), latitude, and season. With the radiometric cloud fractions from
OCRA as input, ROCINN retrieves the cloud top pressures (cloud top heights) and cloud albedo (cloud optical depth) by
comparing the simulated and measured satellite radiances in the O2 A band around 760 nm using regularization theory. Based
on the independent pixel approximation and the CRB cloud model, the ROCINN algorithm treats the clouds as Lambertian
surfaces.

15

3
3.1

Improved AMF calculation
Surface albedo

The dependency of surface reflection on incoming and outgoing directions is mathematically described by the BRDF (Nicodemus et al., 1992), which shows a "hot spot" of increased reflectivity in backward scattering directions over rough surfaces like
vegetation and a strong forward scattering peak near "sun glint" geometries over smooth surfaces like water. In this study, we
5

account for the direction-dependency of surface albedo for the GOME-2 LER climatology by applying a directionally depen-

6
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dent LER (DLER) dataset over land surfaces (see Sect. 3.1.1) and by implementing an ocean surface albedo parametrization
over water surfaces (see Sect. 3.1.2).
3.1.1 Over land
To account for the surface BRDF in our NO2 AMF calculation over land, the surface reflectivity is described by a GOME-2
10

DLER dataset (Tilstra et al., 2019) that captures the VZA-dependency. Compared to the traditional GOME-2 LER climatology
(Tilstra et al., 2017), derived from a range of viewing angles (∼115◦ for GOME-2 measurements covering the directions from
east to west), the GOME-2 DLER dataset is derived by dividing the range of viewing angles into five segments and applying
the same retrieval method as in the traditional GOME-2 LER determination for each segment with a parabolic fit to parametrize
the VZA-dependency. The main idea of this VZA-dependency parametrization is to use the VZA as a proxy of observation

15

geometry over land, since solar zenith angle (SZA) and relative azimuth angle (RAA) are nearly constant at a given latitude
and thus have been captured in the original GOME-2 LER dataset.
For each GOME-2 measurement, the surface DLER αDLER is calculated as:
αDLER = αLER + c0 + c1 × θ + c2 × θ2

(4)

with VZA θ positive on the west side of the orbit swath and negative on the east side of the orbit swath. c0 , c1 , and c2
20

are parabolic fitting coefficients depending on latitude, longitude, month, and wavelength. The non-directional LER αLER
is taken from the traditional GOME-2 LER climatology. Note that no directionality is provided by the DLER dataset over
water (without sea ice cover), mainly due to the dependency on parameters such as wind speed and chlorophyll concentration,
which can not be cast into climatology easily. Additionally, due to the strong solar and viewing angles-dependency of specular
reflection, changes of the solar position during a month influence the albedo over water bodies much more than for land, and

25

this influence is modelled and described in Sect. 3.1.2.
Figure 1a-c shows the traditional GOME-2 LER climatology, the GOME-2 DLER dataset over land, and their differences
on 3 February and 5 August 2010. The DLER data shows a stronger increase for western viewing direction by ∼0.02 over

vegetation, ∼0.05 over desert, and ∼0.2 over snow and ice, due to the increasing BRDF in the backward scattering direction.
A slight change by up to 0.01 is found over vegetation and desert with enhancement for the central part of the orbit swath and

30

reduction for the east side of the orbit swath, and this effect is larger over snow and ice, resulted from the forward scattering
peak or double scattering peak in the BRDF pattern for snow (Dumont et al., 2010). The difference in surface albedo is
generally larger in winter, due to the change of surface condition and/or sun elevation, at the exception of desert.
Figure 2 compares the surface LER and DLER as a function of VZA and presents the impact on the clear-sky AMFs over
western Europe (44◦ N-53◦ N, 0◦ E-7◦ E) and eastern China (21◦ N-41◦ N, 110◦ E-122◦ E) in February 2010. The surface
albedo on the west side of the orbit swath (backward scattering direction) is higher for both regions by up to 0.024, which

5

reduces the calculated clear-sky AMFs by 9-14%. Smaller differences are found for the central and eastern viewing direction
by up to 0.006 for surface albedo and up to 4% for clear-sky AMFs.

7
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3 February 2010

5 August 2010
(a) original GOME-2 LER

(b) improved GOME-2 LER
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Figure 1. Map of GOME-2 surface LER climatology (Tilstra et al., 2017) version 3.1 in February and August (a), improved GOME-2 surface
LER data taking into account the direction-dependency on 3 February and 5 August 2010 (b), and their differences over land (c) and over
water (d) (figure continued on next page). The improvements are described in Sect. 3.1.1 for land and in Sect. 3.1.2 for water.

Figure 3 shows the differences in tropospheric NO2 columns retrieved using surface LER and DLER dataset for a given day
and for the monthly average in February and August 2010. The daily differences in tropospheric NO2 columns are consistent
with Fig. 1c, with a larger impact found over polluted regions. Taking Spain on 3 February 2010 as an example, the smaller
10

surface DLER on the central part of the orbit swath by ∼0.005 results in a lower sensitivity to tropospheric NO2 columns in
the AMF calculation, and therefore the AMF decreases and the tropospheric NO2 columns increases by ∼ 1 × 1014 molec/cm2

(3%). Vice versa, the surface DLER is higher by ∼0.02 on the west side of the orbit swath over eastern China at the same day,
and thus the tropospheric NO2 column is lower by ∼ 3 × 1015 molec/cm2 (11%). The monthly differences in tropospheric NO2

5

columns show a larger reduction in winter by more than 5 × 1014 molec/cm2 over e.g. central Europe, South Africa, India, and
eastern China, and by ∼ 1 × 1014 molec/cm2 over e.g. the eastern US, Southeast Asia, and Mexico.

8
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Figure 1. (figure continued from previous page)

The above results are in agreement with studies applying the BRDF product from MODIS to describe the dependency of land
surface reflectance on illumination and viewing geometry (e.g. Zhou et al., 2010; Noguchi et al., 2014; Vasilkov et al., 2017;
Lorente et al., 2018; Laughner et al., 2018; Qin et al., 2019). With a good agreement with the established MODIS BRDF product
(Tilstra et al., 2019), the GOME-2 DLER dataset is derived from measurements of the instrument itself, consistent with the
10

GOME-2 NO2 observations, considering the illumination conditions, observation geometry, and instrumental characteristics,
and therefore the use of GOME-2 DLER introduces no additional bias caused by the instrumental differences.
3.1.2

Over water

The surface reflectivity over water is described with an improved GOME-2 LER data using an ocean surface albedo
parametrization (Jin et al., 2004, 2011) to account for the direction-dependency. Based on atmospheric radiation measurements
9
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Comparison of GOME-2 LER climatology (Tilstra et al., 2017) and GOME-2 DLER data (a) and the impact on the clear-sky AMFs
(b) over western Europe (44◦ N-53◦ N, 0◦ E-7◦ E) and eastern China (21◦ N-41◦ N, 110◦ E-122◦ E) as a function of VZA in February 2010
(VZAs are negative for observations
on the east
side of the orbit swath).
February
2010
5

August 2010

and the Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Radiative Transfer (COART) model (Jin et al., 2006), the parametrization developed by
Jin et al. (2011) derives the surface reflectivity for the direct and diffuse incident radiation separately and further divides each
of them into contributions from surface and water, respectively. This parametrization has been used to derive ocean surface
albedo (e.g. Séférian et al., 2018) and to generate satellite NO2 product (e.g. Laughner et al., 2018).
Following Jin et al. (2011), the ocean surface albedo αtotal is defined as:

10

s
w
s
w
αtotal = fdir (αdir
+ αdir
) + fdif (αdif
+ αdif
)

(5)

s
s
w
w
with αdir
and αdif
the direct and diffuse contribution of the surface reflection and αdir
and αdif
the direct and diffuse

contribution of the volume scattering of water below the surface, respectively. The direct and diffuse fraction of downward
surface flux fdir and fdif (fdif = 1 − fdir ) are calculated using the online COART (https://satcorps.larc.nasa.gov/jin/coart.
s
html). The direct surface albedo αdir
, which is one main component of the total ocean surface albedo, describes the contribution

15

of Fresnel reflection depending on the incident angle, refractive index of seawater (1.343 at 460 nm), and slope distribution

Netherlands (52.8°N, 4.7°E)

China (39.1°N, 118.0°E)

of the ocean surface (defined by Cox and Munk (1954) and related to wind speed (5 m/s from the climatological mean)).
s
The diffuse surface albedo αdif
is difficult to formulate analytically due to its variation with atmospheric conditions and thus
w
parametrized practically to be 0.06 for an assumed 5 m/s wind speed. The direct water volume albedo αdir
is considered for

the case 1 waters (consist 99% of the ocean) and primarily affected by the chlorophyll concentration (0.2 mg/m3 from the
w
w
global ocean average). The diffuse water volume albedo αdif
is defined by the αdir
at an effective incident direction (i.e.

arccos(0.676)) and calculated to be 0.0145. The direct fraction of downward surface flux fdir is calculated with radiative

10
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Figure 3. Differences in GOME-2 tropospheric NO2 columns retrieved using GOME-2 LER and DLER dataset for a given day and for the
monthly average in February and August 2010. Only measurements with cloud radiance fraction < 0.5 are included.
5

transfer simulation using a mid-latitude summer atmosphere with a marine aerosol optical depth of 1 (at 550 nm) and using a
100 m depth ocean with the average Petzold phase function for ocean particle scattering.
Figure 4 shows the parametrized ocean surface albedo for a non-glint situation and its four albedo components as a function
of incident angle. The overall shape of the total ocean surface albedo αtotal is dependent on incident angle with a peak near
s
s
70◦ , similar with Jin et al. (2004) and Laughner et al. (2018). The surface component (αdir
+ αdif
) is larger than the water

10

w
w
s
w
volume component (αdir
+ αdif
), particularly for larger incident angles. The direct component (αdir
+ αdir
) increases with
s
w
incident angle with lower values than the diffuse component (αdif
+ αdif
) for smaller incident angles (below 55◦ ) and higher

values for larger incident angles. The relative contribution of diffuse component to the total ocean surface albedo fdif increases
from ∼0.65 to ∼1 with incident angle. It is worth noting that the four albedo components are independent of each other and

thus flexible to update or replace.

11
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Figure 4. Parametrized ocean surface albedo for a non-glint condition and its albedo components due to direct and diffuse surface reflection
and direct and diffuse water volume scattering as a function of incident angle.

Based on measurements over a long period (2007-2018 for version 3.1), the GOME-2 LER climatology provides mainly
5

s
w
the diffuse component (αdif
+ αdif
) over water bodies with minimized impact of direct contribution. Therefore, we replace
s
w
the simplified expression of αdif
+ αdif
in Jin et al. (2011) with values taken from the GOME-2 LER climatology. This

scheme enables the consideration of the direction-dependency for the GOME-2 LER climatology over water with minimal
bias introduced. In addition, most of the ocean surface albedo studies (e.g. Ohlmann, 2003; Jin et al., 2004; Li et al., 2006; Jin
et al., 2011; Laughner et al., 2018) employ a straightforward assumption that SZA is the only directional parameter involved
10

in the parametrization, namely the incident angle is assumed to be equivalent to the SZA in the Fresnel reflection calculation.
In this work, we apply the full equation to derive the local incident angle with dependencies on VZA and RAA also taken into
account, and we additionally implement the Cox-Munk sun glitter model over glint-contaminated regions. See Cox and Munk
(1954) and Gordon (1997) for more details on configuration and derivation.
Figure 1b,d presents the calculated ocean surface albedo and the differences with values taken from GOME-2 LER climatol-

15

ogy on 3 February and 5 August 2010. Consistent with Vasilkov et al. (2017), the improved ocean surface albedo shows higher
values by up to 0.015 at larger SZAs and VZAs, where the higher incident angles result in stronger Fresnel reflections, and by
up to 0.025 over areas affected by sun glint, typically the eastern swath of GOME-2 orbits.
Figure 5 shows the impact of using updated ocean surface albedo on our GOME-2 NO2 retrieval for a given day and for the
monthly average in February and August 2010. The tropospheric NO2 columns are reduced mainly over the polluted coastal
regions with large NO2 concentrations and with large SZAs and VZAs. For instance, the ocean surface albedo around Spain
increases by ∼0.01 on 3 February 2010, leading to a decrease of tropospheric NO2 columns by up to 8×1014 molec/cm2 (9%).

The monthly average of tropospheric NO2 columns decreases in winter by more than 3 × 1014 molec/cm2 near the coastal
12
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Figure 5. Differences in GOME-2 tropospheric NO2 columns retrieved using the original GOME-2 LER climatology and the GOME-2 LER
data improved with the ocean surface albedo parametrization for a given day and for the monthly average in February and August 2010. Only
measurements with cloud radiance fraction < 0.5 are included.
5

area, e.g. around the US, eastern China, and Brazil, and by up to 1 × 1014 molec/cm2 along the shipping lanes, e.g. in the
Mediterranean Sea, the Red Sea, and the maritime Southeast Asia.
3.2

A priori NO2 profile

In regions with strong gradients in NOx emission in space and time, the significant variation of surface NO2 can only be
captured in a model with sufficient horizontal, vertical, and temporal resolutions. The advanced IFS(CBA) (Huijnen et al.,
2016, 2019) global chemistry forecast and analysis system combines the stratospheric chemistry scheme developed for the
Belgian Assimilation System for Chemical ObsErvations (BASCOE, Skachko et al. (2016)) and the modified CB05 tropo5

spheric chemistry scheme (Williams et al., 2013). As summarized in Table 2, the spatial resolution of IFS(CBA) is a reduced
Gaussian grid at a spectral truncation of T255, which is equivalent to a grid spacing of ∼80 km globally (∼0.7◦ ). The model
13
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February 2010

August 2010

Figure 6. Area-averaged and monthly-averaged profiles from TM5-MP and IFS(CBA) at GOME-2 overpass time (9:30 LT) over western
Europe (44◦ N-53◦ N, 0◦ E-7◦ E) and eastern China (21◦ N-41◦ N, 110◦ E-122◦ E) in February and August 2010.

Netherlands (52.8°N, 4.7°E)

China (39.1°N, 118.0°E)

is run with the standard 137 hybrid sigma-pressure layers as also used operationally in the ECMWF’ forecast and reanalysis
model. From this we select a vertical discretisation based on 69 vertical levels up to 0.1 hPa with ∼12 layers in the boundary

layer for further processing. An essential difference compared to TM5-MP is that in IFS(CBA) the chemistry is an integral part
10

of the meteorological forecast model. Here we use the forecast model from cycle 45r2, which is daily initialized using ERA5
meteorology. Additionally, anthropogenic emissions are based on the recently prepared CAMS_GLOB_ANT v2.1 emission
inventory (Granier et al., 2019), while day-specific biomass burning emissions are taken from GFASv2.1 (Kaiser et al., 2012).
The NO2 data is available on hourly basis, based on which the profiles at the satellite measurement time can be obtained with
a linear interpolation.

15

Figure 6 shows an intercomparison of area-averaged and monthly-averaged profiles from TM5-MP and IFS(CBA) at GOME2 overpass time (9:30 LT) over western Europe (44◦ N-53◦ N, 0◦ E-7◦ E) and eastern China (21◦ N-41◦ N, 110◦ E-122◦ E)
in February and August 2010. Generally, TM5-MP and IFS(CBA) show similar mean profile shapes over the two regions. In
February, IFS(CBA) shows a larger boundary layer concentration and a sharper transition to the free troposphere over western
Europe and a larger NO2 gradients in the free troposphere over eastern China. In August, the NO2 concentrations in the free

20

troposphere are lower than in February for both models due to the reduced emissions and the reduced lifetime of NO2 , and a
larger surface layer NO2 gradient is found for the IFS(CBA) model for both regions.
Figure 7 shows the daily TM5-MP and IFS(CBA) a priori NO2 profiles over the Netherlands (52.8◦ N, 4.7◦ E) and China
(39.1◦ N, 118.0◦ E) on 3 February 2010 as examples. IFS(CBA) shows a higher surface layer NO2 concentration (more
steep profile shape) and yields a tropospheric AMF reduced by 0.21 over the Netherlands, which will enhance the retrieved

25

tropospheric NO2 column. In contrast, the tropospheric AMF increases by 0.06 over China due to the larger NO2 gradients in
the free troposphere (less steep profile shape) modelled by IFS(CBA).
14
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Netherlands (52.8°N, 4.7°E)

China (39.1°N, 118.0°E)

Figure 7. A priori NO2 profiles from TM5-MP, IFS(CBA) (original resolution), and IFS(CBA) with different model resolutions over the
Netherlands (52.8◦ N, 4.7◦ E) and China (39.1◦ N, 118.0◦ E) on 3 February 2010. The IFS(CBA) profiles are compared for 1◦ grid and for
34 layers. The calculated clear-sky tropospheric AMF is given next to each label.

Figure 8 shows the differences in tropospheric NO2 columns retrieved using TM5-MP and IFS(CBA) a priori NO2 profiles
for a given day and for the monthly average in February and August 2010. The differences are consistent with the changes
in the profile shapes in Fig. 6 and 7. The use of IFS(CBA) generally increases the tropospheric NO2 columns over polluted
30

regions by up to 2 × 1015 molec/cm2 , e.g. over western Europe, eastern US, and Argentina, and decreases the values by up
to 1 × 1015 molec/cm2 , e.g. over central Africa, South Africa, and Brazil. In February, however, a strong enhancement by

∼ 7 × 1015 molec/cm2 is found over northern Germany and Poland, and a strong reduction by ∼ 4 × 1015 molec/cm2 is found

over the North China Plain. The differences in Fig. 8 are likely related to the different chemical mechanism, transport scheme,
and emission inventories employed by the model as well as the different model resolutions.
To quantify the effect of model resolutions, a more detailed analysis for IFS(CBA) is implemented with 1◦ grids for horizontal resolution, with 34 layers for vertical resolution, and with 2-hours time steps for temporal resolution, respectively.
These values are of the same order of magnitude as the model resolutions of TM5-MP and other chemistry transport models

5

currently employed in the satellite retrieval of NO2 (e.g. van Geffen et al., 2019; Lorente et al., 2017; Boersma et al., 2018;
Liu et al., 2019b). Figure 7 compares the IFS(CBA) a priori NO2 profiles with original and different model resolutions over
the Netherlands (52.8◦ N, 4.7◦ E) and China (39.1◦ N, 118.0◦ E) on 3 February 2010. Both examples are located at polluted
coastal regions, which typically have a large heterogeneity and variability in the NO2 distribution. The AMFs differ by more
than 0.02 for both examples due to differences in horizontal and vertical resolutions. The current 2-hours temporal sampling

10

and subsequent linear interpolation between the sampling points is sufficient for the retrieval of tropospheric NO2 columns
(not shown). When a coarser spatial resolution is used, the "domain-averaged" profiles generally show an increased surface
NO2 concentration for unpolluted domain and the opposite for emission source. Consequently, the AMF is underestimated
15
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Figure 8. Differences in tropospheric NO2 columns retrieved using TM5-MP and IFS(CBA) a priori NO2 profiles for a given day and for
the monthly average in February and August 2010. Yellow circles on 3 February 2010 indicate locations in Fig. 7. Only measurements with
cloud radiance fraction < 0.5 are included.

for unpolluted areas and overestimated for polluted areas. When the number of layers is reduced, the coarser sampling points
can not capture accurately the large NO2 gradients at low altitudes, particularly for polluted regions where the measurement
sensitivity of the satellite decreases significantly towards the surface.
5

Figure 9 shows the absolute and relative differences in tropospheric NO2 columns retrieved by altering the model resolutions
for IFS(CBA) a priori NO2 profiles in February 2010. In Fig. 9a, the increase of the spatial resolution (1◦ vs. 0.7◦ grid) changes
the tropospheric NO2 columns by up to 7 × 1014 molec/cm2 or 20% for polluted regions, in agreement with previous case

studies or regional retrievals (Heckel et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2014; Kuhlmann et al., 2015). Larger relative differences are
observed over cities surrounded by rural areas, coastal regions, isolated islands, and shipping lanes, where the use of high

10

spatial resolutions captures more accurately the NO2 emission and chemistry for a priori profiles. In Fig. 9b, the improvement
in the vertical resolution (34 vs. 69 layers) enhances the tropospheric NO2 columns by up to 5 × 1014 molec/cm2 or 15%.

Increasing the number of layers generally better resolves the NO2 vertical variation, especially for the lowest model layers
16
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(a) difference for horizontal resolution (profile 0.7° – 1°)

(b) difference for vertical resolution (profile 69L – 34L)
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Figure 9. Absolute and relative differences in tropospheric NO2 columns retrieved by altering the model resolutions for IFS(CBA) a priori
NO2 profiles in February 2010. The tropospheric NO2 columns are compared for 1◦ and 0.7◦ grid (a) and for 34 and 69 layers (b). Only
measurements with cloud radiance fraction < 0.5 are included.

where the box-AMF decreases significantly in the polluted cases. Consequently, the tropospheric AMFs are lower and the
tropospheric NO2 columns are higher for polluted regions. For unpolluted regions, the differences are generally small (within
15

±2 × 1014 molec/cm2 or ±3%). In addition, the use of different temporal resolution (2-hours vs. 1-hour time step) generally
has a negligible impact on the tropospheric NO2 columns (less than 2 × 1014 molec/cm2 or 3%, not shown).
3.3

Cloud correction

For cloudy scenarios, the retrieval of tropospheric NO2 is affected by the cloud parameters due to the variation of scene
albedo and the photon path redistribution in the troposphere. As described in Sect. 2, the cloudy-sky AMFs are calculated
20

with the independent pixel approximation using GOME-2 cloud parameters: radiometric cloud fraction from OCRA and cloud
top pressure (cloud top height) and cloud albedo (cloud optical depth) from ROCINN. To improve the cloud correction in
17
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Figure 10. Differences in cloud top heights retrieved using ROCINN_CAL and ROCINN_CRB cloud model in February and August 2010.
−4
Only measurements with cloud fraction
< 0.3
are included. Observations with fitting RMS > 1×10
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out.

our NO2 retrieval, the CAL model from ROCINN cloud algorithm (Loyola et al., 2018), with the clouds treated as optically
uniform layers of light-scattering water droplets, is applied. The CAL model is more representative of the real situation than
the CRB model (with the clouds idealized as Lambertian reflectors with zero transmittance) by allowing the penetration of
25

photons through the cloud layer. This treatment takes the multiple scattering of light inside the cloud and the contribution of
the atmospheric layer between the cloud bottom and the ground into account.
Figure 10 shows the differences in cloud top heights obtained with the CRB and CAL model from GOME-2 measurements
15

2

tropospheric
NOLoyola
2 column [10 molec/cm ] (CAL cloud – CRB cloud)
in February and August 2010. Consistent
with
et al. (2018) (see Fig 3 and 13 therein), the cloud top heights from CAL

30

are generally higher by-1.0
on average-0.7
∼0.9 km. Stronger
increases
(up to
found over0.7
regions with
-0.4
-0.1
0.12 km) are0.4
1.0thick and high clouds,

such as the Intertropical Convergence Zone and the Western Hemisphere Warm Pool, very similar to Lelli et al. (2012) (see
Fig. 12 therein). In general, the CRB-based cloud retrieval underestimates the cloud top height due to the neglect of oxygen
absorption throughout a cloud layer (Vasilkov et al., 2008) and thus the misinterpretation of the smaller top-of-atmosphere
reflectance as a lower cloud layer (Saiedy et al., 1967). Additionally, since the enhanced multiple scattering is not fully taken
into account in the CRB-based cloud retrieval, the retrieved cloud height is normally close to the middle, i.e., the optical
centroid of clouds (Ferlay et al., 2010; Richter et al., 2015).
In Fig. 10, higher cloud top heights are found using CRB mainly over land surfaces characterised by the presence of a large

amount of absorbing aerosols, for instance, over regions with strong desert dust emissions, such as the Sahara, the Arabian
Desert, and the deserts in Australia, as well as regions with strong biomass burning emissions, such as South America, South
5

Africa, and Southeast Asia. Over these areas, ROCINN likely retrieves an effective aerosol height close to the top of aerosol
layer, depending on the type of absorbing aerosols and on aerosol optical depth. The presence of strongly absorbing aerosols,
which typically have large aerosol optical depth and/or locate at high altitudes (up to ∼8 km), reduces the fraction of photons
18
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Figure 11. The box-AMFs for clear and cloudy sky using ROCINN_CAL and ROCINN_CRB cloud model over Italy (45.3◦ N, 11.2◦ E) on
1 February 2010. The tropospheric AMF is given next to each label. The ROCINN_CRB cloud top pressure is shown as a horizontal green
line, and the ROCINN_CAL cloud top and base pressure are shown as horizontal brown lines. Cloud radiance fraction = 0.47, cloud optical
depth = 6.85, SZA = 69◦ , VZA = 3◦ , RAA = 42◦ .

reaching the lowest part of the atmosphere. In order to approximate this shortened light path, the CRB-based cloud retrieval
has to put the Lambertian reflector at a higher altitude (Wang et al., 2012; Chimot et al., 2016). This effect is larger for aerosol
10

layers at higher altitudes and dependent also on geometry parameters like SZA, on surface properties like surface albedo, and
on the accuracy of radiometric cloud fractions from OCRA.
To apply the CAL cloud model in our NO2 AMF calculation, a single scattering albedo of 1 and an asymmetry parameter of
0.85 for water clouds are assumed for the radiative transfer calculation, consistent with the values used in the cloud retrieval

5

(Loyola et al., 2018). Cloud observations with fitting root mean square (RMS) > 1 × 10−4 or number of iterations > 20 are

filtered out. The NO2 box-AMFs are derived through the pixel-specific radiative transfer calculation instead of the interpolation
from a LUT with fixed reference points, which requires no projection from the layer coordinate of NO2 profile to the coordinate
assumed in the LUT and requires no linear interpolation based on the model parameters.
Figure 11 shows an example of the derived box-AMFs for clear and cloudy sky using the CRB and CAL model over
Italy (45.3◦ N, 11.2◦ E) on 1 February 2010. The cloud information and the calculated tropospheric AMFs are also reported.

10

Compared to the clear-sky box-AMFs, the CAL-based cloudy-sky box-AMFs increase above the cloud layer (albedo effect)
and decrease below the cloud layer (shielding effect). Compared to the CRB model, the use of CAL model takes account of
the sensitivities inside and below the cloud layer and increases the cloudy-sky AMF by 0.3, which consequently decreases the
retrieved tropospheric NO2 column by 2.5 × 1015 molec/cm2 (12%), based on the polluted NO2 profile with most of the NO2

concentration located near the surface.
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Figure 12. Differences in GOME-2 tropospheric NO2 columns retrieved using ROCINN_CRB and ROCINN_CAL cloud model in February
and August 2010. Only measurements with cloud radiance fraction < 0.5 are included. Cloud observations with fitting RMS > 1 × 10−4 or
number of iterations > 20 are filtered out.

15

Figure 12 shows the differences in tropospheric NO2 columns retrieved using CRB and CAL model in February and August
2010. The use of CAL model decreases the tropospheric NO2 columns by more than 1×1014 molec/cm2 over polluted regions.
Larger values are found in winter (up to 3 × 1015 molec/cm2 ), when most of the NO2 concentrations are located at the surface
and the cloud fractions are generally larger due to the seasonal variation of clouds.
3.4

Combined impact

Figure 13 shows the tropospheric NO2 columns retrieved using the improved AMF calculation and the differences with the
reference data in February and August 2010. Larger differences are found in winter over the polluted regions. For instance,
the tropospheric NO2 columns are reduced by more than 1 × 1015 molec/cm2 over China and India in February and Brazil and
South Africa in August. Increased values are found e.g. over Mexico, Argentina, and Russia.
5

Table 3 summarizes the individual changes and combined effect of our improved AMF calculation on the retrieved tropospheric NO2 columns over western Europe, eastern China, eastern US, and central Africa. Increases in GOME-2 surface albedo
reduce the tropospheric NO2 columns by 2-6%. The use of IFS(CBA) a priori NO2 profiles affects (mostly increases) the tropospheric NO2 columns by up to 21%, and the use of CAL cloud parameters decreases the values by up to 14%. The combined

10

effect of individual improvements yields to a change of tropospheric NO2 columns on average within ±15% in winter and

±5% in summer over polluted regions.

The uncertainty in the improved AMF calculation is likely reduced comparing to the reference retrieval, considering the

improved surface albedo dataset, a priori NO2 profiles, and cloud parameters, which are the main causes of AMF uncertainty
(Lorente et al., 2017). The uncertainty in the AMF calculation for polluted conditions is estimated to improve from 10-45%
for the reference retrieval to the 10-35% range for this work.
20
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Figure 13. GOME-2 tropospheric NO2 columns retrieved using the improved algorithm and the differences with the reference data in
February and August 2010. Only measurements with cloud radiance fraction < 0.5 are included. Cloud observations with fitting RMS >
1 × 10−4 or number of iterations > 20 are filtered out.
15

4

Implicit aerosol correction

Aerosols can increase or decrease the sensitivity to tropospheric NO2 , depending on the NO2 and aerosol vertical distribution,
and the optical and physical properties of the particles (Martin et al., 2003; Leitão et al., 2010). Since the OCRA/ROCINN
cloud retrieval does not distinguish between clouds and aerosols, the aerosol effect is assumed to be corrected implicitly in the
AMF calculation via the effective cloud parameters (i.e., aerosols are treated as clouds).
Figure 14 and 15 show the land surface RGB image with active fire locations from the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on board the Terra (10:30 LT) and OCRA/ROCINN cloud products measured by GOME-2 (9:30
LT) over eastern China and central Africa on a given day, respectively. The MODIS dataset (https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.
5

gov/) describes the cloud or aerosol amount and fire locations (for central Africa). For both regions, a large amount of aerosol
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Table 3. Individual changes and combined effect in tropospheric NO2 columns relative to reference retrievals for western Europe (44◦ N-53◦
N, 0◦ E-7◦ E), eastern China (21◦ N-41◦ N, 110◦ E-122◦ E), eastern US (30◦ N-45◦ N, 70◦ W-90◦ W), and central Africa (5◦ S-15◦ S, 10◦
E-30◦ E).
surface albedo

a priori NO2 profile

cloud correction

combined effect

Europe (February 2010)

-2.2%

+19.6%

-9.3%

+2.0%

China

-5.9%

+0.7%

-12.1%

-13.3%

US

-4.6%

+15.6%

-12.2%

+8.9%

Africa

-2.1%

-1.2%

-3.3%

-5.8%

Europe (August 2010)

-3.6%

+20.5%

-9.4%

+1.1%

China

-5.6%

+15.9%

-14.0%

-2.3%

US

-4.3%

+10.1%

-9.7%

+1.1%

Africa

-3.8%

-0.6%

-5.4%

-4.8%

loads are found in the RGB image for cloud-free areas, e.g. Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei economic region in eastern China and
burning regions across central Africa, where the aerosol loads are identified as thin clouds (cloud optical depth of ∼5) near the
surface (cloud top height of ∼3 km) with cloud fractions up to 0.18.

Therefore, we assume that the thin clouds near the surface from the OCRA/ROCINN cloud products are attributed to aerosol

loads for measurements with cloud radiance fraction < 0.5 or cloud fraction < 0.2, and we evaluate the accuracy of implicit
aerosol correction by comparing it with explicit aerosol correction. For that purpose, the explicit correction for aerosols is
implemented using ground-based aerosol observations in Xianghe (39.75◦ N, 116.96◦ E), which is a suburban site surrounded
by heavily industrialized areas in northeastern China (Clémer et al., 2010; Hendrick et al., 2014; Vlemmix et al., 2015), and
5

in Bujumbura (3.38◦ S, 29.3◦ E), which is located in the Central African country of Burundi with intensive biomass burning
activities in the surroundings (Gielen et al., 2017), as indicated in Fig. 14 and 15, respectively. Our analysis is further limited
to satellite measurements with cloud optical depth < 5 and cloud top height < 3 km to reduce the cloud contamination. With
this selection, the aerosol concentrations are generally low or moderate (aerosol optical depth < 1).
The explicit modelling of aerosol scattering and absorption for the AMF calculation is implemented by introducing the
aerosol optical properties (i.e., single scattering albedo and phase function) and vertical distributions (i.e., extinction vertical
profiles) in the radiative transfer calculation. The single scattering albedo describes the fraction of the aerosol light scattering
over the extinction, and the phase function describes the angular distribution of scattered light intensity. In this study, we apply
the Henyey-Greenstein phase function with an asymmetry parameter (the first moment of phase function) describing the asym-

5

metry between forward and backward scattering. A long-term statistics of single scattering albedo and asymmetry parameter
at 440 nm is derived for Xianghe and Bujumbura using the version 3 level 2.0 inversion products from the sun photometer
radiance measurements at AERONET (Holben et al., 1998; Giles et al., 2019) (http://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/). Monthly mean
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(a) MODIS/Terra RGB image

(b) OCRA cloud fraction

(c) ROCINN cloud optical depth

(d) ROCINN cloud top height

[km]

Figure 14. MODIS/Terra RGB image (a), GOME-2 OCRA cloud fraction (b), GOME-2 ROCINN_CAL cloud optical depth (c), and GOME2 ROCINN_CAL cloud top height (d) over eastern China on 21 November 2013. Cloud observations with fitting RMS > 1 × 10−4 or number

of iterations > 20 are filtered out. The yellow location symbol in MODIS image indicates the Xianghe station (39.75◦ N, 116.96◦ E), and the
red dots indicate fires.

parameters are calculated based on up to seven years of observations (2010-2016 for Xianghe and 2013-2016 for Bujumbura)
10

available within ±1 h of the GOME-2 overpass time (9:30 LT) for each month.

Xianghe is located ∼60 km south-east of Beijing, belonging to the highly urbanized Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei economic region

on the North China Plain with heavy anthropogenic aerosol emissions, especially in winter due to the enhanced domestic
heating. Mixtures of desert dust with the urban-industrial aerosols affect the regions mainly in spring (March-May). Based
on the monthly climatology of AERONET measurements, the single scattering albedo in Xianghe is on average 0.91 with a
maximum in July (0.96) and low values in winter (∼0.87), which are mostly related to the black carbon emissions (Yang et al.,
2011). The asymmetry parameter ranges between 0.7 and 0.75, consistent with the values from the urban aerosol models in
East Asia (Lee and Kim, 2010).
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(a) MODIS/Terra RGB image

(b) OCRA cloud fraction

(c) ROCINN cloud optical depth

(d) ROCINN cloud top height

[km]

Figure 15. Similar as Fig. 14 but for central Africa on 9 September 2015. The yellow location symbol in MODIS image indicates the
Bujumbura station (3.38◦ S, 29.3◦ E).
5

Bujumbura is located in tropical Africa that is typically affected by the biomass burning emissions, mainly during the local
dry seasons (June-August and January-February), and to a lesser extend, by the anthropogenic emissions, throughout the year
with negligible seasonal variations. The single scattering albedo in Bujumbura is higher in March-May (∼0.9), related to the
major rain season, and lower in July-August and December-January (0.83-0.87), coinciding with the intensive agricultural
activities and transport of forest fire emissions in the surrounding regions (Gielen et al., 2017). The asymmetry parameter is on

10

average 0.69, in agreement with values in biomass burning aerosol models (Torres et al., 2013).
The collocated aerosol extinction vertical profiles at 477 nm are taken from the MAXDOAS measurements in Xianghe from
March 2010 to December 2016 (Clémer et al., 2010) and in Bujumbura from December 2013 to December 2015 (Gielen et al.,
2017). The MAXDOAS data is used to derive aerosol information based on the oxygen collision complexes (O4 ) absorption,
since the O4 vertical profile is generally constant and thus capable of describing the influence of aerosol scattering and absorp-

15

tion on photon path (Wagner et al., 2004; Frieß et al., 2006). The MAXDOAS technique can reliably determine the aerosol
extinction profiles in the lower troposphere (Frieß et al., 2016), where most aerosols are located over Xianghe and Bujum-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 16. The NO2 box-AMFs from the explicit aerosol correction and implicit correction using ROCINN_CRB and ROCINN_CAL cloud
model (a) and the TM5-MP NO2 profiles and the MAXDOAS aerosol extinction profiles used in the retrievals (b) at the Xianghe station on

(a)

(b)

21 November 2013. The tropospheric AMF is given next to each label. The ROCINN_CRB cloud top pressure is shown as a horizontal green
line, and the ROCINN_CAL cloud top and base pressure are shown as horizontal brown lines. Cloud radiance fraction = 0.28, cloud optical
depth = 4.96, aerosol optical depth = 0.66, SZA = 66◦ , VZA = 17◦ , RAA = 133◦ .

bura. We collocate the space- and ground-based measurements by selecting GOME-2 pixels within 50 km of the stations and
averaging the MAXDOAS aerosol profiles within ±1 h of the GOME-2 overpass time (9:30 LT).

Figure 16 shows typical NO2 box-AMFs, simulated TM5-MP NO2 profile, and MAXDOAS aerosol extinction profile for

20

Xianghe on 21 November 2013. The MAXDOAS aerosol profile follows an exponentially decreasing shape with a peak of
aerosol loads close to the ground (950 hPa or 0.4 km). The NO2 follows the same profile shape and is well mixed with aerosol.
Depending on seasonal variation, local emission, and transport process, aerosol profiles with peak at elevated heights (up to
900 hPa or 1 km) are also observed (not shown) due to the long residence time. The discontinuity of box-AMFs corrected
using the CRB cloud model is introduced by the effective clouds (see Eq. (2)), below which the cloudy box-AMFs are zero.

25

Due to the overestimated cloud altitudes from the CRB-based cloud retrieval (see Sect. 3.3), the CRB-based implicit aerosol
correction underestimates the tropospheric AMF by 14%, and this bias is largely reduced by applying the CAL cloud model
(6%), which brings a gradual reduction in box-AMFs towards the surface, agreeing reasonably better with the shape from

(a)

(b)

explicit aerosol correction. Figure 17 shows the same data as Fig. 16 but for Bujumbura on 9 September 2015. Compared to
the data in Xianghe, the aerosol profile in Bujumbura shows a smaller amount but an uplifted layer of aerosol loads (820 hPa or
30

1.8 km), while NO2 continues to peak at the surface. The difference in AMF between implicit and explicit aerosol correction
decreases from 15% using CRB to 5% using CAL.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 17. Similar as Fig. 16 but for the Bujumbura station on 9 September 2015. Cloud radiance fraction = 0.18, cloud optical depth = 4.83,
aerosol optical depth = 0.58, SZA = 40◦ , VZA = 14◦ , RAA = 155◦ .

(a)

(b)

Figure 18 presents the relative biases in tropospheric NO2 columns retrieved assuming no aerosol correction and assuming
implicit aerosol correction via the CRB and CAL cloud model for Xianghe from March 2010 to December 2016. Only measurements with cloud radiance fraction < 0.5, cloud optical depth < 5, and cloud top height < 3 km are included. The relative
35

biases introduced by assuming no aerosol correction vary between -30% to 31% with an average of 7% for GOME-2 pixels,
in agreement with previous studies focusing on the industrialized part of eastern China (Ma et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2014,
2015; Kuhlmann et al., 2015; Chimot et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017). Resulted from the overestimated shielding effect, the
tropospheric NO2 columns retrieved using CRB-based implicit aerosol correction are on average 33% larger than using explicit
aerosol correction, and the differences are largely reduced by applying the CAL cloud model (9%). Enhanced differences are

5

found for larger cloud radiance fraction, probably due to the increased pollution level (NO2 columns) comparing to the clear
sky (Richter et al., 2017), as the cloud (radiance) fraction is highly correlated with the MAXDOAS aerosol optical depth (correlation coefficient of 0.7 and regression slope of 0.17, not shown). Figure 19 shows the same data but for Bujumbura from
December 2013 to December 2015. The explicit aerosol correction yields tropospheric NO2 columns on average 6% smaller
than the clear-sky tropospheric NO2 columns, consistent with Martin et al. (2003); Castellanos et al. (2015). The average dif-

10

ference between the tropospheric NO2 columns from the implicit and explicit aerosol correction decreases from 15% using
CRB model to 5% using CAL model.
In Fig. 18 and 19, the relative biases introduced by the CAL-based implicit aerosol correction are close to the values assuming
no aerosol correction, addressing the complexities related to the tropospheric NO2 measurements in the presence of aerosols. In
combination with the cloud model error, errors related to the implicit aerosol correlation can result from the different radiative
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(a)

(b)

Figure 18. Scatter plot for relative biases in GOME-2 tropospheric NO2 columns assuming no aerosol correction (a) and assuming implicit
aerosol correction through ROCINN_CRB and ROCINN_CAL cloud model (b) with respect to the cloud radiance fraction at the Xianghe
station from March 2010 to December 2016. Only measurements with cloud radiance fraction < 0.5, cloud optical depth < 5, and cloud top
height < 3 km are included. Cloud observations with fitting RMS > 1 × 10−4 or number of iterations > 20 are filtered out. The mean value

and standard deviation are given next to each label.
15

effect of scattering clouds and absorbing aerosols and the different characteristic sizes and phase functions of clouds and
aerosols in general. The errors may be additionally enhanced in the presence of actual clouds. Therefore, future works include
the further quantitative interpretation of OCRA/ROCINN cloud parameters for aerosol-dominated scenes and the impact on
NO2 retrieval algorithm.
5

20

Tropospheric NO2 validation

A validation of our improved GOME-2 tropospheric NO2 columns is performed with BIRA-IASB ground-based MAXDOAS
measurements at the Xianghe station from March 2010 to December 2016. For the validation of GOME-2 measurements, the
satellite data is filtered for clouds (cloud radiance fraction < 0.5), and the closest valid pixel within 50 km of the stations is
compared to the ground-based MAXDOAS data, which is linearly interpolated to the GOME-2 overpass time (9:30 LT), if

25

original data exists within ±1 hour. As introduced in Sect. 4, Xianghe is a typical suburban station adequate for GOME-2

tropospheric NO2 validation (Liu et al., 2019b). Urban stations are generally underestimated by GOME-2 data due to the
averaging of a local source over a pixel size (Pinardi et al., 2015; Pinardi, in preparation).

Figure 20 shows the time series and scatter plot of the daily and monthly means comparison between the improved GOME-2
tropospheric NO2 columns and the ground-based MAXDOAS measurements in Xianghe, including the statistical information
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(a)

(b)

Figure 19. Similar as Fig. 18 but for the Bujumbura station from December 2013 to December 2015.

on the correlation coefficient, slope, and intercept of orthogonal regression analysis. The monthly mean values from the GOME30

2 and MAXDOAS measurements indicate good agreement with similar seasonal variations in tropospheric NO2 column. A
correlation coefficient of 0.94, a regression slope of 0.69 (±0.03) and an intercept of 0.41 (±0.06)×1015 molec/cm2 are derived
when comparing the monthly mean values. These results are qualitatively similar to previous validation exercises at other sites,
other satellites, and other NO2 products (Celarier et al., 2008; Kramer et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2009; Irie et al., 2012; Ma et al.,
2013; Wu et al., 2013; Kanaya et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2017; Drosoglou et al., 2017, 2018). Similar figures for previous GDP
products can be found in Liu et al. (2019b) and AC-SAF validation website (http://cdop.aeronomie.be/validation/valid-results).
Figure 21 presents the daily and monthly mean absolute and relative differences of GOME-2 and MAXDOAS measurements.

5

The differences are on average within ±1×1016 molec/cm2 with a mean difference of −3.7×1015 molec/cm2 . The NO2 levels
are underestimated by 9.9% by GOME-2 with a standard deviation of ±21%, mostly explained by the relatively low sensitivity

of space-borne measurements near the surface, the gradient-smoothing effect, and the aerosol shielding effect. These effects
are often inherent to the different measurements types or the specific conditions of the validation sites and also to the remaining
impact of structural uncertainties (Boersma et al., 2016), such as the impact of the choices of the a priori NO2 profiles and/or
the albedo database assumed for the satellite AMF calculations.
10

To summarise the improvements of each of the changes discussed in previous sections, Table 4 reports the statistical results
including the biases and regression analysis for the use of different surface albedo and a priori NO2 profiles at the Xianghe
station for completely clear sky (cloud radiance fraction = 0). Compared to the reference retrieval (based on GOME-2 surface
LER climatology and TM5-MP a priori profile), better results are obtained with the improved algorithm (based on surface

15

DLER dataset and IFS(CBA) a priori profile) with a median difference of −1.0 × 1015 molec/cm2 , which will be used to
further test for aerosol correction type below.
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Figure 20. Daily and monthly mean time series and scatter plot of GOME-2 and MAXDOAS tropospheric NO2 columns (mean value of all
the pixels within 50km around Xianghe).

Figure 21. Daily and monthly mean absolute and relative GOME-2 and MAXDOAS time series differences for the Xianghe station. The
histogram of the daily differences is also given, with the mean and median difference. The total time series absolute and relative monthly
differences are given outside the panels.
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Table 4. Mean difference (MD), median difference (AD) (SAT-GB in 1015 molec/cm2 ), standard deviation (STDEV), and correlation coefficient R and regression parameters (slope S and intercept I) of the orthogonal regression for the daily GOME-2 tropospheric NO2 product
when comparing to MAXDOAS data at Xianghe. Intermediate results for different surface albedo and a priori NO2 profiles are reported for
completely clear sky (cloud radiance fraction = 0) for a total of 73 GOME-2 pixels.
surface albedo

LER

DLER

DLER

a priori NO2 profile

TM5-MP

TM5-MP

IFS(CBA)

MD±STDEV (×1015 )

-2.5±7.2

-2.6±7.1

-1.9±7.2

AD (×1015 )

-1.9

-1.7

-1.0

R

0.63

0.64

0.63

S

0.60±0.09

0.60±0.08

0.63±0.09

I

0.30±0.12

0.29±0.12

0.31±0.12

Table 5. Similar as Table 4 but for different aerosol corrections for aerosol-dominated conditions (cloud radiance fraction < 0.5, cloud optical
depth < 5, and cloud top height < 3 km) for a total of 146 GOME-2 pixels. Results are calculated using DLER surface albedo and IFS(CBA)
a priori profiles.
aerosol correction

no

implicit_CAL

MD±STDEV (×1015 )

-4.0±10.0

-2.7±9.4

15

AD (×10 )

-2.8

-2.3

R

0.83

0.86

S

0.72±0.04

0.91±0.05

I

0.34±0.09

-0.05±0.10

Table 5 presents the statistical results for the retrievals with no aerosol correction and CAL-based implicit aerosol correction
at the Xianghe station for aerosol-dominated cases (cloud radiance fraction < 0.5, cloud optical depth < 5, and cloud top height
< 3 km). Consistent with Fig. 18, the GOME-2 NO2 columns retrieved using the CAL-based implicit aerosol correction are
higher than the results assuming no aerosol correction, which improve the biases relative to the MAXDOAS measurements, as
well as the standard deviation, correlation coefficient, and regression parameters. We note here that all the validation results in
this work show a significant improvement compared to the current operational GDP 4.8 product (Pinardi et al., 2015; Pinardi,
in preparation; Liu et al., 2019b) in the AC-SAF context (Hassinen et al., 2016).
6

Conclusion

The operational GOME-2 NO2 dataset, generated with the GDP algorithm at DLR, has been introduced in detail by Valks
5

et al. (2011, 2017) and successfully applied in many studies. An improved AMF calculation with more accurate knowledge
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of surface albedo, a priori NO2 profile, as well as cloud and aerosol correction is described in this paper and expected to be
implemented in an upcoming version of GDP in combination with Liu et al. (2019b).
The viewing angle-dependency of surface albedo is taken into account by improving the currently used GOME-2 surface
LER climatology (Tilstra et al., 2017). Over land, the surface albedo is described by a GOME-2 DLER dataset (Tilstra et al.,
10

2019), determined by dividing the GOME-2 orbit swath into five segments and retrieving the traditional surface LER for
each segment based on the data from the respective part of orbit swath. Compared to the non-directional GOME-2 LER
climatology, the use of the DLER dataset improves the underestimation of the surface albedo at the west side of the GOME-2
orbit (backscattering geometry) and increases the AMFs by up to 15% for polluted regions. Over water, the surface albedo
is improved with an ocean surface albedo parametrization (Jin et al., 2011), in which the albedo is parametrized for the

15

direct and diffuse incident radiation separately. We update the simplified expression of diffuse contribution with more realistic
values taken from the GOME-2 LER data, and we improve the description of the dependency on viewing direction for the
parametrization. The resulting surface albedo increases over sun glint areas and polluted coastal regions with large SZAs and
VZAs, for which the tropospheric NO2 columns are reduced by up to 10%.
High-resolution a priori profiles, obtained from the chemistry transport model IFS(CBA) with recent emission inventories,

20

provide a better description of the spatial and temporal variability in the NO2 fields. Compared to the currently used TM5-MP
profiles, the application of IFS(CBA) profiles affects the tropospheric NO2 columns by up to 7 × 1015 molec/cm2 for polluted

regions, mainly due to the differences in the model specifications and model resolutions. To quantify the influence of model
resolutions, we implement an analysis by altering the horizontal, vertical, and temporal resolutions for IFS(CBA). Changing the
horizontal resolution from 1◦ to 0.7◦ affects the tropospheric NO2 columns by up to 20%, with enhanced values for emission
sources and the opposite for their unpolluted surroundings. When the vertical resolution changes from 34 layers to 69 layers,
the tropospheric NO2 columns increase by up to 15% due to the capture of small box-AMFs at low altitudes. Small differences

5

(< 3%) are found for a temporal resolution of 2-hours and 1-hour time step.
The CAL model from the ROCINN cloud algorithm, with the clouds treated as uniform layers of water droplets, allows
the penetration of photons through the clouds and provides more realistic cloud parameters than the current CRB model,
with the clouds idealised as Lambertian reflectors. The application of CAL cloud parameters in the AMF calculation takes

10

the sensitivities inside and below the cloud layers into account and reduces the tropospheric NO2 columns by up to 3 × 1015
molec/cm2 for polluted regions.

As the cloud retrieval does not distinguish between clouds and aerosols, the aerosol correction is implicitly implemented in
the AMF calculation using the cloud parameters. To evaluate the accuracy of the implicit aerosol correction through a cloud
model, we explicitly account for the aerosol effect using ground-based aerosol measurements for aerosol-dominated conditions.
For Xianghe, a suburban site in China with primarily anthropogenic aerosol emissions, and Bujumbura, a remote site in tropical
15

Africa typically affected by biomass burning aerosols, aerosol optical properties from AERONET measurements and extinction
vertical profiles from correlative MAXDOAS measurements are applied. Assuming the explicit aerosol correction as reference,
the use of implicit aerosol correction through the CAL cloud model yields a bias 24% smaller than the CRB cloud model for
Xianghe and 10% smaller for Bujumbura.
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A validation of the improved NO2 measurements is performed by comparing the GOME-2 tropospheric NO2 dataset with
20

ground-based MAXDOAS measurements at the Xianghe station. The GOME-2 NO2 measurements show similar seasonal
variation as the MAXDOAS dataset with a monthly averaged difference of -9.9% (−3.8 × 1015 molec/cm2 in absolute) and a
correlation coefficient of 0.94, indicating good agreement. The application of the new surface albedo, a priori NO2 profile, and
cloud correction in the AMF calculation improves the biases, correlation coefficients, and regression parameters for Xianghe.
In the future, further studies focusing on the cloud correction will be implemented due to its importance in the AMF cal-

25

culation. The BRDF effect on cloud parameters will be considered by implementing the GOME-2 DLER dataset in the cloud
retrieval from ROCINN, providing a consistent treatment of surface albedo for both NO2 and cloud retrieval. Note that the
BRDF effect is not discussed for OCRA, because no surface albedo climatology is directly needed, and the correction for
VZA-dependency has been applied in the cloud fraction retrieval as a proxy of BRDF constellation (see Lutz et al., 2016, Sect.
2.2.2 therein). In addition, the interpretation of the OCRA/ROCINN cloud product for aerosol-dominated scenes and the im-

30

pact on NO2 retrieval algorithm will be further investigated in future studies. Furthermore, the NO2 algorithm will be adapted
to measurements from the TROPOMI instrument with a spatial resolution as high as 7 km×3.5 km.
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